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ABSTRACT
Starting from the premise that maps are essentially about visualizing space, this dissertation
examines what the Ottoman maps of Istanbul reveal about the city's perception, as it evolved
in connection to urban development after the conquest.
The maps that form the subject of this study appear as illustrations in three manuscript books.
The Istanbul maps contained in Mecmu'-i Menazil (1537-8) and HUnername (1584)
respectively mark the beginning and the accomplishment of the city's architectural
elaboration. The other twenty maps, featuring in manuscript copies of KitAb-i Bahriye
(1520s), roughly span the period between 1550 and 1700. The variants of a design fixed
around 1570 offer an image that fulfills its topographic elaboration in the late-seventeenth
century. While the making of this map's design relates to Istanbul's sixteenth century urban
development, its topographical elaboration reflects a new perception of the city.
These picture-maps, produced in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, form a unique
group of documents as the only known Ottoman pictorial representations showing the city as
a whole. As revealed by the context of the books containing them, their making relates both
to Ottoman Empire's territorial expansion and to the appropriation of Constantinople as its
new capital. Their cartographic language combines, in different manners, the familiar
conventions of Islamic miniature painting with artistic forms encountered and assimilated
during territorial expansion, particularly in contact with Venice. Especially the making of the
Istanbul maps in Kitib-i Bahriye copies illustrates the crucial role of the Mediterranean
seafaring culture, its navigation manuals, nautical charts and island books.
These images of Istanbul can be related to the development of the urban landscape and its
symbolic function. Their study as cartographic representations pays attention to both
accuracy and emphasis in their topographic contents. Supported by contemporary European
visual sources and travel accounts as well as Ottoman topographic and poetic descriptions of
Istanbul, the viewing directions, the depictions of buildings, and the overall cartographic
composition in these maps are interpreted as features shaping a symbolic landscape that
developed from an ideal vision to an actual garden-like urban environment, structured by
land, water, and architecture.
Thesis Supervisor: Stanford Anderson
Title: Professor of History and Architecture
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Fig. 49a: View of the Bayezid Mosque from the square between
the mosque and the Old Palace precinct, looking east. From
Bildlexikon, 387.
Fig. 49b: View of the Bayezid Mosque from the main street
(Divanyolu) to south of the complex, looking northwest. From
Bildlexikon, 387.
Fig. 50a: Site plan of the Bayezid Complex in Edirne: 1 Mosque
(1); soupkitchen (2); caravanserai (3); hospital and mental
asylum (4); madrasa (5); bath (6). From Kazancigil, Edirne
Sultan 2.Bayezid KUllivesi, unnumbered pl.
Fig. 50b: View of the demolished bath to southwest of the
mosque as seen from the south. From Kazancigil, Edirne Sultan
2.Bayezid Killivesi, unnumbered pl.
Fig. 51: Hypothetical site plan of the Bayezid Complex in the
seventeenth century (author's drawing based on fig. 48a).
Fig. 52: The Bayezid Mosque precinct (marked with "B", to the
right), detail from the map of Bayezid water supply system (ca.
1810-14). From Unver, Fatih'in oglu Bayezid'in su yolu
haritasi, insert map.
Fig. 53: "Dresden-389"; Istanbul map in Kitub-i Bahriye (short
version, copied 961/1554 by Mehmed Reis), SLB, MS, Dresd. Eb
389, fol. 170r.
Fig. 54: "K6prl6-172"; Istanbul map (ca. 1560-1570s], Kitib-i
Bahriye (short version), KK, MS, 172, fol. 181r.
Fig. 54a: Topographical details in K6prUl6-172 (author's
drawing).
Fig. 55: "Bologna-3613"; Istanbul map in Kit&b-i Bahrive (short
version, copied 977/1570), BUB, MS, 3613, fol. 162r.
Fig. 56: "Topkapi-337"; Istanbul map, Kitab-i Bahriye (short
version, copied 982/1574), TSMK, MS, B 337, fol. 167v.
Fig. 57: "Deniz-990"; Istanbul map [ca. 1580s?], Kit&b-i
Bahrive, DM, MS, 990 [formerly 3538], fol. 271v.
Fig. 58: "Millet-i"; Istanbul map [ca. 1590s?), Kit&b-i
Bahrive, MGK, MS, Cografya 1, fol. 208v.
Fig. 59: "Vienna-192"; Istanbul map [ca. 1580s?], Kitab-i
Bahriye (short version), UNB, MS, Cod. H.O. 192, fol. 169v.
Fig. 60: "London-4131"; Istanbul map [ca. 1620s], Kit&b-i
Bahrive (short version), BL, MS, Or. 4131, fol. 195r.
Fig. 61: "University-123"; Istanbul map [ca. 1600], Kitib-i
Bahrive (short version), IUK, MS, T 123, fol. 470r [originally
170r].
Fig. 62: "Nuruosmaniye-2990"; Istanbul map, Kitib-i Bahrive
(short version, copied 1055/1645 by Ahmed bin Mustafa), NOK,
MS, 2990, fol. 160r.
Fig. 63: "Kuwait-75"; Istanbul map, Kitib-i Bahrive (short
version, copied 1100/1688-9), DAI, LNS. 75, fol.[unknown]. From
Brown, The Story of Maps, frontispiece.
Fig. 64: "Nuruosmaniye-2997"; Istanbul map, Kit&b-i Bahrive
(short version, copied 1038/1629 by Mustafa bin Mehmed el-
CUndi), NOK, MS, 2997, fol. 203v.
Fig. 64a: Mihrimah Complex, gemsi Ahmed Pasha's Mosque and
Palace, Uskudar and Fener Gardens, detail from Nuruosmaniye-
2997.
Fig. 65: "Yenicami-790"; Istanbul map [ca. 1629], Kitib-i
Bahriye (short version), SK, MS, Yenicami 790, fol. 201v.
Fig. 65a: Topkapi Palace and Shore Kiosk, detail from Yenicami-
790.
Fig. 65b: Tersane Garden, detail from Yenicami-790.
Fig. 66: "Paris-956"; Istanbul map [ca. 1650}, Kitab-i Bahrive
(long version), BN, MS, supp. turc 956, fol. 434v.
Fig. 66c: Dolmabagge, detail from Paris-956.
Fig. 66b: UskUdar and Fener Gardens, detail from Paris-956.
Fig. 66a: Shipyards, Tersane Garden and Piyale Pasha Mosque,
detail from Paris-956.
Fig. 66d: Palace of Kaya Sultan, Mihrimah Complex, *emsi Ahmed
Pasha's Mosque and Palace, detail from Paris-956.
Fig. 66e: Topkapi Palace, Shore and Basketmakers' Kiosks, Hagia
Sophia, Sultanahmet and Bayezit Mosques, Old Palace and
Suleymaniye Mosque, detail from Paris-956.
Fig. 67: "Bologna-3609"; Istanbul map (mid-17th century),
Kit&b-i Bahriye (maps), Bologna, BUB, MS, 3609, fol. 10v.
Fig. 68: "K6prUlU-171"; Istanbul map [ca. 1660s], Kit&b-i
Bahriye (long version), KK, MS, 171, fol. 428r.
Fig. 69: "Topkapi-1633"; Istanbul map [ca. 1680s?], Kitib-i
Bahriye (long version), TSMK, MS, R 1633, fol. 434r.
Fig. 70: "Baltimore-658"; Istanbul map [ca. 1730-40], Kit&b-i
Bahrive (long version), WAG, MS, W. 658, fol. 370v.
Fig. 70a: Detail of Topkapi Palace in Baltimore-658.
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and Suleymaniye, detail from Baltimore-658.
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Fig. 71: London-718; Istanbul map [ca. 1670-1720], Kitab-i
Bahriye (maps), NKC, MS, 718, 3v-4r. From Empire of the
Sultans, 124-5.
Fig. 71a: Asian coast and Seraglio Point, left half of London-
718.
Fig. 71b: Western part of the Istanbul Peninsula, right half of
London-718.
Fig. 71c: View of Galata, Kitab-i Bahriye, NKC, MS, 718, fol.
4v. From SK, microfilm no. 3574.
Fig. 72: Berlin-57; Istanbul map [ca. 1670-1720], Kitib-i
Bahriye (maps), SBPK, MS, Diez A fol 57, fol. 28, quarters ab.
Fig. 72a: Asian coast and Seraglio Point, left half of Berlin-
57.
Fig. 72b: Western part of the Istanbul Peninsula and the Galata
coast, right half of Berlin-57.
Fig. 73a: Map of the island of Kos, in Liber Insularum
Archipelagi by C. Buondelmonti, BAV, MS, Chigiano F.V.110, fol.
31v. From HC, 1:483.
Fig. 73b: Map of the island of Kos (Lango), in Isolario by
Bartolommeo dalli Sonetti, fols. 32v-33r.
Fig. 73d: Map of the island of Kos (Istank6y), Kitab-i Bahrive,
(long version) by Piri Reis, SK, MS, Ayasofya 2612, fol. 112r.
From Bahrive/1988, 2:496.
Fig. 73c: Map of the island of Kos (Istank6y) in Kit&b-i
Bahriye (short version) by Piri Reis, BUB, MS, 3613, fol. 32r.
From Bahrive/Kahle, 1:57.
Fig. 74: Nautical chart of the Aegean by Menemenli Mehmed Reis
(1590), MC, MS. port. 22. From Portolani e Carte Nautiche,
no.34.(original size: 595 x 825 mm).
Fig. 74a: Marmara Sea, detail from the nautical chart of
Menemenli Mehmed Reis (1590).
Fig. 75a: Map of the island of Khios (Sio) (Greece), in
Isolario by B. dalli Sonetti (Venice, 1485), fols. 43v-44r.
Fig 75b: Map of the island of Khios (Sakiz)(Greece), in Kitab-i
Bahrive (short version), Piri Reis, BUB, MS, 3613, fol. 19v.
From Bahrive/Kahle, 1:33.
Fig. 75c: Map of the island of Khios (Sakiz)(Greece), in
Kit&b-i Bahrive (long version) by Pir Reis, SK, MS, Ayasofya
2612, fol. 86r. From Bahriye/1988, 1:370.
Fig. 76a: Vignette of Genoa in a nautical chart of the
Mediterranean by [Batist]a Beccari, 1435, BP, MS, II, 21, 1613.
From G. Patti Balbi, Genova Medievale-Vista dai contemporanei.
Fig. 76b: Vignette of Genoa, detail from the map of the
Ligurian coast in Kit&b-i Bahrive (long version), TSMK, MS,
H.642, fol. 284r. From Renda, "Representation of Towns...", 283.
Fig. 76c: Map showing Genoa and the Ligurian coast, Kitib-i
Bahriye (short version), iUK, MS, T 123, fol. 398v.
Fig. 77a: Vignette of Venice, chart of the Central
Mediterranean in an atlas by Giovanni Xenodocos da Corfu (1520,
[Venice?]), MC, MS, port. 29. From Portolani e Carte Nautiche,
no.11.
Fig. 77b: Vignette of Venice, chart of the Mediterrenean in an
atlas by Placido Caloiro et Oliva (1646, [Messina?]), MC, MS,
port. 10. From Portolani e Carte Nautiche, no.41.
Fig. 77c: Vignette of Venice, chart of the Mediterrenean by
Matteo Prunes (1578, Majorca), MC, MS, port. 10. From Portolani
e Carte Nautiche, no.30.
Fig. 77d: Gulf of Venice and the lagoon, detail from a chart of
the central Mediterranean in anonymous atlas (second half of
the 16th century, [Istanbul ?J), IAM, MS 1621, 148/7. From
Goodrich, "Atlas-i HUmayun", 95.
Fig. 77e: Gulf of Venice and the lagoon, detail from a chart of
the Adriatic Sea in an anonymous atlas (ca. 16th century), MC,
MS, port. 39. From Portolani e Carte Nautiche, no.28.
Fig. 77f: Vignettes of Genoa and Venice, chart of the central
Mediterranean in anonymous atlas (ca. 1560s [Istanbul ?]), WAG,
MS 660, fols. 6v-7r.
Fig. 78: Town vignettes from a nautical chart of the
Mediterranean, by J. Martinez (1591). From Guillen y Tato, "An
Unpublished Atlas of J. Martinez", 112.
Fig. 79: Map of the Aegean island of Patmos (Greece), Kit&b-i
Bahrive (long version), SK, MS, Ayasofya 2612, fol. 99r. From
Bahriye/1988, 1:424.
Fig. 80: Map of the island of Corfu (Kerkyra) and the Epirian
coast (Greece), fol. 169r, MS Ayasofya 2612. From
Bahriye/1988,2:721.
Fig. 81: Map of the Peleponnesian coast near the fortified
ports of Modon (Methoni) (above) and Coron (Koroni)
(below)(Greece), MS Ayasofya 2612, fol. 153r. From
Bahrive/1988, 2:658.
Fig. 82: Map of the North African coast near Bougie
(Bejaia)(Algeria), MS Ayasofya 2612, fol. 321v. From
Bahrive/1935, 642.
Fig. 83: Map of the North African coast near Tripoli (Tarabulus
al-Gharb)(Libya), MS Ayasofya 2612, fol. 338r. From
Bahriye/1935, 675.
Fig. 84: Map of the South Anatolian coast with the port and
citadel of Alanya (Turkey), fol. 382r, MS Ayasofya 2612. From
postcard (Dost Yayinlari).
Fig. 85a: Map of Cairo, in Kitub-i Bahrive (long version) by
Piri Reis, TSMK, MS, 642, fol.355r.
Fig. 85b: Map of Cairo, NKC, MS, 718, fols. 48v-49r. From SK,
microfilm no. 3574.
Fig. 85c: Map of Cairo, Kitab-i Bahrive (maps), SBPK, MS, Diez
A fol 57, fol. 25, quarters a, b.
Fig. 86a: Map of Venice and its lagoon in Kit&b-i Bahrive (long
version) by Piri Reis, TSMK, MS, 642, fol. 212v-213r.
Fig. 86b: Map of the Gulf of Venice, Kit&b-i Bahriye (short
version, copied 977/1570), BUB, MS, 3613, fol. 72r. From
Soucek, "Islamic Charting", 277.
Fig. 86c: Map of Venice and its lagoon [ca. 1600], Kit&b-i
Bahrive (short version), 10K, MS, T 123, fol. 287r.
Fig. 86d: Map of Venice and its lagoon, Kitub-i Bahrive (short
version, copied 978/1570-1), SK, MS, HUsrevpaga 272, fols. 71v-
72r [additional].
Fig. 86e: Map of Venice and its lagoon, Kitab-i Bahrive (short
version), MGK, MS, Cografya 1, fols. 80v-81r [additional].
Fig. 86f: Map of Venice and its lagoon, Kitab-i Bahriye (maps),
NKC, MS, 718, fols. 28v-29r. From SK, microfilm no. 3574.
Fig. 86g: Map of Venice and its lagoon (extant half), Kitab-i
Bahriye (maps), SBPK, MS, Diez A fol 57, fol. 36, quarter c.
Fig. 87: Vignette of Cairo, detail of from a chart of the
central Mediterranean in anonymous atlas (ca. 1560s
[Istanbul?]), WAG, MS 660, fols. 6v-7r.
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in a cartouche, published by Lodovico Furlanetto (Venice,
1780). From Cassini, Piante e vedute prospettive di Venezia,
162.
Fig. 89: Map of Venice and its lagoon (1528), in Libro.. de
tutte l'isole... by B. Bordone (Venice, 1528), fols. 29v-30r.
Fig. 90: Perspective plan of Venice (end of 16th century),
engraved by B. Salvioni. From Cassini, Piante e vedute..., 78.
Fig. 91: Map of the Iberian coast from Gibraltar (top) to Bera
[Garrucha] (bottom) with vignettes of Malaga, Salobrefia,
Almeria and Bera, Kit&b-i Bahrive (short version), iUK, MS, T
123, fol. 304r [additional page at the beginning].
Fig. 92a: Map of the Marmara Sea (east-oriented, entitled
"Egg&l-i kizil ada bu resimdir"), Kit&b-i Bahriye (short
version), BN, MS, supp. turc 220, fol. 157r.
Fig. 92b: Map of the Marmara Sea (east-oriented, entitled
"Egg&l-i kizil adalar bu resimdir"), Kit&b-i Bahriye (short
version, copied 978/1570-1), SK, MS, Husrevpaga 272, fol. 167r.
Fig. 92c: Map of the Marmara Sea (east-oriented, entitled
"Eggal-i marmara engini bu resimdir"), Kit&b-i Bahriye (short
version, SK, MS, Husrevpaga 272, fol. 4r [additional].
Fig. 92d: Map of the Sea of Marmara (west-oriented), Kit&b-i
Bahrive (short version), iK, MS, T 123, fol. [4] 312v.
Fig. 92e: Map of the Marmara Sea (west-oriented) with Istanbul
as a topographical detail, Kit&b-i Bahriye (short version,
copied 996/1587), BLO, MS, d'Orville 543, fol. 142v.
Fig. 92f: Map of the Marmara Sea (west-oriented) with Istanbul
as a topographical detail (entitled "Eggal-i istanbul"), Kit&b-
i Bahrive (short version, copied [10]17/1608-9 by Haci Mehmed
Reis), SK, MS, Ayasofya 3161 , fol. 201r.
Fig. 93: Map of the Istanbul area (author's drawing).
Fig. 94: Anonymous nautical chart of the Mediterranean, (end of
16th century), MC, MS, port. 34. From Portolani e Carte
Nautiche, no.35 (original size: 515 x 990 mm).
Fig. 94a: Vignette of Istanbul in the anon. chart, MC, MS,
port. 34.
Fig. 95: Diagram explaining the cartographic distortions
underlying the design of the Istanbul map in Kit&b-i Bahrive
(author's drawing).
Fig. 96: Possible stemma for the Istanbul maps in manuscript
copies of the Kit&b-i Bahriye (* dates correspond to the
completion dates of copying given in the colophons of the
respective manuscripts; drawing by Marc Grignon).
Fig. 97: Panoramic view of the Asian coast (ca. 1590),
attributed to H. Hendrofski, ONB, MS, Cod. 8626. From F.
Babinger, "Drei Stadtansichten...", unnumbered pl. (size of the
original: 12 x 51.5 cm).
Fig. 97a: UskUdar Garden at Point Kavak, with Kadikby in the
background, detail from ONB, MS, Cod. 8626. From And,
16.Yuzyilda istanbul, 81.
Fig. 98: Map of the Bosphorus in an anonymous costume book
(1588 [Istanbul?]), BLO, MS, Or. 430, fol. 2r. From Necipoelu,
Topkapi Palace, 29.
Fig. 98a: UskUdar Garden, detail from, MS, Or. 430, fol. 2r.
Fig. 99: Shore Kiosk, reconstructed elevation, section and plan
(1592). From Eldem and Akozan, Topkapi Sarayi, pl.10.
Fig. 100: Basketmakers' Kiosk, reconstructed elevation and
floor plan (1645), and plan of the supporting pillars built on
two sides of the fortification wall. From Eldem and Akozan,
Topkapi Sarayi, pl.11.
Fig. 101: *emsi Ahmed Paga Complex (1580-1), (top) view from
the south-east, (middle) site plan. From Bildlexikon, 484.
(Bottom) view from the sea. From Kuran, Sinan, 199.
Fig. 102a (left): Miniature composition with cypress trees
alternating with chimneys and with cupolas in SUleymanname by
Arifi, 1558, TSMK, MS, H. 1517, fol. 412r. From Atil, Turkish
Art, 147.
Fig. 102b (right): Miniature composition with cypress trees
alternating with cupolas, ibid, fol. 17v. From Atil,
SUleymanname, 93.
Fig. 103: Map of the Ka-ithane River and meadows with a
reconstructed site plan of the Saadabad complex as in the 19th
century (the Golden Horn is at the left edge, the straightened
river bed is to the right of the royal residence marked "A").
From Eldem, Sa'dabad, 8-9.
Fig. 104: Coastline between UskUdar and Kadik6y, detail from
the map of Istanbul, "Plan de Constantinople..." (ca. 1860s) by
C. Stolpe [the site of the UskUdar Garden is occupied by the
Selimiye Barracks built in 1795]. From Kayra, Istanbul:
Zamanlar ve Mek&nlar, insert map no.7.
Fig. 105: View of Point Kavak with the Selimiye Barracks from
the west in an illustration of The Illustrated London News
(January 6, 1855). From istA, 1:346.
Fig. 106: View of Point Kavak from the north-west looking
toward Kadik6y and the Marmara sea in the 1850s, in Scutari,
the Bosphorus and the Crimea (1857) by Lady Blackwood. From
istA, 4:566.
Fig. 107: View of the waterfront pavilions of the Oskudar
Garden at Point Kavak (1797-8), pencil drawing by J.-B. Lepere.
From Muller-Wiener, "Das Kavak Sarayi", pl. 52.
Fig. 108: View of the waterfront pavilions in the Uskuidar
Garden at Point Kavak (ca. 1790), attributed to J.B. Hilair.
From Kayra and Uyepazarci, ikinci Mahmut'un istanbul'u, 84.
Fig. 109: Panoramic view of the Asian coast and the Seraglio
Point from Galata (ca. 1670) by J. Grelot. From idem, Relation
nouvelle d'un voyage A Constantinople (Paris, 1681), insert.
Fig. 109a: View of the Uskudar Garden ("Serrail de Scutari")
from the sea, detail from Grelot's panorama.
Fig. 109b: Basketmakers' Kiosk and Shore Kiosk, detail from
Grelot's panoramic view.
Fig. 109c: Human figure looking toward tskUdar from the heights
above Galata and holding an open book, detail from Grelot's
panoramic view.
Fig. 110: Perspective plan of Istanbul looking west, with the
Oskudar Garden (right) and Fener Garden (left) in the
foreground (ca. 1670) by J. Grelot. From idem, Relation
nouvelle d'un voyage A Constantinople (Paris, 1681), insert.
Fig. 110a: Royal residence in the Uskudar Garden seen from the
back, detail from Grelot's perspective plan.
Fig. 111: Royal residence ("Kavak Sarayi") in the UskUdar
Garden seen from the sea, detail from a map of the Uskudar
water supply system [first half of the 18th century?], TiEM,
MS, 3336. From Konyali, UskUdar Tarihi, 2:217.
Fig. 112: UskUdar Garden (marked with "M"), detail from a
panoramic view of Istanbul looking from Galata by C. de Bruyn,
ca. 1680. From idem, Voyage au Levant (1714).
Fig. 113: Asian coast from Kizkulesi (left) to Fener Garden
(right), detail from a panoramic view of the Asian coast and
the Seraglio Point "taken from Mr. Lisles House above Galata"
by R. Dalton, ca. 1750. From idem, Antiquities and Views in
Greece and Egypt (1791).
Fig. 114: View of Salacak from the south looking toward the
Bosphorus, with the Ayazma Mosque on top of the slope (ca.
1835) by W.H. Bartlett, in The Beauties of the Bosphorus by J.
Pardoe (1838). From postcard (Keskin Color Ag).
NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION
Modern Turkish orthography has been used for all Turkish
terms, personal names and the current place-names, except for
direct citations from the principal sources of study.
For words that entered English dictionaries (such as
pasha, madrasa, waqf), the English ortography has been
followed.
Throughout the main text and in the footnotes, in direct
quotations from the Ottoman texts rendered in the Arabic
script, only the long vowels "a", "u" and "i" of Arabic and
Persian words and endings, as in sil&hi and NasUh, and the
character ('ayn), as in mecmu', have been distinguished. The
same simplified transcription has also been followed in
Appendices 1 and 2. However vowel harmony has not been applied
and soft consonants have been respected.
In Appendices 3-22, dealing with the Istanbul maps in
Kitub-i Bahriye manuscripts, the transliteration system adopted
by the islam Ansiklopedisi has been used to render the text and
inscriptions found on the respective map pages.
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INTRODUCTION
(...) Nous promen&mes dans le jardins, et nous
regardions avec une grande admiration et un grand
plaisir tant6t le ssrail du Grand Seigneur plac6
en face de notre maison [i.e. Embassy of France in
Pera), tant6t le Bosphore, Scutari, Chalc6doine et
le golfe de Nicom6die, et tantbt l' ile des Princes
et plus loin le mont Olympe. (...) - la vue de
toutes ces choses, a la fois si emerveill6s et si
etonn4s, qu'il nous semblait etre arriv6s en
quelque nouveau paradis, tant nous plaisait la
beaut& des vertes et f6condes collines sur les
flancs desquelles Constantinople doucement
s'6tend.[February, 1573]1
Than this there is hardly in nature a more
delicate Object, if beheld from the Sea or
adjoyning Mountaines; the loftie and beautifull
Cypresse Trees so intermixed with the buildings,
that it seemeth to present a Citie in a -Wood to
the pleased beholders. Whose seven aspiring heads
(for on so many hils and no more, they say it is
seated) are most of them crowned with magnificent
Mosques, all of white Marble, round in forme, and
coupled above; being finished on the top with
gilded Spires, that reflect the beames they
receive with a marvellous splendor; some having
two, some foure, some sixe adjoyning Turrets,
exceeding high, and exceeding slender... [September
1610]2
Tout ceux qui ont vu Constantinople sont d'accord
que cette ville est dans la plus belle situation
qui soit au monde, en sorte qu'il semble que la
nature l'ait faite pour dominer et commander '
toute la terre. [December 1655]3
1 Philippe du Fresne-Canaye, Le voyage du Levant de Philippe du Fresne-
Canaye, ed. by H. Hauser (Paris: E. Leroux, 1897), 52-3.
2 George Sandys, "A Relation of a Journey begunne, Anno Dom. 1610.
Written by Master George Sandys, and here contracted," chap. 8 in Purchas
His Pilgrimes, vol. 8 (Glasgow, 1905), 111.
3 Jean Thdvenot, Voyage du Levant, ed. by S. Yerasimos (Paris: Frangois
Maspero, 1980), 47-8.
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These remarks, made by Europeans who visited the ancient
city when it enjoyed another era of splendor as the Ottoman
imperial capital, reveal how it was perceived as strikingly
beautiful by its visitors. They account for the components that
made the city so impressive. Its charming landscape consisted
of an extraordinary geographical setting and an urban
environment that blended buildings and trees in a particularly
harmonious fashion.
The various Ottoman accounts from around the same time
suggest that the city's inhabitants were also enchanted with
its landscape. The first instances of the Ottoman appreciation,
however, must date back from the time prior to the conquest,
when, like any other foreigner, they viewed the city from afar.
The motive of this study is to understand how the Ottomans
perceived this new city as an urban environment and how they
conceived their architectural contributions in relation to its
landscape. The monumental buildings they erected, be they
palaces or royal foundations destined for public use, are
perfectly integrated into the natural topography of the city
and embellish it, even in the eyes of foreigners from different
urban cultures. While we lack texts, drawings or official
documents that could explain the design precepts that guided
their architectural endeavor, other sorts of documents provide
an insight into how the new inhabitants perceived and conceived
the city. Topographical maps, texts in the form of descriptions
and panegyrics, and the buildings themselves suggest that
viewing and visibility, and their reciprocity, profoundly
structured the selection of sites and the spatial organizations
in and around monumental buildings. Departing from the
Byzantine city, the Ottomans moved from the existing urban form
and structure - its symbolical sites, buildings and ceremonials
- to a synthesis that reflected a different historical context
involving the old and the new, local and foreign cultures,
circumstances and meanings.
Istanbul's impressive cityscape that particularly commands
the Golden Horn is both accidental and deliberately shaped: Its
beginnings may not be linked to a clear desire of shaping a
representational front on the Golden Horn. However, the
potential of this cityscape seems to have been quickly
recognized, and, I think, owed some of its development as much
to the culture of viewing the landscape from different vantage
points as to symbolical concerns. The crucial shift in the
perception of the city is marked by the construction of the
Suleymaniye Complex, which succeeded in blending symbolic
themes into an architectural design. Its arrival essentially
shaped one of the most visible parts of the city and
transformed it into a monumental belvedere.
This study is based on the examination of maps, which
constitute the most direct representations of Istanbul produced
during the Ottoman period. These maps have been examined in
their own right, that is, as much for their symbolic content as
for the topographic information they contain. Yet my focus has
also been on what the maps reveal about the ways of viewing the
city. This study of the Ottoman maps of Istanbul, from the
beginning stages of research onward, has been significantly
encouraged and inspired by the new, critical current in the
field of historical cartography. 4 My interpretation of the
Ottoman maps of Istanbul substantially benefited from an
enlarged definition of what a map is, as proposed by the
4 I refer to the interpretive approach that has developed in the last
twenty years with the contributions of several scholars from within and
without the discipline and which was most determinedly pioneered by the
late J.B. Harley. Reacting to the "positivist" historiography of maps
that earlier dominated the field and which gave "the pride of place to
the history of mathematically constructed, 'scientific' maps", the new
approach proposes to treat maps as "historical" documents, and not as
"scientific, value-free" documents. It thus enlarges the field of study
and transforms it into a humanistic discipline. The new approach is
represented by a multi-volume, ongoing publication that aims at rewriting
the history of cartography of all cultures with a critical agenda. See
The History of Cartography, edited by J. B. Harley and David Woodward
(Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1987-).
proponents of this new approach.5 It emphasizes the study of a
map as any other kind of representation, that is as a structure
with meaning of its own.
The maps that form the principal subject of this study are
dealt with in three chapters. The first two chapters are
devoted each to a single map: the Istanbul map contained in
Mecmu'-i Men&zil, and the Istanbul map in Hunern&me. The third
chapter, which is considerably longer than the first two,
examines a series of Istanbul maps that were included in
manuscript copies of Kitab-i Bahriye, produced over a period of
nearly two centuries. However, these maps of Istanbul form a
large family of variants and demand to be studied as a group.
The length of that chapter is justified not only by the nature
of the material discussed, but also by the absence of earlier
research.
5 To reflect the enlarged cultural scope of the projected history of
cartography and of its subject matter, the editors of The History of
Cartography have proposed the following, new definition of map: "Maps are
graphic representations that facilitate a spatial understanding of
things, concepts, conditions, processes, or events in the human worlds."
See J.B. Harley and David Woodward, preface to The History of
Cartography, vol. 1, xvi. For an overview of the ideas that have shaped
the theoretical postulates of the new approach, see J.B. Harley,
"Deconstructing the Map," Cartographica 26, no. 2 (1989): 1-19.
CHAPTER 1:
THE ISTANBUL MAP IN MECMU'-I MENAZIL BY NASUH EL-
MATRAKI
1. Introduction: The Book, Its Author and Its
Illustrations
The earliest known Ottoman map of Istanbul is a miniature
contained in a manuscript book entitled Mecmu'-i Men&zil (The
Collection of Stations), which exists in a unique copy
presumably prepared for the sultan and richly illustrated with
topographical miniatures (fig. 8).1 The book relates SUleyman
I's military campaign to Iraq and western Iran undertaken
between AH 940-942/ AD 1533-36. Mecmu'-i Men&zil was completed
in AH 944/ AD 1537-8, and is the work of Nasuh us-Sil&hi el-
Matr&ki, today more commonly known as Matrakgi Nasuh. 2
According to Nasuih's statements in the text, he is not only the
author of the text but also of the illustrations. 3 Nasuh had
1 istanbul Universitesi Kutuphanesi (iUfK), MS, T. 5964. This title is
mentioned by the author on fol. 12v. For its quotation, see below n. 5.
The other commonly known title "Bey&n-1 Men&zil-i Sefer-i 'Irakeyn"
(Descriptions of the Stations of the Irakeyn Campaign) is written on fol.
lr and is a later addition according to Huseyin G. Yurdaydin, see Bey&n-i
Men&zil-i Sefer-i 'Irakeyn-i Sultan SUleyman H&n, facsimile edition of
iUK, MS, T. 5964, with an introductory study and its English translation,
and an annotated transcription of the manuscript text by HUseyin G.
Yurdaydin (Ankara: TTK, 1976), 151. Hereafter I shall refer to Nasuh's
work shortly as Menazil and to Yurdaydin's facsimile edition and
introductory study as Beyan-i Menazil, and give page references to its
English translation in brackets.
2 When the French art historian Albert Gabriel studied the manuscript in
the 1920s, he noted its colophon on fol. 109r as: "Sultan Suleyman-i
K&nuni bendeg&nindan Nasfih us-Sil&hi el-Matraki, 944." See Albert
Gabriel, "Les 4tapes d'une campagne dans les deux 'Irak d'apres un
manuscrit turc du XVIe siecle," Syria 9 (1928): 329 (hereafter cited as
"stapes"). The colophon is also given in Franz Taeschner, "The Itinerary
of the First Persian Campaign of Sultan Suleyman, 1534-36, according to
Nasuh al-Matraki," Imago Mundi 18 (1956): 53. At the present, the page
bearing the colophon does not seem to exist anymore. In Yurdaydin's
facsimile edition, the page numbered "109r" bears a miniature. Yurdaydin
mentions the colophon in his study but without giving any page reference
or making any comment, Bev&n-i Menazil, 10 [128]. Elsewhere, however, he
notes that some pages seem to have been lost since the book was studied
by Taeschner, ibid., 36 [156].
3 It is most clearly stated in the passage where Nasuh explains why he
entitled his book the "Collection of Stations," see below n. 5. This
been educated in the palace school and was a versatile person
renowned for his swordsmanship and calligraphic skills. Before
Menazil, he had already written two books on mathematics,
another on the techniques of warfare, and had also begun his
Turkish translation of al-Tabari's famous history from its
Arabic original.4
The extant miniatures in Menuzil number 128. These
miniatures are all topographical representations without human
figures and depict the cities, towns or the countryside where
the sultan and his army camped during marches, and also a
number of shrines which the sultan had visited. Although not
systematically, the tents of the royal camp are also shown in a
good number of them (figs. 9-13). The miniatures are conceived
as maps in which the landscape is depicted from above while its
three-dimensional features and buildings are shown in elevation
and occasionally from an oblique angle.
The illustrations have an imposing presence in Men&zil and
form a veritable compendium of city views and landscapes.
Considering that the book chronicles a military campaign, it is
very remarkable that no images showing battle scenes or sieges
are incuded in among its illustrations. Yet seemingly this was
a deliberate choice as the book's title and Nasuh's explanation
of it reveal. Priding himself on his work, Nasih says that "the
master (Ustad) who put together this picture (resm) station by
station named it the 'Collection of Stations' (...) and since it
is the master who constructed it (buny&d itdi), it is fit to
statement and others have been pointed out by Yurdaydin in his
introductory study, see Beyan-1 Menazil, 13 [131-2] and 31-2 [152, 223].
4 For a detailed biography of Nas~h and his works, see Yurdaydin, op.
cit., 1ff. [119ff.]. Also idem, "Matrakci", in E12 , 6: 843f. A briefer
overview of Nasfih's work is given in idem, "An Ottoman Historian of the
XVIth Century: Nasfh al-Matraki and His Bey&n-i Men&zil-i Sefer-i Irakayn
and Its Importance for Some Iraqi Cities," Turcica 7 (1975): 179-87.
recall this picture." 5 In fact, the text, too, describes more
the spatial progress of the Suleyman's army rather than the
battles or sieges themselves, and as a whole the Menazil
represents an itinerary and demarcates a geographical space
which its miniatures make "visible". Although this geographical
space is "constructed" of sequential views, as Nasu-h
underlined, what Menuzil brings before the eyes is a global
picture of the lands traversed and to which the sultan's
authority was extended as a result of the military campaign.
Nasfih's predilection for city views somewhat recalls that
of Braun and Hogenberg in their famous publication Civitates
Orbis Terrarum (Cologne, 1572), yet it had a different context.
Menuzil is the illustrated version of a part of Nasuih's multi-
volume Ottoman history conceived as a suit to al-Tabarl's
universal history. 6 Also part of this voluminous work are two
other campaign chronicles that are similarly illustrated, even
though not as richly, with topographical maps and views (figs.
14, 15, 17 and 18).7 One of them, Tarih-i Feth-i Siklos ve
Estergon ve Istunibelgrad (The History of the Conquest of
Siklos, Esztergom and Szekesfehervar) relates in a first part
SUleyman's Hungarian campaign of 1542-3 and in a second part
the Ottoman naval campaign in the Mediterranean led by
Hayreddin Barbarossa in alliance with the navy of Francis I in
1543. The other chronicle entitled Turih-i Sultan Bayezid (The
History of Sultan Bayezid) is an account of the naval conquests
along the western coast of Greece made during the reign of
Bayezid II (1481-1512).
5 The passage is written above the view of Gebze, a small town near which
the army had made its first halt: "Bu resmi cem' iden menzil be-menzil/
Dedi adina Mecmu'-i Men&zil" (...) Bu resmi gUnkU bUnyad itdi Ustad/
Menazil ismi itmek gerek y&d, " see Bev&n-i Menazil, 223 and fol. 12v.
6 See Yurdaydin, Beyan-i Menazil, 3-6 [121-5] and 10-25 [128-43].
7 These manuscripts do not have colophons but Yurdaydin has convincingly
demonstrated that they were composed and illustrated by Nasfih. See H. G.
Yurdaydin, "Matr&kgi Nasfh'un minyaturl iki yeni eseri, " Belleten 28
(1964): 229-33. Also see idem, BeyAn-i Men&zil, 12-16 [131-4] and 19
[137-8].
These three books composed by Nasuh are the earliest
examples of the Ottoman illustrated chronicles to be produced
during the sixteenth century. 8 Yet in being illustrated with
exclusively topographical miniatures they are both
unprecedented and without followers. Nasuh's chronicles that
record and celebrate individual sultans' achievements share the
ideological scope of earlier Ottoman chronicles and of later
ones commissioned to appointed court historiographers
(shahnamedjis). 9 But Nasuh's historical work just predates the
official chronicles and seems, in its conception and
production, to have been his private enterprise, something that
may explain the addition of illustrations to some of its
volumes, and particularly the use of topographical miniatures.
While Nasfih's versatility may have allowed him to realize this
novel type of illustration, topography as illustration betrays
a "1mapping impulse," a desire to make new territories
"visible." In other words, topographical representation must
have related to a consciousness of the Ottoman Empire's rapid
territorial expansion, a consciousness shared by the sultan and
the ruling elite in his service of which. His three illustrated
chronicles indeed cover the territorial advance in three major
areas, on land and at sea, and precisely at a moment when this
expansion, ongoing since the mid-fifteenth century, attained
its climax. 10
8 For a richly annotated overview of Ottoman illustrated histories and
the wider context of contemporary Islamic book illustration, see Eleonor
G. Sims, "The Turks and Illustrated Historical Texts," in Fifth
International Congress of Turkish Art, Budapest 1978, ed. by G. Fehdr
(Budapest: Akaddmiai Kiad6, 1978), 747-72.
9 The post of shahnamedii was created by SUleyman I in the 1550s to
establish an official court historiography, see Christine Woodhead,
"Shahnamedji," in El2, 9:217, and idem, "An Experiment in Official
Historiography: The Post of gehnameci in the Ottoman Empire," Wiener
Zeitschrift fUr die Kunde des Morgenlandes 75 (1983): 157-82.
10 After SUleyman I's death in 1568, the Ottoman expansion did not
progress much further and eventually stopped in the late sixteenth
century. That Nasfh's topographically illustrated chronicles were not
only unprecedented but also remained unimitated is a further indication
how much his "mapping impulse," reflected a consciousness of territorial
Yet Nasuh's interest of describing places with pictures
may be also linked to a wider concern of image-making under
Suileyman I. As Christine Woodhead has remarked, during
Suilleyman's reign (1521-1568), besides the widely appreciated
historiography, a variety of visual representations of power,
including both artefacts and acts, were utilized to convey the
desired image. Woodhead notes in this context especially
Su*leyman's unusually long military campaigns that were
transformed into "an extremely visible and impressive imperial
progress" with regular halts in major towns and cities, visits
to tombs and shrines, and the reception of gifts and
petitions. 11 The Menazil which was Nasuh's first chronicle is
both a record and a eulogy of Suleyman's first long military
campaign, and it clearly fits in with the representational
function of the event noted by Woodhead. Given the court's keen
interest in visual representation, its extensive illustration
almost appears natural. Nevertheless, Menuzil is a very
striking book, not only novel in being the first illustrated
Ottoman history, but also in the wider context of Islamic
books, and painting in general, in having exclusively
topographical miniatures. Unprecedented as it is in depicting
landscapes and cities, it also displays a remarkable richness
and efficiency in blending topographical information and
symbolic meaning.
2. The Sources and the Meaning of Menszil's
Depictions of Cities and Landscapes
Nasuih is known to have participated as an officer in the
military campaign to Iran and Iraq, and at different points in
the text, as I have already noted, he states that the
expansion and power that was shared by the members of Ottoman ruling
elite.
11 See Christine Woodhead, "Perspectives on SUleyman," in Suleyman the
Magnificent and His Age: The Ottoman Empire in the Early Modern World, ed
by M. Kunt and C. Woodhead (London: Longman, 1995), 166-7.
illustrations of Menazil are his own work. 12 Yet Men&zil's
miniatures display some differences, mostly in the quality of
drawing, detailedness, and color scheme and to a lesser extent
in the painting style. If there is no consensus on his unique
authorship for the the entire of miniatures in Menazil, 13 it is
generally accepted that the illustrations must have been based
on the sketches he had made during the campaign.
That there are no earlier known representations of the
cities and fortresses depicted in Menazil, and Nash's
versatile talents and interests offer ground to accept that he
had himself sketched the plans of the cities where the army
halted. His knowledge of mathematics and interest in the art of
war are attested by his works on these subjects. Furthermore,
the fortress models he had constructed in large scale to stage
a mock attack during a festivity and which he later depicted in
one of his books also suggest that he had some architectural
and surveying skills (fig. 19).14 Besides, the surviving
Ottoman siege plans reveal that topographic recording was
practiced in the Ottoman army, and it is not unthinkable that
Nasuih himself had previously prepared some plans during earlier
12 For statements of Nasuh in Men&zil, and in other illustrated histories,
indicating that the illustrations were made by him, see Yurdaydin, Beyan-
x Menazil, 10, 13-4 [128,131-3] and also n. 1 above.
13These differences have led to different opinions about the authorship of
the miniatures in the book. According to one opinion, the varying quality
of production was probably a result of time constraints, either at the
stage of in-situ sketching or the final painting, see Gabriel, "Etapes,"
346-7, and Zeren Akalay [Tanindi], "Tarihi konuda ilk Osmanli
minyatUrleri," Sanat Tarihi Ylli 2 (1966-8): 103. According to another
opinion the differences are sufficiently indicative of different hands,
possibly a group of artists that teamed with Nash, see J.M. Rogers,
"Itineraries and Town Views in Ottoman Histories," in Cartography in the
Traditional Islamic and South Asian Societies, vol. 2, bk. 1, The History
of Cartography, ed. by J. B. Harley and D. Woodward (Chicago and London:
The University of Chicago Press, 1992), 236 and passim.
14 For Nasnh's two books on mathematical problems and another on the art
of using weapons, see Yurdaydin, Bey&n-1 Menazil, 2-9 [120-8]. His
depiction of the fortress models is in the latter book entitled Tuhfet
el-guzat. The fortresses drawn in elevation are decorated with geometric
patterns that are remarkably similar to those occurring in the depictions
of buildings in the Menazil.
campaigns. 15 Extant siege plans from the early sixteenth
century are very similar in concept, composition, and depiction
modes to the city and fortress plans in Menazil (figs. 20 and
21). The topographic importance given to rivers, and the
depiction of fortresses in relation to them in Menazil's maps
perhaps suggests another source of inspiration, a northern
Italian territorial map which also emphasizes the same
topographical elements in a somewhat ideogrammatic fashion but
as part of a larger geographical context (fig. 22). Presumably
of Venetian origin and prepared for military purposes, this map
was kept in the Topkapi Palace. 16 This one and perhaps other
similar ones may well have been known to Nasu-h.
On the other hand, despite their general rarity in the
Islamic painting, topographical representations occurred in a
particular medium, the so-called pilgrimage scrolls, and their
influence on some of Men&zil's illustrations seems obvious.
15 on Ottoman siege plans and further references, see Ahmet T.
Karamustafa, "Military, Administrative, and Scholarly Maps and Plans," in
Cartography in the Traditional Islamic and South Asian Societies, 210-5.
Particularly similar in its depiction to some of Nasfih's cities is a
representation of Van preserved in the Topkapi Palace Archives (MS. E.
9487). Its captions suggest that it was drawn as a topographic record of
the city's fortifications, presumably in the first decade of the
seventeenth century. For its study, see Jean-Louis Bacqud-Grammont, "Un
plan ottoman in6dit de Van au XVIIe siecle. " Osmanli Aragtirmalari 2
(1981): 97-122. Also reproduced in Karamustafa, op.cit., 214.
16 on the tradition of northern Italian territorial maps, see P. D. A.
Harvey, "Local and Regional Cartography in Medieval Europe," in
Cartography in Prehistoric, Ancient, and Medieval Europe and the
Mediterranean, vol. 1, The History of Cartography, ed. by J. B. Harley
and D. Woodward (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press,
1987), 478-82. On the Topkapi map, which has survived in two separate
parts and estimated to date from the late fifteenth century, see Rodolfo
Gallo, "A Fifteenth-century Military Map of the Venetian Territory of
Terraferma," Imago Mundi 12 (1955): 55-7. It is also mentioned in P. D.
A. Harvey, The History of Topographical Maps: Symbols, Pictures and
Surveys (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1980), 60 (hereafter cited as
Topographical Maps); for a color reproduction, see Istanbul Topkapi
Sarayi Muzesi ve Venedik Correr MUzesi koleksiyonlarindan XIV-XVIII
YUzyil Portolan ve Deniz Haritalari / Portolani e Carte Nautiche XIV-
XVIII Secolo dalle Collezioni del Museo Correr-Venezia e Museo del
Topkapi-Istanbul (exh. cat., Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi] (Istanbul: Istituto
Italiano di Cultura di Istanbul, 1994), nos. 6-7; (hereafter cited as
Portolani e Carte Nautiche).
Depictions of the Kaba precinct in Mecca and other major sites
of Islam, conceived as plans with their buildings drawn in
elevation, occur on these scrolls and provide a sequential
illustration of the hadj itinerary not unlike in some pre-
modern European itineraries. 17 There are few illustrated
examples of them predating the sixteenth century but their
tradition seems to be old, and around 1540 the same kind of
illustration began to be used also in books explaining the
rituals of the hadj.i 8 The resemblance between Nasfih's
17 See, e.g., Matthew Paris's itinerary from the mid-thirteenth century,
mentioned and partly reproduced in Harvey, Topographical Maps, 66-7.
18 The scrolls were prepared as attestations of pilgrimage by proxy. The
earliest known examples, presumably dating as far back as the eleventh
and twelfth centuries (one dated 1285), are conserved in TiEM, Istanbul,
and were formerly in the Topkapi Palace, to where they were brought from
the great mosque of Damascus. See Zeren Tanindi, "Itslam Resminde Kutsal
Kent ve Y5re Tasvirleri, " in Orhan §aik G5kyay Armaqani II (Special issue
of the Journal of Turkish Studies 7 [1983]), ed. by A. T. and G. Kut
(Cambridge: Harvard University, 1984), 409-10, n. 12. Tanindi does not
give any example from the illustrations of the early scrolls. Tanindi's
study concentrates on the Ottoman scroll dated 1544-5 and the
illustrated, Turkish translation of Futuh al-Harameyn by Muhyi Lari from
ca. 1540 and similar Ottoman books, contemporary and later. For color
reproductions of the various depictions of the scroll dated 1544-5 and
that of the depiction of Kaba from Futuh al-Harameyn, see also the
exhibition catalogues Esin Atil, The Age of Sultan SUleyman the
Magnificent (Washington D.C.: National Gallery of Art and New York: H. N.
Abrams, Inc., 1987), 65; J.M. Rogers and R.M. Ward, Sileyman the
Magnificent (London: British Museum Publications, 1988), 100-1; and
Soliman le Magnifique (Paris: Association Frangais d'Action Artistique,
1990), 128-9. For an earlier depiction of the Kaba on a pilgrimage scroll
dated 1432, see Richard Ettinghausen, "Die bildliche Darstellung der
Ka'ba im Islamischen Kulturkreis," 115 and fig. 2. For examples of the
depiction of Madina in books from the Ottoman period, see Hassan El-
Basha, "Ottoman Pictures of the Mosque of the Prophet in Madina as
Historical and Documentary Sources," Islamic Art 3 (1989): 227-43. For
seventeenth century depictions of Kaba, especially widespread on Ottoman
ceramic tiles, see Kurt Erdmann, "Ka'ba Fliesen, " Ars Orientalis 3
(1959): 192-7; and on representation in various media, see Richard
Ettinghausen, "Die bildliche Darstellung der Ka'ba im Islamischen
Kulturkreis, " 11-137. For a mural showing Medina, Mecca and Jerusalem in
separate compositions on the qibla wall of a Central Anatolian mosque and
estimated to date from the seventeenth century, see Sadi DilAver,
"Osmanli sanatinda Kabe tasvirli bir fresk," Belleten 34 (1970): 255-7
and Katharina Otto-Dorn,"Eine ungewhnliche Darstellung der heiligen
Staten des Islams, " in Turkische Miszellen: Robert Anheqqer
Festschrift/Arma~ani/M6langes, ed. J.-L. Bacqu6-Grammont et al.
(Istanbul: Editions Divit Press 1987), 299-316.
miniatures, especially those showing some holy sites in Iraq,
and the illustrations of a pilgrimage scroll from 1544-5 and to
those in two contemporary books is remarkable (figs. 3 and
224),19 besides the fact that Menazil also shares the same
concept of illustrating places connected by an itinerary in a
sequential fashion.
The Ottoman siege plans and the representations of Muslim
holy sites that appear as the most likely sources or models of
Menazil's illustrations all share the characteristics of pre-
modern topographical maps, often also described as picture-
maps. They are topographic representations that typically
combine the concept of map and topographical details drawn in
elevation and thus preserve a link to the direct experience of
the depicted subject. They do not use a uniform scale but
nevertheless reflect some spatial relations correctly and as
derived from actual observation, in order to characterize the
topography. Men&zil's illustrations are conceived in the same
way: they record observed features of cities or landscapes to a
certain extent so that they appear as sufficiently distinct
places. Walter Denny's observation, that the depictions of
buildings in the Istanbul map in Menazil are "both symbolic and
to some extent recorded observations as well" 2 0 -also applies,
even though in varying proportions, to the depictions of other
places and buildings in this book. It is important to
acknowledge both characteristics because, besides their novel,
topographic focus, these illustrations also fulfill a symbolic
function in keeping with the "eulogistic" purpose of Menazil,
and they accomplish this through a particular treatment of
19 These similarities have been noted by Tanindi, op. cit. She did not
suggest, however, any direct link to Nasfih. The depictions of Menazil
showing shrines in Iraq, especially venerated by the Shiites, cannot have
originated in such pilgrimage scrolls. Yet a similar tradition of scrolls
may have also existed for the Shiite shrines, as has been suggested by J.
M. Rogers, and hence provided models for Nasfth, see Rogers and Ward,
SUleyman the Magnificent, 91.
20 Walter B. Denny, "A Sixteenth-century Architectural Plan of Istanbul,"
Ars Orientalis 8 (1970): 53 (hereafter cited as "Architectural Plan").
landscape and architecture largely derived from the pictorial
tradition of Persian miniatures. 21
In giving a place of importance to natural landscape
scenes, Menazil may perhaps be compared to an anthology of
Persian poems from 1398 (fig. 25).22 If known to Nasuh, the
pure landscape images of this exceptional book may have been
inspiring for its illustrations. But more than stemming from
any precise model or reflecting the influence of a particular
painting school, Menazil 's illustrations follow the prevalent
approach in Persian minature painting of transforming natural
and architectural settings into enchantingly beautiful and
compelling backgrounds through meticulous detailing and rich
coloring. 23 Treated in this way, architecture and landscape are
not reduced to a decor but become idealized, "eulogistic"
settings for a figural composition, most often relating an epic
or romantic event. Yet such a treatment also reveals an
21 Artists representing the various schools of Persian miniature painting
contributed in important ways to the formation of ottoman miniature
painting and to the training of its practitioners in the court workshops
in Istanbul from the fifteenth century onward. Especially in the early
sixteenth century, several artist were brought by Selim I from Tabriz,
after he defeated the Safavid ruler Shah Tahmasp in 1514. On the Persian
influence on ottoman miniature painting, see Esin Atil, "The Art of the
Book," in Turkish Art, ed. by E. Atil (Washington D.C.: Smithsonian
Institution Press and New York: H. N. Abrams, 1980), 154-95; also Norah
M. Titley, Persian Miniature Painting and Its Influence on the Art of
Turkey and India (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1983), 133-60.
22 This anthology is preserved in TUrk ve islam Eserleri Muzesi (TiEM),
Istanbul. It contains 642 folios of which only twelve bear illustrations.
They are all highly abstract landscapes and are stylistically sommewhat
isolated in Persian painting. The anthology was prepared in Iran,
presumably near Shiraz. Whether it was in Istanbul in the early sixteenth
century and known to Nasfih remains to be tackled. For a study on this
book, see Mehmed Aga-oglu, "The Landscape Miniatures of and Anthology
Manuscript of the Year 1398 A.D.," Ars Orientalis 3 (1936): 76-98, for a
color reproduction of one of its illustrations and brief comments on the
book itself, see Thomas W. Lentz and Glenn D. Lowry, Timur and the
Princely Vision: Persian Art and Culture in the Fifteenth Century (Los
Angeles and Washington, D.C., 1989), 57, 56 and 331.
23 The treatment of natural and architectural settings somewhat varies
from one painting school to another. A concise overview is given in Aga-
oglu, op. cit., 85-7; for more specific remarks, see Titley, Persian
Minia'ture Painting and Its Influence on the Art of Turkey and India,
passim.
aesthetic approach that goes beyond painting and reflects a
fascination with beautiful landscape, itself idealized in
Persian gardens and integrated to the built environment, but
also represented in architectural decoration in tile
revetments.
Even though Nasuh's landscapes and cities are rendered in
a bolder and less refined manner and relate to real places,
they are idealized in the same way as in Persian miniatures.
They fashion settings by largely making use of pictorial
elements commonplace in miniatures such as the colorful tufts
of flowers and herbs, blossoming spring trees, and the
elaborate and sometimes fanciful rock shapes. 24 The very
colorful depiction of cities in them, especially with buildings
the various surfaces of which are richly ornamented, also comes
from Persian miniatures even though among its examples
depictions of cities such as the partial view of Baghdad are
very rare (fig. 26).25
In making the landscape and architecture (in the form of
cities) the principal subject matter of Menuzil's
illustrations, Nasfihin a certain sense takes a step further the
legacy of the Persian miniature painting, for in his
topographical compositions devoid of figures the setting fully
assumes the eulogistic purpose of illustration. Men&zil's
illustrations are also notable in presenting both cities and
countryside as part of a continuous landscape and it is within
24 on rocks incorporating fantastic faces and figures in Persian miniature
and the stylistic. differences in their depictions with regard to various
painting schools, see Bernard O'Kane, "Rock Faces and Rock Figures in
Persian Painting," Islamic Art 4 (1991): 219-46. Men&zil's illustrations
notably display a variety of these styles.
25 This miniature, representing a past inundation of Baghdad during the
reign of Shakh Uvays (1356-74), is contained in an anthology of Persian
poems dated 1468 and prepared in Shirwan. The manuscript is preserved in
the British Library (BL), London, as Add. MS. 16561. It is signed by
Dervish Nasir Bukharai. Few extant miniatures depicting Baghdad, also
including this one, are mentioned in J.M. Rogers, "Itineraries and Town
Views in Ottoman Histories," 230-1. Rogers, however, does not comment on
the similarities between this miniature made in Shirwan and Menazil's
cities and buildings, especially those in Iraq.
that scope both subjects gain a symbolic meaning. The cities'
overall colorful and ornate rendering is a generalization of
urban and architectural beauty which Nasuh describes in the
text only in relation to the most important ones such as
Tabriz, Baghdad, and Aleppo but in a style that is strikingly
similar in its ornateness to that of his illustrations. 26 It
becomes clear that cities are not only depicted as topographic
records of SUleyman's campaign itinerary but also as its
embellishments. 27
That the "ornamental" treatment of cities and countryside
is unseparable from the eulogistic purpose of Menazil is also
evidenced by frequent passages in the text where Nasuh
describes the landscape beauty of a camp site. 28 His writing
style is unmistakably ornate yet his emphasis on the colors of
landscape elements and of royal tents is literal. These
passages have an overt "eulogistic" purpose, for Nasu-h claims
that the sultan's arrival "restored" or "enhanced" the beauty
of these places, and the incorporation of the royal tents into
such descriptions of landscape makes his intentions even
clearer. Yet, the same passages also convey an aesthetic
feeling, a way of viewing the landscape and conceiving man-made
structures, here the tents, in continuity with it. Thus, in a
sense, these descriptions also qualify the depiction of cities
26 For descriptions of the "ornate" architecture of Tabriz, Baghdad and
Aleppo respectively, see Bey&n-i Men&zil, 216, 241-2, 283.
27 Especially notable, e.g., is the personification of Baghdad, or rather
of its buildings. See the four couplets relating how the city wellcomed
and eulogized the sultan, ibid., 241.
28 See, e.g., the description of the halting place outside Kal'a-i Gulgnn,
a fortress in Western Iran, where Nasfih suggests that the site
"florished" (sersebz olub) and "billowed" (mevc vurub) with the multi-
colored royal tents, pavilions, and parasols, Bey&n-i Menazil, 258-9
(fols. 249v-250r); or the description of another site near Kal'a-i Sarim,
which NasOh introduces as "an exhilarating plain with pleasant air"
(havasi hog-dem sahr&y-i dil-gUg&) and then praises the beauty of the
royal camp to suggest that the landscape "became honored" (geref bulub)
and its beauty enhanced by the sultan's troops and tents resembling waves
(emvac) and water bubbles (habab), ibid., 263.
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and fortresses in equal terms with their surrounding landscapes
and in the same ornate style. 29
Menazil's illustrations present a series of views that
fuse record and ornament, or expressed somewhat differently,
topography and eulogy. In that, they perfectly acompany Nasuh' s
chronicle text which itself combines facts (distances between
stations, arrival and departure dates) with panegyric
descriptions (the sultan, the army camps, and the cities and
the countryside in between). Yet these illustrations also
represent urban and natural settings in a continuum, not only
in a geographical sense, because they alternate in a sequence
of views, but also in an aesthetical' sense because the same
ornateness characterizes them and brings buildings and elements
of landscape in a certain equation in creating beautiful
settings.
The map of Istanbul placed at the beginning of this series
of views appears to simply represent the Ottoman capital, the
seat of Ottoman power and the starting point of the campaign.
Nasuh refers to Istanbul only in a concise praise that combines
its significance for Islam, its ancient foundation and fame and
its embellishment by lofty architecture and surrounding bodies
of water. 30 It is, however, in relation to the subsequent views
of landscapes and cities, Istanbul gains its meaning in the
book. The lands covered in Menazil's illustrations constitute
the extended landscape, the beautiful prospect of the Ottoman
capital, and hence define it as the "imperial look-out". Much
more worked and topographically precise than the depictions of
other cities in the book, the map of Istanbul somewhat
condenses their urban beauty, but also that of natural
29 Nasfih's praise of Baghdad's natural setting, e.g., is very meanigful in
this regard. He presents the city as: "defined by the River of Tigris,
embellished by the date palms, endowed with a charming space, and
renowned for its pleasant air" (nehr-i Dicle ile mubeyyen ve nahl-i hurma
ile muzeyyen, letafet-i fez&yile mevsdf ve letafet-i hev&yile ma'ruf),
see Beyan-i Men&zil, 235.
30 See ibid., 214.
settings, for it incorporates blossoming fruit trees like no
other city in the book. 31 As we shall see, this garden-like
representation of the Ottoman capital was not simple rhetoric
but reflected an urban aesthetics the importance of which is
evidenced by historical accounts emphasizing the gardens built
as part of the city's restoration after the conquest
3. The Istanbul Map
The Istanbul map (fig. 8) which fully occupies two pages
is a very detailed and colorful composition, and stands out as
the most impressive topographic representation in the book. It
has been particularly appreciated for its realism, conveyed by
the meticulously drawn representations of buildings. For that
reason, Nasi-h's map is generally considered to be a document
that provides accurate topographic information on the buildings
of early-sixteenth century Istanbul. 32 Like any other map,
however, it is intended to convey a certain level of accuracy.
Although all buildings are drawn with equal care, the accuracy
of their architectural configurations and of their locations
varies. For example, not all the buildings can be recognized as
easily as the royal monuments and the identity of a good number
of buildings remains obscure or at best hypothetical.
31 The only other city where buildings and nature intermingle more
conspicuously is Sultaniye, yet this is a very particular depiction: the
city's fortifications are shown in ruins and it looks as if the lush
vegetation of its surroundings had invaded what was once a walled, urban
area. See Beyan-i Men&zil, fol. 31v-32r; reproduced in color also in
Atil, SUleyman the Magnificent, 86; Rogers and Ward, Suleyman the
Magnificent, 106; and in J.B. Harley and David Woodward, eds.,
Cartography in the Traditional Islamic and South Asian Societies
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), pl. 18.
32 For studies that particularly focused on identifying the buildings
depicted in this map, see Gabriel, "Etapes": 331-43, Walter B. Denny, "A
Sixteenth-century Architectural Plan of Istanbul," Ars Orientalis 8
(1970): 49-63 (hereafter cited as "Architectural Plan"), and Dominique
Halbout du Tanney, Istanbul vu par Matrakgi (Istanbul: Dost Yayinlari,
1993). For a shorter article, see Stdphane Yerasimos, "Nas6h (Matrakgi),"
in istA, 6:49-50.
Walter Denny observed that Nasuh used "certain
conventional forms and stylizations to denote specific types of
buildings "33 such as madrasas, baths, soup kitchens and
commercial structures. Yet this observation about the use of
conventional forms needs to be qualified. As Denny observed
further in his article, Nasu-h represented select buildings. 34
It is, therefore, more likely that he used typified signs for
specific buildings and not just specific types of buildings
that existed in the city.
Denny also rightly noted that Nasuh's map reflects "a
greater regard for accuracy in an enumerative sense than in an
architectural sense. "35 Indeed, Istanbul appears on this map as'
the sum of its carefully drawn buildings, most of which
correspond to buildings erected after the Ottoman conquest of
the city under royal or vizierial patronage. Hence, Nasuh's
Istanbul map presents an image of the Ottoman capital that is
beautified by numerous monumental public buildings. This image
conveyed through Nasuih's map obviously reflected the ideals and
the perception of the Ottoman sultan and the ruling elite, i.e.
the askeri (military administrative) class in his service. 36 It
is only natural that Nasuh, himself an "askeri" moreover
33 Denny, "Architectural Plan," 50.
34 Ibid., 54: "virtually every building of any size shown on the map might
have had a particular and definite identification at the time of painting
because the artist wished to please the powerful officials and their
families, whose prestige was encouraged by their architectural
patronage."
35 "Architectural Plan," 51. Denny also noted the interesting parallel
between this enumerative aspect of Nasfih's map and some Ottoman literary
compilations of architecture, such as Tezkire't-ul BUny&n (ca. 1580's)
which lists all the works of Architect Sinan, or Hadikat'ul-Cev&mi'
(1779) which lists all the mosques of Istanbul, or the building lists in
Evliya gelebi's description of Istanbul (ca.1670), see Evliya Celebi
Sevahatnamesi. 1. Kitap: Istanbul [Transcription of Topkapi Sarayi
KUtuphanesi, MS, Bagdat 304 by Orhan gaik G6kyay] (Istanbul: YKY, 1995);
(hereafter cited as Sey&hatname).
36 About Nasfih's distinguished career as an officer, see Yurdaydin, Bey&n-
i Menazil, 120 [147-9]. For the designations of the term 'askeri, see
Bernard Lewis, "'askari", in El2, 1:712; also idem, Istanbul and the
Civilization of the Ottoman Empire (Norman: Oklahoma University Press,
1982), 51-64.
educated at the palace school, embraced this particular
perception of Istanbul. But his representation of Istanbul is
without any Ottoman precedent and also differs in many ways
from the two earlier European representations of Istanbul, the
so-called Buondelmonti map (ca. 1420s) 37 and the Vavassore map
(ca. 1540)38 (figs. 5 and 7).
Nasuh was in all likelihood aware of the earlier of the
two maps contained in Christoforo Buondelmonti's Liber
Insularum Archipelaqi, a book that was circulating rather
widely in manuscript copies since the 1430s.39 The other map's
37 The original map drawn by the Florentine humanist and traveler
Cristoforo Buondelmonti is believed not to have survived. It was
contained in Buondelmonti's Liber Insularum Archipelagi, composed in
1420's following his voyage in the Aegean and sent to his patron Cardinal
Orsini. This original presumably disappeared when Orsini's library was
dispersed during the sack of Rome in 1527. Hilary L. Turner located a
manuscript in a private collection in Baden, Switzerland, that she
considers the earliest known copy of Buondelmonti's Liber Insularum. See
H.L. Turner, "Christopher Buondelmonti and the Isolario," Terrae
Incognitae 19 (1987): 11-28.
38 The map is a single-sheet, woodcut print, of which only two copies are
known. See "Vavassore and Pagano", Imago Mundi 5 (1948): 73. One of the
two cartouches appearing on the map identify it as the "Opera di (work
of) Giovanni Andrea Vavassore detto Vadagnino". Vavassore was a
woodcutter and bookprinter active in Venice from ca. 1510 onward, and in
printing business after 1530 until his death in 1572. See Leo Bagrow,
Giovanni Andreas di Vavassore (Jenkintown: Tall Tree Library, 1939), and
Franz Babinger, "Drei Stadtansichten von Konstantinopel," 6sterreichische
Akademie der Wissenschaften. phil.-hist. Klasse, Denkschriften 77,
3.Abteilung (1959): 5.
39 Buondelmonti's map of Constantinople survives in numerous variants that
are contained in manuscript copies of the Liber, mainly prepared in the
second half of the fifteenth century. The copyists who prepared them seem
to have considerably modified and elaborated the topographic content of
Buondelmonti's original. Eight variants are reproduced and discussed in
Giuseppe Gerola, "Le vedute di Constantinopoli di Cristoforo
Buondelmonti, " Studi Bizantini e Neoellenici 3 (1931): 249-79. For more
recent opinions see Turner, "Christopher Buondelmonti and the Isolario,"
22f and idem, "Christoforo Buondelmonti: Adventurer, Explorer and
Cartoghrapher" in Gdographie du Monde au Moyen Age et A la Renaissance,
ed. M. Pelletier (Paris: Editions du C.T.H.S., 1989), 207-216, esp.
210f.; and especially Ian Manners, "Constructing the Image of a City: The
Representation of Constantinople in Christopher Buondelmonti's Liber
Insularum Archipelagi," Annals of the Association of American Geographers
87 (1997): 72-102 (hereafter cited as "Image of a City"). Manners, op.
cit., 81, rightly argues that Buondelmonti's original design must have
been simpler than most of its extant variants and closer to the two from
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exact publication date by Vavassore is not certain but the
estimated period is quite close to the completion date of
Menazil. 40 The illustrations of Nasuh's two other chronicles,
Thrih-i Feth-i Siklos... and Tarih-i Sultan B&yezid, suggest that
he was indeed aware of European topographic views (figs. 15, 17
and 18).41 The Mediterranean port cities in these two books are
all depicted as bird' s-eye views seen from the sea and are
clearly inspired by and possibly based on European models even
around 1430, i.e. the Baden and Venice (Marciana) manuscripts (figs. 5a
and 5b).
40 The publishing date of Vavassore's print was first estimated to be ca.
1520, see Eugen Oberhummer, Konstantinopel unter Sultan Suleiman dem
Grossen (Munich, 1902), 21. But a later date around 1540 has been
considered more likely, see Babinger, op. cit., and Manners, "Image of a
City," 91. Vavassore's printed map records the post-conquest changes in
the city and its topographic content suggests a terminus ante quem not
later than 1506 or 1517, see below chap. 3, n. 160. The general opinion
is that Vavassore's map was not his original design but largely based on
an earlier drawing possibly dating from the late fifteenth century. A map
drawn by Gentile Bellini, who was at the Ottoman court in 1479, was
considered the be the source of Vavassore's print, first by A. D.
Mordtmann, quoted in Oberhummer, op. cit., 22 and more recently by
Manners, op. cit., 93-4. An earlier printed view of the city was realized
by Francesco Rosselli, although only known from the inventory of his
stock made after the death of his son in 1525. Also Rosselli's view has
been considered as a possible model for Vavassore's map, see Cecil
Striker, "The 'Coliseo de Spiriti' in Constantinople" in Studien zur
spatantiken und byzantinischen Kunst, ed. by 0. Feld and U. Peschlow
(Mainz: Rdmisch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum, 1986), 9.
4 11n Tarih-i Feth-i Siklos..., the topographic miniatures form two groups
according to their depiction modes: the illustrations of the Hungarian
campaign showing inland fortresses conform in depiction style and mode
with Menazil's illustrations while the views of Genoa, Antibes, Nice,
Toulon, which illustrate Barbarossa's naval campaign form another group.
The depictions of ports in Tarih-i Sultan B&yezid are also bird's eye
views. Zerrin Akalay [Tanindi] suggested that the author of Tarih-i Feth-
i Siklos... may have illustrated the two campaigns differently because he
could have participate in only one of them for they took place around the
same time. See Akalay,"Tarihi konuda ilk Osmanli minyaturleri, " 106.
Akalay thus seems to imply that only one set was based on in-situ
sketches of the author. She also drew attention to the stylistic
similarities between the views of ports in these two campaign chronicles
and the topographic details in maps of Piri Reis's Kitab-i Bahriye as
well as in an early-sixteenth-century Portuguese atlas, ibid., 111-4.
though these models cannot be identified, 42 except perhaps for
the view of Genoa for which the view in Hartman Schedel's Liber
Chronicarum appears to have served as the model (fig. 16).43 As
for the Istanbul map, in spite of the resemblance of its layout
to the Buondelmonti map, it is a substantially new image of the
city as well as a beautiful example of miniature painting.
The particularity of Nasuh's Istanbul map does not only
lie in the meticulous depiction of a large number of buildings
but also in the organization of the map as a whole. This
pictorial organization comprises the use of cartographic
distortions and symmetries as well as of various viewpoints.
Nasuh seems to have employed these distortions and symmetries
to create pictorial emphases. These emphases also support and
qualify the different viewpoints that are suggested through the
unified orientation of building facades on different parts of
the map. The unity or contrast of the different viewpoints thus
expressed appears to be a significant aspect of this map's
visual language. So far, only the cartographic distortions of
the map have been mentioned but neither these nor other
pictorial peculiarities have been discussed as components of
the map's meaning. My particular interest in discussing Nasuh's
map of Istanbul is to draw attention to the viewpoints in and
around Istanbul that it implies. Since these viewpoints are
tightly linked to the pictorial composition of the map, I shall
start by discussing its general layout, i.e., the graphic
42 J.M. Rogers presumes that Nas~h's sources must have been either
Venetian topographic prints, portolans (not clear if he means charts or
navigation manuals) or some isolario, see Rogers and Ward, SUleyman the
Magnificent, 105 and 107. The most substantial discussion of the
miniatures of the two chronicles remains Hedda Reindl, "Zu einigen
Miniaturen und Karten aus Handschriften Matraqci Nasuh's," Islamkundliche
Abhandlungen 17 (1974): 146-71.
43 Yet in that view there are also additional topographic details and
differences suggesting that its maker may have incorporated other
information originating either in direct observation or in other
pictorial source(s) For this observation in a brief comment on this
miniature, see Ennio Poleggi, Paesaggio e immagine di Genova (Genoa:
Sagep Editrice, 1982), 53-54. On Schedel's Liber Chronicarum, see below
chap. 3, n. 159.
arrangement of the different parts of the city and the
symmetrical order underlying this layout.
3.1 The Map Layout
The map of Istanbul in Menazil measures 31.6 x 46.6 cm but
its original format was probably somewhat larger. 44 As it is
today, the map covers the entire surface of two book pages and
presents a very compact composition. 45 The peninsula with the
walled city of Istanbul almost fully occupies the right half of
the picture surface while the three townships (Bilad-i Selase),
i.e. Galata, Eyup and UskUdar, are all shown on the remaining
half to the left. The left-hand folio also accommodates the
other important element of the mapped area, namely the body of
water consisting of the Golden Horn, which separates Istanbul
from Galata, and the Bosphorus, which separates Galata and
Istanbul from fOskUdar. On the right-hand folio the Marmara Sea,
which is reduced to a narrow strip in the present state of the
map, surrounds the Istanbul peninsula on the south and
southeast.
3.1.1. The Depiction of Istanbul
The walled city of Istanbul is shown as a uniformly built
urban entity, with almost a rectangular shape, despite the
curved line of the Marmara shore (fig. 8a). The form of the
Istanbul Peninsula considerably deviates from its actual form
(fig. 1), and also disregards the commonplace reference in
44 The Menazil has been rebound at least twice. See Gabriel, "ftapes, " 328
and 344; also Atil, Age of SUleyman, 309; Rogers and Ward, Suleyman the
Magnificent, 90 and 106. During rebinding processes, the pages must have
undergone considerable trimming. The order of pages got also confused.
Yurdaydin's facsimile edition Beyan-i MenAzil, proposes a sequence for
the extant folios on the basis of the campaign itinerary and chronology,
also known from another contemporary source.
45 The illustrated pages of Men&zil are now being preserved as separate
sheets. The Istanbul map is painted on a single sheet of paper that was
folded in the center to be bound. It is not certain if this sheet had
originally a frame and margin. But among other topographical miniatures
of Menazil there are some of which the framing line has partly survived,
as, e.g., in the case of the map of Sultaniye.
historical texts to Istanbul's triangular shape. 46 It also
contrasts with the European maps of the city by Buondelmonti
and by Vavassore, which showed the city with a triangular shape
(figs. 5 and 7).
Albert Gabriel explained the shape of the Istanbul
Peninsula as a result of Nasuih's shortening of the land walls
for the purpose of the page layout. Gabriel considered this
distortion a serious error because it rendered the reading of
the map and the identification of buildings difficult.47
Walter Denny shares Gabriel's opinion in principle yet suggests
a further explanation. According to Denny, the distortion stems
not only from compacting the west part of the city (on the
map's lower right-hand corner) but also from exaggerating the
tip of the Istanbul peninsula because it was the site of the
most important monuments then existing in the city (fig. 1).48
Denny's remark is important because it points to the conceptual
46 Although closer to the actual shape of the peninsula, the comparison of
Istanbul's site to a triangle also involves a simplification. This
triangular shape was often mentioned as the characteristic of the
Byzantine capital by Arab geographers, such as al-Idrist (1100-1166):
"Cette capitale est batie sur une langue de terre de forme triangulaire.
Deux de ses c~tss baignds par la mer; le troisieme comprend le terrain...,"
Gdographie d'Edrisi, trans. by A. Jaubert (Paris, 1836-40), 293 (?),
quoted in Mehmed Izeddin, "Quelques voyageurs musulmans A Constantinople
au Moyen Age," Orient 34 (1965): 84; Ibn al-Wardi (died 1457), Haridat
al-'Adjaib, quoted in F. Taeschner, "Der Bericht des arabischen
Geographen Ibn al-Wardi Uber Konstantinopel," in Beitruge zur
historischen Geographie. Kulturgeographie, Ethnographie und Kartographie,
vornehmlich des Orients (Festschrift fUr Eugen Oberhummer), ed. H. Mzik
(Leipzig and Vienna, 1929), 88. Also refered to as "1Ug bucaklu" (three-
cornered) in a 1465-translation of al-Wardi's Haridat into Turkish by Ali
bin Abdurrahman, see F. Taeschner, "Ein altosmanischer Bericht Uber das
vorosmanische Konstantinopel, " Atti dell'Istituto Universitario Orientale
di Napoli, N.S., 1(1940): 184-5. During the Ottoman period, European
travelers such as Pierre Gilles, The Antiquities of Constantinople
(1560), trans. J. Ball (1729, reprint, New York: Italica Press, 1988),
14, as well as Ottoman writers emphasized this characteristic. Cf.
Latifi, Evs&f-i istanbul (ca. 1522-3), ed. by Nermin Suner (Istanbul:
istanbul Fetih Cemiyeti, 1977), 12; Evliya Qelebi, Seyahatname, 67.
47 "Etapes," 333. Gabriel's opinion clearly reflects the approach of the
older historiography which typically evaluated maps in terms of
geographic accuracy.
48 "Architectural Plan," 50.
48
aspect of Nasuih's map, which I shall try to explain next,
discussing the map's layout.
The conspicuous homogeneity in the distribution of
buildings on the Istanbul peninsula is a clear indication of
Nasuih's concern with representing the Ottoman capital as a
uniformly urbanized city punctuated by religious and commercial
centers. One of the ways in which Nasuh achieved this
uniformity seems to be by leaving out those areas of the city
that were not built as would have been desired.
The resettlement and urban development of Istanbul in the
years following the conquest were not without difficulties.
Under Mehmed II (the Conqueror), first incentives like tax
exemption and donation of property and then forced settlement
were used to repopulate the deserted city. In 1459, Mehmed II
assigned to his viziers the construction of religious complexes
with public facilities in different districts throughout
Istanbul. With these efforts, the sultan aimed at achieving a
rather uniform development of residential areas within the new
capital. 4 9 We know, however, that despite continuing efforts
under Bayezid II and SUleyman I (the Magnificent) the western
part of the city, bordering the land walls, remained sparsely
built until the end of the sixteenth century. 50
49 See Halil inalcik, "Istanbul", in EI2, 4: 229-31; also idem, "Policy of
Mehmed II Toward the Greek Population of Istanbul and the Byzantine
Buildings," Dumbarton Oaks Papers 23-24 (1969-70): 231-49. For fifteenth-
century accounts relating the assignment of the construction of mosque
complexes to viziers, see Kritovoulos, History of Mehmed the Conqueror,
trans. C. T. Briggs (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1954),
140 (hereafter cited as History); Tursun Bey, Tarih-i EbU'l-Feth, ed. by
A. M. Tulum (Istanbul: istanbul Fetih Cemiyeti, 1977), 74. Also cf.
Tacizade Cafer gelebi, "Hevesname, " in Divan gi'irinde istanbul, ed. by
Asaf H. gelebi (Istanbul, 1953), 29-30.
50 inalcik, "Istanbul," 229-34. The table that shows the distribution of
waqfs with respect to Istanbul's districts, included in inalcik's study,
is added to his map of districts reproduced in my fig. 27. A more
detailed version of this table including the 1521 registry is to be found
in istanbul Vakiflari Tahrir Defteri, 953(1546) Tarihli, ed. by bmer L.
Barkan and Ekrem H. Ayverdi (Istanbul, 1970), viii.
This situation is clearly reflected in the waqf registries
from AH 927/ AD 1521 and AH 953/ AD 1546 that were studied by
6mer Litfi Barkan and Ekrem Hakki Ayverdi and which served as
the basis of Halil inalcik's overview of Istanbul's urban
development from the conquest into the early sixteenth century
(fig. 27).51 These records indicate that fifty percent of the
waqfs founded by individuals between the years 1521 and 1546
were established in districts located east of a north-south
axis to be imagined between the Unkapani and Yenikapi districts
as shown by way of a diagram in fig. 28. Thirty percent of the
waqfs were concentrated in the Fatih Mehmed and Murad Paga
districts to the west of the same axis while the remaining
districts toward the land walls accommodated only twenty
percent and also comprised large meadows such as Yeniba§ge and
Aga Qayiri as well as market-gardens around the Yedikule
Fortress and along the western portion of the city's Marmara
shore. 52
As can be deduced from these waqf registries, in the early
sixteenth century the concentration of urban facilities and
residential areas decreased considerably from the tip of the
Istanbul peninsula towards the land walls. It is exactly this
sparsely built area of the city that was compacted on Nasuh's
map. But it was not compacted just to fit the page. In order to
depict an idealized view of the city, Nasih deliberately left
off of his map all those vacant properties within the city
walls that were unbuilt and therefore insignificant. More
precisely, he achieved this by compacting, both in width and
51 inalcik, "Istanbul," 229-31. Fig. 27, which shows the areas of
Istanbul's principal districts (nahiyes) referred to in the waqf
registries, reproduces a map proposed by inalcik, ibid. It also incudes
the table showing the distribution of waqfs in respect to these
districts, given in inalcik, ibid., 229. A more detailed version of this
table including the 1521 registry is to be found in istanbul Vakiflari
Tahrir Defteri. 953(1546) Tarihli, ed. by 5mer L. Barkan and Ekrem H.
Ayverdi (Istanbul, 1970), viii..
52 For the sixteenth-century urban development in these less dense regions
of Istanbul, see inalcik, "Istanbul," 231-4.
length, that portion of the peninsula which lies beyond the
Unkapani-Yenikapi line (cf. figs. 28 and 29). The compacted
area corresponds approximately to the areas where the thirty
and twenty percents of the total number of registered waqfs
were located and where empty land was used as meadows and
market gardens (fig. 28).
However certain types of green areas are depicted on
Nasuh's map. These are open spaces of relatively small size
such as the gardens of the two royal palaces, the Hippodrome
and the Langa Bostani, which is shown as a square, walled
garden on the Marmara shore. The presence of these well-defined
areas on the map is related to their urban significance. The
Hippodrome was the most prominent public square where royal
festivities were organized. It was also regularly used for
equestrian exercises and games. Langa Bostani (the market
garden of Langa), the former Byzantine harbor of Theodosius.
which gradually became filled with alluvium, 53 was also used
for similar exercises and was a recreational site where the
building of houses was forbidden. 54 In contrast, former
Byzantine open cisterns that were being used only as market
gardens are not represented.55
53 This harbor has been generally identified with the harbor of
Eleutherius. For its reshaping under Theodosius I (379-95), see Albrecht
Berger, "Der Langa Bostani in Istanbul," Istanbuler Mitteilungen 43
(1993): 467-77, also idem, "Theodosius Limani, " istA 7: 263 and Semavi
Eyice, "Eleutherius Limani," istA, 3:153.
54 inalcik, "Istanbul, " 234.
55 Denny argued that these cisterns were not shown because "they were not
connected with any important contemporary patron" and because "a
convenient mode of representation for a large hole in the ground did not
exist," see "Architectural Plan," 54. The open cisterns of Aetius, Aspar
and Mocius (each ca. 200,000 sq.f.), which dated from the fifth century,
served as reservoirs and were filled with water brought to the city by
means of aqueducts. They had fallen out of use long before the Ottoman
conquest of the city. Raymond Janin refers to Manuel Chrysolaras who
confirmed that already toward the end of the fifteenth century they were
planted with vines, see Constantinople Byzantine (Paris: Institut
Frangais d'Etudes Byzantines, 1950), 196. In the Ottoman period they were
continued to be used as vegetable gardens, see Bildlexikon, 278-9, and
ibid., fig. 2.
The intentional omission of unbuilt areas from the map is
also suggested by the care with which Nasu-h distributed the
buildings on the Istanbul peninsula. The mosques, madrasas,
baths, commercial buildings and important residences are drawn
without overlapping and with almost equal distances between
them. 56 In the spaces left between buildings, cypress and
blossoming fruit trees are carefully distributed all over the
urban area. In Nasuh's representation they represent cultivated
gardens spread throughout the city. Although Nas-h eliminated
the unbuilt areas from his representation of Istanbul, he
seemed to consider cultivated green areas important components
of the urban landscape. From his representation, Istanbul
emerges as somewhat of a garden city, as it was seemingly
conceived by the sultans, for whom beautiful gardens were signs
of urban prosperity along with beautiful buildings.
Kritovoulos, the Byzantine chronicler of Mehmed II who left an
account of the early period of Istanbul's post-conquest
rebuilding, particularly notes the cultivated gardens as part
of the building programs and signs of prosperity.57
3.1.2. The Depiction of Galata
On Nasufh's map the town of Galata is the second most
important urban entity after Istanbul. It is shown as a
remarkable settlement opposite Istanbul across the Golden Horn.
It is depicted, in proportion to Istanbul, larger than it
should be and occupies the center of the left half of the map.
This walled town was founded by the Genoese after their
earlier trade colony in the Byzantine capital was relocated.
56 In the depiction of Galata, however, some overlapping occurs although
there are spaces left between buildings.
5 7Kritovoulos wrote that Mahmud Pasha, the grand-vizier of Mehmed II,
"built grand houses for himself, rich and beautiful, and he planted
gardens with trees bearing all sorts of fruit for the delectation and
happiness and use of many, and gave abundant water supply. He did many
such things, precisely according to the wish of the Sultan, and thus
beautified the city at his own expense and cost with buildings and
monuments useful to public," in History, 141.
Like several other Italian trading communities, the Genoese had
first settled on the peninsula, but around mid-thirteenth
century they were assigned by the Byzantine emperor an extra-
muros site at the foot of a promontory on the northern shore of
the Golden Horn. Soon after its foundation, the Genoese
fortified their new settlement and expanded it several times
until the Ottoman conquest. 58 The walled town consisted of five
sections that corresponded to different stages of its
expansion. In the fifteenth century it had acquired an
irregular form and spread onto the southern slopes of the
promontory dominating the entrance of the Golden Horn (figs. 1
and 4).
Nasuih's representation shows the town in a simplified,
triangular form and with only three subdivisions that
corresponded to the three major districts. 59 The dividing walls
descended from an imposing fortification tower, located at the
highest point of the settlement. Nasuh did not fail to indicate
the dominating situation of this tower, today known as the
Galata Tower, as well as the summit of the hill rising behind
Galata.
The Genoese called their autonomous colony communita de
Peyre, pera meaning in Greek "yonder"; in the context of
Konstantinoupolis, "across" or "on the other side" of the
Golden Horn, referring to the settlement's location with
respect to the Byzantine capital. 60 Although the town passed
58 On the Genoese colony in Galata, see Jean Sauvaget, "Notes sur la
colonie gdnoise de Pdra," Syria 15 (1934): 252-75.
59 Pitton de Tournefort, who visited the town in the eighteenth century,
remarked that Galata was divided, from west to east, into three
districts: Azapkapi, customs and Karakdy. He also noted that the dividing
walls were not anymore noticeable because of the houses built against
them, in Rdlation d'un voyage au Levant (Paris, 1717), 1:502-8, quoted in
Robert Mantran, "Images de Galata au XVIIe siecle," in Comit6
International d'6tudes pr6-ottomanes et ottomanes. Symposium (6th: 1984,
-Cambridge. England) Proceedings, eds. J.-L. Bacqud-Grammont and E. van
Donzel (Istanbul, Paris and Leiden, 1987), 197.
60 The town cortinued to be referred to as Pera by the Non-muslims while
Galata became its official name under the Ottomans. As an administrative
unit, Galata later on comprised the two suburbs of Kasimpa§a and Tophane,
under Ottoman jurisdiction after the conquest of the Byzantine
capital, it preserved its integrity, and its primarily Genoese
inhabitants continued their trades. 6 1 Even after Muslim
neighborhoods developed within its walls and as suburbs during
the sixteenth century, Galata remained predominantly a
Christian or "frankish" town and, because of its strongly
contrasting urban environment and lifestyle, a counterpart to
"islamicized" Istanbul.
Nasnih seems to have emphasized this distinct and opposite
character of Galata with his pictorial arrangement. The
triangular shape of Galata is based on the coastline of the
Golden Horn and culminates with the Galata Tower, the largest
of the fortification towers. Hence, Galata appears as fully
oriented toward Istanbul. Its buildings are drawn to overlap
slightly, indicating perhaps both its hillside location and its
density. It is also remarkable that no vegetation is shown in
the densely built, walled area of Galata, but the surrounding
landscape abounds in trees and flowers. As such Galata not only
stands in contrast to its immediate surroundings but also to
Istanbul where gardens and green areas intermingle with
buildings. 62
3.1.3. The Depiction of the Golden Horn
The Golden Horn emerges as the third important element in
Nasuh's composition. This navigable estuary served as the
principal harbor and symbolized the commercial prosperity of
which developed in the sixteenth century respectively to northwest and to
east of the fortified town, as well as the European suburb, which
stretched along the ridge of the hill toward north. This latter suburb
was primarily a green area occupied by summer residences amidst gardens
and was, therefore, referred to by Europeans as Vigne di Pera. During the
sixteenth century, starting with the French embassy in 1535, this area
became gradually settled by European embassies, see Necdet Sakaojlu,
"Elgilikler," istA, 3:149-51.
61 See Halil inalcik, "Galata - Osmanli D6nemi, " istA, 3:349-54; also
C. J. Heywood, "Ghalata," E2 (supplement).
62 Evliya gelebi especially notes the lack of gardens in his description
of Galata, Sevahatname, 184.
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the Ottoman capital. It is shown here as a wide, blue strip at
the center of the map with galleons and galleys sailing on it.
The Bosphorus and the Marmara Sea have a relatively lesser
visual presence, even if one takes into consideration that the
map's edges on the Marmara Sea have been trimmed.
3.1.4. The Depictions of Eyup and Uskudar
With EyUp and Uskudar, Nasuh' s map reaches its outmost
limits. Both towns, Eyup, right outside the walls of Istanbul,
and UskUdar, across the Bosphorus, are shown as small
settlements without much pictorial emphasis. However, their
truncated state, evidently the result of the lower and upper
map edges having been trimmed, prevents us from assessing their
precise layouts on Nasuih's map. Yet we may assume that
originally, each settlement was approximately twice the size we
see now.
Both Eyup and UskUdar lacked an enclosure wall, and in the
early sixteenth century neither of them displayed a distinct
urban form comparable to that of fortified Galata. Yet they
were not unimportant. Eyup had a predominantly Muslim
population and had developed as a suburb around the shrine of
Abu Ayyib Ansari, whose grave was discovered during the siege
of the city and immediately became a holy site. 63 As a
settlement, it was particularly important as it surrounded the
city's great Islamic sanctuary. Uskidar, a small town with a
more mixed population, was important as the gate of Istanbul on
the Asian shore, and it was well-connected with the city by
boat.
Although the towns of Eyup and OskUdar did not have the
importance of Galata in Nasuh's map, they frame the left half
63 Abu Ayyub Ansari, the standard-bearer of the Prophet, died in 668
during a siege of the Byzantine capital by the Arabs and was buried
before the walls. According to Arab authors, the Byzantines respected the
grave, see E. J. Brill's First Encyclopedia of Islam, 2:868. The
sanctification of this site by the Ottomans was an important instance of
the city's islamization, see H. inalcik, "Istanbul: An Islamic City,"
Journal of Islamic Studies 1 (1990): 1-4.
of the image and, situated at both ends of the Golden Horn,
appear in remarkable symmetry on either side of Galata.
Depicted as they are, the three towns constitute a pictorial
balance that conveys a hierarchical order. This is, however,
not the only instance of translating a conceptual hierarchy
into a pictorial one for the layout of the Istanbul map is
underlined also by other symmetrical arrangements.
3.2.The Symmetrical Structures in the Istanbul Map
Overall symmetrical order is achieved by distributing the
major urban entities in both halves of the map. 64 By placing
the three townships (Bil&d-i Selise) Galata, Eyup and UskUdar
together in one half of the composition and the city of
Istanbul in the other, Nasuh points at a conceptual balance
between them (fig. 30). In pictorial terms, the balance is
expressed by a vertical axis of symmetry that coincides with
the center of the book. Furthermore, by creating another
symmetrical order within the left half of the composition,
Nasu-h gives Galata a central, and hence, superior position in
regard to EyUp and iskidar.
The efficiency and subtlety of Nasuih's construction of
pictorial symmetries is most evident in Galata's placement on
the map. As an isosceles triangle based on the Golden Horn, the
walled town of Galata occupies a central position on the
horizontal axis of the double-folio .composition (fig. 30). This
horizontal axis passes through the Galata Tower, through a
principal wharf on the Golden Horn shore and, in the right half
of the picture, through the Old Palace shown amidst a
rectangular walled garden. Once we recognize this symmetrical
order, we also notice that it is supported through the
arrangement of several small details, which at first appear to
be casually placed on the map. The hill beyond the walls of
64 The map is drawn, as I have already noted, on a single sheet of paper.
Bound as it is in the book, we treat it as if composed of two halves.
Galata is depicted with a bold line as if to underline the
shape and position of the walled town. The cypress and fruit
trees as well as the few buildings dispersed in the surrounding
green areas, without being forced into a rigid order, also
underline the symmetry. Moreover, the land mass on which Galata
is situated is symmetrically bordered by the Bosphorus and the
upper Golden Horn, beyond which are located iskudar and EyUp
respectively.
Finally, a further symmetrical arrangement can be
discerned in the depiction of the walled city of Istanbul
itself. A vertical axis cutting through the peninsula connects
the great mosques of Hagia Sophia and Fatih. Hence, the two
monumental mosques of the city acquire a special visual
emphasis on this map, and their symmetry is an allusion to
Mehmed II's desire to build his mosque equally as monumental as
the Hagia Sophia. But besides this possible ideological
symmetry, Nasuh's emphasis obviously reflects the visual
symmetry of the two monuments that, before the construction of
the SUleymaniye Mosque in 1550-7, dominated Istanbul's
cityscape.
Half way between the Hagia Sophia and the Fatih Mosques,
stands the Old Palace, precisely at the intersection of the
vertical axis and the horizontal axis. Its position on the map
reflects the common opinion that its site corresponded to the
center of the city, 65 but possibly also has to do with the fact
that this first royal palace was a significant urban landmark.
The absence of streets from Nasuh's map appears as a
peculiarity but, in fact, this is a characteristic it shares
with other Ottoman city maps such as the Istanbul map in the
HUnername and several variants of the Istanbul map in
65 Two Byzantine historians note that the Mehmed II chose for his palace a
site "in the center of the city". See Kritovoulos, History, 83, and
Doukas, Decline and Fall of Byzantium to the Ottoman Turks by Doukas, ed.
H. J. Magoulias (Detroit, 1975), 243-4, quoted in Gilru Necipoglu,
Architecture, Ceremonial and Power: The Topkapi Palace in Fifteenth and
Sixteenth Centuries (Cambridge: AHF and The MIT Press, 1991), 3.
manuscript copies of the Kitab-i Bahriye. Yet among all these
maps, Nasuh's map does the best job of efficiently representing
the most important street of Istanbul, though in an indirect
way.
The vertical symmetry axis that runs through the Istanbul
Peninsula in Nasuh's map and which visually connects the Hagia
Sophia and Fatih Mosques also suggests the path of "Divunyolu",
the main street of the city (cf. figs. 1, 29 and 30). In the
Ottoman period this street was used for ceremonial processions
and connected the Edirne Gate with the city's most important
buildings such as the New Palace (i.e. Topkapi Palace), the Old
Palace, the covered bazaar, and other royal mosques. It also
corresponded to the northern branch of the Byzantine
thoroughfare Mese. 6 6 Despite its symbolic function and
importance, this principal street is not represented as a
visible path on Nasuh's map but is implied through the sequence
of monumental buildings located along it. In other words, the
vertical axis of the Istanbul peninsula constitutes a peculiar
abstraction of an actual urban experience: the path itself is
obliterated and replaced by the simple pictorial device of
linear arrangement of buildings that corresponds to the
sequence in which they were seen on that urban path. 67 The
suggested path is further emphasized pictorially by the fact
that its direction coincides with the orientation of the map.68
66 For a detailed topography of Mese in the fifth century, during the
reign of Theodosius II (408-450) when the walled city reached its largest
limits, see Janin, Constantinople Byzantine, 43-6. Also see Cyril Mango,
Le D6veloppement urbain de.Constantinople. IVe-VIIe siecles (Paris:
Diffusion de Boccard, 1985), 27-32, 42-4. Best historical overview,
comprising the Ottoman and modern periods, is to be found in Bildlexikon,
269-70.
67 This pictorial device obviously originates in the sequential
illustration of holy sites in pilgrimage scrolls, which reflects the
order of their ritual visit. It also has a parallel in pre-modern
European itineraries, see Harvey, Topographical Maps, 40.
68 On the perception of the top of a map by its viewer as what lies ahead
of him or her, see Rudolf Arnheim, "The Perception of Maps," in New
Essays on the Psychology of Art (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1986), 197. We can talk of a dominating orientation for this map,
With the book in hand, the viewer's eye is led eastward across
the peninsula in a simulation of the act of entering Istanbul
through the Edirne Gate and passing by the monumental buildings
one after the other until reaching Hagia Sophia and the Topkapi
Palace. For Nasuh's contemporaries, this representation of the
main thoroughfare must have been sufficiently intelligible
because streets were recognized not for their own sake, that is
for their open space, but rather through the monumental
buildings that punctuated them.69
3.3. The Viewpoints
Svetlana Alpers has discussed in detail the implications
of different modes of viewing in Western representations of
cities with respect to the viewer. She notes that, unlike a
profile view that shows a city in some distance across a body
of water or flat lands, as it would be seen by somebody
standing on the earth's surface, a bird's-eye view corresponds
to an imagined sight and allows us to look at a city from a
much greater distance and from above. Alpers underlines that a
bird's-eye view is a purely pictorial construct that "does not
suppose a located viewer," in the sense that it does not
capture and record a real viewing experience but rather what is
imagined to be visible from an aerial viewpoint, and transforms
the limited human experience into an extensive picture. 70 But
even though the post-Renaissance bird's-eye view represents a
view normally not possible, it still maintains a single
viewpoint and, hence, relates what is seen to one observer at
one moment. On the other hand, a vertical or ichnographic city
plan specifically lacks a located viewer because it represents
which is east, because the viewer's way of looking at it was determined
by the book containing it.
69 This kind of perception is evidenced by the depictions of the Fatih and
Bayezid Complexes in the HUnerndme map of Istanbul and will be discussed
in detail further below, in the chapter dealing with that map.
7 0 svetlana Alpers, "The Mapping Impulse in Dutch Art," in Art and
Cartography, ed. by David Woodward (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1987), 74.
a city, as John A. Pinto has put it, "as if viewed from an
infinite number of viewpoints, all perpendicular to each
topographical feature".71 What an ichnographic plan makes
visible as a picture is the accurate quantitative relationships
of topographical features, not something that resembles human
vision.
The ichnographic plan and the bird' s-eye view obviously do
not intend to show the same things. Nevertheless both offer, in
their own way, a total and unified vision of a city. The
ichnographic plan achieves this because it remains absolutely
indifferent to any possible viewpoint, or rather does not
emphasize any specific one. The unity of vision, in fact the
homogeneity of vision, is a consequence of this pictorial
indifference. The unified vision of the bird's-eye view
corresponds to the unified sight of one viewer, imagined as
located at one precise viewpoint and, hence, depends on the
emphasis of this imaginary but unique viewpoint.
Nasuh's map differs from both of these modes of
representation in offering a non-unified vision of the city of
Istanbul and its surroundings. According to the different ways
in which the depicted buildings face, it incorporates two
viewpoints: one to look at Istanbul, EyUp and UtskUdar, and
another to look at Galata. Thinking in a modern way, the
artist's incorporation of more than one viewpoint into his map
might be interpreted as an attempt to draw attention to
different possible or significant viewing positions by
disturbing the given unity of human vision. But in the
historical context of Nasuh's work, or more precisely in the
context of a non-Western pictorial tradition, the use of
different viewpoints to depict different portions of a picture
71 The term of "ichnographia" was first used by Vitruvius to signify a
ground plan and later on occasionally. John A. Pinto proposed a
systematic use of it as a precise technical term in relation to
historical plans of cities to distinguish the vertical plans from other
types, see "Origins and Development of the Ichnographic City Plan,"
Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 35 (1976): 35-50.
is not uncommon. It is an attitude that allows the artist to
depict the different aspects of a spatial entity, or to
juxtapose scenes that are separated either in space or time.
Yet it should not be seen as a purely technical device.'More
likely, the coexistence of different viewpoints in one picture
corresponded to a mental attitude that did not seek to
represent space according to a unified vision. 72 Yet, it would
be unfair to deny any pictorial concern or system to the
miniature artist. As Nasuh's Istanbul map demonstrates, the
different viewpoints can be carefully integrated into a single
composition and become meaningful. On this map the two
different viewpoints are visually emphasized through their
overlapping with the axes of symmetry. In that way, the
hierarchical order suggested by the symmetrical arrangements
becomes also a pictorial means for emphasizing the hierarchy of
viewpoints or viewing situations.
Before discussing the implications of these different
viewpoints, it might be noted that Nasuh's map also exhibits a
non-unified depiction technique on a much more elementary
level. For example, the outlines of the landmasses are drawn as
if seen from a point perpendicular to the earth's surface, like
in an ichnographic plan. But the individual topographical
elements such as buildings, city walls, as well as trees and
ships, are usually depicted in elevation. In their depiction,
sometimes an oblique angle (with regard to ground plane) is
chosen so that certain buildings whose architecture
incorporates an open space or, as Denny suggested, whose ground
plan is the main determinant of the architectural form could be
72 This is an attitude diametrically opposed to that of the Renaissance
mind that devised the single-vanishing point perspective in order to
represent a unified vision of the human eye on a picture surface. While
for the latter the strictly geometrical separation of ground plan and
elevations was necessary for the construction of a perspective, the
miniature artist could use these geometrical abstractions in a more
flexible, somewhat "cubist" manner.
shown appropriately, 73 as, e.g., in the details of the Topkapi
Palace, a convent to its south east, the Hippodrome and the
precincts of the covered bazaar, the Old Palace and the Fatih
Mosque. But this is not a peculiarity of Nasuh's depiction. The
heterogeneity of viewpoints in the depictions of topographical
elements in the same map indeed had to do with rendering them
intelligible and is typical of all pre-modern "picture-maps".74
With very few exceptions, Nasih has drawn the buildings on
the Istanbul Peninsula, as well as those in the towns of EyUp
and Oskudar, as facing west, that is the lower edge of the map.
Having in mind Buondelmonti's and Vavassore's Istanbul maps
that show the city and the neighboring urban settlements from
the south and from the east respectively (figs. 5 and 7),
Gabriel briefly remarked this unprecedented "point de vue"
located in the west of the city.75
The other viewpoint of the map concerns Galata where the
buildings are depicted as facing the Istanbul peninsula. In
other words Galata is represented as a town viewed from
Istanbul. Istanbul, however, is not represented as viewed from
Galata. The striking aspect of Nasuh's map lies in this non-
reciprocity of the viewing directions suggested for Istanbul
and Galata.
The viewing direction for Galata is an expected viewing
direction as far as two settlements situated on opposite shores
are concerned. On the other hand the viewing direction for
Istanbul is a convenient one that coincides with the general
orientation of the map and which enables the user of the book
to look at Istanbul first. Yet this rather practical concern
73 Denny considered these aerially seen "plans" somewhat inaccurate in
comparison with the "elevations". See "Architectural Plan," 53. Nurhan
Atasoy and Filiz Qagman seem to consider the different "point of views"
underlying the drawings of buildings and squares a peculiarity of this
map, in Turkish Miniature Painting (Istanbul: Do~an Kardeq Matbaacilik
Sanayii A. 4., 1974), 27 and the caption to its pl. 6.
74 The conventions of illustrating picture-maps in the pre-modern period
are discussed in Harvey, Topographical Maps, 48-115.
75 Gabriel, "Etapes, " 332.
was probably not the only one that led Nash to choose this
particular viewpoint for Istanbul.
The viewpoint located west of the land walls, which has
been chosen over other ones, suggests an approach to the city
of Istanbul by land and was perhaps reminiscent of the city's
long history of sieges that teriminated with the Ottoman
conquest. However, this particular viewpoint has two important
implications. One of them relates to the perception of Istanbul
as experienced along its principal thoroughfare; the other
relates to its conception in Menuzil as the "imperial look-
out". As I have noted earlier, this viewing direction first
coincides with the east-west orientation of the main street and
the sequence of perceiving its monumental buildings and sites
from the Edirne Gate to the Topkapi Palace. Secondly, it also
coincides with the east-bound direction of the military
campaign which Men&zil subsequently describes, and hence links
Istanbul to the illustrations to come and to the global view
they represent.
I should like to suggest, however, one more implication of
this particular viewing direction for Istanbul. By avoiding a
common viewpoint for looking at both Istanbul and Galata, as is
the case of the Buondelmonti map or of Vavassore's bird's-eye
view (figs. 5 and 7), or a reciprocity of viewing directions
between them, Nasuh's map emphasizes Istanbul as being self-
contained. Istanbul is not seen from Galata, as Galata is seen
from it, but from a completely different location on the vacant
plains beyond its land walls. Fortified by walls and surrounded
on its three sides by bodies of water, Istanbul stands apart as
if meant to be looked at on its own and not from a definite
location like another city. 76 Remarkably, Eyu**p and OskUdar are
also seen from the same direction and thus pictorially appear
76 one might also speculate that Nasfih favored a separate, but in
particular a west orientation, to contest the representation of the city
as the pre-conquest Constantinople, i.e. without its Ottoman monuments,
in numerous variants of Buondelmonti's map that were produced in the late
fifteenth century, see Manners, "Image of a City," 86-7.
as Istanbul's continuations. Galata, which was a much bigger
town with a predominantly non-Muslim identity, is clearly
differentiated from EyUp and Uskudar by being shown from a
different viewpoint and not only through its central place in
the cartographic composition as examined earlier. It is the
only urban settlement that is depicted as viewed from Istanbul.
In order to look properly at Galata we need to adjust our
viewing direction by turning the map (and the book) ninety
degrees. Then we see Galata the way it was seen from Istanbul
or more precisely from the city's northern slopes that descend
toward the Golden Horn. With this consideration in mind, it is
remarkable how much Nasu-h has straightened the two banks of the
Golden Horn. The curved profiles of both shores are eliminated
as if to stress the opposite positions of the two urban
entities. Yet the straightened shoreline of Galata also gives
to its depiction the character of a profile view, a hillside
settlement rising from a coastline, with slightly overlapping
buildings as seen from the capital's coast on the Golden Horn.
In the same view as Galata, we see vessels, two galleys
and four galleons depicted with full-blown sails, and some
firing canons. The war vessels shown departing from the naval
shipyards, six vaulted structures to the left of Galata, might
have been conceived as an enhancement of this minor
topographical detail in Nasuh's map, and in a way anticipate
the pictorial emphasis the shipyards will be given in later
Ottoman maps of Istanbul. In a more direct relation with the
Golden Horn itself, however, the ships complement the view of
this body of water that was a prime setting for regattas,
especially when the Ottoman navy left for campaigns in the
Mediterranean. Consequently, these ships, together with others
sailing the Marmara shore or the Bosphorus, refer, in a more
general way, to the Ottoman capital's central importance for
imperial power on the seas.
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Despite Istanbul's self-contained character with its
viewpoint other than Galata, a few buildings of the peninsula
do not conform with the unified viewing direction of the city
that I have discussed. These are some single-storied buildings
between Istanbul's walls on the Golden Horn and the coastline.
They face Galata or perhaps rather the Golden Horn, and are
mainly buildings related to port activity and storage. We also
know that this area developed as one of the major Greek
neighborhoods of the capital after the conquest, after Mehmed
II settled the prisoners assigned to him as ruler along the
Golden Horn. 77 Whatever they represent, their orientation
facing Galata and the Golden Horn seems to be an emphasis of
their closer link with a separate urban area than the capital
itself, something confirmed by their extra-muros location.
Another building on the Golden Horn shore of Istanbul that
is oriented toward Galata is a small building with a triple
arcade and a pyramidal roof painted blue, just outside the
walls of the Topkapi Palace. The depicted building stands for
the waterfront kiosk built by Sultan Bayezid II, which came to
be known as the Shore Kiosk (Yali Kbgku) (fig. 8b). 78 The kiosk
commanded two superb vistas, one up the Golden Horn toward the
northwest and the other up the Bosphorus toward the northeast,
in addition to a full view of Galata. It served the sultan both
as a pleasant retreat and a place to watch the ceremonial
parades of the Ottoman fleet, and whom the galleons depicted in
Nasuh's map might be saluting. In the course of the sixteenth
century, this kiosk found its official and private functions
expanded and was rebuilt twice to meet new ceremonial
77 see inalcik, "Istanbul," 225; also iA, 5/11:1200.
78 The construction history of this kiosk and the development of its
official and private functions are traced on the basis of historical
documents in GUlru Necipoglu, Architecture, Ceremonial and Power: The
Topkapi Palace in Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries (Cambridge: AHF and
The MIT Press, 1991), 231-40; (hereafter cited as Topkapi Palace). The
original kiosk, built by Bayezid, and the second, built to replace it in
1583 during the reign of Murad III, had both this jutting position while
the third kiosk, built soon after in 1593, had a quay in front.
requirements. Yet it remained foremost a building from where an
important section of Istanbul's surrounding landscape was
viewed, be it for its own sake or as a setting for ceremonial
events. Therefore, the depiction of Bayezid II's kiosk as
facing the Golden Horn might be explained with the importance
of its view-oriented function.
The two other buildings on the Istanbul peninsula that are
differentiated from the rest of the buildings by their
orientation are the first (Bab-i HUm&yun) and the second
(B&b'us-Selam) gates of the Topkapi Palace (fig. 8b), which
face south. In this particular case, the change of orientation
may be related to a change that occurs when the palace is
approached. If the path of the main street, insinuated by the
succession of monumental buildings, is followed toward the
east, after passing by the Hagia Sophia, the first gate of the
Topkapi Palace is reached after a turn to the left, that is
toward the north. The shift in direction suggested by the
orientation of the two gates in Nasuh's map exactly corresponds
to the actual shift at the south corner of Hagia Sophia. Nasuh
might have emphasized this shift in order to represent properly
the urban path that leads to the outer gate of the palace, yet
by doing so he also pointed, even though somewhat indirectly,
at a particularity of the Topkapi Palace's site.
The tip of the Istanbul Peninsula occupied by the palace
complex is a promontory that juts towards the north and thus
enjoys a panoramic view encompassing not only the Golden Horn,
Galata, the Bosphorus, the Asian shore and the Marmara Sea but
also the Istanbul Peninsula itself (figs. 1, 2a and 2b). On
Nasuh's map this northward projection of the palace site is
obliterated, yet it can be sensed through the shift of the
viewing direction suggested by the first and the second gates
of the palace.
The depiction of the palace itself appears somewhat more
enigmatic because another shift of direction is suggested by
the third gate and court. Drawn as they are, the three
courtyards of the palace complex are situated not along a
straight, south-north axis, but along an L-shaped one, bent
upward, or east (cf. fig. 8b and 2b). This bent axis certainly
allows a compact arrangement of the three courtyards on the
squarish surface reserved for the palace, 79 nevertheless it
also increases the number of viewing directions available from
these courtyards, especially from the third one. Therefore it
is tempting to see here an arrangement that Nasu-h deliberately
devised to suggest that the palace complex afforded a multitude
of viewing directions, thus compensated for the fact that he
left the palace site cartographically undifferentiated. Also
the hexagonal shapes of the second and the third court, which
have in reality rectangular plans, might be an indication that
these parts of the palace viewed several directions. In the
case of the second court, this shape could perhaps be explained
by the compositional restraints of a location squeezed between
the first and third courts, at the corner of the bent axis.80
In the case of the third court, however, there were no such
constraints, and the view-related explanation remains valid.
Noting that none of the major buildings of the third court
are depicted in this map, Gulru Necipoglu provides a convincing
explanation when she suggests that what appears to be the third
court in Nasuh's representation must be the hanging garden that
lay beyond it, a private royal space for rest and
contemplation. The depiction of Nasu-h shows that area of the
palace surrounded by five (or six?) towers connected by
crenellated walls that are pierced by grilled windows opening
79 Nurhan Atasoy considered that Nasih's depiction of the Topkapi Palace
was "arranged to fit the available space," see "Matrakel's Representation
of the Seven-Towered Topkapi Palace," in Fifth International Congress of
Turkish Art. Budapest 1978, 93.
80 Necipo~lu suggested that the hexagonal depiction of the second court
was a result of Nasuh's effort "to show different facets of each
courtyard simultaneously." This explanation is plausible, yet Necipoglu
does not seem to extend it to the hexagonal depiction of the third
courtyard, Topkapi Palace, 186.
it up to the surrounding gardens and the seascape beyond.81
NecipoClu interprets the towers as belvederes and relates them
to belvedere pavilions "from which the sultan could look over
his capital and view the ships coming into the harbor from the
four corners of the world" that were praised in the early
sixteenth century by the court historian idris Bidlisi. 82
Although Bidlisi's remarks might also have referred to other
spots and structures on the palace site, they confirm the
significance of the view-commanding nature of the palace in
general.
The configuration of the Topkapi Palace on Nasuh's map has
not yet been fully explained and might not have expressed the
view-orientedness of this building complex. Nevertheless, it
remains a very suggestive detail in that regard, especially
since later Ottoman maps of Istanbul such as the HUnername map
and certain Istanbul maps contained in copies of the Kit&b-i
Bahrive, as we shall see later on, also emphasize the
distinguished position of the Topkapi Palace by depicting its
buildings with an orientation different from that of all the
other buildings on the Istanbul Peninsula. If these later
depictions are considered, Nasuh's implicit stress on the view-
oriented aspects of the Topkapi Palace becomes intelligible and
his contorted drawing of this building complex appears less
enigmatic as a representation.
4. Concluding Remarks
Although Nasuh's map can be considered more symbolic than
naturalistic it represents geographic as well as symbolic
issues. His representation of Istanbul is first of all that of
81 In fact, a late-sixteenth century representation of the palace in the
gehingehname map (fig. 33a) shows in front of the third court an
enclosure with four free-standing corners that is similar to what appears
as the third court in Nas~h's map and which Necipo~lu interpreted as the
hanging garden in front of the third court. She did not comment on the
similarities of the two depictions.
82 idris Bidlisi, Hasht Behisht, SUleymaniye KUtUphanesi, Istanbul, MS,
Esad Efendi 2198, fol. 5, quoted in Necipo~lu, Topkapi Palace, 188.
an ideal city, evenly urbanized, flourishing (in both senses of
the word!), that is rendered in a charmingly ornate manner. But
beneath its ornate surface, Nasuh's map is a carefully
constructed topographic representation. Its layout unmistakably
captures the geographic situation of the city and its
surrounding towns, yet at the same time transforms them into
cartographic elements of varying emphases. These emphases
particularly sustained by various symmetrical orders reflect
the hierarchical order underlying the perception of Istanbul
and its parts. The image Nas-h sought to convey must have been
both acceptable and pleasing to the ruling elite but especially
for the sultan to whom he presented the unique copy of his
book. His representation of Istanbul as a city full of
beautiful structures and gardens recalls a passage in Evsaf-i
istanbul, a contemporary panegyrical text by the poet Latif i,
which claims that in the city of Istanbul "which ever direction
one looks, it is impossible to notice an unbuilt space, even as
small as the finger tip".83 Nasuh's map and Latifil's panegyric
are not only strikingly similar in the ornateness of their
styles but also in that of the urban image they convey. Also
composed for presentation to the sultan, Latifi's text
describes the walled city of Istanbul as a flourishing city
composed of monumental and medium-sized mosques, public,
commercial and select residential buildings and embellished by
gardens. Especially Latif i's frequent references to Iram, 84 or
83 Latifi, Evsaf-i istanbul, 13.
84 The notion of Iram originates in a unique reference in the Koran to
"Iram dhat al-'imad" (translatable as Iram with pillars, or columns),
Sura 89, verses 5-6: "(5) hast thou not seen how thy Lord dealt with Ad,
(6) Iram dhat al-'im&d, the like whereof hath not been created in the
lands". The reference is inexplicit about the identity of Iram but sounds
admonitory. Iram Dhat al-'imad was given, in learned circles, two
different interpretations, either a tribe related to the people of Ad or
a city, see W. Montgomery Watt, "Iram, " in E2, 3:1303. The use of it as
a poetic metaphor in the Persian and Ottoman classical litterature,
however, is derived from another interpretation, weaved in legends yet
more explicative: Iram was a sumptous town, somewhere in South Arabia,
and was built by a king named Shaddad as a challenge to and in imitation
rather to "Bag-i irem" (Garden of Iram) in describing Istanbul,
strikingly parallels Nasuh's representing Istanbul as a garden
city and gives an insight into the cultural background that
ideally associates gardens with cities. More importantly, these
two representations from the first half of the sixteenth
century, one verbal the other pictorial, hint at a concept that
seems to have significantly shaped the Ottomans' approach in
rebuilding Istanbul. 85
of Paradise. Hence it was buried in sand by a tornado that also killed
its builder and his whole retinue before they could contemplate it. For
these and related legends, see A. J. Wensinck, "Iram dhat al-'im&d, " E.
J. Brill's First Encyclopedia of Islam, 519-20. The relation of Iram to
Paradise suggested in this interpretation seems to have initiated a
semantic transformation, for in the Persian literary tradition Iram
became unequivocally identified with a garden. See the meanings of "Iram"
and "Baghi Iram" in Steingass, 39 and 148. The same tradition may have
somewhat redeemed Iram from its negative implications. In any case, in
ottoman poetry, which depended on the canons of the latter, the metaphor
of Iram was predominantly used in a positive sense, i.e. to signify an
ideal, "paradisiac" garden and occasionaly even Paradise itself. See the
examples given in iskender Pala, Ansiklopedik Div&n giiri S6zliu'i
(Ankara: Akgag, [1992]), 257 and 461 and Ahmet Talat Onay, Eski TUrk
Edebiyatinda Mazmunlar (Ankara: Turkiye Diyanet Vakfi, 1993), 218-9 and
393.
85 Istanbul is compared also by the fifteenth-century chronicler Tursun
Beg to Ba§-i irem in a passage that recounts Mehmed II's impressions of
the newly conquored city and its beautiful landscape, Tarih-i EbU'l-Feth,
66. Notably, Tursun's quotation from the Koran, ibid., only gives a
section of the sura, i.e."the like whereof hath not been created in the
lands", which alone sounds as an ultimate praise. Istanbul's comparison
to the legendary Iram Garden also occurs in later sixteenth-century
panegyrics, such as the poetic descriptions of Istanbul serving as
introductions to sehrenqiz. It is, however, in Evliya Qelebi's
Seyahatname that Iram acquires the widest and direct application. See
below chap. 3, p. 293f.
Among the emphases of Nasuh's map, those related to
viewpoints are the least tangible even though they are
sustained by the pictorial construct of the symmetry axes. What
Nasuh's map reveals about viewing in the context of Istanbul
and its surroundings pertains less to real viewpoints than to
conceptual priorities, such as the non-reciprocal situation of
viewing between Istanbul and Galata, or the unification of EyUp
and Oskudar in the same view with Istanbul. The dominant
viewing direction reserved for Istanbul, the vertical axis
implying the Divinyolu, i.e. the main thoroughfare, and the
symmetry of the Fatih and Hagia Sophia Mosques can be related
to real viewpoints, yet they correspond more to conceptualized
situations. The most concrete emphases on real viewing are
perhaps those concerning the Shore Kiosk and the Topkapi Palace
as they can be easily associated with extraordinary, view-
commanding sites.
These viewing directions suggested in the map do not
necessarily correspond to actual viewing practices or empirical
situations. However, they cannot be interpreted as the simple
results of formal concerns either. Nasuh's use of different
viewpoints reveals that, in a pictorial system which does not
rely on a unified vision, the choice of a viewing direction is
not something neutral, and the viewing directions selected by
him support meaning by participating in his idealized
representation of the city.
What Nasuh conveys through the tight and calculated
composition of his map can perhaps be summed up in the
following way: Istanbul is a place to be viewed on its own from
outside of its walls but also from inside, as the viewer of the
map (the sultan), already familiar with the city, is led to do
by following the path suggested by its monuments. Galata, on
the other hand, is entirely oriented toward Istanbul, from
where it can be properly seen - almost as if it were under
surveillance- but the reverse is not true: Galata is not in a
position to look at Istanbul.
Finally, by presenting this map as part of Men&zil, Nasu'h
provided Istanbul with a symbolic view, with an extraordinary
prospect formed by the ensemble of Menazil's illustrations,
beginning just outside of Istanbul, beyond OskUdar, and
depicting the landscapes and cities as far as Western Iran and
Iraq. Hence, we may say that Istanbul is represented in Menazil
not only for its own view but also for the view it afforded as
the imperial look-out.
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CHAPTER 2:
THE ISTANBUL MAP IN HUNERNAME
1. Introduction: The Book and the Istanbul Map
The late-sixteenth-century manuscript book Hinernume,
renowned for its miniature illustrations, contains another
lavishly produced map of Istanbul (fig. 31). Hinern&me (The
Book of Accomplishments). It was produced during the reign of
Murad III and consists of two volumes, completed in AH 992/ AD
1584 and AH 996/ AD 1588 respectively. 1 Its text, written by
Seyyid Lokman,2 relates the lives of the Ottoman sultans, in
chronological order, with a focus on their personal qualities
and accomplishments. The first volume covers the period from
the reign of Osman I, the first Ottoman sultan, to the reign of
Selim I. The second volume focuses on the reign of Sileyman the
Magnificent.
The miniatures of Hinern&me, like the text, have a
narrative character and mainly depict important military and
ceremonial events from the lives of the sultans. The Istanbul
map, which is the only map and non-narrative painting included
in this book, accompanies a chapter of the first volume that is
about the conquest of the city by Mehmed II in 1453.3 Yet it
neither relates to the event nor to the city at that time. The
map rather shows Istanbul as a very densely built city with all
the Ottoman monuments built there from the time of the conquest
until the 1580s, including the naval shipyards on the north
shore of the Golden Horn, established around 1512 and expanded
during the second half of the sixteenth century.4 Furthermore,
1 TopkapL Sarayi MUzesi KitUphanesi (TSMK), MSS, H.1523 (Vol. 1) and
H.1524 (Vol. 2).
2 Lokman was then the royal historiographer (Sehnameci). On Lokman see
Hanna Sohrweide, "Lukman b. Sayyid Husayn", EI2, 5:813-4; also Christine
Woodhead, "An Experiment in Official Historiography: The Post of
gehnameci in the Ottoman Empire. c.1555-1605," 157-82.
3 TSMK, MS, H. 1523, fols. 158v-159r. The dimensions of the map are 49.2
x 63.0 cm.
4 On the shipyards, and its buildings, see chap. 3, esp. n. 277.
it depicts the suburb of EyUp as a considerably developed
settlement. In other words, the map conveys a contemporaneous
image of Istanbul, an image of the flourishing and populous
capital of the Ottoman empire.
It is not difficult to imagine that the Istanbul map in
HUnernume, not unlike the map by Nasuh, was conceived as a
eulogistic representation, a representation that celebrates the
splendor of the Ottoman capital.
The large size of the map, its detailed content and its
coloration, especially the remarkable silver surface of the
bodies of water surrounding the peninsula, all contribute to a
monumental visual effect, well-suited to this eulogistic
purpose. The map of Istanbul stands as a self-contained image
with an only indirect relation to the text of the book. In that
regard, it is not very different than Nasuh's map of Istanbul
in Menazil. The monumental quality of these two representations
of Istanbul and the minimal textual context provided by the
books suggest that, rather than illustrations of any part of
the text, they were independently conceived to reflect
contemporaneous perceptions of the Ottoman capital.
2. The Question of the Istanbul Map's Authorship
The miniature paintings of the first volume of Hinernume
were prepared by a team from the palace's painting studio. A
document, dated AH 990/ AD 1582, indicates the names of six
painters and the number of meclis (compositions) painted by
each as Osman (19), Ali (6), Mehmed Bey (10), Veli Can (2),
Molla Tiflisi (5) and Mehmed Bursavi (3),5 but does not specify
the subjects of the compositions. Hence, the forty-three extant
miniature plates, the Istanbul map included, remain quasi-
5 The document concerns the payments made to the various artists and the
materials provided for the production of the first volume. It is
preserved in the Topkapi Palace Museum Archives and is discussed in Nigar
Anafarta, HUnername MinyatUrleri ve Sanatgilari (Istanbul, 1969), IX-
XIII. Also see N. Atasoy and F. gagman, Turkish Miniature Painting, 44.
anonymous works. 6 In her study on the Hunernime, Nigar Anafarta
attempted to resolve the authorship question for the Hunernume
miniatures by distributing them, on the basis of this document
as well as a stylistic analysis, to the six painters. In the
resulting distribution the Istanbul map is associated with Veli
Can.7 According to a later opinion held by Filiz Qafman, the
Istanbul map is to be attributed to Osman.8
Osman was the master painter of the group and, according
to the document, painted the largest number of plates in the
first volume of Hunername. 9 His painting style is most clearly
recognized in narrative miniatures, particularly in the
composition and depiction of human figures as well as in
coloration. 10 on the other hand, in miniatures without human
figures, his personal style does not stand out, and it is
thought that some other painters, working closely with him,
approached his style and participated in certain paintings with
him. 11
6 The number of compositions, indicated in the document of 1582, amounts
to forty-five. Atasoy and ga~man consider that this number might have
increased until the completion of the volume in 1584, op. cit, 44. As of
today, the volume contains only forty-three compositions; one other
miniature is preserved as a single sheet in Worcester Art Museum,
Massachusetts, USA.
7 Anafarta's attribution, op. cit., is based only on a stylistic grouping
of HUnername miniatures, which is also problematic in its approach.
Assuming the completed volume contained forty-five compositions, Anafarta
sought to group the miniature plates in six stylistically distinct
groups, which furthermore contain a matching number of compositions as
mentioned in the document, in order to distribute them to the six
painters; but to maintain the total number of forty-five, indicated in
the document, she counted two of the double-folio compositions as four
and two other double-folio compositions as two compositions. Moreover,
the six groups she came up with, are not all stylistically coherent.
8 See below, n. 12.
9 On painter Osman, see Esin Atil, "The Art of the Book," 198. He was a
much esteemed painter in his time. Atasoy and ga~man, e.g., point out
that in contemporaneous archival documents and historical texts he was
always referred to with praising words, Turkish Miniature Painting, 35.
Therefore, art historians tend to attribute the most successful
compositions in Hunername and other books from the same period to him.
10 See Filiz Qa~man, "@ehname-i Selim Han ve Minyaturleri," Sanat Tarihi
Yilligi 5 (1973): 411-41.
11 gagman observes that the painting styles of Osman and Ali, who was the
other painter hired for the job, are difficult to distinguish in scenes
Although the characteristics of Osman's painting style,
which are primarily derived from narrative miniature
compositions, do not help to analyze the Istanbul map, another
topographical composition depicting the KLrkgegme water supply
system (fig. 33), allows us to link the Istanbul map with this
painter. 12 This composition is contained in T&rih-i Sultan
SUleym&n Han (The History of Sultan Sileyman Khan) dated AH 987
/AD 1579-80, for which the historiographer Seyyid Lokman and
the painter Osman teamed up for the first time. 13 It is
conceived as a map, without any human figures and displays a
striking stylistic similarity with the Istanbul map in
HUnernume. The map, which measures 37.8 x 52 cm, spreads across
two pages and depicts a green landscape with the ensemble of.
aqueducts built north of Istanbul during the reign of Suleyman
1.14 It also shows the north corner of the city, its suburb
Eydp and some smaller settlements on the opposite shore of the
upper Golden Horn, between the Tersane Garden and the district
of SUtlUce. The technique of drawing and the coloration of
buildings as well as of the landscape closely resemble that of
the HUnername map. Particularly noticeable is the depiction of
without human figures of .ehname-i Selim Han. gagman suggests that some
miniatures might even have been produced by these two painters together,
ibid, 418. Painter Ali, who was Osman's brother-in-law, apparently
collaborated with him in various commissions.
12 See Filiz gagman, "La miniature turque," in L'Art en Turquie, ed. by
E. Akurgal (Fribourg: Office du Livre, 1981), 249.; and idem, "L'art de
la Miniature", in Soliman Le Magnifigue, 313. Qagman attributes the
Hunername map to Osman especially because of its close stylistic and
graphic resemblances to the Kirkgegme water supply map, which is known to
be Osman's work, in letter to author dated 6 July 1993.
13 See Esin Atil ed., SUleymanname: The Illustrated History of Suleyman
the Magnificent (Washington, DC: National Gallery of Art and New York:
Harry N. Abrams, 1986), 48.
14 Chester Beatty Library (CBL), Dublin, MS 413, fols. 22v-23r. This map
is reproduced in color in Mimar Sinan and Tezkiret'ul-Bunyan, ed. by M.
Sozen and S. Saatgi, (Istanbul: TUrkiye Emlak Bankasi and MTV
Publications, 1989), 70-1. The manuscript is described in V. Minorsky,
The Chester Beatty Library: A Catalogue of the Turkish Manuscripts and
Miniatures (Dublin, 1958), 19-21. For a brief description and discussion
of this map, which however does not bring up Osman's authorship, see J.
Michael Rogers, Islamic Art and Design 1500-1700, [exh. cat., British
Museum] (London: British Museum Publications, 1983), 79-80.
hills as repetitive wavy motifs, like an all-over pattern, on
both maps despite their difference of scale. The hills are
painted in a darker shade of green on green ground in the water
supply map and in dark grey on light grey-rose ground in the
HUnernaime map. Also common to both maps is the coloration of
the body of water with silver pigment. 15
A third map that shares the pictorial characteristics of
these two maps is contained in Sehingehnume (The Book of the
King of Kings) completed in 1581, and which was most probably
illustrated by Osman and his group (fig. 34).16 The dimensions
of the square into which this map can be inscribed are 21 x 21
cm. The upper part of the composition is reserved for the
depiction of the comet that appeared above the city in 1577,
and below the horizon line the considerably smaller map shows
the city only in part. 17 But the contour of the Istanbul
Peninsula is very reminiscent of the HUnernume map, and the
buildings of the city are drawn exactly in the same graphic
style and similarly form a continuous urban fabric. The pink
tone of the urban areas as well as the silver color of the body
of water further point to a common author. But more
importantly, in all three maps the coastline that is composed
of arc segments displays the characteristic style of nautical
charts and links these maps unmistakably to one another (figs.
35 and 36), and at the same time provides a concrete piece of
15 The use of silver pigment to paint the water surface is associated
with Osman's style. It occurs, however, first in topographic views of
Nasuh's chronicles Tarih-i Sultan Bayezid, ca. 1540; and Tarih-i Feth-i
Siklos, ca. 1545.
16 istanbul Universitesi KutUphanesi (IUK), MS, F. 1404, fol. 58r. The
volume, also referred to as gemailn&me, was written by Lokman. Atasoy and
Qajman attribute its miniature illustrations to Osman and a group of
painters working with him but do not comment specifically on this map,
Turkish Miniature Painting, 36-38. For a brief remark about its stylistic
similarity with the Hunername map, see GUnsel Renda, "Minyaturde
istanbul," in istA 5:472. The map is reproduced in color in Ahmed S.
Unver, istanbul Rasathanesi, 2nd ed. (Ankara: TTK, 1985), 72f.
17 For the section of Sehingehname concerning the appearance of the comet
in September 11, 1577, see Unver, op. cit., 78-9.
evidence that someone trained in the craft of chartmaking
somehow participated in their preparation.
These three compositions, hence, form a small but
stylistically consistent group of topographical representations
to be associated with Osman or at least with a group of
painters led by him, and another composition in the first
volume of HUnernume links them, but in particular the HUnername
map, with the narrative miniatures of that volume. This
composition, which shows the third court and the outer gardens
of Topkapi Palace, is a mainly topographical representation but
also includes few human figures to depict some typical court
activities (fig. 37).18 The depiction of the fortified
enclosure wall, as well as the coloration of the sea and the
gardens, clearly suggest that this representation was prepared
by the same artist that prepared the Istanbul map in the same
volume. 19 But more importantly, the depictions of ,the palace
site and of buildings are clearly based on the Istanbul map. In
other words, this composition is an enlargement of the
corresponding spot of the Istanbul map. The enclosure wall of
the palace in the Seraglio Point area has the same curvature as
on the Istanbul map, and the third court, as well as several
smaller buildings, are similarly situated in regard to the
coastline. It is worth noting that a further enlargement of the
same area can be found in gehingehn&me, in a topographical
composition that shows the new pavillion of Murad III
commanding the harem wing (fig. 38). The configuration of the
harem facade here is clearly based on the respective details of
18 TSMK, MS, H. 1523, fols. 231v-232r. This representation of the third
court is part of a series that also comprises the representations of the
first court (fol. 15v) and the second court (fols. 18v-19r) of the
palace. The second and third courts are clearly by the same artist while
the first court is by another.
19 In two small walled areas adjacent to the seawalls, in the right half
of the composition, the ground is painted like the extra-muros landscape
on the Istanbul map and the Kirkgegme water supply map, seemingly to
distinguish their uneven surface from the smooth, grass-covered areas of
the gardens.
the Istanbul map in the same manuscript (fig. 34) and the
composition showing the third court of the palace in HUnername
(fig. 37).
Apart from the Istanbul map and the three topographical
compositions conceived as maps (figs. 33, 34 and 37), there are
also some narrative compositions attributed to Osman, in which
the setting of the event is depicted like a map, and in one
particular case, there is a striking similarity between his
composition and that of a European engraving from around the
same time (cf. figs. 39a and 39b). 20
The predominantly topographic aspect of Osman' s miniatures
certainly affirms his interest in the cartographic genre, but
more importantly suggests that he possibly relied on some
cartographic material prepared outside of the royal painting
studio. It is even conceivable that a cartographer assisted him
in the production of such miniatures but especially of the
maps.21 In fact, the coastlines of the Istanbul Peninsula bears
considerable similarity to the respective detail of a nautical
20 Such miniatures occur especially in gehname-i Selim Han, completed in
1580-1, TSMK, MS,. A. 3595, fols. 41v-42r and fols. 147v-148r which are
reproduced as fig. 8 and 6 respectively in gagman, "gehname-i Selim Han":
438-9, 434-5. The comparison with the European engraving, which I have
come across by chance, is not mentioned by gagman. Another instance of
similarity between a topographic miniature depicting the tripartite
fortress of Sigetvar and an engraving by Domenico Zenoi (or Zenoni) has
been pointed out by J. M. Rogers, see Rogers and Ward, Sileyman the
Magnificent, 110.
21 The relation of topographic compositions in sixteenth-century Ottoman
miniature painting has been described in a general way, and its possible
link to nautical charts ("portolans") has been suggested in a general way
by art historians, see, e.g., Zeren Akalay [Tanindi], "Tarihi konuda ilk
Osmanli minyatUrleri," 111 ff, and gagman, "gehname-i Selim Han," 420.
For a more detailed discussion of possible links between palace painting
workshops and chartmakers, see Gunsel Renda, "Representations of Towns in
Ottoman Sea Charts of the Sixteenth Century and Their Relation to
Mediterranean Cartography," in Soliman le Magnifique et son temps: Actes
du Collogue de Paris, Galdries Nationales du Grand Palais, 7-10 mars
1990, ed. by G. Veinstein (Paris: La Documentation frangaise, 1992), 279-
97; (hereafter cited as "Representations of Towns"). These maps, however,
have not been studied on their own nor has the concrete link to nautical
cartography provided by their coastline been addressed. For the
characteristics of nautical charts, generally referred to as "portolan
charts", see below chap. 3, p. 136 ff.
chart of the Black Sea that is contained in an atlas prepared
by Ali Macar Reis (fig. 40).22 Dated 1567, the atlas was kept
in the treasury of the Topkapi Palace. Even if Ali Macar Reis
might not have been the collaborator of Osman, it is not
impossible that the atlas was used as a cartographic source.23
At present, even though Osman is the most probable name to
be associated with it, the HUnername map preserves its quasi-
anonymous character since, upon closer examination, as we shall
see further on, the participation of two rather than one hand
is suggested, at least in the drawing of its topographical
details.
3. The Cartographic Composition
The Huinername map does not have a tight compositional
order comparable to that of Nasuh's map and appears relatively
more naturalistic. There are, for example, no symmetrical or
other compositional concerns that seem to have determined the
map's layout. The Istanbul Peninsula is depicted closer to its
actual triangular shape, and the coastlines reflect geographic
features such as bays and capes. This said, the HUnernfme map
is not free of distortions and emphases, and in some ways
22 TSMK, MS, H. 644. The atlas consists of seven charts drawn on vellum.
Each chart measures 29.5 x 43.0 cm. Fol. 4v bears along its right edge a
colophon indicating that it was "written by the poor Ali Macar Reis in
the month of Safer of the year 975" (ketebetU'l- fakir... Ali Macar Reis fi
gehrn's-Safer sene 975/AD 1567). The chart of the Black Sea is reproduced
in color in Portolani e carte nautiche, 94-5.
23 Svat Soucek, referring to a document dated 1558, published by Rifki M.
Merig, has pointed out the possibility of a connection between a painter
named Ali Macar who worked in the palace painting workshop and Ali Macar
Reis who had signed this atlas, see S. Soucek, "Islamic Charting in the
Mediterranean," in Cartography in the Traditional Islamic and South Asian
Societies, vol.2, bk.1, The History of Cartography, ed. by J.B. Harley
and D. Woodward .(Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press,
1992), 280 and 282; (hereafter cited as "Islamic Charting"). For the
document in question, see R. M. Merig ed., TUrk nakig san'ati -
aragtirmalari, I: Vesikalar. Ankara Universitesi ilahiyat Fakultesi -
TUrk ve islam Sanatlari Tarihi EnstitusU Yayinlari, no. 1 (Ankara, 1953),
6, doc. no. 4. For Soucek's initial study on this atlas, which also
reproduces all of its charts, see idem, "The 'Ali Macar Reis Atlas' and
the Deniz Kitabi: Their Place in the Genre of Portolan Charts and
Atlases," Imago Mundi 25 (1971): 17-27.
reflects spatial hierarchies through its layout and scale
differences in the depiction of different settlements. It also
incorporates several viewpoints that are different from those
of Nasuh's map but also more complex. In fact, the Hunername
map suggests a modification in the hierarchy of prevalent
viewing directions in and around the city. But these viewing
directions are not always explicit and need be inferred from
intricately depicted topographical details. Therefore I shall
discuss them after having examined the layout and the
topographical content of the map.
3.1. The Map Layout
The Hunername map is painted on two separate sheets of
paper that were then bound side by side. It fills these two
folios without margins and measures 49.2 x 63.0 cm. The
Istanbul Peninsula, which projects towards the east, is drawn
horizontally across the center of the book. The upper edge of
the map is occupied by the north shore of the Golden Horn. Here
the semicircular bay, where the naval shipyards were located,
is in central position. Moreover its size is exaggerated with
regard to the walled town of Galata, which is to its right, on
the southward projection of the north shore. Other settlements
that developed during the sixteenth century along the north
shore of the Golden Horn are depicted without precise
demarcation; particularly noticeable is the development north
of Galata. On the left folio to the west of Istanbul the town
of Eyup is depicted as a dense settlement that almost borders
the walls of the city. Its depiction remarkably surpasses that
of Galata in size. On the other hand, Uskudar, where two
monumental mosques, several public facilities and palaces were
built after the mid-sixteenth century, is virtually absent.
Only a very small part of the town is visible as a tiny
triangular land projection at the right-hand edge of the map.24
The city of Istanbul, represented in its integral shape,
occupies the center of the map. All other urban settlements,
including Galata, appear somewhat marginal. The particular
geographic situation of Istanbul surrounded by water on three
sides finds more visual emphasis on this map than on Nasuh's
map as a result of the stronger visual presence of the Marmara
Sea that forms a large triangular surface at the lower right-
hand corner of the map and then upwards merges with the
Bosphorus. 25 Painted in silver, the body of water acquires an
overall emphasis and appears as the second most important
element of the map after the city of Istanbul. It is further
accentuated with various kinds of ships depicted with a
remarkable graphic precision, not given to other details of the
map. 26
A particularity of the HUnernsme map, which concerns its
layout, and in some ways its topographical content, needs to be
mentioned before the topographical details are examined.
The center of the book visually divides not only the map
but consequently also the Istanbul Peninsula into halves. This
division of the peninsula, however, also corresponds to a
division in the depiction of the city with regard to the
24 As far as we know, the Hinern&me volumes have not been rebound and,
therefore, its pages, including those bearing this map, have not been
trimmed. Yet I do not exclude the possibility that the map was initially
drawn on larger sheets and eventually cut down to fit the pages,
something which would explain not only the unusual lack of margins but
also the quasi absence of UskUdar.
25 Also in that area of the map are depicted two islands one in elevation
the other in plan. They represent Sivri and Yassi respectively, two of
the Princes' Islands that are closest to the city.
26 Depictions of ships in ottoman miniatures of the sixteenth century not
only display a striking precision of drawing but a striking realism as
well, easily comparable to that of ship depictions found on engraved or
painted Western maps and views. Whether they were the work of painters
specialized in ship figures, or whether miniature painters were depicting
ships in a particular manner because it was a new and special subject for
requiring precise and realistic representation, remain questions to be
answered.
drawing scale and manner of the buildings. In the right-hand
half of the peninsula the buildings are drawn in a more orderly
fashion and are slightly larger than in the left half. This
observation leads one to suspect that after the contours of the
landmasses were traced on the two sheets, each half of the map
was worked on by a different painter. Following a common style
of depiction, the painter of the left half drew the buildings
on a slightly smaller scale, perhaps to fit the amount of
detail foreseen. Another possibility, which does not
necessarily rule out the hypothesis of two painters, is that
the map's layout initially consisted of only what is shown on
the right-hand folio and that this single-folio map was then
extended over a second folio either to show Istanbul in full,
or perhaps to obtain a larger and more impressive
representation. This hypothesis seems feasible given the fact
that the map is drawn on two separate sheets and not on a
single sheet of double-folio size. But it is also suggested by
a particular detail that is occurs twice on the map. On both
halves of the map, on the Marmara coast of Istanbul, there is a
similar detail showing a vacant and walled site adjacent to the
sea walls. Despite their slightly different depictions, both
details cannot represent anything other than the Langa Garden,
which was the only walled area on that shore and
characteristically divided into two sections. 27 It looks as if
the detail on the left half relocates Langa to a more
appropriate spot of the map in its extended format. The correct
location of Langa, however, rather coincides with the book's
center on the HUnername map. Hence, neither of the two Langa
details is more correct with respect to the actual site.
27 on the Langa Garden, see chap. 1,. n. 54. This former Byzantine harbor
got gradually silted up. The land thus gained was walled aroun at two
instances between the middle and the end of the fifteenth century, see
Albrecht Berger, "Der Langa Bostani in Istanbul," 474. The double detail
of Langa on the HUnername map has been also noticed by Berger, ibid., but
due to some confusion he refers to the map as the Piri Reis map.
If the Hunername map was initially what we see on the
right-hand folio, then it was first conceived in a vertical
format. The resemblance between the vertical format of
HUnern&me map's right half (fig. 35) and two other Istanbul
maps, the Buondelmonti map (fig. 5) and the Sehinsehname map
(fig. 34), is worth noting. The Buondelmonti map (or any of its
numerous variants) (fig. 5) primarily shows Istanbul and Galata
in the vertical format and rather little of the Asian side,
even if we consider that it might be partly due to trimming.
Also on the gehingehnume map, the layout within the rectangle
of the compositional frame includes only a small part of the
Asian coast while a greater part is painted beyond the frame
line on the margin space (fig. 36).28 The remaining
similarities of the HUnername map with these two earlier maps
part company here. The Buondelmonti map has its north
orientation in common but differs in its representation of the
city of Istanbul and its topographical details. In these latter
aspects, however, the Hunername map resembles very much the
gehingehname map. Their main difference lies in their
contradictory orientations. If the Buondelmonti and the
gehingehname maps served as models for the "first-stage" of the
Hunernume map, especially for its layout, then the limited
presence of Uskudar can be explained. In its expanded version,
the map surface offers ample space towards the west for
representing the city of Istanbul fully including its landwalls
and some suburban settlements. This enlargement seems to have
provided sufficient space to also depict Eyup, however not
28 This extension of the Asian coast might have been required by the
subject for which this map served as an illustration. The comet with its
tail pointing towards the east, was interpreted as an auspicious sign for
the ottomans, i.e. they would be victorious over the Safavids of Iran.
According to the text on fols. 58b-59a of Sehinsehn&me, the comet is
described and interpreted as follows: "It sent sparks from west to east.
Because it appeared in the sign of Sagittarius its arrow fell on the
enemies of the religion [i.e. the Shiite Safavids]. It disappeared in the
sign of Aquarius. Like a scorpion, it sent its ill-omen on the enemy for
its brightness and tail was pointing east." See Unver, istanbul
Rasathanesi, 78-9.
UskUdar, whose size seems to have been largely determined by
the initial, single-folio layout. It is conceivable though,
that this imbalance between the representations of Eyup, Galata
and OskUdar was not considered an unacceptable defect of the
map and to some extent reflected the hierarchy of importance
among the three townships, for otherwise a completely new map
would have been prepared.
3.2. The Topographic Content
On the Istanbul Peninsula, which is presented as the
central element of the map, the fortification walls enhance the
geographic contour of the city, yet with their white color,
also constitute the most prominent topographic detail. The
Yedikule Fortress, which is located at the southern end of the
landwalls, is especially depicted in a much larger scale and
also much more precisely than any other building in the entire
map (fig. 31a). It is to some extent balanced with the Topkapi
Palace precinct located at the tip of the peninsula and
separated from the city by a fortified wall of its own. The
pale green color that distinguishes the detail of the Topkapi
Palace is also applied to another palatial complex, the Old
Palace, which is depicted as an area walled on four sides to
the west of Topkapi, as well as to a small, trapezoidal area
next to the sea walls on the Marmara shore. 29 The latter detail
shows a walled place, most probably the CUndi Meydani (Spahi
Field), reserved for equestrian competitions. 30 Another
29 It is, however, noticeable that the Tersane Garden, depicted here on
the northern shore of the Golden Horn, west of the naval shipyards, is
not accentuated with the same green ground color, although it was an
important royal garden comprising waterfront kiosks.
30 This place, also referred to as Cindi Meydani, was located between the
KUgUkayasofya Mosque and the Port of Kadirga. It was described in the
1580s by Reinhold Lubenau as: "ein Ohrt (...), welchen man den Spahiplatz
nennet, und ist gahr ein grosser, weiter Platz mit einer Mauren umgeben,
welcher gahr schon eben," in Beschreibung der Reisen des Reinhold
Lubenau, ed. W. Sahm (K6nigsberg: F. Beyers, 1912) 1: 181 (hereafter
cited as Reisen). Around the 1630s Jean-Baptiste Tavernier emphasized
that the access to the place was restricted and that it was kept "propre
remarkable detail of the map is the longish, vacant area that
ends at the landwalls. It represents the unbuilt part of
Bayrampaga (Lykus) Valley. Except for this area and the walled
Langa Garden, which occurs twice as it has been pointed out,
the intra-muros area is fully built.
Within the continuous urban fabric, because of their
walled precincts, the Fatih and Bayezit Complexes can be more
easily recognized than other royal mosques such as SUleymaniye,
gehzade and Sultan Selim that are embedded in the dense urban
fabric as numerous small mosques. They only stand out, apart
from their white coloration, with their relatively larger size
and multiple minarets.
The royal mosques are also either depicted in a bird's-eye
view or in elevation (fig. 31b). Among them, the Hagia Sophia
acquires a special emphasis with its slightly larger scale and
its isometric depiction. The Fatih and Sultan Selim Mosques are
also isometric views while Suileymaniye, Bayezid and Sehzade are
shown in elevation. On the other hand, the details of the
bird's-eye view of the Topkapi Palace, the Old Palace and the
Hippodrome, as well as of the Bayezid and Fatih Complexes,
comprise ground plans, elevations and isometric elements.
The use of different modes of depiction such as the
bird's-eye view and the elevation, however, is not
systematically linked with different building types as in
Nasuh's map. As I shall discuss further on in relation to the
viewpoints incorporated into the Hinername map, these different
modes of depiction rather seem to indicate particular vantage
points, within or without the city, and the perceptions of
buildings or sites linked with these points.
The buildings that form the fabric of the city consist of
houses, commercial buildings and small mosques. While the
& unie" according to the sultan's orders, who went there often to assist
at competitions in which selected persons from the court and the common
folk participated, in Relation Nouvelle de l'Interieur du Serrail du
Grand Seigneur (Paris, 1675), 69.
mosques are discrete figures accentuated with white paint, the
facades of smaller, ordinary buildings are drawn without any
space between them and form rows that slightly overlap. With
this tight arrangement, the urban settlement of Istanbul is
represented as a dense and continuous fabric, while its
hillside location is expressed by the overlapping of facades.
Within this fabric, the white pigment is applied to some
buildings here and there but it has a varying and often poor
opaqueness so that the grey-rose ground color shines through
and visually enhances the continuity of the urban fabric.
Furthermore, the red pigment used to paint the tiled roofs of
these smaller buildings has a varying intensity. It is
remarkably brighter on the left half of the Istanbul Peninsula
and might be associated with the artist who worked on that part
of the city.
The rows formed by smaller buildings, in general run
parallel to one another as well as to the northern and southern
coastlines of the peninsula, but there are noticeable
differences in their depiction in the left and right halves of
the map. In the right half, they neatly form rows parallel to
an east-west axis, with the exception of the Topkapi Palace
area. However, in the left half they are clearly more
intricate. This difference of depiction seems to stem primarily
from two different hands and corroborates further that two
different artists worked on the two halves of the map. Yet the
contorted rows of building in the left half are not simply a
graphic peculiarity, for some relation can be established
between them and the more complex topographic structure of the
western part of the peninsula, where two groups of hills are
separated by a valley (fig. 41).
A comparison with a contour map of Istanbul (fig. 3)
suggests that there is some link between the steep slopes of
certain hills and the groups of curved or twisted rows on the
Hinernume map. One can discern three such groups particularly
in the western half of the peninsula: two to the northeast and
one to the southwest of the Bayrampaga (Lycus) Valley
(fig. 31e). It is possible to relate these curved rows, even
though approximately, to the northern slopes of the so-called
fifth and sixth hills and to the southern slope of the seventh
hill.31
The topography of the eastern part of the city is depicted
in a more simplified scheme: the "third" hill, with SUleymaniye
Complex at its northern promontory, and the "second" hill, to
the east of the Bayezid Complex, are merged to form a
saddlelike hill with two slopes descending toward the north and
south. Yet the axis formed by the Hippodrome and Topkapi Palace
Complex reflects the oblique position of the "first" hill in
relation to other hills. On the steep northwest slope of this
hill, the cypress trees are depicted in parallel rows, and
confirm that this kind of arrangement of topographical details
is used as a devise to represent a site's descent.32
Painted in a very dark shade of green, trees are present
all over Istanbul except in the Yenibahge area and the area
between the Old Palace and the Topkapi Palace. These trees that
intermingle with buildings and almost uniformly punctuate the
urban fabric represent the widespread vegetation within the
city walls. 3 3 In the area outside the walls, the trees do not
seem to be depicted to characterize the natural landscape but
31 There is also a link between the curves framing the Langa detail of
the left half of the map and the actual slopes of Bayrampaga Valley just
north of Langa where the valley opens to the sea. But because of the
mislocation of the Langa detail to the west of the Column of Arcadius on
the HUnername map, the link is not apparent. Another misplaced detail is
the Sultan Selim Mosque, which is depicted not on the "fifth" hill but
more easterly, nevertheless the steep slope to its north seems indicated
by curved rows of buildings.
32 The use of different modes of depiction in this map has been briefly
noted by J. M. Rogers. However, Rogers devotes to this map a very short
section that hardly offers any substantial discussion of its cartographic
particularities, let alone the depiction of its topographical details.
Rogers calls the map, very generally, a bird's-eye view. See J. M.
Rogers, "Itineraries and Town Views in Ottoman Histories," 249-50.
33 This contrast between the urban landscapes of Istanbul and Galata is
also observable on Nasfih's map as I have noted above in chap. 1.
rather to emphasize their coexistence with buildings. However,
it is difficult to know whether the treeless areas of the
landscape were like that in reality or whether they are simply
incomplete. At least in one detail of the map, though, they
seem to have been neglected: the Tersane Garden (fig. 31f),
which is a walled area with few waterfront buildings, right at
the western end of the shipyards, is depicted without the dense
cypress grove that characterized it and which was always
depicted in other representations of this royal garden
(fig. 32).34
Only a few trees are depicted in the walled town of
Galata, which was much more densely built than Istanbul and did
not contain any gardens within its walls. In this regard,
Galata presented a striking contrast to Istanbul. On this map
it is further distinguished by a grey ground color, which is
also applied to the islands Sivri and Yassi. If there is a
symbolic use of colors on this map, this particular color must
indicate a lack of vegetation, as on the urban site of Galata,
where trees were rare, but also on the two islands that were
naturally barren.
The numerous sailing ships, which animate the bodies of
water, are mostly cargo vessels rather than military ones and
refer to the sea-based trade connections of the Ottoman. The
military vessels are limited to some galleys depicted at the
naval shipyard and to two galleons on the Marmara Sea. Also
depicted are numerous rowboats (pereme) moored along the shores
of the Golden Horn. The principal means of transportation
between the parts of the city separated by water, these boats
transformed the water surface, especially that of the Golden
Horn, into an inner urban site, a locale not only of passage
but also of promenade.35
34 Also see the variant Istanbul maps in Kitab-i Bahriye manuscripts,
e.g. figs. 64-8, and 70.
35 on pereme transportation and the principal lines on the Golden Horn,
and across and along the Bosphorus, see Cengiz Orhonlu, "istanbul'da
3.3. The Viewpoints
As it is placed in the book, the HUnername map has a
northern orientation, i.e. the direction of north points away
from the upper edge of the book. As already mentioned, the
general orientation of the Hinername map matches that of
Buondelmonti's Istanbul map (fig. 5). Both maps are laid out
with respect to a viewer presumably located somewhere on the
Marmara Sea and, hence, looking at the city from a southern
viewpoint. But this southern viewpoint, even though the most
apparent, is yet only one of several other viewpoints from
which the different parts of Istanbul and its neighboring towns
are seen in the HUnernarme map (fig. 42).
The multitude of viewpoints underlying Istanbul's
depiction is an aspect that also distinguishes the HUnernume
map from Nasuh' s map and the gehingehn&me map. More than half
of the buildings on the Istanbul Peninsula are drawn with
respect to a second viewpoint in the north. A third viewpoint
in the west is suggested through the orientation of the
landwalls. In other words, the HUnern&me map proposes to look
at the city of Istanbul from the Marmara Sea, from the Golden
Horn (or its north shore) and from outside the landwalls. Thus
the map presents all three aspects of Istanbul, which was
frequently characterized as being surrounded on two sides by
water and one side by land.
EyUp, Galata and OskUdar, the three townships of Istanbul,
are each seen from a different direction but remarkably always
from the sea. As is the case with all urban sites divided by a
body of water, in Istanbul a view from the sea is at the same
time a view from an urban site on the opposite shore. This
reciprocity of views or viewing situations is clearly reflected
kayikgilik ve kayik igletmecilifi, " Tarih Dergisi no. 21 (1966): 109-34;
(hereafter cited as "istanbul'da kayikgilik"). orhonlu mentions, for the
end of sixteenth century, five principal lines and twenty-one landings,
ibid.
in the Hunernume map. But more than that, such reciprocity
seems to have been deliberately expressed by its mapmaker(s)
for it also underlies the depictions of very small settlements.
There are those outside the landwalls, not necessarily
separated by a body of water, but that are nevertheless drawn
as facing the landwalls.
3.3.1. The Viewpoints for Istanbul
The views of the walled city of Istanbul depicted in the
Hunername map closely reflect real views, in other words the
extent and depth of depicted views very much resemble what can
actually be seen from viewpoints geographically corresponding
to the chosen, pictorial viewpoints. Istanbul can be best
viewed from the Marmara Sea and from the Golden Horn, or rather
its north shore because of its peninsular site. Each of these
panoramic views reveals the characteristic topography and the
buildings of the city that ascend from the shore and form an
extensive cityscape. The Hunernume map shows Istanbul primarily
from these two viewpoints in the south and in the north. In
contrast to these viewpoints, the extra-muros viewpoint in the
west offers a more limited view of the city. While the double
row of fortification walls can be conveniently viewed from such
a stance, the city practically disappears behind them as it
descends eastward. 36 Whenever visible from a sufficiently high
spot it appears in a strongly foreshortened perspective. What
is depicted on the Hunername map from this western, extra-muros
viewpoint reflects well both its advantage and limitation: the
36 In 1614, Pietro della Valle praised the view of the double-tiered
fortification walls seen when approaching the city by land: "per6 il muro
di dentro 6 pin' alto di quello di fuori, onde viene a far bellissima
prospettiva, scoprendosi, da chi viene alla cittA, di lontano, l'una e
l'altra muraglia, a guisa di una scena," in Viaggi di Pietro della Valle
(Brighton: G. Gancia, 1843) 1:22; (hereafter cited as Viaggi). Although
some textual descriptions of this view exist, it hardly became a subject
of pictorial representation similar to profile city views featured in
Braun and Hogenberg's Civitates Orbis Terrarum. The European artists
rather preferred for that purpose the view of the city from across the
Golden Horn that was much more attractive.
main elements of the depicted view are the walls and the
Yedikule Fortress. From the intra-muros buildings, only very
few are depicted as facing this western viewpoint. These are
buildings located near the Topkapi Gate, included in this
western view since visible through their elevated site on the
"seventh" hill.
The frontal effect of this depicted view from outside the
landwalls is particularly enhanced by the detail of the
Yedikule Fortress. This fortress, characterized by its seven-
cornered plan, is not depicted through a bird's-eye view or
vertical plan, which might have better revealed its
characteristic configuration, but as a very precise elevation.
Other than its elaborateness, this elevation is very
symmetrical and also has a larger scale than any building
depicted on the map. Hence it renders Yedikule the most
prominent detail of the entire map. While this scale difference
can be seen as an emphasis pointing to the symbolic
significance of the fortress, it can also be explained in
pictorial terms.
Given the limited depth of the western view, it is fair to
consider the depiction of Yedikule in its own terms, or rather
as a self-contained view. Then the scale of the fortress
elevation appears much less exaggerated. The difference between
its scale and that of the fortification towers of the landwalls
is also much smaller. These towers, however, gradually diminish
in size away from the Yedikule. This gradual change of scale,
admittedly, permits a transition from the elevation of the
fortress to the walls to its left, yet it also corresponds to
what a viewer, standing in front of the fortress and looking at
the walls, actually sees. The Yedikule Fortress is located
almost at the southern extremity of the landwalls, and from an
actual viewpoint that would permit a perfectly frontal sight of
its facade, as the one represented here. From that position,
the rest of the landwalls would be seen in an oblique angle
and, hence, gradually diminishing in size. Considered together
with the elaborate and symmetrical elevation of the Yedikule,
this diminishing scale suggests that the western view on the
HUnername might have been based on a sketch made in-situ but
from a single vantage point located in front of the fortress.
As to the views of Istanbul from the Marmara Sea and from
the Golden Horn, they too match actual views. In the map, the
zones of these two views can be separated by a line, as
indicated in fig. 42, which runs between the roof tops of the
buildings facing opposite directions. The line has an irregular
path but approximately follows the sequence of hilltops that
delineate the city's skyline for each of the two viewing
directions. In the left half of the map, the line splits into
two. The area that remains in between corresponds to the lower
part of the Bayrampaga (Lykus) Valley, where the buildings on
two slopes face into the valley (fig. 31e).
Remarkably, the city's main monuments which occupy the
hilltops remain within the zone of the northern view as they
are in fact actually seen from the north. From east to west the
Topkapi Palace, the Hagia Sophia, Bayezid Mosque and the Old
Palace, Sileymaniye, gehzade, Sultan Selim, Fatih and Mihrimah
Mosques, all line up along and north of the delineation line of
the two zones. Among these buildings seen from the north, the
Kara Ahmed Pasha Mosque is included (fig. 31e). It is a medium-
sized mosque situated atop the southern slope of the Bayrampaga
Valley, near the Topkapi Gate and, therefore, visible from
across the Golden Horn (fig. 43e). The inclusion of this mosque
in the representation of the northern view particularly
supports my argument that the depiction of topographical
details in the HUnername map is largely based on the actual
cityscape visible from the north.
Even though the southern view of Istanbul at first appears
as the more important one -for looking at the north-oriented
map we also find ourselves looking at the southern face of
Istanbul- the HUnername map clearly emphasizes the northern
face of the city on the Golden Horn by representing the most
important buildings of Istanbul within the northern view. In
order to properly see these monuments one must, however, look
at the map the other way around, that is to leave our initial
southern vantage point and, adopt another one that conforms
with the north of the map. So we look at the city as if we were
across the Golden Horn. I consider this shift of vantage point
a deliberate cartographic emphasis on the northern view, which
at the same time makes explicit the link between the depicted
and the real viewpoints.
3.3.2. The Representation of the Northern
Cityscape of Istanbul
The northern cityscape comprises numerous mosques that are
depicted in elevation, including the medium-sized Atik Ali
Pasha Mosque to the southeast of the Bayezid Square and next to
the Column of Constantine (gemberlitag) and the Mihrimah and
the Kara Ahmed Pasha Mosques respectively to the north and to
the south of the vacant Bayrampaga Valley near the landwalls
(figs. 31b, 31e and 42). But from the monumental mosques only
the Sileymaniye and *ehzade Mosques are depicted in elevation.
We see their side facades frontally as one sees them looking
from Galata. On the other hand, three other mosques, Hagia
Sophia, Sultan Selim and Fatih are all shown in frontal
isometric views, the latter amidst its open space and flanked
by madrasas. The details showing the Topkapi Palace, the Old
Palace and the Bayezid Mosque are hybrid depictions for they
combine elevations with plans or isometric views of their
precincts.
This disparity of depiction modes somehow disturbs the
pictorial unity of the northern view, and whether these
differences in depiction had a meaning of their own or resulted
from the participation of more than one person in the
production of the map is not easy to assess. Yet there seems to
be a relation between the isometric views of the Hagia Sophia,
Fatih and Sultan Selim Mosques and that of the Old Palace in
the HUnern&me map, on the one hand, and the oblique views of
the same buildings from the Galata Tower, on the other. (figs.
43a, 43d and 43e). The Galata Tower has often served as a
convenient vantage point for drawn or photographed panoramic
views of the cityscape on the Golden Horn, including its first
panorama by Melchior Lorichs (fig. 44a and 44b). 37 The
depiction of the Suleymaniye and gehzade Mosques in elevation
also conforms with the frontal views of their side facades seen
from the same vantage spot (fig. 43c). This connection made,
one is tempted to imagine a semi-circular line interconnecting
the Topkapi Palace, Hagia Sophia, the Bayezid Mosque, gehzade
and Sultan Selim on the map and which would define the span of
this panoramic view. In any case, if such a correlation between
the modes of depiction and the actual views of the monumental
buildings from the Galata Tower exists, it would further
confirm that the depicted northern view is partly based on an
actual view of the peninsula from the north. At the same time,
most of the buildings on the north side of the peninsula are
not depicted in respect to the particular viewpoint of the
Galata Tower, but in respect to a general viewpoint to the
north of the city. This implies that the northern view in the
37 For a facsimile of Lorichs's panorama, see Eugen Oberhummer, ed.
Konstantinopel unter Sultan Suleiman dem Grossen aufgenommen im Jahre
1559 durch Melchior Lorichsaus Flensburg- (Munich: R. Oldenbourg, 1902);
a small-scale, complete reproduction can be found in Soliman Le
Magnifigue, 296-7. An important section of Melchior Lorichs's
comprehensive panorama (1557-9) was apparently drawn from this tower
while the rest was drawn from several other viewpoints further west and
with shifts of viewing directions in order to maintain a uniform distance
to the depicted object (fig. 44a ), see Karl Wulzinger, "Melchior Lorichs
Ansicht von Konstantitopel als topographische Quelle," in Festschrift
Georg Jacob, ed. by T. Menzel (Leipzig: Otto Harrassowitz, 1932), 355-67.
During the nineteenth century, the tower served as a vantage point for
the panorama of Robert Barker (1813) and for photographic ones such as
the panorama by James Robertson and Felice Beato (1853) and others. For
partial reproductions of these panoramas, see Sedad H. Eldem, istanbul
Anilari - Reminiscences of Istanbul (Istanbul: Aletag, 1979).
Hinername map is not a unified view but rather incorporates
several vantage points, or rather ongoing frames, as one might
have seen when sailing up the Golden Horn.
However, the partial frames that seem to constitute the
northern view of Istanbul do not all relate to distant and
external vantage points as those available from the Galata
Tower or from along the Golden Horn. Inserted into the zone of
this external northern view, we also find some that derive
instead from vantage points within the city. They concern an
individual monument or site that is seen from a relatively
close distance. As they appear part of the northern view, these
particular vantage points cannot be deduced from the
orientation of the buildings concerned. They are rather
revealed by some features of the topographic detail that
appear, with respect to the northern viewpoint, architecturally
or cartographically incongruent. We notice, for example, that
the minarets of the Fatih Mosque are on the wrong side of the
prayerhall (fig. 31c), or that the Bayezid Mosque is seen
frontally while its vaulting is seen from the side and its
unique madrasa is on the wrong side (fig. 31b). But these
problems do not reveal the particular vantage points underlying
the depictions of the Fatih and Bayezid Complexes. We first
become aware of the significance of certain self-contained
vantage points in details that are more clearly represented. In
such details, partial or self-contained viewpoints are
suggested alongside the general viewpoint in the north and
without conflicting with it.38 This is most often the case in
hybrid topographical details that combine a ground plan or an
isometric view with elevations.
The simultaneous use of different depiction modes involves
different vantage points from which to look at different
38 As long as the shift between the individual viewing directions
concerning parts of these hybrid details and the general viewing
direction is not too great, and at least one of the particular viewing
directions coincides with the general viewing direction, we tend to find
these details more or less in conformity with the northern viewpoint.
aspects of a building or site. However, a juxtaposition of
various vantage points in a topographical detail of the
HUnername map is not the result of a pictorial technique.
Rather, a concern to represent various views appears to be what
necessitates such a mix. At least in this map, the combination
of different modes of depiction, especially in certain details
of the northern view, might be explained with viewing
experiences that are very characteristic for the building or
site concerned. The detail of Topkapi Palace is a good example
that is both elaborate and yet simple to construe.
3.3.3. The Depiction of the Topkapi Palace
The HUnername detail shows the palace complex and the
surrounding gardens basically in a ground plan (fig. 31d). The
plan reflects the sequence of the three principal courtyards
(fig. 2b), which can only be perceived one at a time by someone
on the site. This sequential experience, made when walking from
one court to the next, is suggested here through the
orientation of the gates that connect the courts. These gates
are drawn in elevation and face the direction of approach and
entrance to the palace from outside as well as to the walking
direction from one court to another. As such, the depiction not
only represents the palace but also a visual experience of its
interior.
The palace buildings that flank the second and third
courts are also represented in elevation but oriented toward
the outside: the harem wing faces the Golden Horn while the
wing at a right angle to it faces the Bosphorus. The outward
orientation of these facades relates to their visibility from
outside the palace. 39 But other than being visible from
39 Topkapi Palace was depicted in the same hybrid way, but in a larger
scale, also in another miniature of the HUnername (fols. 231v-232r) that
shows the third court of the Topkapi Palace and its outer gardens (fig.
37). But especially striking is the depiction of the harem wing which is
the only elaborately drawn external facade of the palace and clearly has
the same orientation as on the map, i.e. looks up the Golden Horn.
outside, these wings comprised several architectural elements
designed to exploit the view such as belvederes, galleries, bay
windows and, hence, formed a real "look-out" zone for the
palace. Such reciprocity of viewing and being viewed does not
characterize, for example, the wing formed by the kitchens
opposite the harem. Remarkably, the former is depicted as
simply facing the palace courtyard and not the Marmara Sea
although it presents an architecturally impressive facade on
that side. The depiction of an inward-loooking kitchen wing
particularly contrasts with that of the nearby Hippodrome,
which is shown in a bird's-eye view and as seen from the
Marmara Sea, something that relates both to this site's
visibility from the sea and to the view of this sea available
from its site.40
The double viewing experience that characterize the
Topkapi Palace, one from within and one from without, is
expressed with two different modes of depiction. For the
exterior view of the palace, the vantage point is the same as
for the rest of the city, that is the outer space to the north
or from the sea. For the interior view, it is the depiction of
the courtyards in plan that properly locates the vantage point;
the gates shown in elevation indicate the direction of this
experience. But the clarity of this hybrid depiction owes much
to the architectural configuration of the Topkapi Palace, which
allows such discrete representation with regard to different
vantage points.41
40 The Hippodrome (At Meydani) was not only an important public place,
but also a favorite promenade especially praised for its view of the
Marmara Sea, which was noted by Piri Reis in the context of a comparison
with the site of the sacred precinct of Athena at Cap Sounion. Pirl Reis
describes this site as a "temagalik" (viewing place) comparable to the
Hippodrome: "temagalik didigUmuz de deniz uzerine havale, istanbul'un At
Meydani misalinde, bir yuce yir..." See Pir Reis Kitab-i Bahriye, with an
introduction.by Haydar Alpagut and Fevzi Kurtoglu (Istanbul: Devlet
Basimevi, 1935), 279.
41 The importance of the harem as the visible facade of the palace is
also reflected in a slightly earlier miniature to be found in the
Sehingehname, fol. 118r (fig. 38). This miniature highlights the new
pavillion overlooking the Golden Horn built by Murad III, under whose
Despite its hybrid character and the various viewpoints it
comprises, the depiction of the Topkapi Palace fits into the
northern cityscape seen from the Galata Tower because the
depicted harem facade is oriented as in its real situation, in
other words, what belongs to the view of the palace from the
north is depicted accordingly. The other viewpoints, which are
pictorially distinct from the northern viewpoint coexist with
it without creating any conflict. The details of the Bayezid
and Fatih Mosques differ from that of Topkapi precisely
because, in their depictions, a distinction between on-site
viewing and external, distant viewing is blurred.
3.3.4. The Depiction of the Fatih Complex
The detail of the Fatih Complex shows a large, rectangular
precinct enclosed by a wall (fig. 31c). The southwest and
northeast sides of the precinct are occupied by two long blocks
formed by the madrasa buildings. The mosque is shown in an
isometric view. It is part of a central, longitudinal block,
which also comprises, in an axial order, to the southeast of
the mosque the tomb garden and to the northwest the entrance
courtyard. The soupkitchen and the hospital, although somewhat
compacted, are shown at the southeastern limit of the mosque
precinct. The locations of all these auxiliary buildings in the
map correspond to their actual locations. The problem of the
detail is, as pointed out earlier, the location of the mosque's
minarets which appear on the left side of the domed prayerhall
instead of on its right side as one would expect to see them
from a viewpoint north of the city.
However, if isolated from its context in the northern
view, the depiction of the Fatih Mosque reflects an
architecturally correct configuration, that is, the unique
patronage the manuscript books §ehin§ehname and Hunername were produced.
Notably, also in this miniature the harem wing has the same orientation
as in the Topkapi detail of the HUnern&me map as suggest the outer walls
as well as the Golden Horn shore that run in an oblique angle to the
depicted facade.
semidome and the minarets appear on opposite sides of the
prayerhall. 42 A view of the Fatih Mosque that corresponds to
the depicted isometric view is offered by a viewpoint at the
south corner of the open space surrounding the mosque, where
two entrances lead to the complex precinct from the Divanyolu
(figs. 45 and 46)
Even though the depiction of the Fatih Mosque seems to
relate to this particular viewpoint in the precinct because of
its isometric perspective, it nevertheless reflects a general
overview of the mosque, or an overall configuration in which
the pair of minarets appear on the left and the semidome on the
right hand sides of the main dome when it is seen from any
southern spot. This configuration must have corresponded to a
typical sight or vantage point since arriving at the precinct
of the Fatih Mosque from the west or east, more frequently the
southern area of the open space was crossed because of its
proximity and the several exits to the Divanyolu. 43 The Fatih
Mosque is depicted in this particular configuration also in a
seventeenth-century water supply map that largely followed the
path of the Divanyolu (fig. 47).44 The monumental buildings
42 The present Fatih Mosque dates from 1771. It replaced the original
mosque of Mehmed II built in 1470 which had been repeatedly damaged by
earthquakes and fires, see Bildlexikon, 406-7. After the severe damages
of the 1754 and 1766 earthquakes, the main structure of the mosque was
entirely rebuilt on the foundations of the first mosque but in a
different design. The northwest wall of the original prayer hall and the
courtyard that had remained intact were integrated into the new
structure. The plan of Fatih Mosque in fig. 45 reflects the hypothetical
plan of the original building as has been agreed upon.
43 The Fatih Complex formed a sort of nodal point on the main street. In
the Ottoman period the main street arrived from the west at the two,
centrally located western gates of the precinct. It then in a right angle
circumvented the south side to continue its course eastward. It is
possible that pedestrians often took shortcuts by crossing the southern
half of the precinct and regained the main street passing between the
southern madrasas or through the east gate at the south corner of the
graveyard and then through the Saraghane (Saddlers' Market) before
reaching the main street at a point further east.
44 K6prUlu KutUphanesi (KK), Istanbul, MS, "Su Yolu Haritasi 1"
(inventory no. 2441). The map shows the urban stretch between the Edirne
Gate and the Column of Constantine (on the map identified as
"dikilitag"). The course of the waterway largely coincides with the
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depicted, including in addition to the Fatih Mosque also the
Bayezid Mosques and some vizirial complexes further east, are
remarkably represented as seen from the Divanyolu.45
The Divanyolu, the northern branch of Mese, must have
played an important role in the daily lives of Istanbul's
inhabitants as an axis of visual orientation. Even though it
had largely lost its original regularity by the sixteenth
century, it was the unique thoroughfare of the city and linked
all its important sites with one another in a relatively
straight path (f igs. 1 and 46).46 The two monumental mosques
Fatih and Bayezid, which occupied hilltop sites at nodal points
on this street, must also have served as orientation guides. We
may assume that the sights from the Divanyolu or near it shaped
the memorized images of those monuments. Especially in the case
of the Fatih Mosque, it is possible that this image was shaped
in relation to the frequently traversed southern zone of the
precinct, and that the locations of the minarets and the unique
semidome with respect to that zone became visual reference
course of the main street. After entering the city near the Edirne Gate,
the water conduit follows the path of the main street until reaching the
Fatih Complex, crosses the southern part of the precinct, passes over the
Aqueduct of Valens; then via a distribution point at the southern corner
or tne oia Palace wall It traverses Bayezia square ana then reaches DacK
to the main street, which it follows until it branches after the Column
of Constantine.
45 The buildings are drawn on either side of the water way, or the main
street, depending on which side they are situated. The only exception is
the Kara Mustafa Pasha Complex, which is shown on the north instead of
the south side of the water way.
46 This street must have been perceived as straight especially in
contrast to the maze formed by smaller streets as suggests the
description of the Italian traveller Pietro della Valle from 1614 that
qualifies it as "una strada lunguissima, fin a palazzo del Gran Turco,
che larga e piana per l'alto de'colli, e quasi sempre dritta, 6 la pin
bella che vi sia, " in Viaggi 1, 22.
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points, in other words, landmarks. 47 These two architectural
elements of the mosque must have been singled out, not only
because their opposite locations indicated the east-west
direction of the Divanyolu but also because their visibility
was not restricted to the complex precinct, unlike that of the
entrance court of the mosque or the tomb garden. The latter
were probably not comprised in the enduring image of the
mosque, and, therefore, are found in the HUnername map detail
depicted rather as part of the precinct and not as elements
attached and seen along with the mosque. On the other hand, the
particular geometry of the mosque's depiction, which suggests a
viewpoint in the north, might have been a pictorial solution to
integrate the inner city image into the external general view
of the city. Nevertheless the precinct's enclosure wall, along
with its two gates, are drawn as if seen from the southeast (or
from the southwest if the view is reversed as the mosque
itself) and clearly points to the direction of approach from
within the city. A vantage point from within the city, yet
somewhat different than that of the Fatih Complex, seems to
underlie the depiction of the Bayezid Complex.
3.3.5. The Depiction of the Bayezid Complex
The detail of the Bayezid Complex, apparently part of the
northern cityscape seen from across the Golden Horn, shows the
mosque in elevation surrounded by an open space (fig. 31b).
This open space, drawn in plan, is enclosed partly by walls and
partly by buildings. Two other buildings situated on the left
side of the mosque also seem to belong to the complex, although
they are separated from the mosque by a linear block, most
probably representing a row of shops: the rectangular building
with a central courtyard, shown from a bird's-eye view, might
be identified with the madrasa and the domed building, shown in
47 I use the term "landmark" as defined and discussed in Kevin Lynch, The
Image of the City (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1982), 78-83.
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elevation, with the bath of the complex. Yet the actual
locations of these two buildings are not to the east as we see
them here but to the west of the mosque.
The depiction of the Bayezid Mosque itself appears, at
first, to be a simple elevation oriented north even though a
certain discrepancy between this fully frontal view and the
oblique view of this mosque from across the Golden Horn might
be noticed (fig. 43b). A closer look, however, reveals that the
depicted elevation involves more than one view: the pair of
minarets which symmetrically flank the elevation suggest a
frontal view, possibly of the entrance facade, while the
vaulting, a central dome abutted by two semidomes, corresponds
to a lateral view. 48 In other words, despite its frontal
appearance, the depicted elevation suggests two viewing
directions perpendicular to one another. Such a depiction might
be interpreted in two ways: first, as a juxtaposition of the
two elevations of the Bayezid Mosque both seen obliquely from
the distant northern viewpoint (fig. 43b); secondly, as a
simplified depiction of two elevations that are seen
consecutively by someone walking in the open area that
surrounds the mosque (figs. 48b, 49a and 49b).
These two possible interpretations are not mutually
exclusive, yet the second, which gives priority to a viewing
situation within the city, more precisely on the complex site,
is supported by the depiction of the precinct as a conspicuous
open space. The visual experience of the Bayezid Mosque from
within the city is characterized by oblique views rather than
frontal views, since no axial approach to the building is
encouraged either by its site or by its architectural
conf iguration. 49
48 On Nasiah's map, the Bayezid Mosque is also represented with a frontal
view of its entrance facade, but there the vaulting is seen in a
configuration that corresponds to the viewing direction.
49 The perception of the royal mosques of Istanbul from their urban
surroundings has been rarely addressed by architectural historians. UlkU
Bates has discussed the question of the visibility of entrance facades to
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The precinct of the Bayezid Complex seems to have been
organized in a much less formal way than that of the Fatih
Complex, and also had a different spatial relation with the
Divanyolu. But the surrounding urban area soon developed into
one of the most important urban nodes of Istanbul where various
craftshops formed specialty markets, 50 while the square in
front became the junction of the two branches of the Byzantine
Mese. 51 But the spatial character of the complex site and its
connections with streets has considerably changed since the
sixteenth century, especially since there is no trace left of
the enclosure wall that once defined the mosque precinct as
well as its spatial relations with certain other units
belonging to the complex, neighboring buildings and roads.
Therefore, it is hardly possible to discuss the viewing
situations that underlie the Bayezid Complex detail of the
HUnername map without suggesting a reconstruction of this
enclosure wall and the sequence of open spaces around the
mosque. The site of complex units and some historical
some extent, particularly in relation to how the main entrances of
mosques were approached from the street and then from the surrounding
open space. Bates emphasizes the indirect approach on a bent path around
the mosque, as a general characteristic of Ottoman urban arrangements, in
"Facades in Ottoman Cairo" in The Ottoman City and Its Parts, ed. by I.
Bierman et al. (New Rochelle, NY: A. D. Caratzas, 1991), 133-4.
50 For a description of the popular character of the Bayezid Square, and
the variety of shops and activities around 1588, see Lubenau, Reisen
1:183-6.
51 We can only conjecture the precise path of the two branches of the
Mese to the west of the complex in the sixteenth century. Coming from the
west, the northern branch passed by the Fatih and Sehzade Complexes,
flanked the Madrasa of Kuyucu Murad Pasha, which dates from 1606 and
whose plan must have been determined by this street, and then reached the
Bayezid square from the northwest between the madrasa and the wall of the
Old Palace. The southern branch passed between the bath and the
Simkeghane and reached the square south of the madrasa. It seems that in
Ottoman Istanbul the Bayezid Square became the principal junction of the
two branches of the main street while in the Byzantine period the two
branches separated in a location further west, at Philadelphion where
today stands Laleli Mosque. On Philadelphion and its location, see Cyril
Mango, Le ddveloppement urbain de Constantinople, 28-30.
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descriptions and maps provide sufficient information to propose
a reconstruction of this important urban area.52
3.3.5.1. The Urban Space Surrounding the Bayezid
Complex in the Late Sixteenth Century
The site of the Bayezid Complex approximately corresponds
to the southern part of the ancient Forum Tauri (fig. 48a).
Before the construction of the mosque complex, this site was
already enclosed within the walls of the Old Palace, which then
bordered the Divanyolu. 53 Although very probably the proximity
to the Divanyolu played an important role in Bayezid II's
choice of this particular location to build his royal mosque
complex, the buildings were not situated to establish axial
relations with this street, nor with any other building, street
or gate. Rather, they were sited with respect to the mosque,
which itself is aligned with the direction of Mecca (SE in
52 The removal of the enclosure wall of the Bayezid Complex is believed
to have taken place during the repair works at the Bayezid mosque in
1797. See istanbul Ansiklopedisi, ed. R. E. Kogu, 4 [ca. 1958]:2234. In
the literature on the Bayezid Complex there is hardly any reference to a
walled precinct around the mosque, let alone any attempt to reconstruct
its plan. The only direct, but brief, reference known to me is in Bates,
"Facades in Ottoman Cairo," 133. Dogan Kuban, who has discussed the
topography of Bayezid Square in different epochs in a lengthy
encyclopedia article (illustrated with historical site plans), does not
mention a word about the walled precinct. See "Beyazit", in IstA, 2:180-
8. Semavi Eyice notes that once an "outer court" surrounded the mosque
but doubts that this court was enclosed by a wall and had gates, see
"Bayezid Kulliyesi, " in istA, 2:87-96. The enclosure wall is also clearly
depicted in the Istanbul map in Sehingehname, see fig. 34a.
53 After the conquest of the city, Forum Tauri (or Forum of Theodosius)
was included into the grounds of the old Palace built as the first royal
residence by Mehmed II in the new capital between 1454 and 1458. The
enclosure wall of the palace probably ran parallel to Mese, the main
street, which is believed to have crossed the southernmost area of the
Forum Tauri. See C. Mango, Le ddveloppement urbain de Constantinople , 44
and Bildlexikon, figs. 290 and 294. The Ottoman chronicler Rtlhi, writing
in the early sixteenth century, stated that Bayezid II had the mosque
built "within his own palace, known as the Old Palace" (Eski Saray
demekle meghur kendu sarAyinun iginde), quoted in V. L. Mdnage,
"Edirne'li Rdhi'ye atfedilen Osmanli tarihi," in Ord. Prof. ismail Hakki
Uzungargili'ya Arma~an, ed. by O.Aslanapa et al. (Ankara: TTK, 1988),
331. That the mosque complex was built on palace grounds is also
suggested in an archival document. See Rifki M. Merig, "Beyazid Camii
mimari," Yillik Aragtirmalar Dergisi 2 (1957): 8, 49.
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Istanbul). But the accidental spatial relations resulting from
the superimposition of the invisible axis of Mecca onto an
existing urban structure were to some degree defined by the
architectural arrangement of the complex site and the following
reorientation of circulation patterns.
The complex units that are sited according to an
orthogonal order define the surrounding spaces less strictly
than in the case of the Fatih Complex. In this arrangement, the
smaller units are sited on both sides of the mosque but without
creating a symmetrical order with their masses and distances
(fig. 48a and 48b). The spatial arrangement of the Bayezid
Complex, in fact, resembles very much that of an earlier
complex that Bayezid II had built in Edirne (fig. 50a). 54 What
makes the arrangement in Istanbul unusual, however, is the
distance between the madrasa and the mosque, which inevitably
loosens the spatial integrity of these buildings. 55 It seems
that the distance between the mosque and the madrasa was kept
longer than usual in order to maintain the access from the
Divanyolu to the southern gate of the palace, which must have
been displaced further north when part of the palace terrain
was used to construct this mosque complex.56
An archival document suggests that the complex precinct
was defined by an enclosure wall of its own in AH 910/AD 1505-6
as soon as the mosque building was completed. 5 7 We have no
precise information either about the shape or about the extent
of this walled area, but it seems that it involved the
54 In both complexes the soupkitchen-caravanserai block and the madrasa
are located in an orthogonal order on the northeast and on the southwest
sides of the mosque respectively.
55 In Istanbul, the distance, measured from the longitudinal axis of the
mosque to the entrance facade of the madrasa, is ca. one hundred and
thirty meters. In Edirne, the same distance measures ca. eighty meters.
56 See above n. 53.
57 See Merig, "Beyazid C&mii mimari, " 9. The layout of the Old Palace
enclosure was modified several times between the early-sixteenth and mid-
nineteenth century. The present-day wall was built in the 1860s when the
last palace buildings were torn down to build the new Ministry of War,
which today houses the offices of the rector of Istanbul University.
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immediate vicinity of the mosque and the nearby block of units
comprising the caravanserai and the soupkitchen, as in the
Bayezid Complex in Edirne. The bath, which is located on the
Divanyolu and quite far from the mosque to the west, must have
remained outside the walled area. 58 Most likely, the madrasa,
too, whose construction began after the completion of the
mosque and its enclosure wall, 59 stood outside the walled
precinct and the passage from the Divanyolu to the palace gate
was kept free (fig. 51). Two historical descriptions, from the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, clearly mention the
existence of a walled precinct around the mosque and also
corroborate that the madrasa stood apart.
In the mid-sixteenth century, Pierre Gilles observed north
of Bayezid Bath a "broad way" that widened eastward where a
group of buildings were visible. Remarkably, he counts in that
group of buildings only the tomb, the mosque and the
caravanserai of Bayezid II but not the madrasa. 60 On another
58 It is generally accepted that the bath was built after Bayezid's
death, in 1517. See Bildlexikon, 388. There is no mention of the bath as
a unit of the Bayezid Complex in the documents examined and published by
Merig, "Beyazid Camii mimari". Semavi Eyice, on the other hand, suggests
an earlier date than 1517 on the basis of a mention of this bath as a
revenue source for the waqf of Gulbahar Hatun, the wife of Bayezid II, in
one of the waqfiyyas of Bayezid II dated 1507-8, see "Bayezid Kulliyesi,"
94; also idem, "istanbul-Tarihi Eserler, " in iA 5/2:102. In Edirne, the
bath of the Bayezid Complex, which does not exist anymore, was situated
similarly: It stood outside of the walled precinct, to the west of the
mosque and at the head of the nearby bridge, which connected the site to
the city. This bath is visible in an old view (fig. 50b).
59 The madrasa was built between AH 912 and 913/ AD 1506 and 1507, that
is after the completion of the mosque and an enclosure wall around it in
911/1505-6. See Merig, "Beyazid C&mii mimari," 14.
60
"Beyond the bath northward there is a broad way where there are three
booksellers shops and an ancient cistern. More towards the south is the
Seraglio. This broad way widens eastward into a large area, at the
further end of which is the Sepulcher of Emperor Bejazit, with a mosque
and a caravansaray." In Pierre Gilles, The Antiquities of Constantinople
(1561), trans. by John Ball. 2nd ed. (New York: Italica Press, 1988),
150; (hereafter cited as Constantinople). The "broad way" may be located
to north of the bath and the madrasa and to south of the Old Palace wall
(hence, his locating the "Seraglio" to south of this road must be a
simple error). Indeed, a cistern, or rather two, existed on that road,
see Bildlexikon, 258 and fig. 290 (reproduced in my fig. 48a).
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occasion Gilles describes the complex in more detail and states
that:
the mosque and vestibule [sic] is surrounded on
three sides by a large area that is enclosed
partly with walls and partly with a caravansaray.
On the fourth side it is encompassed by an
adjoining garden, in the middle of which is the
tomb of Beyazit in a small edifice built in a
cylindrical form.61
This passage makes it clear that an outer court surrounded
the mosque and its entrance courtyard, on the northeast,
northwest and southwest sides; the southeast side was occupied
by the tomb garden, which bordered the Divanyolu. The walls
must have delineated this outer court only on the northwest and
southwest sides since on the northeast stood the caravanserai
block. The absence of the madrasa building from this
description clearly suggests that it was not included in the
immediate precinct around the mosque defined by an enclosure
wall.
Further clarification about the spatial arrangement of the
open spaces around the mosque is provided by Evliya Qelebi who
described the site as it was in the second half of the
seventeenth century. 62 Evliya clearly distinguishes outside the
entrance courtyard of the mosque, to which he refers as ig
61 Gilles, Constantinople, 155.
62 Sevahatname, 60:"...c&mi'in ig haremi haricinde olan sahr&-misal harem-i
'azimin cAnib-i selasinda dekakinler inga idUp, esn&f-i sinay'atlar, ehl-
i hiref ile araste, ve bir matbah ve me'kel dar'Uz-ziyafe ile pir&ste ve
bir dar-i misafirin ile pirhaste bir haremdir; ve bir mekteb-i sibyan,
tiflan-i fukara-yi 'ayar zadeler igUn bir ta'lim-i kur&ni ve bir dar'Ul-
kurrasi vardir; ve haremin canib-i erba'sinda alti kapusi vardir. (*)Bu
haremden h&rig seraps gun&gun diraht-i muntehalar ile muzeyyen olmugdur,
ama ekseri gecere-yi dit-i gfinagfindur. Bu egcaratlarin zill-i himayesinde
nige bin adem sabdar olup, kifaf-i nefs igUn nige bin gune egy&lar firuht
iderler; ve bu haremden tagra bir 'azim vddi vardir Sultan Bayezid
meyd&ni derler; canib-i erb'aasi dekakin-i gunagunlar ile mUzeyyendir;
bir tarafinda Bayezid Hanin yetmi§ kubbe 'azim bir medresesi vardir." The
phrasing from (*) onward, gives the impression that Evliya talks about
two different open spaces outside and distinct from the walled precinct:
one characterized by the many trees and the other by the shops and the
madrasa. It is, however, more likely that each time he referred to the
same open space that had both numerous trees as well as shops.
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harem (the inner court),, two open spaces. The first of these
open spaces -he calls it a sahr&-misal harem-i 'azim (vast
court resembling a field)- was located immediately outside the
inner court. It had on its three sides shops, built for
artisans, and was also "adorned" by a kitchen, a foodstore, a
dining hall and a caravanserai. Evliya also notes that this
court had six gates on four sides, however does not specify
their locations. 63 But the locations of these gates were
probably not very different from those marked on an early
nineteenth-century map showing the conduits of water brought to
the complex under the patronage of Bayezid II (fig. 52). By the
seventeenth century, rows of shops must have either replaced
the enclosure wall or been built adjacent to it so that it was
not visible anymore as it was a century earlier when Gilles
described the precinct.64
The second open space that Evliya talks about is the open
space that was called the "Sultan Bayezid Square". It is the
open space that remained outside the previously described
sahra-misal harem-i 'azim, or the walled precinct. According to
Evliya's account, this open space was characterized by an
abundance of trees. It had on four sides various shops and on
one side the Bayezid Madrasa. What is interesting, however, is
that Evliya refers to this open space as a 'azim vadi (vast
63 As also suggested in Gilles's description, the precinct thus described
was an enclosed area around the mosque and gave access to complex units
that formed the caravanserai block to northeast of the mosque. Another
building that Evliya mentions in connection with this outer court is the
Koran school for poor children. This building, located at the street
corner of the tomb garden, is on an of f side of the described court yet
might have been connected to it by one of the six gates mentioned.
64 Many shops were grouped as specialized markets in the immediate
vicinity and near the Bayezid Mosque already by the mid-sixteenth
century. A waqf register from 1546 lists one hundred forty one shops in
relation to waqfs of five individuals only, see istanbul vakiflari tahrir
defteri (1546), waqfiyya nos. 422, 537, 764, 936, 1320. According to a
royal decree dated 1580, also the trustees of the Bayezid Complex had
asked for permission to build shops on an empty lot in front of the
founder's tomb and facing the bazaar, see document no. 36 published in
Ahmed Refik [Altinay], TUrk Mimarlari (Hazine-i evrak vesikalarina gre),
ed. by Z. Sdnmez (Istanbul: Sander Yayinlari, 1977), 126.
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valley). The term "valley" brings to mind a passage area, a
sort of fluid space, and hence, is well-suited to describe the
area that was loosely defined by the walled precinct to the
east, by the madrasa to the west and by the wall of the Old
Palace to the north, and which indeterminately merged into
neighboring roads. The shops, which Evliya says to have existed
on the four sides of the "Sultan Bayezid Square", must have
lined up along the exterior of the precinct wall and perhaps
even along the "broad way" and along the Divanyolu.65
3.3.5.2. The Viewing Situations in the Urban Space
Surrounding the Bayezid Complex
The information gained from the descriptions of Pierre
Gilles and Evliya Qelebi about the spatial arrangement of the
walled precinct of the Bayezid Complex and its surroundings can
be visualized as on the hypothetical site plan in fig. 51.66
The roads that led to the so-called Bayezid Square from the
west and from the east along the Old Palace wall did not
provide an axial approach toward the mosque. The access from
the Divanyolu was even more indirect and led to the west side
of the precinct first. 67 The open space between the walled
65 Gilles noted some bookseller shops on the "broad way", see note 60
above. In the corresponding area of the early-nineteenth-century water
supply map (fig. 51) are shown shops of paper, ink, and pen-case sellers;
at the western end of this street was a gate called "Gate of the
Inkmakers" (MUrekkepgiler Kapusi). On the same map, a row of shops can be
seen closing the "Bayezid Square" toward the main street. The square was
then entered through two gates. But already in the 1580s, the "Bayezid
Square" must have been pretty much surrounded by shops as we can conclude
from Lubenau's statement "umb den Platz herumb seindt kleine Heuslein",
Reisen, 1:183.
66 The site plan is based on fig. 290 of Bildlexikon, 258. Historical
information is taken from the early-nineteenth-century map of the Bayezid
water supply system, published in Fatih'in oglu Bayezid'in su yolu
haritasi dolayisxyle 140 sene onceki istanbul, ed. Ahmed S Unver
(Istanbul: istanbul Belediyesi, 1945); and from an Istanbul map, prepared
according to a geometric survey, from around 1880, published in 19.Asirda
istanbul Haritasi, ed. Ekrem H. Ayverdi (Istanbul: istanbul Fetih
Cemiyeti, 1978).
67 This must have been also the direction of access for the sultans when
they came to attend a Friday prayer in Bayezid Mosque since the entrance
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precinct and the madrasa, designated "Sultan Bayezid Square",
was practically a continuation of the Divanyolu space with a
certain directionality that seems to have been determined by
the palace gate but not by any gate of the mosque precinct
itself. 68 Consequently, none of these approaches favored a
frontal view of the Bayezid Mosque.
Besides the non-directional arrangement of surrounding
open spaces and the particular situation of the complex, also
the architectural configuration of the Bayezid Mosque itself
encourages oblique views rather frontal views of its facades.
First of all, the multiple gates of the precinct wall as well
as those of the entrance courtyard permit various directions of
approach and entrance to the mosque without favoring any
particular one. As all other monumental Ottoman mosques, the
Bayezid Mosque has no principal entrance facade. The main gate
to the prayerhall that is on axis with the mihrab is preceded
by the entrance courtyard and is invisible from outside. The
three sides of this courtyard block, each with a gate, form in
a sense an extended entrance facade "folded" around the
entrance to the mosque. 69
In the case of the Bayezid Mosque this "folded" entrance
facade also includes the entrance facades of the tabhane
(hospice) units that flank the mosque (figs. 48b and 49a). The
reserved for the sultan and the royal loggia inside the prayerhall are on
the west side of the mosque instead of the convential east side.
68In the sixteenth century, or at least in its first half, the south gate
of the Old Palace was probably located slightly more west than the extant
nineteenth-century gate, i.e. more or less where the present Takvimhane
Street begins today. Notably, this street continues the path of access
from the main street to the Bayezid Square, and from there north toward
the SUleymaniye Complex. The opening of this street must correspond to
one of the shrinking stages of the Old Palace grounds (In all likeliness
the western wall of the palace was originally further west, possibly
where we find a long and straight street in a south-north axis, which
bears the names Bozdo~an Kemeri Caddesi/ Kirazli Mescid Sokagi/
Yogurtguoglu Sokagi). Its path suggests that it was opened to connect the
main street via Bayezid Square to Suleymaniye Complex but it needs to be
established if part of palace grounds were given up on the west side as
on the north where SUleymaniye Complex was built.
69 The side facades of the domed prayer hall can also be considered
entrance facades as they have one or two entrances each.
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three facades of the entrance court and the facades of the
tabhanes form a unified surface for all have the same height,
same type of windows and are linked by a continuous cornice
that runs along their upper edges (fig. 49a). The effect of
this extended entrance facade is further enhanced by the pair
of minarets, which, instead of flanking the prayerhall, are
located at the outer corners of the tabhanes, 7 0 that is at the
limits of the "folded" entrance facade. Someone who crosses the
square or walks around the mosque from one tabhine to the other
perceives the facades of the entrance courtyard and those of
the tabhanes as a long, horizontal elevation that gradually
unfolds, and is aware at any moment of its two ends marked by
the minarets. As a result of the distance between them, the
minarets also frame the domical roof of the prayer hall in most
of the vistas available from the surrounding open spaces.
The visual experience induced by Bayezid Mosque's
particular architecture and urban situation finds a simplified
but meaningful expression in the Hunername detail, where the
"folded" entrance facade appears stretched flat between the two
minarets. The various viewing situations, in which the mosque's
roof is most often seen obliquely but with its central dome
supported by two semidomes, are recalled by the side view of
this composite domical roof.
On a more general level, the particular configurations of
the minarets and the domical roof together also characterize
the image of the Bayezid Mosque, and hence form a landmark that
makes the urban surroundings of the complex recognizable from a
distance.
Despite occupying an important junction on the Divanyolu,
the Bayezid Complex formed a different type of urban node than
70 The two minarets are set unusually apart and have distance of eighty
seven meters between them. This exceptional configuration of the minarets
is a visual characteristic of Bayezid Mosque. Its unusualness is also
implied by Evliya gelebi who stressed that the minarets are not adjacent
to the mosque (Amma bu cami'in iki minare-i mevzuni birer tabaka olup,
cami'e muttasil degildir), Seyahatname, 60.
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the Fatih Complex.71 Its units were situated neither within a
clearly shaped enclosure nor a larger urban space. In other
words, unlike the node formed by the Fatih Complex, the spatial
arrangement of this node did not prescribe any precise path nor
any precise sight of the mosque and its auxiliaries. However,
the mosque, the madrasa and the bath offered at least one
spatial configuration easy to retain in relation to the
Divanyolu by punctuating it in a linear sequence from east to
west, even though at some distance from one another. It looks
like their view from the Divanyolu was memorized according to
this sequence. 72 At least, this is what seems to have been
depicted as the view of the Bayezid Complex in the Hunername
map: the madrasa, a rectangular building with a central
courtyard, and the bath, a large domed building next to it, on
the left side of the Bayezid Mosque which is surrounded by an
enclosure wall (fig. 31b) The situation of the madrasa and bath
buildings in respect to the mosque reflects the mosque-madrasa-
bath sequence clearly visible from the Divanyolu. The detail
moreover shows a row of shops, drawn vertically between the
madrasa and the mosque and indicates that it was separated from
the walled area.
The Bayezid Complex detail differs from the Fatih Complex
detail in depicting not only the mosque but the whole complex
as seen from the Divanyolu. However, both topographical details
are basically similar in being characterized by a view from
within the city, and more importantly, in being inserted into
an exterior view, the cityscape on the Golden Horn. These two
mosques, as several others, are components of that cityscape,
although their precincts are not. The fact that the maker(s) of
the Hunername map insisted on depicting these open spaces
71 For the notion of "node" and its different types, see Lynch, The Image
of the City, 72-103.
72 Lynch, e.g., notes that local points are often remembered as clusters,
and that a "sequential series of landmarks, in which one detail calls up
anticipation of the next," helps to orient the- traveller through the
city, op.cit., 83.
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clearly relates to the urban significance of these spaces
themselves which needs to be understood both in experiential
and symbolical terms.
4. Concluding Remarks
By depicting visual experiences related to individual
sites within the city and others related to spaces outside
without really making it explicit, the Hdnername map
compromises its cartographic coherence. However, I believe that
this particular compromise reveals much about its raison d'etre
or meaning, for it suggests a certain ambiguity between viewing
priorities that seems to be characteristic of Istanbul's
perception in the second half of the sixteenth century. Hybrid,
and somewhat immature, as it is, the Hdnern&me map represents
Istanbul as a city primarily viewed from outside and all
around, from the sea and opposite shores or towns. In other
words, it suggests that Istanbul is viewed rather globally and
as part of a larger landscape. Notwithstanding the importance
and existence of individual views in this map, the urban image
conveyed is one that blends into a continuous view. In that
regard, the Hunername map contrasts with the image of Istanbul
presented in the Menazil map, so clearly composed by discrete
and sequential views essentially seen from within the city.
The emphasis that the HUnern&me map puts on the northern
cityscape has to be considered within this overall approach and
does not necessarily indicate that a particular view dominated
the city's perception. However, this emphasis perfectly
reflects the increased importance of the Golden Horn as an
urban space. This development was fostered by the presence of
the port and commercial activities situated there, which
constantly increased in parallel to the growth of the city as
well as to the imperial expansion. The expansion of the naval
shipyards, related industries, and new residential districts
that could freely develop on land available along the northern
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bank of the Golden Horn also played their part in the
appropriation of this space.
On a more symbolic level, the HUnername map's emphasis on
Istanbul's cityscape overlooking the Golden Horn is an
acknowledgement of a visual elaboration through many new
monuments built there in the second half of the sixteenth
century. The symbolic appropriation of the space of the Golden
Horn seems to have been initiated by the SUleymaniye Complex
which not only shaped this front of the city in a substantial
way but seemingly also triggered a shift in urban priorities in
relation to ceremonial activities, that is, a shift from the
Divanyolu toward the Golden Horn. 73 The Hunern&me map seems to
reflect in its own way a conceptual tension caused by the
established priority of the Divanyolu (and the city's
perception in relation to it) and an emerging one associated
with a new urban space centered on the Golden Horn.
On a pictorial level, the Hunername map also marks a
transition, or rather a mixing of pictorial traditions. Its
hybrid character as a topographic composition reflects the
encounter of traditional miniature painting with another
73 Gulru Necipo~lu drew attention, e.g., to the modification in the
itinerary of a ceremonial visit of ancestral tombs, which the newly
enthroned sultans did beginning with the tomb of Ayyub al-Ansari in Eyub.
When Murad III made this ceremonial visit in 1574, instead of taking the
main street both ways as it was customary, he departed from the Topkapi
Palace toward EyUb by boat and returned to the palace by land visiting
his ancestors' tombs in their respective mosque complexes along or
accessible from the main street. The same itinerary was also followed by
his successors Mehmed III and Ahmed I, in 1595 and 1603 respectively. See
G. Necipo~lu, "Dynastic Imprints on the Cityscape: The Collective Message
of Imperial Funerary Mosque Complexes in Istanbul." In Cim-tieres et
traditions funeraire dans le monde islamique (islam dUnyasinda
mezarliklar ve defin gelenekleri), ed. by J-L. Bacqud-Grammont and A.
Tibet (Ankara: TTK, 1996), 2: 23-36; and for Ahmed I's itinerary,
mentioned in relation to girding ceremonies at Ayyub's tomb, see Cemal
Kafadar, "Eyup'te kilig kuganma t6renleri, " in EyUp: DUn/Bugun -
Sempozvum 11-12 Aralik 1993, ed. by T. Artan (Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi Yurt
Yayinlari, 1994), 54-5. Necipoglu, who focuses on the sixteenth-century
royal funerary rituals in Istanbul with regard to their dynastic
symbolism and function, attributes a crucial role to the cityscape as a
ceremonial backdrop.
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tradition, that of nautical cartography. This tradition was in
the process of being established in the Ottoman capital since
the early years of the sixteenth century, most likely through
chartmaker workshops and in relation to the increasing Ottoman
naval activity in the Mediterranean. The presence of this
cartographic tradition is suggested by the surviving Ottoman
atlases and charts yet it is best represented, even though
somewhat indirectly, by the manuscript copies of Kit&b-i
Bahriye. The Istanbul maps that emerged as an illustration in
those copies provide the evidence that this new tradition may
have introduced new modes of depiction. The HUnername map's
debt to this tradition, and somehow to the Istanbul map it
produced, in constructing a topographic view may be better
understood retrospectively, that is after its proper Istanbul
maps are examined.
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CHAPTER 3:
ISTANBUL MAPS IN MANUSCRIPT COPIES OF THE
KiTAB-I BAHRIYE
1. Introduction
Besides the two sumptuous representations of Istanbul
featured in the Mecmu'-i Menizil and the Hinername, a series of
more modestly produced representations of the city dating from
the second half of the sixteenth century and from the
seventeenth century stand out as a group (figs. 53-72). These
maps of Istanbul are contained in manuscript copies of a book
entitled Kit&b-i Bahriye (The book of Matters Pertaining to the
Sea). Kitab-i Bahriye is a navigation manual that concerns the
Mediterranean Sea and is illustrated with coastal detail maps.
It was composed in the early sixteenth century by Piri Reis, an
experienced captain of the Ottoman navy.1 There are about forty
surviving manuscripts of Kitab-i Bahriye, which descend from
two versions of different length. 2 Piri's autographs of neither
1 "Reis" means "ship captain".
2 An incomplete facsimile edition of the short version after MS, BUB, ms
3613 (copied 1570), with few missing pages and maps replaced by
corresponding ones from MS, SLB, Mscr. Dresd. Eb 389 (copied 1554), was
published by the German orientalist Paul Kahle (facsimile published until
the end of chap. 60 on Venice and a German translation until the end of
chap. 28 on Rhodes); see Pir Reis, Bahrije: Das turkische Segelhandbuch
fUr das Mittelldndische Meer vom Jahre 1521 ed. and trans. by Paul Kahle,
vol.1, bk 1 and 2, vol.2, bk 1 (Berlin and Leipzig: Walter de Gruyter and
Co., 1926); (hereafter cited as Bahriye/Kahle). A complete facsimile of
the long-version Kit&b-i Bahriye (MS, SK, Ayasofya 2612) was published by
the Turkish Historical Society, see Piri Reis, Kit&b-i Bahriye, ed. by
Haydar Alpagut and Fevzi Kurtoglu (Istanbul: Devlet Basimevi, 1935);
(hereafter cited as Bahriye/1935). There exists also a more recent
facsimile, in color, of the same manuscript, which includes a
transcription of the text, a paraphrase in modern Turkish, and an English
translation (by R. Bragner), see Piri Reis, Kitab-i Bahriye, ed. by E. Z.
Okte et al., vols. 1-4 (Istanbul: The Historical Research Foundation
Istanbul Research Center, 1988-91); (hereafter cited as Bahriye/1988).
The transcription and the translation accompanying this facsimile edition
are, however, not free of inaccuracies some of which are discussed in
Orhan §aik G5kyay, "Kim etti sana bu kari teklif?, " Tarih ve Toplum no.
70 (September 1989): 58-60. The English translation is variably based on
the transcription and its modernized version. When referring to the long
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version, however, appear to be among the extant manuscripts. 3
The short-version Bahriye, of which there are at least twenty-
five known manuscripts, seems to have circulated more widely
than the long version. 4 The twenty maps of Istanbul that form
the subject of this chapter occur in copies of both versions
which are listed below: 5
1.1.The List of Bahriye Manuscripts Containing a
Map of Istanbul
Manuscript Copies of the Short Version:
1- Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria di Bologna, ms 3613,
copied AH 977/AD 1570 (Bologna-3613)
2- Dresden, Sdchsische Landesbibliothek, Mscr. Dresd. Eb
389, copied AH 961/AD 1554. (Dresden-389)
3- Istanbul, Deniz Muzesi, Dm. No. 990 [formerly No. 3538]
(Deniz-990)
4- Istanbul, K6prUlU KUtUphanesi, 172 (K5prulu-172)
5- Istanbul, Millet Genel KUtuphanesi, Cografya 1
(Millet-1)
6- Istanbul, Nuruosmaniye Kutuphanesi, 2990; copied AH
1055/AD 1645 (Nuruosmaniye-2990)
7- Istanbul, Nuruosmaniye Kutuphanesi, 2997, copied AH
1038/AD 1629 (Nuruosmaniye-2997)
8- Istanbul, Suleymaniye Kutuphanesi, Yenicami 790
(Yenicami-790)
version, I shall mainly use Bahriye/1935. Unless otherwise noted, all
transliterations and translations will be my own.
3 The most complete and annotated list of the extant Kit&b-i Bahrive
manuscripts (it contains, however, some inaccurate data, especially copy
dates) is the one compiled by Svat Soucek and Thomas Goodrich and
published as Appendix 14.2, in Cartography in the Traditional Islamic and
South Asian Societies, 290-2; (hereafter cited as "List of MSS").
4 Hereafter, when referring to Piri Reis's work, I shall use the shorter
title Bahriye .
5 Only one third of the Bahriye copies containing a map of Istanbul bear
a copy date. The copy dates indicated in this list are those given in the
colophons of the respective manuscripts. The descriptors set in bold will
be used hereafter when referring to individual Istanbul maps, and "MS"
plus descriptor when referring to the manuscript containing them.
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9- Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi MUzesi KutUphanesi, B. 337,
copied AH 982/AD 1574 (Topkap i-337)
10- Istanbul, istanbul iniversitesi KUtUphanesi, T. 123
(University-123)
11- Kuwait, Dar al-Athar al-Islamiyah, LNS. 75 MS, copied AD
1688-9 (Kuwait-75)
12- London, British Library, BM Or. 4131 (London-4131)
13- Vienna, 6sterreichische Nationalbibliothek Cod. H.O. 192
(Vienna-192)
Manuscript copies of the long version:
14- Baltimore, Walters Art Gallery, W. 658 (Baltimore-658)
15- Istanbul, K6prUlU KUtUphanesi, 171 (Kodprulu -171)
16- Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi KUtUphanesi, R. 1633
(Topkapi-1633)
17- Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Suppl. turc 956 (Paris-
956)
Manuscripts Consisting of Maps Only:
18- Berlin, Staatliche Bibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz,
Diez A fol 57 (Berlin-57)
19- Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria di Bologna, ms 3609
(Bologna-3609)
20- London, Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Arts, MSS
718 (London-718).
The Istanbul map appears to have been an early addition to
Bahriye. In the introductions to both versions, Piri Reis
clearly specifies that his sailing instructions will cover the
entire Mediterranean in a tour that begins and ends at the
Dardanelles.6 Hence, the Marmara Sea and Istanbul, lying beyond
the northern limit of this geographical coverage, remain
outside Bahriye's original scope. Moreover, the earliest
6 See the short-version introduction, Bahriye/Kahle, 1:3 and the long-
version introduction, Bahriye/1935, 6.
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examples of the Istanbul map display significant differences
and therefore suggest that Piri Reis may not have added the
Istanbul map himself or did not provide a definitive prototype
for it.7 Istanbul having been added and the difficulty of
associating this addition or any Istanbul map with Piri Reis
seem to have turned scholars' attention away from this large
group of maps. Perceived as a heterogeneous group of
inauthentic material, the Istanbul maps contained in the
Bahriye manuscripts have remained practically undiscussed.8
However, despite their apparent differences, these maps deserve
to be studied as a group because they genuinely originate in
Bahriye and are also linked with one another in a cartographic
7 These observations were already made in the earliest studies on
Bahriye, see P. Kahle, "Einleitung," in Piri Reis, Bahriie: Das tUrkische
Segelhandbuch fUr das Mittelldndische Meer vom Jahre 1521, vol.2, Book 1,
XII; and A. Adnan Adivar, Osmanli TUrklerinde ilim (1943; 3rd ed.
Istanbul: Remzi Kitabevi, 1970), 73-4. The observations of Kahle and
Adivar were based on a smaller number of manuscripts than what is known
presently. Kahle studied the following seven manuscripts: MS, SLB, Mscr.
Dresd. Eb 389 (dated 1554); MS, BUB, ms 3613 (dated 1570); MS, 5NB, Cod.
H.O.192; MS, BN, supp. turc 956; MS, SBPK, Diez A fol 57; MS BodL,
D'Orville Ms. X. 2 infra 2, 42 (now same library, MS.d'Orville 543)
(dated 1587); and MS, private collection of J. H. Mordtmann, cod. turc.
12 (now MS, TUbinger Depot der Staatsbibliothek, Ms. or. fol. 4133).
Adivar considered MS, KK, 171; MS, BN, supp. turc 956, and MS, SBPK, Diez
A fol 57.
8 ilhan Tekeli, e.g., in his encyclopedia article about Istanbul's
representation in maps, leaves them aside because "the so-called Piri
Reis maps differ from one another and are later additions by unknown
authors", in "Haritalar" in istA, 3:557. Svat Soucek, who is well
familiar with all the extant Bahriye manuscripts, does not seem to
recognize the significance of the Istanbul maps as a group either. He
points out that Pirl Reis had not specified having included the Ottoman
capital in his work and that the Istanbul maps greatly vary from example
to example. While discussing the Venice and Cairo maps with regard to
their cartographic development in the Bahriye manuscripts, he treats the
Istanbul map, its most elaborate example datable to late-seventeenth (or
early-eighteenth) century, as an isolated subject. See Soucek, Piri Reis
and Turkish Mapmaking After Columbus: The Khalili Portolan Atlas (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 132-61 (hereafter cited as Turkish
Mapmaking). The only scholar who has noted these maps in a somewhat wider
context is Thomas Goodrich, see "Supplemental Maps in the Kitabi-i
Bahriye of Piri Reis," Archivum Ottomanicum 13 (1993-4): 117-41. Ibid.,
121, n. 15, he also notes that he gave a paper on thirteen Istanbul maps
in 1993.
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development. More importantly, as a group they record an
evolution of the perception of Istanbul.
The addition of an Istanbul map in Bahriye appears to have
taken place at an early stage in a process of constant, if not
systematic, revision of Piri Reis's original work. 9 During
about two centuries of copying, especially of its short
version, some of the original maps were modified or replaced
with new ones derived from the same kind of cartographic
sources as those used by Pin Reis himself. On the other hand,
the revisions done on the Bahriye maps concerned not only the
coastal outlines but also the depictions of topographical
elements occurring in them. A prominent example of the latter
is the map of Venice. Part of the original contents of Pir's
work, it appears in the Bahriye manuscripts in at least two new
designs, each with variants of its own. The multiple
modifications brought to Bahriye's maps in the process of
copying indicates that the continuing effort to improve this
book's illustrative quality, especially with regard to
topographical depictions, went beyond practical or functional
concerns. These efforts at improvement seemingly also led, no
later than the 155
Os, to the inclusion of Istanbul as an illustration, which was
subsequently also modified several times. The Istanbul map does
not illustrate navigation instructions but first and foremost
represents the Ottoman capital. Therefore, its inclusion into
Bahriye must have had a symbolic motive rather than a practical
one. Nevertheless, it was not an image imported from elsewhere
but rather its cartographic beginnings and development were
intimately linked with the sources and making of other maps in
Pirl's work.
9 So far no systematic study has been done to examine the character and
extent of the revisions made on Bahriye's text and illustrations. While
the modifications or replacements of maps may be more easily noticed,
text revisions await careful examination, especially to see if marginal
notes observable in several Bahrive manuscripts were integrated into the
text in subsequent copies.
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When the Istanbul maps are examined together, it becomes
clear that through the second half of the sixteenth century
they converged toward a particular design. The cartographic
designs of Istanbul maps were significantly different only at
the very beginning, that is between the 1550s and 1570s, when
an intensive search for a definitive illustration seems to have
taken place. Yet the basic concept that will underlie all the
maps from the late-sixteenth century onward began to take shape
already in this early period. Definitely established in the
seventeenth century, this basic cartographic concept relates
the Istanbul maps in the Bahriye manuscripts to one another so
that they may be considered variants of a single map design.
This map design is characterized by a straightforward emphasis
on the northern view of Istanbul on the Golden Horn, and that
emphasis is realized through the map layout and orientation.
The Istanbul map appears and develops first in copies of
the short version but eventually cuts across the two strains of
manuscript copies. The two versions do not differ in scope but
in detail and, more importantly, in their circulation and use.
To present the context in which the Istanbul maps came into
being, I shall examine in the first part of this long chapter
the making of the two versions of Bahriye, and then this work's
contents and sources with emphasis on its maps and
topographical details. I shall also consider the differences
between the two versions with regard to the production of their
copies, their copyists and their owners. This introductory
study will allow me to show how the earliest examples of the
Istanbul map not only stemmed from Bahriye but also evolved in
a copying process particular to this book. The second part of
the chapter will focus on the series of Istanbul maps. I shall
examine the earliest examples with regard to their sources and
discuss the considerations and cartographic compromises that
led to a basic cartographic concept, a concept that underlies
the designs of all later Istanbul maps occurring in manuscript
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copies of Bahriye. These later maps, which I consider variants
of a single map design, constitute a large family. Yet among
them, subgroups with tighter genealogical links are easy to
discern. Examining these later examples as subgroups of
variants will allow me to discuss how the depiction of Istanbul
evolved, from a gradual elaboration of the northern cityscape
on the Golden Horn toward its integration into a topographic
view that is extended to Istanbul's surrounding landscape.
1.2. Bahriye, Its Author and the Making Of Its Two
Versions
What we know about Bahriye's author Pir Reis mostly comes
from the book itself. 10 Pir, son of Hadji Mehmed, had started
sailing at a young age with his uncle Kemal Reis, a renowned
corsair whose raids reached as far as Spain. Piri followed
Kemal Reis when the latter was summoned by Bayezid II in 1495
to join the Ottoman navy, which was then being built up for new
offensives against Venetian possessions. Piri actively served
on board until his uncle's death in 1511, but thereafter seems
to have held a job at the navy base in Gallipoli. Benefiting
from a sedentary life, but possibly also seeking to distinguish
himself from his peers, he began his cartographic activity.
Pir's first work is a world map in the form of a nautical
chart that he had compiled from various cartographic sources in
1513 and then presented to Sultan Selim I in 1517, in Cairo
after having assisted in the conquest of the city.' 1 Encouraged
by the good reception of his map, Piri seems to have
immediately started to work on Bahriye, a navigation manual
10 For the most recent biography of Piri Reis, see S. Soucek, "Pir
Re'is," EI2 , VIII, 317-19.
11 According to his notes on the map itself, Pir used Arab and European
nautical charts, including a chart used by Christopher Columbus, and
probably Ptolomeic world maps. On this map and the note concerning its
compilation, see Soucek, "Islamic Charting," 269-72.
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that covers the entire Mediterranean. The ambitious scope of
Piri's manual might have been in keeping with Selim's
determination to push forward the Ottoman maritime frontiers. 12
But Selim I died in 1520, apparently before Pir could finish
his book. Bahriye was eventually presented to the new sultan,
SUleyman I (the Magnificent) in 1525-6, yet in an edition based
on a substantial reworking of some initial version, as I shall
explain below.
The surviving copies of Bahriye, as already mentioned,
form two groups that clearly descend from different editions of
the book: the short-version Bahriye comprises an introduction
followed by 130 chapters and 130 maps; the long-version Bahriye
comprises 210 chapters, 223 maps, and, in addition to the
introduction, an extensive prologue and an epilogue, both in
verse. Although both versions cover the entire Mediterranean,
the long version details some coastal areas more than the short
version. But it differs from the short version mainly in having
the two versified sections. The long version corresponds to the
edition that was dedicated and presented to Sultan SUleyman I.
The prologue addressed to the sultan serves to present Pirl's
knowledge not only about Mediterranean navigation but also
about world geography and the European voyages of discovery.13
The purpose of the epilogue is to recount the making of the
long version, basically to underline the role of the grand
vizier Ibrahim Pasha therein.14
The earliest known manuscript of the long version is the
MS H. 642 of the Topkapi Palace Library which is in all
likelihood the manuscript that was presented to Sultan Suleyman
12 In the last years of his reign, Selim had begun to enlarge the naval
shipyards in Istanbul and to build up the navy considerably and is
believed to have been preparing for renewed maritime campaigns.
13 The prologue consists of twenty-three chapters and occupies seventy-
nine pages. For a discussion of the historical context and meaning of
this prologue, see Andrew C. Hess, "Piri Reis and the Ottoman Response to
the voyages of Discovery," Terrae Incognitae 6 (1974): 19-24
14 The epilogue is seven pages long.
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in 1526.15 Until the creation of the modern library, it was
preserved in the imperial treasury. A second manuscript, namely
MS Ayasofya 2612, is very similar to MS H. 642 and seems to
have been prepared about the same time. 16 The texts of both
volumes were possibly copied by a professional scribe, yet it
may be assumed, the detail maps requiring a particular skill
were by the hand of Piri or were close copies of his originals
prepared especially for this edition.
For the short version, it is more difficult to know how
Piri's original maps looked. The earliest manuscript of the
short version appears to be MS Eb 389 of the Sdchsische
Landesbibliothek, Dresden, which was copied by different
15 MS, TSMK, H. 642 does not bear a copy date, and its paper of Eastern
origin is not watermarked. The chronogram on fol. 420r [modern pagination
423r] giving the date 932/1525-6, which appears in other manuscripts of
the long version as well, indicates the completion date of the long-
version Bahriye text and not necessarily the production date of the
volume even though in the case of MS H. 642 the two dates might have
coincided. It has been generally considered to be the Bahriye volume
presented to SUleyman I, see the exhibition catalogues Atil, Age of
SUleyman, 81, 308, and Rogers and Ward, Suleyman the Magnificent, 103 and
more recently Portolani e Carte Nautiche, 64-5, as well as Renda,
"Representations of Towns," 282. The partly preserved original binding,
the beautifully executed headpiece and chapter headings of MS H. 642 are
characteristic of the earlier part of the sixteenth century. I examined
this manuscript in March 1995 and found that the seal stamp on fol. 2r
belongs to Ahmed III and not to SUleyman I as claimed by Esin Atil in op.
cit., 308 (I thank Prof. Zeren Tanindi for verifying Ahmed III's seal
stamp). MS H.642 is a very handsome but not a lavishly illuminated
manuscript. The chapter headings and margin lines are in gold. It has
very carefully drawn maps that were copied by blindtooling and then
inked. The coastlines on maps are gilded and topographical details are
carefully colored.
16 MS Ayasofya 2612, which has been twice reproduced in facsimile, was
donated by Mahmud I to the library he created as an annex to Hagia Sophia
in 1740. It is possible that until then it was preserved in the palace
and perhaps it was the copy prepared for Ibrahim Pasha at the same time
as MS H. 642. This undated manuscript's maps are so similar to those in
MS H. 642 in drawing style and detailing that they have been attributed
to the same hand, see G. Renda, "Representations of Towns", 282 and
Soucek and Goodrich, "List of MSS," 292 and n. 23 and n. 24. The authors
note, ibid., 291, that the manuscript was "copied 982/1574", but it must
be an error originating in C. Turkay, istanbul kUtubhanelerinde..yazma ve
basma corafya eserleri bibliyo~rafyasi (Istanbul, 1958).
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persons. It is provided with a colophon that gives the precise
date of the completion of copying as March 1554.17
In the literature on Bahriye, the short version has been
referred to as the "first edition" of Bahriye and the long
version as the "second edition", on the basis of the dates
mentioned by Piri in the respective introductions. But Pir's
statements are not fully conclusive, and the two versions seem
to relate to one another in a more intricate way than this
simple chronological sequence implies. The short version was
possibly not made accessible as a book before the long version
was created, and when it eventually came out, it might have
been already slightly expanded. On the other hand, if we judge
by its surviving manuscripts, it seems that the short version
started to be copied and used before the middle of the
sixteenth century while the more detailed long version awaited
the seventeenth century. The Istanbul maps that cut across
these two different lines of Bahriye manuscripts relate to the
small expansion at the end of the short version seemingly made
before it started to be reproduced.
Piri recounts how the long version came into being in its
introduction and epilogue, yet he is not explicit in the same
way about the short version. To reconstruct the sequence of the
two versions and their relation to one another, the information
provided by Pir needs to be carefully sorted and qualified
with our observations on the two versions themselves. Yet some
questions, especially when and how the short version we know of
became accessible, inevitably remain open.
In the introduction to the long version, Pir explains
that he "wrote in detail and fully the [navigational] matters
until the year of AH 932/AD 1525-6. Having brought together the
figures and the explanations of the places [mentioned in this
17 For the colophon of MS Dresden-389, see the reproduction of its fol.
169v in Appendix 1.
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book] in Gelibolu proper, this book came into being. "'8 Piri
also adds that he had worked on his book before, but left it as
a draft because he considered its presentation to the sultan to
be a difficult matter. 19 We also learn that he made a complete,
fair copy from that draft after the grand vizier ibrahim Pasha
urged him to transform it into a book. 20 In the epilogue that
relates his encounter with the grand vizier in AH 930/AD 1524-
5, Pir clarifies further the story of the long version. 21 From
his sporadic remarks we gather that because he "was very
desirous to learn well the art [of navigation], he had made
many notes explaining and describing the conditions of the
entire Mediterranean down to its minute details". 22 Piri was
18 Bahriye/1994, fol. 3v:"imdi 'alettafsil mezkir kaziyyeleri bittamam
yazdum, ta gol zamuna gelince kim, Hicret-i Nebi 'Aleyhisselam tarihi
tokuz yuz otuz iki yilinda idi. Mezkfirun mak&matun eggalin gerhleri ile
nefs-i Geliboluda bir yire cem'iyledUm, bu kitab hasil oldi." Soucek
notes a detail in the text that would qualify February 1526 as a terminus
post quem for the completion of the long version, in "A propos du livre
d'instructions nautiques de Piri Re'is, " Revue des Etudes Islamiques 41
(1973): 243, n.3; (hereafter cited as "Instructions nautiques").
19 Ibid. About his reasons we can only speculate. His earlier present to
Selim, the world map, was well received but with Suleyman he lacked such
precedent. He might have also hesitated about his capacity of producing a
presentable book that would conform with the well-established standards
pertaining to the calligraphy, illumination, and binding of the books
produced as royal gifts.
20 See Bahriye /1994, fols 3v-4r: "Ama mezkir kit&b Padigah-i
'alempen&hin &sitane-i saadet ve a§iyane-i siyadetine 'arzolunmasi emr-i
'asir olmak ihtimalinden t&katumuz t&k olub, beyaza gikarilamayub
kalmigdi (-) buyuruldu ki kitabun mUsvedatini beyaza gikarub, kitab
eyleyem (...) ikdam ve ihtimam olunub, mezkflr kitabi 'alettamam beyaza
getUrdUm. "
21 Piri's encounter with the grand vizier took place during a voyage to
Egypt in the fall of AH 930/ AD 1524-5. Piri was serving as a pilot on
the grand vizir's ship. It was after having survived a terrible storm
that Ibrahim Pasha encouraged Piri to bring together what was "loose (or
dispersed) leaves" (evrak-iL perigan) until then, see n. 19 below. Kahle
discussed and translated this part of the epilogue into German and
English in "Piri Re'is und seine Bahrije," in Beitrage zur historischen
Geographie. Kulturgeographie.- Festschrift fUr E. Oberhummer, H. Mzik ed.
by (Leipzig and Vienna, 1929), 60-4 and idem, "Piri Re'is, the Turkish
Sailor and Cartographer," Journal of Pakistan Historical Society 4/I
(1956): 102-3. For Soucek's paraphrase of nearly the entire epilogue in
English, see "Turkish Mapmaking", 88-90.
22 Bahriye/1935, 849 (lines 9-11):"gqUn can olmlgdi bu 'ilme mugtak/ Bu
fennde karalardum nice evrak/ Yazardum AkdenizUn gerh halin/ Temamet vasf
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consulting this "book" [of notes?]to steer the right course
during a storm when ibrahim Pasha noticed it. 23 Recognizing its
value, the grand vizier ordered him "to put it together
nicely", and insisted that "he should not come up with any
excuse but correct it, so that it could be presented to the
sultan". 24 At this point, Piri remarks that although he "had
made before an account" he "had not perfected it", and
"immediately [he put himself to work and] using all diligence,
completed it fully and prepared a fair copy". 25 A two-line
chronogram at the end of the epilogue gives the completion date
of the version at hand once again as AH 932/ AD 1525-6.26
The introduction to the short version somehow completes
the story of Bahriye's making, however it does not make clear
exactly when the short version was completed. In its opening
kilub kil u kalin/ Komayub bunda bir gizlu dakika/ Beyan itdum kamusun
filhakika".23It is quite possible that Pir1 had begun to compile a navigation manual
for his own use even earlier than 1520. It was a common practice among
Mediterranean captains' to compile navigation manuals primarily for their
own use from existing manuals and from their own records. In fact, Pirl's
words in the epilogue to the long version seem to confirm that he was
using a manual: "Denizde dUgmi§ iken iztiraba/ Nazar kilur idim daim
kitaba" (When I was in trouble on the sea/ I always looked into the
book), Bahriye/1935, 852. This passage was noted by Kahle as implying a
certain distance between Pir and the book he was using. Kahle,
justifiably interpreted that distance as an evidence that Pirl's book
incorporated long tested information from a navigation manual. See "Piri
Re'is und seine Bahrije," 64-5.
24 Ibid., 852 (lines 44-5):"Veli dinlen, bu evrak-i perigan/ Sebeb ne
oldi cem' olmaga igUn/ Denizde dUgmigiken iztiraba/ Nazar kilur idum daim
kitaba/ Kit&bimda ne yazardum nicedur yol/ Bu fennim gUherinden g6sterem
yol(~)(lines 62-4): DUzisen bu kitabi hnb cami'/ Bulacak fayide kim olsa
sami'/ Ve hem igbu kitab gayet gerekdur/ Heza'inde bulmak ye~rekdUr/
Tashih idUb getUr kilma bahane/ Ki teslim idevUz gah-i cih&ne"
25 P. 853 (66-7):"gi ger evvel yapdum bu makale/ Vell, irgurmemigdum
kemAle/ Hemandem cidd U cehd itdim begayet/ Beyaza gikarub kildum temamet
26 On Bahriye/1935, p. 855: "Tam&m etdUk s5zi bulub Murad1/ DedUk t&rihi
ana feyz-i hadi," has been generally computed as amounting to 932, the
date mentioned in the introduction. The proper chronogram formula is the
compound formed by the words "feyz" and "h&di". However, to obtain the
value of 932 the word "ana" has to be considered as well. Alone the
compound amounts to 910 (AD 1504), a too early date. On this problem and
its possible implications, also involving the participation of Muradi in
the preparation of the long version, see HUseyin G. Yurdaydin, "Kitab-i
Bahriyye'nin telifi meselesi," Ankara Universitesi Dil ve Tarih-Cografya
Dergisi 10 (1962): 143-6.
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section, Pir formulates the customary homage to Selim I as the
reigning sultan and explains that "when the sultan [...] ascended
to the throne, masters of different professions offered him
gifts to pay homage and to obtain recognition. In that hope,
[he] too, intended, as a gift to the sultan, to compose a
souvenir book from the knowledge of the sea and the seamen' s
craft". 27 Selim I ascended to the throne in 1512 and died
toward the end of 1520, apparently before Pir's book was
ready, for later on in the introduction he refers to Selim I as
the deceased sultan and terminates by saying: "when it was the
year of AH 927/ AD 1521, when I was putting together [the
contents of this book] according to a plan in Gallipoli proper,
first the explanations were written and then the places and
their figures were depicted". 28
Whether Pir finished composing his book in 1521 remains
uncertain even though his statement suggests that its
preparation was nearing the end. 2 9 It is also curious that he
did not mention the newly enthroned sultan SUleyman I who
succeeded Selim I and for whom his book could have become a
gift, especially since what follows this introduction is a
well-organized and finished book. On the other hand we know
from Piri' s explanations in the long version that what he
eventually presented to Suleyman was a reworked and completed
version of an earlier draft of his book that he had left aside.
It seems that the short version, as we know it from its
manuscript copies, largely corresponded to that earlier draft
because some historical details in its text relate it to the
27 Bahriye/Kahle, I/1 (facs.), 1-2 and II, 1-2 (trans.).
28 Ibid., (facs.), 2-3 and (trans.) 4.
29 Piri's use of a verb in continuous past is curious and gives the
impression that his work was in process, moreover he talks about "putting
together" and not "completing". I emphasize the verbs in the continuous
past in the concerned passage: "Tarih tokuz yuz yirmi yedi yilinda iken,
nefs-i Geliboluda tertib Uzerine bir yere cem' iderken evvel gerhleri
yazilub b'adehft ol mahalleri ve gekilleri resm olundu."
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time before 1523.30 However, it cannot be ascertained if that
early draft and the short version we know were one and the same
or if a short version was completed before the long version. In
fact, the short version that was reproduced in manuscript
copies seems to have been slightly expanded and released once
the long version was finished, because it does not terminate at
the Dardanelles, as its introduction announces, but extends
over the Marmara Sea up to Istanbul with four chapters and
maps. 31 Remarkably, the first three of these maps are appended
to the long-version manuscripts MS Topkapi H. 642 and MS
Ayasofya 2612 as "postscripts", i.e., they come after the
chronogram and have no chapters to accompany them. It is
evident that these maps were added to the long version after it
was completed yet before its presentation copy was prepared. In
the short version, however, they appear together with their
chapters plus an additional chapter and, hence, constitute a
proper sequence to the rest of the book, something that
suggests Piri eventually wrote their chapters, plus a fourth
one, before integrating them into the short version. In any
case, since this small but significant terminal expansion is
present in all surviving manuscripts, we may presume that the
short-version Bahriye began circulating after that expansion
was made. Yet it is curious that the short version was not
otherwise modified, especially not updated. We can only
speculate whether it was Piri who added the chapters concerning
the Marmara Sea and then released the short version sometime
30 As pointed out by Soucek, Turkish Mapmaking, 91, the chapter on Rhodes
contains detailed instructions on how to make a successful landing and
siege. The island was sieged by the Ottoman army in the summer of 1522
and the Knights of St. John surrendered at the end of that year.
31 The presence of these four chapters in the short version has so far
not been tackled. In his most recent study on Bahriye, Soucek mentions
them without, however, making any comment. See Turkish Mapmaking, 85;
also Kahle, "Bahrije," 63.
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after 1525-6 despite the long version, 32 or whether his fellow
seamen started copying it only after his death in AH 961/ AD
1553-4. Yet mentioning here some possible answers allows us to
reflect on the purposes of the short version and on the
circumstances of its release.
The long version, even though presented to the sultan, was
essentially a navigation manual intended for use by ottoman
seamen, and Pir must have expected that it would soon be
reproduced to become instrumental. 33 It is evident that Piri
did not simply polish the early version he had but added
considerable new material on important areas of the
Mediterranean. 34 As I shall point out when discussing the
detail maps of Bahriye, he had also improved in the long
version the cartographic material of sections which he did not
necessarily expand.35
Yet instead of reaching its potential users, it appears
that the long-version Bahriye stayed in the palace since other
than the presentation copy and its twin, there are no known
copies of it made in the first half of the sixteenth century.
Several factors might have complicated the copying of the long
32 Kahle, without elaborating, also suggested that "the first edition
[i.e. the short version] must have been written in book form, in spite of
the second edition [i.e. long version]," in "Turkish Sailor," 105.
33 His request, expressed at the very end of the long version, that his
book be constantly improved and its deficiencies corrected is clearly
addressed to seamen who, he hoped, would use it for navigation. See
Bahriye/1935, 854 (lines 76-8): "ire s&hib-i kem&le gUnki kit&bim/
Hatasina ki anun nazir olanlar/ Tashih itmeginle kadir olanlar/ 01 Ust&de
HUda kilsun terehhm/ Ki eksiklUgUmi ide tefehhum."
34 These expanded sections in the first place concerned the Adriatic
coasts, the prime area of dispute between the Ottomans and the Venetians
but also the North African and Eastern Mediterranean coasts which the
Ottomans had started to control or claim.
35 The significant improvements observable in the long version might
explain why he referred to the version he reworked as a "draft", or
"loose leaves", or as something that "he had not perfected". See notes
16, 19 and 20 above. Soucek, however, holds that Piri deliberately
emphasized the imperfection of the short version and that in order "to
enhance the merit of Ibrahim Pasha's intervention and the value of the
resulting second version", in Turkish Mapmaking, 90. While there might be
some exaggeration in his expression, it is justified to take his words as
they are.
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version for dissemination. First, its considerable volume must
have rendered the copying a demanding job given that its manual
section alone comprised about 380 folios including a large
number of maps. Secondly, it is possible that the political
scene in the 1520s and 1530s directed the new sultan's
attention away from the maritime frontiers and thus diminished
the urgency of the Bahriye's dissemination. 36 What is known
about Pirl's subsequent career offers little clue about the
fate of his navigation manual. He seems to have put time and
energy into preparing another world map that he presented to
Suleyman in 1528-9. Was it another effort to obtain the
promotion to the post of a navy captain that he perhaps could
not get by presenting Bahriye? We may never know, but the
assassination of his mentor ibrahim Pasha in a political plot
in 1534 must have considerably harmed his career. An indirect
source indicates that around 1540 he was rather holding an
administrative post, most likely, at the shipyards. 37 It is
known, however, that finally in 1547, at an old age, he was
appointed captain of the Red Sea fleet based in Suez. Although
not related to the Mediterranean, the area of his competence,
this was possibly the most prestigious but also the riskiest
post Piri ever held and led to his death in AH 961/AD 1554.38
36 Instead of undertaking major naval campaigns, for which the Ottoman
navy seem to have been prepared under Selim, Suleyman pursued between
1526 and 1532 a series of land campaigns against Hungary and subsequently
in the east toward Iraq and Iran.
37 This may be deduced from the title of "kethUda", with which a fellow
seaman and poet who used the penname Muradi refers to Piri in his two
works written around 1540. Pir could have been employed either at the
shipyards at Kasimpaga, Istanbul or in Gelibolu. For two positions at the
shipyards, connected with this title, i.e."tersane kethUdasi" and
"tersane defter kethudasi", see ismail H. Uzungargili, Osmanli devletinin
merkez ve Bahriye teekilati, 2nd ed.(Ankara: TUrk Tarih Kurumu Basimevi,
1984), 427, 429; also Colin Imber, "The Navy of Suleyman the
Magnificent," Archivum Ottomanicum 6 (1980): 240-1, 280.
38 His post involved important risks for he was sent to break the
Portuguese blockade of the Persian Gulf by capturing the fortress of
Hormuz and to patrol the coastal area between Suez and the other navy
base, the newly conquered Basra. The coastal area he was in charge of was
too long and his fleet not sufficiently strong to combat the Portuguese.
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If Piri sought to pass his navigation manual to fellow
seamen, or was urged by them to do so, it is imaginable that he
wrapped up his initial version as a short-version of Bahriye
for two reasons: first, it would have been inappropriate that
he himself release for copying the long version that had become
a royal gift, and furthermore, with Ibrahim pasha's death and
his opponents being in power, it must have been preferable not
to deal with the version so closely associated with the former
grand vizier. Yet another factor may also have incited Pir to
make public his earlier version of Bahriye. Around 1540, a
fellow seaman, who used the pen name Muradi and who seems to
have helped him in the preparation of the long version,
contested that Pil was the sole author of Bahriye. 39 If Pir
released the short version in reaction to Muradi's claims, that
may explain why he left it as it was. In its not updated state,
the short version would have proved its precedence over the
long version and at the same time its independence from it. On
the other hand, adding the Marmara chapters and maps to the end
of the short version cannot be seen as a contradiction. The
addition to the short version of the chapters lacking in the
long version links the two versions and, hence, would have
demonstrated Pirl's authorship for both.
Although we may thus conjecture that the short version was
released by Pirl, it also remains a possibility that it started
Piri's failure to fulfill his assignment completely, combined with
allegations of fraud against him led to his execution. See Cengiz
Orhonlu, "Hint kaptanliji ve Pir Reis": 235-54.
39 Muradi's signature, for his contribution to the writing of the long
version, is hidden in the chronogram that must have been composed by him.
See n. above. His claim that "it was him who put Bahrive together as a
book but it became known under Piri's name" is stated in a passage
repeated in two of his own works. It was noticed and discussed by H. G
Yurdaydin in "Kitab-i Bahriye'nin telifi meselesi":143-6. For the passage
in question, see ibid, 146. Yurdaydin concluded that Muradi was a co-
author who transformed the notes of Piri into a book. Yet, as has been
suggested by Soucek, Muradi's ambiguous and somewhat cautiously expressed
claim may also be interpreted differently, that is, as concerning
Bahriye's versified sections rather than the entire manual, in Turkish
Mapmaking, 95.
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to circulate only after his death. The date of the earliest
known manuscript of the short version completed in March 1554,
a date too close to Pirl's death, does not allow any further
conclusion.40 About a century later, the Ottoman scholar Katip
gelebi, alias Hadji Khalfa, noted the existence of two versions
of Bahriye and named Piri as the author.41
1.3. The Contents and Sources of Bahriye
In its introduction, Piri presented his work as "the
knowledge of the Mediterranean" and entitled it Bahriyye
meaning "matters pertaining to the [Mediterranean] sea". 42 In
Turkish and other library catalogues, Bahriye has been variably
designated a sea atlas, a geographical, hydrographical, or
topographical work on the Mediterranean Sea, a description of
the islands and coasts of the Mediterranean, and a portolan of
the Mediterranean. Among all these relevant designations,
"portolan" identifies the genre from which Piri's work actually
stemmed and to which it owes its essence.
1.3.1. The Navigation Manuals (Portolans)
The navigation manuals called portolans, from Italian
portolano (harbor-book), whose origins can be traced back to
the eleventh century were being widely used by the
40 The precise date of Pirl's execution, in Cairo, has not been
documented. According to Orhonlu the earliest possible date would be mid-
1554, see "Hint kaptanligi ve Piri Reis" :246-7. Orhonlu, ibid., notes
that Pirl's belongings were thereafter sent to Istanbul.
41 K&tip gelebi mentioned Bahriye in three of his works including his
monumental bibliographical survey Kegf el-Zunfin where, under "Bahriyye"
(no.1689), he noted that "there are two recensions, one more detailed
than the other and with a beginning in verse which the other lacks," see
Hadji Khalfa,, Lexicon Bibliographicum et Encyclopaedicum, vol. 2, ed. and
trans. by Gustav Flugel (Leipzig, 1837), 22-3. For his two other
references to Bahriye, see Kahle, "Einleitung", XIV-XV.
42 At the end of the prologue to the long version, see Bahriye/1988, fol.
42v: "Zira bu yir halkina iy pUr-kemal / Bahr-i Rum 'ilmi gerek kim bile
hal / AninigUn igbunu yad eyledum / Bahriyye diyu ad eyledum." (Oh, the
perfect one, the knowledge of the Mediterranean is necessary to our
people so that they can know its state. Therefore, I called to mind this
[knowledge] and named it Bahriyye).
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Mediterranean sailors at the turn of the sixteenth century.
These manuals concerned primarily coastal navigation and
responded to the particular needs of Mediterranean seafaring.
The portolans typically listed harbors in a sequence around the
Mediterranean coastline and indicated the distances between
them as well as the appropriate bearings to sail from one
harbor to the next. The information contained in them reflected
the cumulative experience and records of several generations of
seamen. 43
We do not know whether portolans, or similar navigation
guides, were used by Ottoman seamen before the composition of
Bahriye, which seems to be the first of its genre in the
Turkish language. 44 But since various Mediterranean
nationalities intermingled on board Ottoman ships, it is not
impossible that some Ottoman seamen were familiar with foreign
portolans before Bahriye was composed, or used them as Piri
himself appears to have done.45
43 on portolans the best historical overview remains Konrad Kretschmer,
Die italienischen Portolane: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Kartographie
und Nautik (1909; reprint, Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlagsbuchhandlung,
1962). This work also contains transcriptions of a number of portolan-
texts together with commentaries. For the various types of information
contained in portolans, see ibid., 190-2. (hereafter cited as
Italienische Portolane).
44 According to Katip Qelebi, Bahriye became the only reference of seamen
since the Ottomans had no other navigation manual, in Tuhfetu'l-Kib&r,
(Istanbul, [AH]1141/ [1728-9]), fol. 28r, quoted in Kahle, "Einleitung,"
XV. For two portolans, seemingly partial and from later periods, see H.
Ethd, Catalogue of the Persian. Turkish,...Manuscripts in the Bodleian
Library (1930), no.2084 and E. Blochet, Catalogue des manuscrits turcs de
la Bibliotheque Nationale, vol. 2, no.219.
45 Seamen of Italian, Greek or other Mediterranean origin were involved
in the Ottoman navy or acted as corsairs on their behalf, especially
during the formation period of the Ottoman fleet in the fifteenth
century. See H. inalcik, "Gelibolu," _I2, 985 and idem, "The Rise of the
Turcoman Maritime Principalities in Anatolia, Byzantium, and Crusades,"
Byzantinische Forschungen 9 (1985): 211. Notwithstanding the possibility
of their mediation, the factual information contained in the portolans,
written in rather standard formulations and using a limited vocabulary,
might have been intelligible to Turkish-speaking seamen who made use of a
nautical "lingua franca", see H. and R. Kahane and A. Tietze, The Lingua
Franca in the Levant: Turkish Nautical Terms of Italian and Greek Origin
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Although Piri does not make any explicit reference to
portolans as such, the sailing instructions found in each
chapter of Bahriye leave no doubt that he was well-familiar
with current, possibly Italian portolans. 46 The text of
Bahriye, divided in chapters, discusses in segments the entire
Mediterranean following its coastline and also provides,
besides distances and bearings between harbors, detailed
information about harbor facilities and coastal hazards in the
typical portolan style. 47 However, Bahriye also differs from
traditional portolans in certain ways. First, the written
information it gives is supplemented with detail maps, secondly
it is prefaced or mingled with some non-nautical information.
Yet, these particularities relate Bahriye to two other products
of the Mediterranean maritime culture: the nautical chart and
the island-book.
1.3.2. The Nautical Charts
The nautical charts in question, which are more commonly
referred to as "portolan charts" in English, 48 appear to have
(1958; reprint ABC Kitabevi A.§.: Istanbul, 1988), esp. the introductory
notes "The Turks and the Sea," 3-45.
46 Even though Pirl's sources have not been identified, the Italian forms
of place-names in Greece and the Aegean are considered as evidence that
he was using Italian portolans, see W. C. Brice, C. H. Imber and R.
Lorch, The Aegean Sea-Chart of Mehmed Reis, (Manchester, 1977), [5]. The
authors draw attention to the presence of italianized place-names also in
the sixteenth-century nautical charts by the Sharfi family of Sfax,
Tunisia and in the Greek portolans. For the Greek portolans, a similar
observation is made by Armand Delatte, in Les portulans grecs (Lidge and
Paris, 1947), XIX. These observations suggest that current portolans, at
least in the sixteenth century, must have been mostly Italian.
47 While the distances and bearings between harbors were the standard
information of all portolans, the content and arrangement of further
information on safe entrances to harbors, anchorages and depths, nearby
fresh water sources, lighthouses, and landmarks, as well as precise
information about coastal hazards (submerged rocks, sandy shallows,
reefs, etc.) did not follow a rigid structure. See Kretschmer,
Italienische Portolane, 173-4.
48 I shall refer to them as "nautical charts" to keep them distinct from
"portolans" that were written navigation manuals. In fact, the
designation "portolan chart" (in French: carte portulane) is considered
inappropriate yet too well established to be altered. At the time, these
charts were never called that way but rather carta, carta nautica or
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originated in the late-thirteenth century and were particular
to Mediterranean seafaring as were the portolans. 4 9 A typical
nautical chart was drawn on a single piece of vellum and showed
the entire Mediterranean Sea, often together with the Black Sea
and part of the Atlantic coast. Certain areas of the
Mediterranean Sea were also drawn in a larger scale on separate
vellum sheets and sometimes bound together to form an atlas.
While the charts themselves were produced by individual
chartmakers or workshops, the information contained in them is
believed to have been compiled and corrected over long periods
of time by various individuals including the seamen. 5 0
The nautical charts basically showed the continental
outlines with an unbroken sequence of place-names noted all
along. With respect to form and content, the charts followed
stricter conventions than the navigation manuals. The coastline
was typically composed of arcs and thus emphasized headlands or
capes, and the bays in-between. The names of harbors, always
written on the land side and perpendicularly to the coastline,
followed the course of the coastline. The coastal hazards such
as submerged rocks, riffs, and sandy shallows, which were
pointed out in portolan texts, were marked along the coastline
carta de navegar, and sometimes also compasso or tabula. See Tony
Campbell, "Portolan Charts from the Late Thirteenth Century to 1500," in
Cartography in Prehistoric, Ancient, and Medieval Europe and the
Mediterranean, vol. 1 of HC (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987),
375 (hereafter cited as "Portolan Charts"); Kretschmer, Italienische
Portolane, 37 and 167-9 and W. C. Brice, "Compasses, Compassi and
Kan&bis," Journal of Semitic Studies 29 (1984):169-78.
49 on the nautical charts, esp. for a critical survey of the state of
research, see Campbell, op. cit., 371-463; and Kretschmer, op. cit., 34-
104, and for indications of a "causal relation" between portolans and
nautical charts 166-7, 177. The genesis of the nautical chart is believed
to be linked with the introduction of the mariner's compass into the
Mediterranean sailing practice, something which may be corroborated by
the date of the earliest documented reference to a nautical chart in the
late thirteenth century. See Campbell, ibid. 382 and 389.
50 How these charts were precisely constructed still remains unresolved.
For a critical review of the various theories, see Campbell, ibid., 380-
92. Possible methods used for constructing a chart of the entire
Mediterranean, in support of the theory of piecemeal creation, is
discussed (by David Woodward), ibid. 387-8.
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using a conventional set of signs. The most conspicuous trait
of the nautical charts is the network of "rhumb lines". These
lines that criss-crossed the entire map surface radiated from
several windroses and indicated the directions of the eight
principal winds, half-winds and quarter-winds in different
colors. 51 The rhumb lines allowed the seaman to pick his wind
or sailing direction easily anywhere on the chart.52
The use of nautical charts by Ottoman seamen might date
back as far as the turn of the thirteenth century, 53 even
though how widespread that use was cannot be estimated. By the
late-fifteenth or early-sixteenth century, however, the
nautical charts seem to have become standard also in Ottoman
navigation. An evidence in support of this is provided by a
particular genre of poetry that became fashionable around the
middle of the sixteenth century and which relied on an
extensive use of nautical terms as a stylistic device. In these
poems we find "chart" (harti or karta) and "mariner's compass"
(pusola) featuring as poetic metaphors or similes, which also
51 The wind roses are distributed in a circular pattern over the mapped
area and each one indicates thirty-two wind directions. For a description
of how the rhumb line network was constructed and used, see E. G. R.
Taylor, The Haven-Finding Art (London: Hollis and Carter, .1958), 111-2.
52 The rhumb lines are believed to have been used mainly to choose the
sailing direction from one a port to another or to visualize the position
of the ship when estimating that position in terms of the direction and
distance travelled. It is also presumed, by Taylor and others, that rhumb
lines were of help when taking bearings or plotting the course while
sailing. Such a use of nautical charts, however, cannot be corroborated,
see Campbell, "Portolan Charts," 441-4. For a recent critical study based
on historical accounts and arguing that the nautical charts had a limited
use during navigation, see P. Gautier Dalch4, "L'usage des cartes marines
aux XIVe et Xve sibcle" in Spazi. tempi, misure e percorsi nell'Europea
del Basso-Medioevo (Spoleto: Centro Italiano di Studi sull'alto medioevo,
1996), 98-128)
53 William Brice and Colin Imber presumed that the use of portolan charts
as navigation aid must have spread among Ottoman seamen in relation to
their increasing activity in the Mediterranean, primarily as corsairs
from the late thirteenth century onward and as navy captains after 1460.
They argued that "it is unthinkable, with this constant and increasing
maritime activity, the Turks should not have produced their own maps."
See W. Brice and C. Imber, "Turkish Charts in the Portolan Style", The
Geographical Journal 144 (1978): 529.
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sometimes invoke these two instruments' complementary use. Such
an application of the terms clearly suggests that nautical
charts and compasses were then used by Ottoman sailors since a
while, so that laymen who also wrote such poems had become
sufficiently familiar with them around mid-sixteenth century.54
The production of nautical charts in Ottoman centers probably
also started in the sixteenth century, although its extent
remains unknown because of the small number of charts that have
survived.55
Pir himself must have become familiar with nautical
charts when he began sailing with his uncle in the
Mediterranean. 5 6 In the prologue to the long-version Bahriye,
he presents the nautical chart (kharti), as part of the
indispensable knowledge of seamen besides the knowledge of
winds, calendars and the mariner's compass. He also explains in
detail its use and conventions. 57 In the maps that illustrate
the chapters of Bahriye, the coastlines are drawn in the
54 This genre was particularly fashionable from the 1540s to 1570s, and
the poets who produced such poems included laymen as well as mariners.
Andreas Tietze discussed their works in a series of three articles; for
their references, see the bibliography under Andreas Tietze. For samples
of such poetry and metaphorical use of "chart", see Henry and Rende
Kahane and Andreas Tietze, The Lingua Franca in the Levant: Turkish
Nautical Terms of Italian and Greek Origin (1958; reprint ABC Kitabevi
A.§.: Istanbul, 1988), 158 and 596. For a mention of a similar poetic
instance as evidence of familiarity with the navigation instruments, see
Taylor, The Haven-Finding Art, 116.
55 The surviving charts are contained in three atlases, see Soucek,
"Islamic Charting," 279-84. For references to studies on invidual atlases
see chap. 2, n. 23 and below n. 106. Apart from them, the only other
known chart, drawn on an uncut vellum, is the one prepared by Menemenli
Mehmed Reis, mentioned above in n. 46 (fig. 74). A seventeenth-century
Ottoman nautical chart, also of the Aegean Sea dated AH 1071/AD 1660-1
and signed by a certain 'Abd'al-Rahman Rish [sic]- came up as an item for
sale at Sotheby's (Dec. 7, 1993 as Lot 285), see Imago Mundi 46 (1994):
199.
56 He remarks in the introduction to the long version, Bahriye/1988, fol.
6r, that he took down notes himself during all those voyages he did with
his uncle.
57 Ibid., fols. 10v-14v. He explains in detail how the network of rhumb
lines are generated and drawn, and what their color conventions are, as
well as the conventions concerning the place-names and the signs for
coastal hazards, fols. 12r-14v.
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typical style of nautical charts, and the submerged rocks,
reefs, etc. are marked with the same conventional signs. 58 But
more importantly, the purpose of Bahriye's maps directly
derives from nautical charts. Piri particularly emphasizes that
the nautical charts can contain only summary information about
coastal features and hazards because of the smallness of their
scale. 59 He remarks that charts are useful for navigating "on
broad stretches of coast and around large islands", but "when
navigating close to the shore or between small islands", seamen
depend on a pilot,60 or on written information. 61 In Bahriye,
the information pertaining to coastal navigation is both
explained in the text and depicted in detail maps. These maps
that occupy a single book page, or at most two, show only a
very small coastal area, or an island, and have a scale much
larger then the scale of any nautical chart. Hence, they show a
much more detailed and precise coastline than that which can be
found on nautical charts.
Pir's purpose in combining the sailing instructions with
detail maps had obviously to do with increasing the efficiency
of his navigation manual which was prepared, as he claims in
the introduction, to enable [Ottoman] captains to navigate
without a pilot yet safely in unfamiliar areas. 62 This
58 That these detail maps lacked rhumb lines had to do with their limited
geographic coverage: a single but large wind rose centered on the map was
sufficient for orientation.
59 Ibid., fols. 12v and 13v.
60 In the respective introductions to the long version, see Bahrive/1988,
fol. 2v-3r, and to the short version, see Bahriye/Kahle, 1-2.
61 He makes this indirect reference to portolans where he notes that what
cannot be recorded with precision on nautical charts had been written
down: "Aninugun yazdilar..., " ibid., fol. 13v, the last line. However,
since he uses the verb "yazmak" both for "to draw" and for "to write" the
object of his reference does not emerge clearly and can only be
extrapolated from the preceding lines.
62 In the introduction to the long version, Bahriye/1988, fol. 2v-3r.
Pirl's ultimate goal was to provide the Ottoman seamen with all the
nautical knowledge necessary for mastering the navigation in the
Mediterranean and thus successfully advancing the Ottoman expansion.
Elsewhere, addressing the potential user of Bahriye, he makes it very
explicit: "Garet eyle daim Efrenc illerin/ Zira kim gsterdUm anun
yollari yan/ Hem sana vU hem bana iy geyhU g&b/ Bir sevab ola, olursa
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combination of detail maps with typical portolan information
forms the striking and, according to some, the original aspect
of Piri' s work. 63 Given the importance of portolans and
nautical charts in Mediterranean seafaring, it is not
astonishing that Piri sought to combine them in one volume. But
whether Bahriye was in that regard really unprecedented cannot
be fully ascertained. It is known that sailing manuals called
"rutters ", which were particular to the Atlantic navigation,
began to be illustrated with coastal profiles from the end of
the fifteenth century onward. 64 But the portolans seem to have
contained only written instructions until the end of the
sixteenth century, and if some portolans containing detail maps
as illustrations existed before Bahriye, then they must have
been not very usual. 65 However, another genre of book that used
feth bub" (Keep raiding the Frankish lands/ I have shown you the ways/
Both you and I, oh elder or youth/ Will merit God's reward/ If gates open
as a result), ibid. fol. 14v.
63 See Soucek, "Instructions nautiques": 248, and idem, "Piri Re'is" in
2, 8: 309; also see M. Mollat du Jourdain and M. de La Ronciere, Les
portulans: Cartes marines du XIIIe au XVIIe siecle (Fribourg: Office du
Livre, 1984), 218 and 223.
64 The earliest known is that of Pierre Garcie dit Ferrande presumably
composed around 1483-84. This illustrated rutter circulated in manuscript
form until it was published as Le Grand Routtier et Pillotage... in 1520 in
Poitiers. Some of its chapters had appeared earlier on in Le routier de
la mer, an anonymus, printed rutter datable to between 1502 and 1509, see
Des livres rares depuis l'invention de l'imprimerie, ed. by A. Coron
(Paris: Bibliotheque nationale de France, 1998), 78. Cornelis Anthonisz's
sailing instructions accompanied by coastal profiles as well as charts
was printed in 1543 in Amsterdam, see L. Bagrow and R. A. Skelton,
History of Cartography, (enlarged 2nd ed., Chicago: Precedent Publishing,
Inc. , 1985), 119-20. The profile views as a representational mode and in
relation to other modes used for depicting cities is discussed in L.
Nuti," The Perspective Plan in the Sixteenth Century: The Invention of a
Representational Language," The Art Bulletin 76 (1994): 105-28, esp. 109-
10 (hereafter cited as "Perspective Plan").
65 Kahle had assumed that even though none has survived Italian portolans
illustrated with detail maps existed and that Bahriye was modeled after
such a portolan. See Kahle, "Einleitung," X. The view of Lucia Nuti,
however, is that Italian portolans continued well into the sixteenth
century without any illustration, see "The Perspective Plan": 110. One of
the earliest known Italian portolans illustrated with detail maps dates
from the end of the sixteenth century: Isolario e Portolano del
Mediterraneo by Antonio Millo (MS Correr 904), Museo Correr, Venice,
covers only the coastline from Otranto to Alexandria. It is featured as
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illustrations derived from nautical charts was emerging in the
late-fifteenth century and had possibly played a role in the
conception of Bahriye.
1.3.3. The Island Books
The isolario or the "island book" appeared in Italy in the
fourteenth century as a new genre that essentially treated the
islands of the Aegean Sea. 6 6 From the period preceding the
initial composition of Bahriye around 1520 only two island
books are known. The first is Cristoforo Buondelmonti's famous
Liber Insularum Archipelagi composed around 1420, and
thereafter frequently reproduced in manuscript; 67 the second is
the Isolario of Bartolommeo dalli Sonetti published in print
no. 51 in the exhibition catalogue Portolani e Carte Nautiche, 144-5. The
same catalogue features another illustrated portolan by Gaspare Tentivo
from after 1683. For a list of later portolans, printed or manuscript,
including those by Millo and Tentivo, see Kretschmer, Italienische
Portolane, 228-32.
66 The larger number of the island books were written in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. They vary in style, content, accuracy, and
only form a loose genre. See Elizabeth Clutton, "The Isolarii:
Buondelmonti's Liber Insularum Arcipelagi," in Cartography in
Prehistoric, Ancient, and Medieval Europe and the Mediterranean, 482-4.
For en essay interpreting the different meanings of isolario as a genre,
see C. Br6techer and F. Lestringant, "Insulaires" in Cartes et figures de
la terre (Paris: Centre Georges-Pompidou, 1980), 470-3.
67 Buondelmonti was a Florentine priest who had received humanist
education. He travelled the Aegean between 1415-31. The autograph
manuscript of this work, sent to Cardinal Orsini, is believed to have
perished in 1527 during the sack of Rome. Buondelmonti's work survives in
numerous manuscript copies, most of them made between 1460s and 1480s,
which Hilary L. Turner groups in three clearly separable traditions. For
her comparison of separate manuscript groups, as well as an evaluation of
Buondelmonti's text and maps, see "Christopher Buondelmonti and the
Isolario," Terrae Incognitae 19 (1987): 11-28.
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around 1485-6,68 and third island book printed in Venice in
1528 by Benedetto Bordone slightly postdates Piri's work. 69.
The island books are characterized by their exclusively
maritime scope and their cartographic illustrations. The early
examples preceding Bahriye deal only with the Aegean islands,
devoting to each one a chapter - perhaps an inspiration drawn
from the portolans - and an illustration, that is a map drawn
in the fashion of nautical charts. However, the information
contained in the island books is of little, if any,
navigational use. Buondelmonti describes about seventy-two
Aegean islands giving some topographical and historical
information on each, primarily of antiquarian interest. His
text is based not only on his own observations but also on
written and hearsay sources. Bartolommeo, a seaman by
profession, describes forty-nine Aegean islands. His
descriptions are composed as short, rhymed verses (sonnets) and
recount some topographical and historical particularities for
each island. They are very similar to and sometimes based on
Buondelmonti's descriptions. 70 But in addition, Bartolommeo's
sonnets occasionally mention some nautical details such as the
sailing direction to a nearby island and its distance in miles.
In both books, the chapters are illustrated with detail maps
68 Little is known about the author who presents himself as the Venetian
shipmaster Bartolommeo dalli sonetti, probably for his predilection for
that verse form in which he composed his entire island book. The original
woodblock print is published in facsimile, with an introduction by F. R.
Goff, as Bartolommeo dalli Sonetti, Isolario (Venice 1485) (Amsterdam:
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1972). Also see, Tony Campbell, The
Earliest Printed Maps 1472-1500 (London: The British Library, 1987), 89-
92.
69 Benedetto Bordone was a Paduan illuminator and wood-engraver
established in Venice. The majority of maps in his island book are drawn
after those in Bartolommeo's island book. It also included a selection of
islands beyond the Mediterranean. For a facsimile edition with an
introduction by R. A. Skelton, see Benedetto Bordone, Libro... de tutte
l'isole del mondo (Venice 1528) (Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd.,
1966).
70 The general opinion is that Bartolommeo largely based his text on
Buondelmonti's Liber Insularum, see Hilary L. Turner, "Christopher
Buondelmonti and the Isolario," 25; R. A. Skelton, introduction to Libro...
by B. Bordone, V.
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that show individual islands in typical nautical chart outlines
which enclose a few topographical details such as buildings,
ruins, hills, trees, etc. that are most often drawn as
elevations and sometimes as small bird's-eye views (fig. 73a,
73b and 75a). Bartolommeo's detail maps also contain a
standard, large compass rose that encircles the island depicted
and occasionally a bar-scale. They bear the conventional signs
used on nautical charts to mark rocks, reefs and shallows, yet
these nautical details are neither explained nor mentioned in
Bartolommeo's text (figs. 73b and 75a).
It is evident that both island books drew inspiration and
also assembled some material from portolans and nautical
charts, however, without using it for a nautical end. Liber
Insularum is essentially a travelogue that Buondelmonti wrote
with his patron in mind. 71 Bartolommeo's Isolario, even though
containing some nautical details, is not a navigation manual
but at best a fanciful variation of that genre, perhaps
composed to divert fellow seamen, or potential voyagers.72
Nevertheless, the concept of combining descriptive text with
illustrations derived from nautical charts that both island
books share is very suggestive, and what Pir did was to
exploit that concept for a directly nautical purpose. Whether
it was the island books that first inspired him to use nautical
chart details to illustrate a portolan text, or whether he had
already thought of making such enlargements to supplement
nautical charts and found in island books a suitable format, is
difficult to determine. But it is clear that Bahriye is based
71 Clutton, "The Isolarii: Buondelmonti's Liber Insularum Arcipelagi, "
483.
72 The island books were formerly considered a form of navigation manual
because of their detail maps' cartographic relation to nautical charts.
See Bagrow and Skelton, History of Cartography, 63 and 119; Frabetti,
quoted in Campbell, "Portolan Charts," 379-80; Frederick R. Goff,
introduction to Isolario by B. dalli Sonetti, VI; Harvey, Topographical
Maps, 64-5. As in Kretschmer, Italienische Portolane, 226-7, the current
opinion clearly distinguishes the island books both from portolans and
nautical charts, see Campbell, ibid., and Clutton, "The Isolarii:
Buondelmonti's Liber Insularum Arcipelagi," 482.
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on Isolario. Its detail maps closely follow the model of
Isolario's maps and have a similar map-scale, compass rose and
layout. Furthermore, for the maps of the Aegean islands, Piri's
principal source was largely Bartolommeo's island outlines, at
least for those contained in the short-version Bahriye.
Nevertheless Pirl's work is not limited to the Aegean
islands and covers the entire Mediterranean. Given his
cartographic experience, it is not impossible that he prepared
a good number of detail maps himself by enlarging directly from
nautical charts. That he may have proceeded that way is also
suggested by his insistent emphasis on the issue of scale with
respect to nautical charts and the need of supplementing them.
Opinions vary, however, about how he obtained these detail
maps.
1.4. The Detail Maps of Bahriye
In the earliest studies, it was suggested that Bahriye
maps directly reproduced some cartographic models such as
already existing detail maps, 73 or the maps of Bartolomeo's
Isolario. 74 It was also considered that an Italian portolan,
which possibly served as model to Piri, also provided the
models for the detail maps. 75 According to a more recent view,
which does not reject that some Bahriye maps might have been
derived or copied from Isolario maps, Piri primarily
constructed them by enlarging relevant parts of nautical charts
and then improved these enlargements on the basis of his own
73 Robert Herzog, "Ein tUrkisches Werk uber das agdische Meer aus dem
Jahre 1520," Athenische Mitteilungen 27 (1902): 420. Herzog held that
they were directly traced, as were, according to him, the maps in
Bordone's isolario, from some nautical charts of a larger scale, each
showing a segment of the Mediterranean coastline. Herzog suggested that
these might have been the Venetian "Spezialkarten" from which presumably
the nautical charts were compiled.
74 L. Gallois, Cartographie de l'ile de Ddlos (1910), 16, quoted in
Kahle, "Einleitung, " VII.
75 Kahle, "Einleitung," X. After examining the long-version Bahriye,
however, Kahle thought that Piri's role in composing that version and
making additions was more important than what he first believed, see
idem, "Turkish Sailor": 104-5.
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experience and direct observations. 7 6 How Piri exactly prepared
his detail maps cannot be fully resolved, but the question as
to whether he could have based them on the enlargement of
nautical chart details is worth examining.
In the case of Bartolommeo's Isolario and Buondelmonti's
Liber Insularum, the possibility of obtaining such detail maps
by making enlargements from a nautical chart has been dismissed
with the argument that the Aegean islands, because of their
small size, do not appear in nautical charts in characteristic
outlines. 77 While this may be true for charts showing the
entire Mediterranean, those showing only the Aegean basin have
a scale large enough so that all the islands, except the tiny
ones, can be depicted in characteristic outlines. Yet what is
considered a "characteristic outline" when speaking of nautical
charts is an approximate shape and does not correspond closely
to the actual outline of the island or coast represented.
Moreover, the outline of a particular island differs somewhat
from one nautical chart to another. How much a depicted outline
approached the actual one seemingly depended on the importance
of the subject, and probably also depended on how often
observations and corrections on existing outlines could be
made. This is especially noticeable in the large group formed
by the Aegean Islands: the large and medium-sized islands,
although more difficult to map, have in general more accurate
outlines than small ones. 78 For their detail maps of individual
islands, or coastal sections, Buondelmonti, Bartolommeo and
76 Soucek, "Instructions nautiques": 248. Elsewhere, Soucek noted that,
as also for the text, the exactness of maps vary and those treating the
North African coast of which Pir had a firsthand knowledge, are the most
original, see idem, "Islamic Charting," 378-9.
77 This has been argued independently, for Isolario in Campbell, Earliest
Printed Maps, 90, and for Liber Insularum Archipelagi in Turner,
"Christopher Buondelmonti and the Isolario, " 23.
78 Local eye sketches are considered to be at the origin of the
compilations of nautical charts and their eventual corrections, see
Campbell, "Portolan Charts", 383, 388. Making a sketch-plan of the coast
with the help of the compass from the nearest hill had become a routine
by the sixteenth century, see Taylor, The Haven-Finding Art, 192.
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Piri must have relied to a great extent on enlargements from
large-scale nautical charts, 7 9 since their maps display not
only outlines similar to those found on nautical charts but
also the same pattern of accuracy with respect to large and
small islands. 80 Yet this is not to say that they did not
incorporate their own observations and corrections into their
detail maps. Both Bartolommeo and Piri mention how they
climbed, compass in hand, atop of an island to verify its
position on the chart. Their similar statements suggest that
they were verifying, in that way, the outline features of an
island, such as capes and bays, with respect to compass
bearings and to neighboring coasts or islands within view.81
The outline they verified might not always have been an
enlargement but also a copy or their own sketch of a small
island for which the nautical charts did not provide any
particular shape. However, verification from an elevated spot
was apparently not made consistently, and in some detail maps
the imprecise compass bearings can be traced back to nautical
chart details and thus provide a further clue that the latter
must have been their source. 82 On the other hand, verification
or sketching from shipboard, most often when lying at anchor,
seems to have been done more often. 83 The practice of sketching
and correcting coastal outlines from shipboard was seemingly
79 The Aegean chart of Mehmed Reis (1590-1) that occupies an entire
vellum (ca. 59 x 82 cm), mentioned in n. 46 above, is a good example for
a sufficiently large-scale (1:1,200,000) portolan chart (fig. 53).
80 Turner who rejects the possibility that nautical charts provided a
cartographic source for Buondelmonti's detail maps of small islands
observes with surprise that outlines of large islands are more accurate
than those of small islands, see "Christopher Buondelmonti and the
Isolario," 24.
81 For Bartolommeo's statement, see Isolario (facs. edition, op. c it.),
XII; and for Piri's statement, see Appendix 1. They possibly did such
verification more for the smallest islands for which even the large-scale
nautical charts did not provide a characteristic outline and the coastal
outline of which could be observed from an elevated spot.
82 This is the case of Rhodes both in Bahriye and Isolario, but a clearer
case is the island of Carpathos.
83 The outlines of islands, especially those of small ones, are somewhat
-distorted because the inlet serving as its harbor is exaggerated in size.
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also at the origin of nautical charts, and when the material at
hand had some geographic substance, further observation could
increase its accuracy. In any case, the seamen seem to have
departed, whenever they could, from available maps and sought
to improve them; that is to say their original contributions
mainly consisted in the elaboration of existing material.
Pirl's detail maps of the Aegean Islands illustrate well
the different degrees of borrowing from and correcting his
sources. For the outlines of the Aegean islands, it is apparent
that at first he largely relied on detail maps of Bartolommeo's
Isolario. Some of his island outlines closely repeat those in
Isolario. 84 Other maps have some differently articulated
details in both versions of Bahriye, something which indicates
that Piri also made partial corrections while using Isolario
maps.85 Yet other Bahrive maps are altogether different, 86 and
might have been based on enlargements from nautical charts, on
his own sketches or both. These latter maps suggest that Piri
replaced Isolario maps whenever he thought improvement was
84 See, e. g., the map of Euboea from B. dalli Sonetti's Isolario and
from short-version Bahriye (MS Bologna-3613), reproduced in Kahle,
"Einleitung," as plate 1 [Tafel 1]. The Euboea map in the long version is
even closer to the Isolario Euboea, see Bahriye/1988, fols. 64v-65v; for
its brief discussion see W. C. Brice, "Early Muslim Sea Charts," Journal
of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland no.1 (1977):
56. But later manuscripts of both the short and the long versions exhibit
different outlines suggesting that the Isolario was not anymore an
exclusive source and the copyists use other material. For examples, see
Soucek, "Islamic Charting" 276, fig. 14 11 and plate 22.
85 These modifications seem to have been done at varying degrees. The map
of Khios (Sakiz) is an example where Pir probably made an eye-copy of
the island outline as he found it in the Isolario (Sio), fol. 44v but
reworked the Anatolian coastline and the tiny islands in-between, Cf. the
short-version map in MS Bologna 3613, Bahriye/Kahle (short version),
1:33, and Bahriye/1988 (long version), fol. 86r. See fig. 54.
86 This is the case, e. g., with the map of Mytilene (Lesbos), cf.
Isolario (Metelin), fol. 45v and Bahriye/Kahle (short version), 1:26; and
Bahriye/1988 (long version), fols. 73v-74r. An interesting case is that
of Leros, a small island halfway between Samos and Cos. Its map in
Isolario, fol. 37, clearly shows another island. Its map in the short
version repeats the erroneous map of Isolario, see Bahrive/Kahle, 1: 51,
while the long-version map does not only correct the mistake but is also
strikingly accurate, see Bahriye/1988, fol. 101r.
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necessary and possible, as users and copyists of Bahrive later
did with his detail maps.
For detail maps dealing with the Mediterranean coastline
beyond the Aegean, Pir must have proceeded mostly by making
enlargements directly from nautical charts and complementing
them, whenever he could, with his own observations. 87 It is not
impossible either that he had access to an illustrated source,
perhaps a partial portolan that contained detail maps. In the
long-version Bahriye where the Adriatic coastline from
Dubrovnik to Ancona is covered, especially the western coast of
the Istrian Peninsula, Bahriye maps contain topographic details
showing fortified port towns that stand out not only as full
bird's-eye views but also with their considerably uniform
depiction style, which might be an indication that he
incorporated an "illustrated" portolan that he had come
across. 88
This quick comparison of the detail maps of Bahriye and
Bartolommeo's Isolario indicates that the coastal outlines
shown in them could very well have been enlarged from nautical
charts. 89 Yet more importantly, it becomes clear that such
detail maps were not obtained through a uniform procedure, but
87 Soucek concludes that Piri must have relied on his own observations
particularly when describing and depicting the North African coast, in
"Islamic Charting," 279.
88 See the detail maps showing the port towns of Porec (Parenzo),
Novigrad (Cittanova), Umag, Piran, Izola, Koper (Capodistria), Moggia,
Trieste in Bahriye/1988, fols. 201v-209r. This section of the long
version appears as an important expansion in respect to the short version
and, as Soucek points out, the most important difference between the two
versions concerns the Gulf of Venice. He notes that only for the section
between Dubrovnik and Venice, the long version has twenty-six more maps
than the short version, "Islamic Charting," 275 and n. 34. Soucek does
not speculate on the source of additional maps.
89 Although Buondelmonti's maps were not part of this comparison there is
no reason to doubt that they were obtained similarly. My research on
Bahriye manuscripts has revealed that at least in one case the detail
maps might have been directly enlarged from a cartographic source of
smaller scale: The map pages of MS HUsrev Paga-272 of the SUleymaniye
Library, Istanbul, bear the pale grey (graphite?) traces of a square grid
(each square measuring ca. 1.5 x 1.5 cm). on the use of this method to
change cartographic scale, see Campbell, "Portolan Charts", 392.
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instead were varyingly based on enlargements and personal
observation. In general, what was available was taken as a
starting point and when observation revealed its shortcomings
it was improved or replaced. This way of proceeding that relied
on accumulated knowledge and at the same time on constant,
careful observation characterized the compilation of both
portolans and nautical charts.
The observation of coastal landscape recorded in different
forms in portolans and nautical charts was a standard practice
in navigation. We find it incorporated not only into
topographic details and coastal outlines of detail maps but
also into the topographic descriptions of Liber Insularum,
Isolario, and Bahrive.90 In Bahriye, which was essentially a
navigation manual, such observation is unmistakably the source
of the descriptive directness that characterizes its text and
illustrations.
Although in varying length and detail, each Bahriye
chapter describes the topography of a coastal region as seen
from a ship, especially noting the precise elements of the
landscape such as a hill or a mountain range, a solitary
building, a big tree or a grove, even ancient ruins, that would
eventually enable the seamen to recognize the area discussed.
The most important landmarks of any coastal landscape were of
course port towns, and Bahrive chapters often describe their
views from sea with a few but characterizing remarks.
90 Less surprising is the case of Bartolommeo, who was a seaman of
profession, but Buondelmonti, too, seems initiated to such observation
from many years of voyaging, as reveals his description of the shape of
an island as "spreading like the hem of a garment", and another as "a
sinking ship", quoted in Turner, "Christopher Buondelmonti and the
Isolario," 19. Turner qualifies these descriptions as "picturesque,
ungeographical language". Yet they were clearly borrowed from sailors'
language that Buondelmonti must have heard on board. Such comparisons
were typically used to describe landmarks and facilitated their
memorization and they frequently occurred in portolans, see Kretschmer,
Italienische Portolane, 192, and in Bahriye.
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1.4.1. The Topographical Details in Bahriye Maps
What is pointed out as a topographical element in the text
of Bahriye is most often shown as a detail in the accompanying
map. But topographical details do not all display the same
elaborateness and representational nature, a fact that is
particularly noticeable in the depiction of towns. In general,
topographical details involving buildings make use of a
standard vocabulary of architectural forms comparable to those
found in Isolario's detail maps but also in the so-called town
vignettes of nautical charts: saddle-roofed houses and
churches, the latter sometimes with a bell tower, castles and
fortified towers with crenellated walls, to which are added
domed mosques with their minarets. The simpler topographical
details show either a single building or a group of a few
buildings that are drawn as elevations, rising from a baseline
indicating either a flat or a hilly site. As can be deduced
from Bahriye's text, the simple topographical details
consisting in a single, typified tower, house or monastery are
often records of solitary buildings that served as landmarks,
although occasionally they also function as map symbols and may
respectively stand for a castle, a village, or a monastery
complex. The castles, or fortified towns, however, are more
typically represented as an assemblage of crenellated towers
and walls. Occurring in some variations, these generic
representations of Mediterranean settlements akin to medieval
town symbols are the most frequently encountered topographical
details in Bahriye maps.
For the topographic details, as with coastal outlines,
Piri seems to have relied on his models when he did not have
other information. The comparison of the short- and long-
version maps having the same subject, however, reveals that he
subsequently modified also topographical details when he could
rely on his own observations. A striking aspect of the
topographical details of Bahriye and which contrasts with
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Isolario's details, is that they are nearly all depicted as
seen from the sea, that is oriented to the seaman on board his
ship. The map illustrating the island of Kos (fig. 73c) shows
that even when Piri transferred topographic details from an
Isolario map (fig. 73b), where they are all drawn to face the
viewer who holds the book, he has reoriented them toward the
sea to face different directions of approach by ship. In the
long-version map of the island of Kos (fig. 73d) we see that
Piri also improved the topographic details when he had further
information. 91 He corrected the castles' locations to reflect
the more precise information he gave in the text, but
especially elaborated the depiction of the principal harbor,
the castle of Narince, on the northeast coast of Kos. Despite
its simplicity, this topographical detail closely matches the
brief description in the text, which reads "a castle built on a
low-lying, flat place of which they have excavated one side to
make a harbor, which small boats can enter, but not galleys,
because it is very shallow". 92
In the long-version Bahriye, besides the very frequent,
generic representations of towns resembling to those showing
the castles of Kos, there are also representations of towns
that are quite characteristic, and they can be encountered all
91 The island of Kos, called "istank6y" in Bahriye and "Lango" in
Isolario, was taken by the Ottomans in 1522, at the same time as Rhodes.
The short-version chapter and map clearly predate the Ottoman conquest.
Yet in the short-version map, the Anatolian coastline, then under Ottoman
control, is remarkably improved compared to the corresponding coastline
in the Isolario map. Moreover, Piri's textual description of these coasts
clearly gives more precise information than what Piri gave about the
island itself, see Bahriye/Kahle, (facs. 55-6), (trans., 77-80). The
long-version map must have been modified after the island came under the
Ottoman control and reflects a better knowledge of the place, esp. of its
castles and harbors which are also described more clearly and fully in
the respective text, see Bahriye/1988, fols. 110v-111v. Similar
observations can be made on maps and chapters concerning Rhodes in the
two versions.
92Ibid., fol. 110v: "Bu zikr olan kal'a bir algak, dUz yirde vaki'
olmugdur. Bir tarafin kazub liman eylemiglerdUr. KugUk gemicUkler girur,
kadirgalar girmez sifgdir." The map shows this second inlet next to the
castle filled with red dots, which, according to nautical chart
conventions, indicate that it is shallow.
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along the Mediterranean coastline. These characteristic
representations of towns are constructed using the same simple
architectural forms, nevertheless they correspond to observed
views. Their immediate precedents, as well as those of the
generic representations, were the representations of towns that
appeared in the form of vignettes in the empty, inland zones of
nautical charts.
The town vignettes found on nautical charts typically
served as embellishments, and although they marked the presence
of important ports and urban centers around the Mediterranean
they did not really portray them. 93 Despite their imaginary
character, however, the town vignettes seem to have been
conceived as profile views seen either from the sea or the
ground level which is indicated by a wavy base line, often
painted dark blue or green, from which the assemblage of tower-
like buildings rise, and as such they might be related to a
"sea-based culture". 94 In the fifteenth century, especially on
charts of Italian production, the vignettes began to display
some characteristic features. 95 Notwithstanding the fact that
these vignettes represented the most important ports, 96 the
characteristic views they displayed related to a real view that
was distinctive and well visible from the sea. It must have
been no coincidence that the earliest-known vignette with
characteristic features was the vignette of Genoa.
In one of its earliest examples, found on a chart dated
1435 (fig. 76a), Genoa is depicted with its crescent-shaped
harbor, its mole and its two lighthouses, in a configuration
93 It was a characteristic of nautical charts to surmount each vignette
with a banner to explain the political affiliations of harbors, and on
some charts banners substituted for the vignettes.
94 See Nuti, "Perspective Plan": 109.
95 Campbell, "Portolan Charts", 397 and Harvey, Topographical Maps, 74-5.
96 In a long tradition originating in medieval world maps, a city that
was a given map's place of patronage or production was emphasized by
being depicted more elaborately than others, see Pascal Arnaud, "Les
villes des cartographes," M4langes de l'Ecole Frangaise de Rome, Moyen
Age-Temps Modernes 96 (1984): 581-2.
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similar to what is represented in several later vignettes but
also in views produced as book illustrations, such as the view
in Liber Chronicarum (fig. 16), or paintings. 97 This realistic
and complete view of Genoa from the sea seems to be a result of
the good visibility of a clearly shaped harbor, and behind it,
of a walled city rising on a slope, both conveniently facing
the sea.
In contrast, Venice, the other important port and center
of chart production, was never represented in its vignettes as
successfully as Genoa. Its vignettes were characterized, even
though at an early stage, by the Campanile, the only landmark
visible from some distance. The city of Venice itself, a flat
settlement amidst the lagoon and blocked by the lidi, simply
could not be viewed from the sea, unless from very close. The
most characteristic vignettes of Venice indeed represent a
close-up view, inevitably partial, which shows the Piazzetta
with Venice's most prominent buildings framing it, a view that
was available from the closest anchorage to the city (fig. 77a;
also 77b and 77c).
These contrasting depictions of Genoa and Venice exemplify
how the topography of a city and its visibility from the sea
affected the design of a characteristic vignette. Consequently,
they reveal how the distinctive sight of a port town captured
in a vignette significantly depended on possibilities of
observation from the sea. In that sense, the distinctive sight
of a town was not so different than that of a landmark, a
topographical element easily observable and recognizable from
the sea, and, hence, essential to the seaman's knowledge of any
coast. But obviously, not every town had a suitably distinctive
view from the sea, and this might have been one of the reasons
why many town vignettes remained largely symbolic views. The
town vignettes from a late-sixteenth-century chart (fig. 78)
97 See, for example, figs. 39-42, 46, 47 and 78, in Ennio Poleggi,
Paesaggio e immagine di Genova (Genoa: Sagep Editrice, 1982).
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exemplify both kinds, the symbolic and the characteristic
vignettes, the latter obtained by incorporating into an
otherwise conventional town depiction a characteristic sight,
that of the port as in the case of Genoa and Marseille, or a
particular topographical element as in the case of Venice (the
Campanile) and Barcelona (Montjuich and its semaphor).
The elaborate town representations occurring in the long-
version Bahriye are akin to these characteristic town vignettes
both in their concept based on observation and in their double
function, first as visual aids to seaman as landmarks and
secondly as representations of towns contributing to a
cumulative and symbolic visualization of the towns around the
Mediterranean.98
Unquestionably modeled after a nautical chart vignette,
the topographic detail showing Genoa in the long-version
Bahriye (fig. 76b) illustrates a precise and detailed
description of the harbor given in the text, but it is also a
visual record of the city's appearance. 99 The representational
quality of this topographical detail is not an exception but
can also be observed in other topographical details of the
long-version such as those showing Patmos, Corfu, Methone,
Bougie, Tripoli, and Alanya (figs. 79-84).100 These details
depict ports of varying size and importance, and models similar
98 For the symbolic function of nautical charts in general, see Gautier
Dalch6, "L'usage des cartes marines aux XIVe et XVe siecles, " 97-128. The
author argues that "the nautical chart has to be considered from a
cultural point of view, as a concentration of the experience of an entire
milieu, formed by seamen and merchants, which makes visible the skills of
those who belonged to that milieu. As such, its principal function seems
to be representing, in its full scope, the image of a world proper to
these men," ibid., 127-8 (my translation). We may consider the town
vignettes within this global picture as points of concretization by
referring to visual memories of places.
99 See Appendix 2. For a similar depiction of Genoa in a short-version
manuscript, see fig. 76c.
100 The elaborate topographical details in Bahriye have been briefly dealt
with in Renda, "Representations of Towns," 281-4. Renda has distinguished
two groups: town views based on European models and town views that might
have been based on Pin's own observations. In the latter group, she
points out the North African ports and Alanya.
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to that of Genoa most likely did not exist for them. Their
depictions, however, suggest their having been sketched from
the sea, that is from aboard ship. The explanations of these
ports in the respective chapters reveal that the depicted views
indeed correspond to what would have been seen from the
anchorage.101 For in all these views, the viewpoint of
depiction coincides with the place of anchorage indicated in
the text. Moreover, what is described in each passage as the
sight of the port town also corresponds to what would have been
seen from the mentioned anchorage position. Hence we may
presume that descriptive notes and sketches were made during
the same observation, and it is feasible that they were done by
Pirl himself.
1.4.2. The Maps of Cairo and Venice
The most elaborate topographical representations in the
long version are the maps of Cairo and Venice (figs. 85a and
86a). Unlike the profile views of port towns seen from a
precise viewpoint on the sea, the representations of Cairo and
Venice have an elevated viewpoint and thus present a global
picture of the cities in question. Furthermore, Cairo and
Venice constitute the principal subject of illustration, and as
the respective chapters reveal, these cities are depicted not
in relation to nautical instructions but for their own sake. On
the other hand, their maps accomplish alone a topographical
description because the text hardly provides such
information. 1 0 2
101 In each chapter, Bahriye text explains the position of safe anchorage,
and on the maps these anchorages are pointed out by a ship in that
position moored as described and drawn very precisely to indicate for
what kind of ship the anchorage is suitable. For our examples mentioned
above, the text provides a good description of how each port settlement
looked clearly corresponding to an observation made from the anchorage.
For the respective quotations from Bahriye's text (long version), see
Appendix 2.
102 The respective chapter which contains no remark on Cairo only relates
to the Nile, in Bahriye/1935, 710. The map of Venice comes after a small-
scale map that shows the northern part of the Adriatic. The only
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The emphasis that Pir thus conferred upon Cairo and
Venice can be explained with their general importance for the
entire Mediterranean region. Yet Pir's making these two cities
so visible in the long-version Bahriye may also be considered
in a more particular context, that is in relation to ibrahim
Pasha's patronage of the long version. Cairo was not only
worthy to be highlighted as the most important of Ottoman
possessions, but the consolidation of Ottoman rule there had
been achieved by ibrahim Pasha. Venice's importance was of a
different kind and multifaceted. The principal adversary to
Ottoman expansion in the Mediterranean, Venice was admired in
naval matters and industry, and at the same time for its urban
splendor and luxury goods. Seen within the imperial scope of
Bahriye and especially in relation to all the expansion that
Pir brought to the Adriatic section in the long version,
Venice inevitably appears as a military target. However, the
1520's was not a period of hostilities between the Republic and
the Ottoman State, on the contrary a period of peace and
political alliance, during which Venice increasingly enjoyed
the friendly support of the grand vizier ibrahim Pasha. 103
Hence Venice' s prominent map in the long version patronized by
topographical information in the text concerns Venice's situation amidst
a lagoon (deniz kula4i), and that its buildings were constructed on piles
driven in the shallow areas of the sea (...bin&si urulduqi yir, berrden ve
bahirden cem' olmi§ bir deniz kula~idur. 01 denizin b'azi yirleri sig ve
b'azi yirleri derindur. 01 sig olan yirlerun Uzerine kaziklar kakub, ol
kaziklarun Uzerine mezkdr gehri bina eylemi§lerdUr), Bahriye/1988, 211v.
The rest of the chapter relates the foundation of the city, the transfer
of St. Mark's relics from Alexandria, the system of government, and ends
with detailed nautical instructions about how to enter the lagoon, ibid.,
211r-214r.
103 On the political relations of the Republic with the Ottomans around
this period, see Marie F. Viallon, Venise et la Porte Ottomane (1453-
1566), (Paris: Ed. Economica, 1995), 210-26. The intense commercial
relations of Venice with the Ottoman court that developed toward the end
of the 1520s and lasted until the death of the grand vizier Ibrahim Pasha
in 1536, see GUlru Necipo~lu, "Siuleyman the Magnificent and the
Representation of Power in a Context of Ottoman-Hapsburg-Papal Rivalry,"
The Art Bulletin 71 (1989): 401-27.
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the grand vizier could also be interpreted as materializing
this "friendly" look.
Whether Pir had some models for the Cairo and Venice maps
or not cannot be fully answered for there are no known
representations of Cairo and Venice that resemble his maps in
the long version, either among the nautical chart vignettes
representing these cities nor among European city views. 104.
Notwithstanding the possibility that they were based on or
inspired by existing representations, the maps of Cairo and
Venice display the same approach of depiction as in other
Bahriye maps where characteristic but approximate views of
towns were constructed with simple architectural forms.
In the Cairo map, a mass of houses constitute the city,
and it is a few topographical elements such as mosques, the
citadel and the aqueduct leading to it from a water tower at
the Nile with the towns of Bulaq to its south and Fustat to its
north that render this depiction characteristic. We may presume
that, as his chart of the Nile,105 the Cairo map, too, was a
result of his own observations and familiarity with the city,
which his topographical remarks noted on the map itself seem to
support. 106
104 Renda thinks that the Venice map in MS H. 642 is possibly a simplified
adaptation of a European prototype, see "Representations of Towns": 282.
Soucek, without suggesting any precise model for the Venice map in
question (he discusses its twin in MS Ayasofya 2612), considers that some
of the derivatives of de' Barbari's bird's-eye view of Venice "may have
influenced the image of Venice in the Kitab-i Bahriye", in Turkish
Mapmaking, 145.
105 Cairo appears on the fifth and last map of a series dealing with the
Nile. In the related chapterPiri presents the Nile maps as a record of
his observations of Nile until Cairo (Nil irmaqinda, ta Misira varinca
temaga iyledugumuz yirler). He explains that during his voyages to Cairo
he used to record [in drawings] the river of Nile place by place using a
mariner's compass the result of which is these maps (mezkfir Nil irmagin,
Misira giderken, pusula ile makam-be-makam yazardum, igbu eggal hasil
oldu.), Bahriye/1935, 710.
106 Pirl's remarks concern individual topographical elements or buildings.
For a detailed discussion, see Soucek, Turkish Mapmaking, 154-6. I notice
a considerable similarity between Pirl's Cairo map and the depiction of
Cairo in a vignette from the later half of the sixteenth century (fig.
87), featured in an anonymous atlas of charts possibly produced in
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The Venice map, on the other hand, bears hardly any
written information, something that might indicate that Piri
did not know the city as well as Cairo even though he might
have sailed there. 107 The depiction of Venice, in fact, could
be reflecting the limits of his topographical knowledge. The
only accents, besides the shipyards, are a basilical church and
an adjacent tower that apparently stand for St. Mark and the
Campanile, the latter mentioned in the text as the sole
landmark of Venice. Also part of the composition is Murano,
famed for its glass ware, which is shown to northeast of
Venice. Both settlements are characterized simply by clusters
of houses separated by channels and are framed by a bold curve
that outlines the lagoon and the lidi drawn as if fortified.
Yet, despite some exaggeration and simplification of
geographic shapes, the Venice map is not inaccurate and gives a
clear idea of the layout and situation of the lagoon and that
of Venice in relation to it, and as such it is not very
different from other maps in Bahriye that originated in
coastline details of nautical charts. In fact, the Venice map,
too, might have originated in nautical charts: its correct
orientation (cf. fig. 88), and the coastline of the lagoon
composed of arc segments both suggest this possibility. The
boldly curved overall shape of the lagoon, especially, might
Istanbul. It is not impossible that this vignette was based on Pirl's
map-view, or both depictions had a common model unknown to us. The atlas
in question is preserved in the Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore, as MS W.
660. It was the subject of a conference paper that Gunsel Renda gave in
1988. An article focusing on this atlas was published by Thomas Goodrich,
"The Earliest Ottoman Maritime Atlas - The Walters Deniz Atlasi,"
Archivum Ottomanicum 11 (1986 [1988]): 25-49. It has also been discussed
briefly in Renda, "Representations of Towns," 287-88 and in Soucek,
"Islamic Charting," 282-3.
107 Besides a caption identifying "the city of Venice" (gehr-i Venedik)
the only note concerns Murano and explains that it is a different town
than Venice and its population manufactures glass (fig. 86a). The
detailed nautical instructions which concern the conditions of the sea
and the access to the lagoon, as well as the procedure of taking pilots
do not betray a borrowing from another source but are given as clear,
first-hand information. Nevertheless that information must have been
widely known and pretty standart.
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derive from a nautical chart for it repeats here, in a much
larger scale, the tiny detail with which the lagoon is often
represented on these charts (figs. 77a-f). In the nautical
charts, however, Venice itself is not included in the lagoon,
at best, it is indicated by a group of dots. The city itself
appeared near this detail, as a vignette but depicted
altogether differently than what we find in the Bahrive map
which should, therefore, be considered an original complement,
be it Pirl's own design or not.
The maps of Cairo and Venice that stand out as topographic
representations also qualify the function and meaning of other,
less elaborate views and maps in the long version by making
manifest their role as city views. From these richer and more
elaborate map illustrations in the long version emerges a
coastal panorama in segments that extends the function of
Pirl's navigation manual beyond the practical. While the map
illustrations and their topographical details allow a visual
perception of the Mediterranean coasts, the passages about
local histories, legends, customs, folklore and ways of life
with which Pir interspersed the manual in both versions
transform these coasts into a setting of life. This setting
reveals itself step by step to the reader of Bahriye who
follows the trajectory constituted by the sequence of its
chapters and maps. More importantly, the reader is gradually
initiated to viewing: the text makes him aware that described
coasts are carefully observed, and the maps, through their
variously oriented topographical representations, make him
shift viewpoint several times. Thus, they make him notice he is
moving in space, and that, in order to view. 108
108 on town views depicted on nautical charts as suggesting movement
through their different orientations, see Christian Jacob, L'Empire des
cartes (Paris: Albin Michel, 1992), 203.
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1.5. The Symbolic Function of Bahriye and the
Istanbul Map
By transmitting a detailed but at the same time global
picture of the Mediterranean Sea, Piri's navigation manual
fulfills a symbolic function. The cumulative experience of
viewing from which this global picture emerges is gained on a
virtual voyage that begins and ends near Gelibolu, at the
Dardanelles. Gelibolu was the town where Piri grew up and
composed his work yet it also was the launching point of
Ottoman naval campaigns, and in that regard, constitutes the
conceptual lookout of the picture offered in Bahriye. On a more
symbolic level, however, the lookout that afforded the global
view of the Mediterranean was Istanbul, the seat of Ottoman
power. The eventual addition of a representation of Istanbul to
Bahriye might, therefore, be considered as a visualization of
this real lookout in the book, which must have been motivated
by a need of self-representation, a need to see the Ottoman
capital within the global picture of the Mediterranean. Yet the
meaning of the representation of Istanbul cannot be defined
only in relation to the symbolic function that Bahrive
fulfilled at the moment of its conception, for it possibly
followed the changes which that function underwent in relation
to Ottomans' control over this maritime region.
The Mediterranean was emerging as an important frontier
area precisely when Pir joined the Ottoman navy in 1495, and
his Bahrive project must have been significantly stimulated by
the imperial aspirations of the Ottoman state when the
Mediterranean was perceived as an important and promising
frontier area. Conceived as an unusually comprehensive
navigation manual based on two typically Mediterranean
navigation aids, namely the portolans and the nautical charts,
Bahriye represented at the moment of its composition the desire
and readiness of the Ottomans to master the navigation of that
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sea and, hence, primarily consisted in a look forward. 109 It
seems, however, that Bahriye, in its short version, started to
circulate and to be used as a navigation manual in the second
half of the sixteenth century when naval campaigns served to
consolidate the Ottoman presence in the Mediterranean but no
further expansion took place.110 The earliest examples of the
Istanbul map appear and evolve in this period when the
frontiers of the Ottoman Empire in the Mediterranean took their
ultimate shape.
Judging by the extant manuscripts, a second period, during
which Bahriye was frequently copied, starts toward the middle
of the seventeenth century and seems to coincide with the
Ottoman siege of Crete between 1640-70. This new conflict that
lasted thirty years must have turned the Ottomans' attention
toward the Mediterranean anew. From this period we have copies
of both versions of Bahriye, and the map of Istanbul, by then
evolved into an elaborate topographical map, also appears in
the long-version manuscripts.
By the end of the seventeenth century, with the Ottoman
power in decline, the elaborate picture of the Mediterranean
that Bahriye offered in text and maps must have acquired a
compensatory function, just as the island books did in the
Venetian context.111 The Istanbul map, appearing as an
109 A similar symbolic meaning, but in a retrospective direction, has been
suggested for the Venetian isolarii and atlases printed in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. See F. Lestringant and C. Br6techer, "Les
iles," in Cartes et figures de la terre (Paris: Centre Georges Pompidou,
1980), 471-2. The authors suggest that the Venetian isolarii and atlases
presented a nostalgic inventory of possessions lost to Turks and thus
assumed an emminently compensatory value.
110 In that period the Ottoman navy undertook some major campaigns such as
the siege of Malta (1565), yet unsuccessful, and the conquest of Cyprus
(1570).Djerba (1560), Chios (1566), recaptured Tunis (1574) and regularly
carried out raids. Remarks concerning incidents during these campaigns
can be found in the form of margin notes in the short-version
manuscripts. For a concise overview of Ottoman naval involvement in the
Mediterranean from the 1450s to the end of the sixteenth century, see Ann
Williams, "Mediterranean Conflict" in SUleyman the Magnificent and His
Age: The Ottoman Empire in the Early Modern World, 39-54.
111 See above, n. 106.
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impressive topographical view of the Ottoman capital in these
late manuscripts, must have significantly reinforced that
function of Bahriye.
1.6. Copyists and Clients of Bahriye Manuscripts
There exists no in-depth study that deals with the copying
history of Bahriye or the links between its manuscript copies.
The tendency has been to consider the manuscripts descending
from the short version and from the long version as two
distinct groups with regard to production quality and function.
Svat Soucek has characterized the short version manuscripts as
modest copies prepared for seamen which fulfilled a practical
function, and the long version manuscripts as art books
prepared as presentation copies reproduced principally for
their illustrative content. Soucek argued that the exquisite
maps contained in these long-version manuscripts must have been
the work of "imperial or private artisans of the Ottoman book
arts. "112 Yet more importantly, Soucek considers the
modification and elaboration of Bahriye maps as an esthetically
motivated phenomenon that took place in the copying process of
the long version. He supposes that it was the miniature
painters who prepared the map replacements or additional
ones. 113 The study of the Istanbul maps, based on in-depth
examination of several manuscripts and their map illustrations,
reveals a different picture.
First, the copies of the short version, much more numerous
than those of the long version, cannot be characterized in a
general way. Notwithstanding the existence of several short-
version manuscripts casually copied and clearly taken to sea,
there are also several others that are neatly copied and
112 Soucek, "Instructions nautiques": 243-4, 250-3 and more recently idem,
"Piri Re'is", EI2 , 319-20 and "Islamic Charting", 275-6
113 Idem, "Instructions nautiques": 252-3. Although Soucek admits the
cartographic similarity of this new material with contemporary European
nautical charts, he maintains that it was the miniature painters who made
the enlargements from these sources, ibid, 254.
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illustrated, and even some that are very handsome. Among the
long-version manuscripts, there is at least one that belonged
to a seaman and another one that clearly defies the statement
that all manuscripts in this group are lavish books. Secondly,
the chronological sequence involving both groups of manuscripts
(based on the dated copies and the genealogical links between
them and the undated copies) indicates that the copying of the
short version began earlier and stretched over a longer period
than that of the long version. Considered from this new angle,
the two groups can be evaluated differently with regard to
their functions, clients and copyists.
The existence of several dated copies of the short version
allows us to trace the beginnings of its copying back to the
1550s and follow its continuation into the eighteenth century.
Since none of the nine known copies of the long version is
dated, its case remains less clear. Yet the cartographic
development of the Istanbul maps and the genealogical links
suggested by them permit us to situate seven of these long-
version manuscripts in the seventeenth century and the early-
eighteenth century. Hence, there appears a long time gap
between these copies and the two long-version manuscripts from
the sixteenth century, MS Topkapi H. 642, presumed to have been
presented to Suleyman I, and its twin MS Ayasofya 2612.
The earliest known copy of the short version, apparently
transcribed by more than one hand, was completed in March 1554
by Mehmed Reis, a captain who was then serving as the helmsman
on the vessel of the kapudanpasa (admiral of the fleet).1 14
Other short-version manuscripts from the second half of the
sixteenth century, which only bear a completion date, 115 and
114 He signed "Mehmed Re'is dUmenci-i kapudanpaga". For the colophon of
this manuscript (MS Dresden-389, fol. 169v), see Appendix 1. The colophon
is mentioned and translated in Soucek, Turkish Mapmaking, 92. For Kahle's
observations on this manuscript, see "Einleitung," XXII-IV.
115 MS Bologna 3612 (1570), MS HUsrev Paga 272 (1570), MS Topkapi 337
(1574), MS Oxford 543 (1587).
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some others without a colophon but datable to this period,116
were possibly transcribed by seamen, too, or by amateur
copyists and then used on board. Their texts are transcribed
with care but do not betray a professional hand, and the same
can be said about their maps. Their tracing is careful yet the
quality of drawing is mediocre and the coloring sparse.
occasionally there are blank or missing pages. Corrections or
place-names noted on the maps or marginal notes on text pages,
as well as water stains and patches all indicate that these
manuscripts were used as navigation manuals. Short-version
copies with similar characteristics also occur in the
seventeenth century 117 A late-seventeenth century manuscript,
incomplete and in which all the maps appear together before the
text, might have been copied by an administrator at the
shipyards.1 18
Yet judging by the neat and uniform handwriting as well as
the skillfully traced, colored, and occasionally gilded maps of
some other manuscripts, the short version seems to have been
copied in the seventeenth century also in a more formal way.
From the early seventeenth century we have a manuscript with
fine, gilded maps that was prepared by a captain.119 Two
116 MS K6priiU-172, MS Deniz-990, MS Millet-1, MS University-123, MS
Vienna-192.
117 E.g., MS Or. Foliant 4133, Staatsbibliothek, TUbingen, composed of two
fragments by different hands might have been also copied and used by
seamen, see B. Flemming, Turkische Handschriften, 13/1, (Wiesbaden,
1968), no. 300. Flemming mentions a marginal note on fol. 132v which
indicates August 1624 as the date of the construction of a seaside
fortress in the presence of the volume's owner. An ownership note on fol.
lv identifies the owner of the volume in the year AH[10]54/ AD 1644-5 as
TUfenkgi Yusuf Ajaz&de Mehmed. For Kahle's observations on this
manuscript, see "Einleitung, " XXIX-XXX.
118 MS Hamidiye 945. The following identification and date appear not in a
colophon but on fol. 2v, inside the title frame of the table of contents:
"Mustafa, kethuda-i tersane, eggehir Mahmud Efendiz&de el-Galatevi, sene
1070 [AD 1659-60]". It is also possible that Mustaf a was only the owner.
119 MS Ayasofya 3161. The colophon appears unusually in a medallion placed
above a world map, on the last page of the volume, fol. 202v : "'amel'iil-
fakir Haci Mehmed Re'is, fi 17 [1017 AH/ AD 1608-9], kayd 'Ali". I
understand the latter part as a reference to the person who made the
manuscript's binding.
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manuscripts, whose copyists only signed their names, 120 as well
as three others which are all handsome volumes might have been
the work of professional copyists.1 21
The ownership notes or seal stamps that can be
occasionally encountered in short-version manuscripts suggest
that some volumes, unsurprisingly quite worn-out manuscripts,
changed hands several times and may have belonged to owners
other than seamen. 122 In one case, the owner of a handsome
manuscript identified himself as a [royal?] tutor, 123 and we
can identify two other owners as a madrasa teacher and as a
high-level administrator.124 Although not common, such evidence
120 MS Nuruosmaniye 2997 (1629), fol. 203v: "el-fakir Mustafa bin Mehemmed
el-CUndi", MS Nuruosmaniye 2990 (1645), fol. 159v: "el-fakir Ahmed bin
Mustafa, s&kin-i Begiktag". Both volumes are transcribed in elegant
handwriting and have carefully copied and colored maps. MS London 4131,
an undated manuscript, might have been copied by the copyist of MS
Nuruosmaniye 2997 since the handwriting, as well as the coloring and
decoration of maps in these two manuscripts are very similar.
121 MS Agir Efendi 227 (1644-5), Suleymaniye Library, Istanbul, MS Kuwait
(1688-9) and a manuscript (1718) which was previously in the library of
Sir Thomas Phillips and is now in a private collection (For this
manuscript I have not seen, I rely on the catalogue description and
Soucek and Goodrich, "List of MSS"). Ms Agir Efendi 227 is particular in
having only a few full-page maps while all the rest are drawn on the
large margins of text pages. For MS Kuwait, see E. Atil, Islamic Art and
Patronage: Treasures from Kuwait (New York: Rizzoli, 1990), no. 78. For
the other, see Bibliotheca Phillipica: Manuscripts (catalogue 153). (New
York: H. P. Kraus, 1979), no. 106. On observations concerning the
exquisite production quality of the latter manuscript, see Soucek and
Goodrich, "List of MSS," 291, n. 18.
122 These notes usually appear on the first blank page of the volume. I
deduce that they were not seamen from the absence of a professional
epithet such as "kapudan" or "reis", which seamen customarily used beside
their names. For example subsequent owners of MS University 123, at'
unknown dates, were Husrev ibn Mahmud, a certain Esad and Mehmed. MS
London 4131 was owned by a certain ibn Yusuf in AH 1098/ AD 1686-7 and by
ibrahim Nagid in AH 1206/ AD 1791-2, see Soucek and Goodrich, "List of
MSS," 290. For MS Tubingen's owner, see above n. 115.
123 MS Nuruosmaniye 2990 (1645), bears an ownership note that is neatly
added next to the colophon, something which might indicate that the owner
had the volume copied for himself: "Sahibi Mehmedpagall oda lalasi Ahmed
A~a".
124 The owner of MS Vienna in the eighteenth century was Zeynelabidin
Evliyaz&de (died 1780) who had served as muderris and then as molla. See
Kahle, "Einleitung," XXVIII. MS KdprUlu 172 was owned, also in the
eighteenth century, by Elhaj H&fiz Ahmed Pasha (died 1769), son of
KbprulU Fazil Mustaf a Pasha, who served, among others. as governor of
Negroponte (island of E~riboz/Euboea) and of Candia (Crete).
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suggests that starting in the seventeenth century the short-
version Bahriye reached an audience outside the circle of
seamen, and in the eighteenth century, copies were also owned
by the members of the ruling elite.125 In that century, it was
acquired also by some Europeans interested in Oriental
literature and books, something which attests to the high
standing that the short-version Bahriye then enjoyed.1 26
The long-version Bahriye must have been copied much less
often than the short version, judging by the smaller number of
extant manuscripts. Except for the two sixteenth-century
manuscripts preserved in the palace, all other known
manuscripts of the long version, none dated or signed, were
apparently copied from the mid-seventeenth century onward. The
earliest manuscript in this later group bears a note indicating
that it was owned in 1651 by Captain Hadji Abdi and might have
been prepared for him. 127 Whether the two sixteenth-century
manuscripts in the palace were the only earlier copies of the
long version, and whether they remained inaccessible for
copying cannot be resolved. But if this seventeenth century
copy owned by a captain was indeed prepared for him, it might
have been copied from a long-version manuscript that had been
preserved in the circle of seamen.128 Two other long-version
125 The ownership note of Zeynelabidin Evliyiz&de in MS Vienna-192
emphasizes that "the volume is the most beautiful of his books", quoted
and translated in Kahle, "Einleitung," XXVIII.
126 Count Ferdinando Marsigli (1658-1730) bought MS Bologna 3613 and two
other Bahriye manuscripts possibly during his stay in Istanbul. MS Paris
220 belonged to Eusebe Renaudot (1646-1720), MS Vienna to Josef Hammer
von Purgstall (1774-1856).
127 MS Paris 956. An approximate date for the making of the volume is
suggested by a paper watermark from around 1648, see below n. 254. The
ownership note has not been noticed until now for it appears on the last
page (on the back of Istanbul map), which is bound upside down. It reads
:"Sahibi ve maliki Hac 'Abdi Kapudan, fi 22 gehr-i Safer'iUl-muzaffer
sene ih&d ve sittin ve el[f] [AH 1061/AD 14 February 1651].
128 The volume in question, MS Paris 956, bears a title written on
fol. 1r, "Portulan-i kebir-i 'Ali KapudAn" that designates it as the
great portolan of Ali Kapudan; a similar designation on fol. 1r of MS
Baltimore-656, which belongs to the same group of long-version
manuscripts, identifies Ali as "Seyyid Ali Kapudin", a navy captain who
served at the shipyards in Istanbul and who replaced Pir as the captain
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manuscripts seem to have been subsequently copied from Captain
Hadji Abdi's manuscript in the second half of the seventeenth
century. One is a very close copy with maps very similarly
colored and must have followed soon after. No record of the
immediate owner can be found in the volume but in the
eighteenth century it was owned by a high-level
administrator. 129 The other one has maps drawn and colored in a
crude style although its text is copied neatly.130 It was part
of a library in the palace and might previously belonged to a
courtier. The five other manuscripts were copied either in the
late-seventeenth or eighteenth century.1 3 1 This group comprises
the most lavish copies of Bahriye, two of which might have been
royal commissions from around the 1740s. 132
of the Red Sea fleet in 1553; he was also renowned as a poet and the
author of two geographical works. This brings to mind the possibility
that the manuscript from which these copies were made was perhaps Pir's
autograph of the long version that had passed after his death into the
nanas or seyai All or a copy or it maae rrom it Dy tne latter. Tnat ms
Paris-956 and all the later long-version manuscripts are genealogically
interrelated might also be interpreted in favor of the idea that their
model surfaced perhaps only toward the middle of the seventeenth century.129 MS KbprUlU 171. The owner of it was Elhadj Hafiz Ahmed Pasha who also
owned a short-version manuscript, see n. 123 above, and who eventually
donated both volumes to the K6prUlU Library founded by his family. The
volume bears several seal stamps to his name.
130 MS Topkapi-1633 was formerly in the Revan Library in the palace.
According to Alpagut and Kurtoglu, Bahriye/1935, XL, it bears the seal
stamp of Ahmed III. (Ahmed III is known to have had all the books in the
palace catalogued when he founded a new library there in 1719).
131 iUK, MS, T. 6605, MS Baltimore-658 and Deniz MUzesi (Naval Museum),
Istanbul, MS, 988 are very similar in their maps and the high quality of
their production. The two other long-version manuscripts in Deniz MUzesi,
MS 987 and MS 989 might be somewhat earlier copies.
132MS T. 6605 was transferred from Yildiz Palace to the library of the
Istanbul University (iUK) when the latter was founded in 1924-5. MS
Baltimore-658 was apparently a volume belonging to the Nuruosmaniye
Library, Istanbul, founded by Mahmud I in 1749 and opened in 1755 after
his death by Osman III. Mahmud I is known to have commissioned manuscript
copies of several books to include in this new public library attached to
the mosque complex he was building. Many books that were ready before his
death in 1754 bear his seal stamp and waqf statement yet these records
were subsequently concealed when Osman III appropriated and completed his
brother's foundation, see Ali UngUl, "Nuruosmaniye KUtUphanesi," TUrklUk
Aragtirmalari Dergisi no. 6 (1990): 147. MS Baltimore 658, too, has these
concealed records on fol. 4r over which was pasted another sheet. The
seal stamp and the waqf statement of Osman III put on this pasted sheet,
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The overlap between the two groups of Bahriye manuscripts
in terms of copyists, clients and second hand owners need to be
researched more in detail. Yet this preliminary overview
suggests that the copying and owning of short-version Bahriye
manuscripts, although having started in the circle of seamen,
soon involved a larger group of individuals, and that the
manuscripts themselves reached a rather varied audience. More
importantly, the manuscripts of the short version that have
been so far considered the seaman's version seem to have paved
the way for an appreciation of Piri's work beyond its practical
purpose.
That the short version sufficiently accommodated a global
representation of the Mediterranean in text and image, in spite
of being less elaborate than the long version, is suggested by
the appearance and subsequent cartographic development of the
Istanbul map in its manuscript copies. The elaboration of the
Istanbul map - but also the modifications linked with other map
images of the short-version Bahriye, especially the
illustration of Venice - all confirm that copying the short
version involved improving its illustrative content. The
elaboration of the Venice map, even though of a different
nature, deserves note. In some copies of the short version from
the late sixteenth century, the original illustration of Venice
(fig. 86b) is replaced by a new Venice map that is unmistakably
adapted from the Venice map in Benedetto Bordone' s island book
(Venice, 1528) (fig. 89).133 Another one, seemingly composed
however, are wiped off as is the original library number "3004" of the
manuscript which can be deciphered because of its very large size. The
card catologue of the Nuruosmaniye Library still has a card for a Kitab-i
Bahriye numbered 3004 that indicates it is missing. If MS Baltimore 658
was commisioned by Mahmud I, then it would date from 1740s. MS T 6605
might have been either its model or companion prepared at the same time,
perhaps for the sultan himself.
133 MS University-123, fol. 287r. In its Bahriye adaptation, Bordone's
Venice map is made to fit the vertical format, which enhanced the
roundish shape of the lagoon even more, and Venice itself is slightly
rotated. Despite the simplification of topographcal details, the
highlights in Bordone's composition such as the layout of the canals, the
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with elements from charts and printed views, appears around the
mid-seventeenth century as a supplementary illustration (figs.
86d and 86e). 134 Interestingly, none of these illustrations
seem to be based on the Venice map in the long version
(fig. 86a) and may, therefore, indicate that the latter was
indeed not being circulated.
The modifications brought to the map content of short-
version Bahriye were part of the copying process, and the
varying quality and style of the map drawings indicate that
individuals with different backgrounds prepared the maps. To
distinguish between amateurs who produced the coarsely drawn
and colored maps and professionals who did the fine work
oversimplifies the picture. Neither amateurs nor the skilled
copyists can be narrowed down to a single professional
background.
The first corrections of coastal outlines visible on maps,
especially in early Bahriye copies, were made by seamen
probably while they used their own copies as navigation manuals
and noticed some shortcomings in the maps. But besides these
casual corrections, some seamen might have also contributed to
more substantial modifications such as replacing some maps or
adding new ones. Mehmed Reis, who prepared the fine Bahriye
copy mentioned earlier, was at least a skilled copyist. 135 His
shipyards, and two peculiarly emphasized jetties remained recognizable.
This Venice map also occurs in MS Millet 1 (late-16th), MS Nuruosmaniye
2990 (1640) and MS Kuwait-75 (1688-9).
134 It features in a double-folio format in MS Millet 1 and MS HUsrev Paga
272 (1570) (figs.66 c,d). In both manuscripts the folded sheet was glued
in between two pages. The paper of the latter is watermarked and datable
to mid-seventeenth century. Later variants of this Venice map occur in MS
London-718 and MS Berlin-57, both datable to late seventeenth or early
eighteenth century. The composition is characterized by the shape of the
lagoon looping around Venice, which might have been derived from the
similar shape of the lagoon in nautical charts (figs. 56b-f) or from a
printed map of Venice. The other characteristic feature, i.e. the
prominent perspective view of the Piazetta, possibly comes from printed
maps of Venice (or an inset featuring in them), such as Salvioni's (fig.
68), that were published in slightly different versions in Venice in the
late sixteenth century. For Salvioni and other examples, see J. Schulz,
The Printed Plans and Panoramic Views of Venice (Venice, 1970).
135 See above, n. 119.
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case must not have been an exception since we also know of
other seamen who were skilled in drawing nautical charts. 136
If we examine the carefully produced maps in short-version
copies, we notice maps whose copyists must have been trained in
tracing and coloring nautical charts, 137 other maps that were
copied carefully following the drawing style of nautical
charts, 138 and yet others incorporating minute and elaborate
decoration as found in miniature painting. 139
Nevertheless, the formative influence of nautical charts
makes itself felt, even in the lavishly colored and gilded maps
of the long-version manuscripts produced in the late-
seventeenth or eighteenth century. The topographic
representations, too, in general display the depiction style
and the architectural forms typical of nautical chart vignettes
or details of island book maps.
All this, besides the cartographic character of the
modifications and the sources used, indicates that the copying
of Bahriye manuscripts was taking place in a milieu including
the seamen but not restricted to them and where new
cartographic and topographical sources were easily available
and used. 140 It is tempting to think that this milieu was
centered on the chartmaker's workshops in Istanbul of which
Evliya gelebi has left a vivid account from about the middle of
136 See below n. 55 for nautical charts drawn by Mehmed Reis ibn Menemenli
(1590-1) and Abdalrahman Reis (1660-1) and chap. 2, n. 23 for the atlas
by Ali Macar Reis (1567).
137 MS Bologna-3609, MS Nuruosmaniye-2997 and TSMK, MS, B. 338,.
138 The fragment of six unnumbered maps bound at the beginning of MS
University 123 might have served as a model to maps of the following
Bahriye manuscript since the latter closely imitate the drawing style and
coloring of these unnumbered maps three of which bear European place-
names together with Turkish translations or explanations. For one of
these maps, see fig. 91.
139 MS Nuruosmaniye-2990 and MS London-4131.
140 E. g., the person who prepared the maps of MS Ayasofya 3161 (1608-9),
possibly Mehmed Reis who signed it, see above n. 119, knew Bartolommeo
dalli sonetti's Isolario, and adopted the peculiar tree motive found in
its maps. It cannot be a coincidence that the manuscript has a title
noted inside its front cover designating it "Kitab-i tafsil-i ahval-i
cez&'ir", i.e. an "island book".
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the seventeenth century.141 His remark that these chartmakers
possessed several languages and particularly Latin and Greek,
reveals that they were mainly European artisans settled in the
Ottoman capital to practise their art and may also have
included converts. But it seems that around that time, there
were also chartmakers who worked independently. A cartographer
working at his home, a certain Mehmed gelebi, was, for example,
visited in 1673 several times by Antoine Galland, the secretary
of the French ambassador in Istanbul. 142 As Renda suggested,
chartmakers' workshops most probably existed in Istanbul
already in the sixteenth century and were also connected with
the circle of miniature painters, initiating the new depiction
modes used in topographic compositions. 143 Evliya's account
suggests that the chartmaker' s workshops might have been
dealing in topographic plans or views as well. He noted that
the chartmakers "decorated their shops [staged on carts for the
occasion of a parade] with sheets of charts [along] with world
maps and numerous fortress and city images (nice kila' ve
gehirler suretleriyle) ".144 The availability of such prints in
141 Seyahatname, 236. Describing all the guilds in Istanbul on the
occasion of a major procession in front of the sultan in 1639, Evliya
gives a detailed account of the "esnaf-i hartaciyan" (the chartmakers'
guild) whose members prepared nautical charts for seamen who depended on
them for safe navigation." According to Evliya, the number of the
workshops was eight, and altogether fifteen chartmakers worked in them.
He also informs us about two other workshops, those of the makers of
mariner's compasses and the makers of hour-glasses, two other basic tools
used by seamen. During the parade, these three guilds passed amidst the
larger group comprising all the guilds related to the repairing and
maintenance of ships.
142 see A. Galland, Journal d'Antoine Galland pendant son sdjour A
Constantinople, 1672-1673,ed. by C. Schefer (Paris: 1881), 1:168, 253,
2:58. The Italian Count F. Marsigli, who was in Istanbul around the same
time as Galland, had a map of the Ottoman empire prepared by an "Ottoman
cartographer," which he then included into his Stato militare
dell'imperio ottomano. Etat militaire de l'empire ottoman (Amsterdam/ The
Hague, 1732), mentioned in Heidrun Wurm, Der osmanische Historiker Huseyn
bin Ca'fer, genannt Hez&rfenn (Freiburg im Breisgau: Klaus Schwarz
Verlag, 1971), 147.
143 "Representations of Towns," 292.
144 Seyahatname, 236. These were possibly European broad sheet prints.
This important detail given at the very end of Evliya's account of the
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chartmakers' workshops would not only explain the source of
visual material used for modifying topographic details in
Bahriye maps but also that of topographic compositions prepared
in the sixteenth century by miniature artists closely related
to the palace or working in the painting workshops. 145
However, despite a relatively long period of contact
-rather than interaction, I think- between miniature artists
and chartmakers, the maps that we encounter in seventeenth-
century Bahriye manuscripts, especially those of topographic
character, do not evidence a real synthesis but a coexistence
of different drawing styles and skills. These maps often
display a mixture of traditional and European pictorial and
cartographic conventions, something that also makes it
difficult to narrow down their production solely to
chartmaker's workshops or to traditional painting workshops. I
think, that although the formative influence came from the
cartographic and nautical practices and was channelled through
the chartmakers' workshops, the production of Bahrive copies
took place in heterogeneous settings where local and foreign,
professional and amateur skills easily mixed. 146 An
unconventional book in the Ottoman context, and becoming
increasingly popular from the sixteenth to the seventeenth
century, Bahriye seems to have encouraged such a wide
chartmakers' guild was omitted from all modern editions of Seyahatname
published before G6kyay's edition and, hence, escaped the attention of
those who quoted Evliya concerning chartmakers.
145 In two works from the 1540s, Tarih-i Feth-i Siklog... and T&rih-i Sultan
Bayezid atributed to Nash, which I have briefly discussed in chap. 1,
printed views of Mediterranean ports seem to have been rather
straightforwardly adapted as miniature illustrations, see figs. 15-18. In
later miniatures produced by Osman and his team, the adaptation of such
material is more complex yet at least in one example, in §ehname-i Selim
Han (1580-1), a European print seems to have largely determined the
miniature's composition (cf. 39a and 39b).
146 Soucek, too, seems to have first considered a particular milieu
related to cartographic practices for the production of Bahriye maps but
then abandoned it to argue that professionally copied maps were of purely
aesthetic value and the work of traditional miniature artists who had the
necessary skills. For his earlier view, see "The 'Ali Macar Reis Atlas'
and the Deniz Kitabi," 26-7.
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participation. It is this collective background that
characterizes the making and evolution of the Istanbul maps in
Bahriye copies.
2. The Istanbul Map
2.1. The Emergence of the Istanbul Map in
Manuscript Copies of Bahriye
The Istanbul map in Bahriye manuscripts appears as an
illustration to the final chapter of the short version that
deals with the "Red Islands" (Kizil Adalar) situated south east
of the city. 14 7 As I have noted at the very beginning, the
extant manuscripts of the short version do not end with a
chapter on the Dardanelles despite its being announced in the
introduction. Rather, four chapters extend the sailing manual's
coverage into the Marmara Sea.148 These four chapters discuss
the Bay of Bandirma, the Marmara Island, the imrali Island, and
the Red Islands.
The map illustrations of the first three chapters
pertaining to the Marmara Sea do not vary from one manuscript
to another. The illustration of the Red Islands, however, does.
In the short-version manuscripts produced roughly until the end
of the sixteenth century the final chapter bearing the title
"Eggal-i Kizil Adalar" (The Shapes of the Red Islands) is
accompanied either by a map showing the entire Marmara Sea, or
the Red Islands and Istanbul together, and even by a map
showing Istanbul alone.
Istanbul is hardly mentioned in this final chapter of the
short version for the sailing instructions only concern the Red
Islands and explain how to approach them, and where and how to
147 This little archipelago, referred to as the Princes' Islands in
foreign sources but simply as "Adalar" (the Islands) in Istanbul,
consists of nine islands five of which are tiny. Their name in Bahrive
derives from the characteristic color of their soil rich in iron oxide.
Their distances to Istanbul vary between 23 km and 35 km.148 See above p. 130.
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anchor. It ends by indicating, with respect to the Burgazli
[sic] Island, the compass bearings of a number of locations,
among which is also the entrance to the Bosphorus.1 4 9 The
chapter might well have been written by Pir himself for its
style and the personal tone of the sailing instructions match
the rest of Bahriye's text. Yet the varying illustrations
indicate that Pir most probably did not prepare the map to
accompany that chapter.
A map illustrating the chapter on the Red Islands would
ideally have shown, in a large scale, the islands themselves
with a wind rose centered on or near the Burgazli Island. But
we do not encounter such an illustration.150 It is possible
that at the beginning the drawing of such an illustration was
delayed, since the Red Islands that appear very tiny even on
relatively large-scale charts could not have been enlarged from
existing sources but needed to be mapped. Meanwhile to
illustrate the chapter with a general map of the Marmara Sea
must have been considered an acceptable solution (fig. 92a-c).
The charting of the Red Islands seems to have taken some
time, and possibly different individuals tried their hands and
skills, since in the other type of illustration that
accompanies this chapter and where the Red islands and Istanbul
appear together, the Islands' outlines and group configurations
vary (figs. 55, 56 and 57). But the presence of Istanbul in
this type of illustration indicates that the focus had already
shifted away from the Red Islands for the illustration clearly
favours Istanbul with its format and composition at the expense
of a proper representation of the islands and the chapter's
contents. In other words, as I shall explain later, the
illustration showing the islands and Istanbul together is
149 For the facsimile of this chapter from MS Dresden-389, and my
transliteration and English translation of it, see Appendix 1.
150 1 have come across only one map showing these islands alone, not
serving as an illustration to this chapter but appended, together with
ten other maps, at the end of a manuscript dated AH 978/ AD1570-1),
SUleymaniye KUtuphanesi, Istanbul, MS, Husrev Paga 272, fol. 3v.
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already a compromise that seeks to reconcile what the chapter
demands as illustration with a desire to represent Istanbul. In
fact, to include Istanbul in Bahriye must have been the real
preoccupation, and the Red Islands chapter seems to have
offered a pretext for doing so because around the same time we
also find the chapter paradoxically accompanied by a map that
does not show the islands but Istanbul only, as is the case in
MS Dresden-389 and MS K6prulu-172 (figs. 53 and 54).
It is difficult to distinguish a chronological sequence
among these different types of illustration in the short-
version manuscripts produced between the 1550s and 1570s. None
of them quite serves the purpose of the chapter explaining the
Red Islands, but they were nevertheless used to illustrate it.
Remarkably however, they all derived in one way or another from
nautical charts and attest to a genuine search process within
that cartographic tradition. More importantly, their
examination reveals how one of them, the illustration showing
the islands and Istanbul together, eventually retained as the
illustration of the Red Islands chapter, might have been
conceived.
2.1.1. The Map of the Marmara Sea
The maps showing the entire Marmara Sea must have been
traced directly from some nautical charts of larger scale such
as the Aegean Sea chart drawn by Menemenli Mehmed Reis
(fig. 74) for their design and scale matches the respective
area in these charts. The way it is drawn on the Bahrive-page,
the map of the Marmara Sea is sometimes oriented east and
sometimes west (figs. 92a-f). In the first case, the map
orientation suggests that, upon being entered from the
Dardanelles, the Marmara Sea lies ahead and the sailing
direction is toward the Red Islands and Istanbul. In the latter
case, the Dardanelles appear at the top of the page and, hence,
ahead of the viewer. Thus the map orientation implies a general
sailing direction toward the Aegean and the Mediterranean Sea
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that lie beyond the Dardanelles, and, within the Marmara Sea
itself, a sailing direction from the Red Islands in the lower
right area of the map toward Istanbul situated further up. In
both cases, the Marmara map somehow relates to the Red Islands
chapter. While the east-oriented map remains more general, the
west-oriented map implicitly emphasizes only one of the sailing
directions mentioned in that chapter, that is the sailing
direction toward Istanbul, by aligning it with the viewer's
direction of looking at the map.
2.1.2. Dresden-389 and KoprUlU-172: Two Early maps
Representing Istanbul without the Red Islands
The Red Islands do not appear at all in Dresden-389
(fig. 53) and in K6prUlu-172 (fig. 54). These two maps have
very different cartographic designs although both suggest more
or less the same direction of approach toward Istanbul from the
southeast, that is from the Red Islands and, hence, in a way
imply the islands that are left out. The suggested direction of
approach to Istanbul also relates Dresden-389 and KoprulU-172
to the west-oriented Marmara Sea map of which they appear to be
enlargements of the area corresponding to the confluence of the
Bosphorus and the Golden Horn.
K6prulu-172 (fig. 54) presents quite a straight-forward
and rather accurate cartographic representation of the chosen
area. The directions of approach to the city and of viewing it
can be easily deduced from its map orientation and
topographical details. Compared to K~prUlu-172, Dresden-389
appears to be a simplistic map, however its examination reveals
a somewhat intricate representation of Istanbul with regard to
approaching and viewing.
Dresden-389 (fig. 53) is contained in a manuscript
completed in AH 961/AD 1554, the oldest dated copy of the short
version that we know.151 The drawing of the Istanbul map may
151 1 have not examined this manuscript myself. A detailed description of
MS Dresden-389 is given in Kahle, "Einleitung, " XXIII-IV, however without
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have postdated the completion of copying the text, but its
topographic content suggests a date not later than the
1560s.152 The examination of that content also allows us to
discern the viewing directions that are involved in its design.
When discussing the viewing directions implied by this map
two things need to be distinguished: the general orientation of
the map, i.e. the direction coinciding with the top of the
page, and the viewing direction for Istanbul depicted as a
topographic view in it.
The general orientation of the Dresden-389 map is
northeast as indicated by the direction of the northeast wind
Poryaz (Boreas) noted on the compass rose and which coincides
with the top of the page.153 Looking at Dresden-389 as it is
placed in the manuscript we look up the Bosphorus. However,
Istanbul's buildings face the right edge of the map, i.e.
southeast, and demand a change of our viewing direction. The
city appears to be looked at and depicted from the Asian side,
across the Bosphorus. But a closer examination of the depicted
buildings reveals that the city is in fact viewed from a more
southern direction, i.e. from the Marmara Sea. The logic that
underlies the design of Dresden-389 is not unrelated to the
any commentary on maps. On the manuscript itself, also see H. Fleischer,
Catalogus Codicum Manuscriptorum orientalium Bibliothecae Regiae
Dresdensis (Leipzig, 1831), 64, no. 389. According to Soucek, "Islamic
Charting," 291, n.3, as well as to Mr.Perk Loesch, librarian at the
Sdchsische Landesbibliothek Dresden, who kindly examined the manuscript
at my request and communicated his observations in a letter dated August
9, 1994, the text must have been copied by more than one individual
judging by the changing handwriting. But Loesch is hesitant to make a
similar observation on the map drawings although they, too, seem to
display some differences.
152 The Istanbul map is drawn on fol.170r of MS Dresden-389, i.e., it
immediately follows the end of the chapter concerning the Red Islands and
the colophon which fully occupy fol.169v, see Appendix 1. Loesch reports
that "a fragmentary(?) map drawing is to be found" on fol.170v, i.e. on
the back of the Istanbul map. It is not impossible that the Istanbul map
was drawn at a date somewhat later than 1554, especially if it is clearly
distinct in its drawing style from the rest of the maps. For a detail
suggesting a date around 1560, see n. 163.
153 For the other winds indicated by name in Dresden-389, see Appendix 3.
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sailing instructions given in the chapter on the Red
Islands. 154
The layout of Dresden-389 is quite simple and is based on
a schematized depiction of the junction of the Bosphorus, the
Golden Horn, and the Marmara Sea. The Bosphorus that runs
vertically appears, however, to be the element that determined
this map's layout. The characteristic triangular form of the
Istanbul Peninsula has become unrecognizable, and the city
itself appears in an indistinct form while Galata, though
incomplete, has a more characteristic urban form. Both
settlements face a simple, undulating coastline that represents
the Asian shore.
Since the depicted view of Istanbul fully faces the Asian
shore the viewer of the map imagines, as noted, to be looking
at the city from there. In that position, the viewer would see
the Topkapi Palace at the tip of the peninsula and look up the
Golden Horn, as the map also seems to suggest. Yet the
depiction of Istanbul in Dresden-389 clearly comprises a much
wider area than would be visible from the Asian coast facing
the palace and the Golden Horn. Beyond a front formed by the
fortification walls on the coast, Istanbul's depiction shows
the entire Marmara coast of the city stretching from the
Yedikule Fortress on the left to the Topkapi Palace precinct on
the right. As also suggest the mosques depicted in side
elevations, this is rather a view of Istanbul seen from the
southeast, when sailing toward the city from the Red Islands.
The view of Galata depicted in Dresden-389, however,
corresponds to a different viewpoint. This is suggested not
154 The chapter defines the entrance to the Bosphorus as Salacak, the
promontory on the Asian side and across from the Seraglio Point. The
bearing of this promontory from Burgazli Island, in reference to which
all the bearings are given in the chapter, is precisely NNW: "Yildiz[N]-
Karayil[NW] UzerinedUr" (toward NNW). Once, however, Salacak, or the
entrance of the Bosphorus is reached, the sailing direction is determined
by the NE course of the strait. It is , in fact, this latter direction,
which is suggested by the general orientation of the map under
discussion.
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only by its overall appearance but also by the relative
position of the Kurgunlu Mahzen (Kastellion of Galata) to the
left of the Galata Tower, a configuration in which both
landmarks appear when looked at from the east, i.e. only after
the boat passes the Seraglio Point and arrives at the
confluence of the Bosphorus and the Golden Horn. 155 The fact
that these views of Istanbul and Galata are presented as if
seen from the same viewpoint gives to Dresden-389 an ambiguous
character which may yet be explained in the following way: the
eastern viewpoint of Galata's depiction corresponds to an
angular position that is shifted about forty five degrees from
the southern viewpoint from where the Marmara side of Istanbul
can be perceived as depicted here. This shift of viewing
direction from south to east, as a real experience, happens
gradually when someone on a boat sailing from the islands
toward Istanbul and then toward the Bosphorus views the city.
The viewer of Dresden-389 holding the book, first looks at the
map, given its orientation, also from a southern viewpoint, but
turning the map on its side to look at the depiction of
Istanbul and Galata, adopts an eastern viewpoint, hence, shifts
position in the same way. The view of Istanbul seen in Dresden-
389 side by side with that of Galata is then, in a sense, a
155 Kurgunlu Mahzen, a massive, rectangular fortress believed to date from
the time of Tiberius II, is situated where the Galata coast projects
south and, hence, was an important landmark that we find depicted in
other Bahriye maps but also on variants of Buondelmonti's map, see e.g.
fig. 5c. What appears like a minaret must be an adjacent tower of
Galata's fortification wall transformed into a lookout, since the sources
give the date of the building's conversion to a mosque as 1756. Kurgunlu
Mahzen is depicted with that minaret-like tower also in other Bahriye
maps predating 1756, but also in the SehinsehnAme map of Istanbul (1582)
(fig. 34) and in several European topographical views of Galata. Kurgunlu
Mahzen had become a royal storage house (Mahzen-i Sultani) after the
Ottoman conquest and the waqf documents of Mehmed II that mention the
building note together with it and as part of the waqf a "burgos" which
might be this tower, see Fatih Vakfiyeleri II (Ankara, 1938), fol. 205.
On Kurgunlu Mahzen, see S. Eyice, "Yeralti Camii," istA, 7:502;
Bildlexikon, 320-1; R. Janin, Constantinople Byzantine, 460-1. The
question of the minaret-like tower, however, is not addressed in these
studies.
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south-southeastern view pulled along and represents what would
be seen from constantly shifting viewpoints aboard ship. Hence,
somewhat like a "kinematic" map, Dresden-389 captures the
typical experience of a seaman.
That the depiction of Istanbul was primarily conceived as
a sea-level view is also suggested by certain features. Even
though the depicted buildings appear to be seen from above,
they are all drawn as elevations and the map does not define
the geographic shape of the city. It shows the buildings behind
a very conspicuous front formed by the seawalls on the Marmara
Sea and omits the rest of the fortification walls. The curved,
irregular line that otherwise delimits the urban area is
certainly not the outline of Istanbul in plan but possibly the
skyline of the sea-level view.
The depiction of Istanbul as an assemblage of buildings
seen behind city walls is very similar in its concept to the
town vignettes in nautical charts, and also bears some
resemblance to a particular one representing Istanbul on an
anonymous sixteenth-century nautical chart (figs. 94 and 94a)
where buildings facing east are assembled behind a front formed
by the fortification walls.156
It is not unthinkable that the maker of Dresden-389 drew
his initial inspiration from a town vignette given the fact
that nautical charts were at the origin of many illustrations
in Bahriye and also remained the most accessible and familiar
visual sources in the milieu where this book was copied and
used. The reduction of Istanbul's geographic setting to a
layout dominated by the Bosphorus, moreover Istanbul's
depiction as a coastal view in relation to this important
strait, especially from an eastern viewpoint, might also have
been derived from sea charts.157
156 This chart, preserved in Museo Correr, Venice, (Port. 34) is held to
be a Majorcan production; see Portolani e Carte Nautiche, 113.
157 The vignette of Istanbul (fig. 94a), e.g., even though placed inland,
is conceived as a sea-level view of the city. Facing east. it relates to
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But some existing representations of European origin such
as Buondelmonti's map in Liber Insularum (f ig. 5),158 a view
printed in Hartman Schedel' s Liber Chronicarum (Nuremberg,
1493) (fig. 6),159 or the bird's-eye-view map of Vavassore
(fig. 7)160 might have also variably influenced the conception
the west bank of the Bosphorus that runs more or less south-north in the
map.
158 On Buondelmonti's map of Constantinople and its variants, see above
chap. 1, n. 38 and 40.
159 Also known as Weltchronik, after its German edition published in 1493.
The woodcut illustrations of the book were realized by Michael Wolgemut
und Wilhelm Pleydenwurff. The view meant to represent the Byzantine
capital is considered a characteristic city view in relation to many
imaginary views also featuring in Schedel's work, see V. von Loga, "Die
Stadtansichten in Hartman Schedels Weltchronik," Jahrbuch der Kdniglich-
Preussischen Kunstsammlungen 9 (1888) [part 2]: 184, 194, and presumed to
be based on in-situ observation even though it provides only limited
topographical information, see Bildlexikon, 31 (caption to fig. 5). More
recently, Semavi Eyice has rightly suggested that this view must have
been derived from an other image of the city predating the Ottoman
conquest, see "Hartman Schedel" in istA, 6:476. As the most likely model,
I consider Buondelmonti's map, of which a few variants must have been
known to the illustrators of the Liber Chronicarum, for Schedel is known
to have gathered considerable written and pictorial source material for
his book.
160 On the bird's-eye-view map published by Vavassore, see above chap. 1,
n. 39 and 41. Possibly based on an earlier map, it shows the city as it
was in the late-fifteenth century with the major constructions of Mehmed
II, the Old Palace, the Fatih Mosque and the Topkapi Palace. But the
terminus ante quem for its depicted content cannot be later than the
early-sixteenth century, in any case not later than 1506, the completion
date of the Bayezid Mosque, which is wanting. Cecil Striker, basing
himself on the depiction of the Column of Theodosius, proposed 1517 as a
terminus ante guem, the assumed date of the definitive destruction of
this column, see his "The 'Coliseo de Spiriti' in Constantinople," 8-9.
The Vavassore map was included into the enlarged and revised edition of
Sebastian Munster's Cosmographei published in 1550. Cosmographei was
subsequently printed many times and was widely available in Latin,
French, Italian, Czech and English translations throughout the sixteenth
century until the early-seventeenth century when its popularity declined,
see R. Oehme, "Introduction", in Sebastian Minster, Cosmographei (Basel
1550; reprint Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1968), V, XIV-XVII
and XXVI. Some late-sixteenth century single-sheet maps, printed in
Venice, also seem to have been based on Vavassore's woodcut, see
Caedicius [A. D. Mordtmann], Ancien Plan de Constantinople imprimd entre
1566 et 1574 avec notes explicatives, 2f. It is one of these views that
served as illustration, without being topographically updated, in Georg
Braun and Franz Hogenberg's Civitates Orbis Terrarum (Cologne, 1572). For
these and other derivatives, see Manners, "Image of a City": 92-3.
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of Dresden-389. 161 The common aspect of these three very
different European representations of Istanbul is that they
align the Bosphorus with an edge of their compositions and show
the Oskidar area on its eastern bank either minimally or not at
all, something which also characterizes Dresden-389 but will
gradually be modified in later Bahriye maps of Istanbul. With
its vertical format and north-oriented layout that emphasizes
the Bosphorus as a broad waterway running up the page, Dresden-
389 mostly resembles the Buondelmonti map. In presenting
Istanbul as seen from an eastern viewpoint, however, it has
more affinity with Vavassore's map and the view in Liber
Chronicarum. It also resembles the latter in depicting Istanbul
in an overall shape approaching an oval and in assigning a
conspicuous frontality to the seawalls. 162
161 In addition to topographic sheet prints, available in chartmakers'
workshops according to Evliya, European books seem to have also
circulated in Istanbul. Lubenau noted in 1587-8 that in Galata, all kinds
of European books were available for sale in "junkshops" (Kramladen) run
by the Greeks, in Reisen, 204; and the Maroccan envoy Abou'l-Hasan at-
Tamgrouti noted in 1589-90 that "books from all countries of the world
arrived in Istanbul," in En-Nafahat el-Miskiya, ed. and trans. (into
French) by H. de Castries (Paris: P. Geuthner, 1929), 68. A Liber
Chronicarum, 1493 edition, seemingly kept in the royal treasury before
and today preserved in the Topkapi Saray Library, is reported in Renda,
"Representations of Towns": 298, n. 29. For copies made from maps of
Buondelmonti's book in MS H.1608 of Topkapi Palace Library, see H.
Reindl, "Zu einigen Miniaturen und Karten aus Handschriften Matraqci
Nasuh's," 151f. A manuscript of Liber Insularum that has additional
Ottoman place-names noted on its Istanbul map (fig. 5d), purchased by the
French orientalist Charles Schefer around the turn of the twentieth
century and preserved today in Bibliotheque National, Paris, as MS n.a.
lat. 2383, suggest that it was at some point owned by an Ottoman.
Besides, it is possible that the two books and Vavassore's single-sheet
print were also used as reference works in chartmakers' workshops in
Istanbul.
162 Few topographical elements might have been also borrowed from the view
in Liber Chronicarum. Although the sea walls on the Marmara had eight
gates in both views only three gates are shown, and the commemorative
columns (three in Liber Chronicarum view and two in Dresden-389) are
situated similarly in relation to them. However, the column bearing an
equestarian statue which appears in Liber Chronicarum view on the right
is absent from Dresden-389. The column with an equestrian statue of
Justinian was located at the Augusteion near Hagia Sophia and seems to
have survived only into the first decades of the sixteenth century. For
the most recent assessment of textual and visual documents, see Julian
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Yet in its depiction of buildings, Dresden-389 is
independent from all three views. Not only does it show the
city with its Ottoman monuments but also represents them with
architecturally correct features. Especially noticeable is the
depiction of Hagia Sophia with its characteristic half-domes
that we find in none of the mentioned European views. Drawn in
a relatively large scale and as side-elevations, the major
mosques appear in recognizable shapes. They also line up quite
well. Hence, we can easily distinguish, slightly above center,
the SUleymaniye Mosque with its double- and triple-balconied
minarets and, diagonally below to its left, the Fatih Mosque
fronted by its southern madrasas. The other mosques may also be
identified in spatial relation to these two mosques: the Sultan
Selim to upper left of Fatih, and the gehzade and Bayezid
Mosques below the Sileymaniye. These mosques, even though not
all distinctly visible from the Marmara Sea, are shown in
relation to a southern viewpoint. However, the depiction of the
Hagia Sophia, also a side elevation with its minaret(s) to the
left, cannot but relate to an eastern viewpoint and, hence,
goes with the view of the Topkapi Palace and Galata seen from
the entrance of the Bosphorus. 163
Raby, "Mehmed the Conqueror and the Byzantine Rider of the Augusteion,"
Topkapi Sarayx MUzesi-Yillik 2 (1987): 141-52, esp. 146.
163 In that position, the depicted minaret would correspond to either the
brick minaret at the south corner, built in the late fifteenth century or
the stone minaret at the east corner added in the sixteenth century. On
the first minaret, see William Emerson and Robert L. van Nice, "Hagia
Sophia and the First Minaret Erected After the Conquest of
Constantinople," American Journal of Archeology 54 (1950): 28-40; on the
second minaret, see Semavi Eyice, "istanbul Minareleri, " TUrk San'ati
Tarihi Aragtirma ve incelemeleri 1 (1963) :37-8. Given the accuracy with
which the particular configurations of mosques are rendered, it is
difficult to think that the drawing of Hagia Sophia, too, is a southeast
elevation but the minaret is placed in a wrong place, or that it
represents one of the two constructed at the beginning of Murad III's
reign around 1574, because then the depiction would be incomplete as the
same view would require the south minaret to be shown as well. Accepting
that Hagia Sophia is depicted in Dresden-389 with one of its minarets on
the southeast side but its north west minarets lacking, would suggest
1574 as a terminus ante quem, while the completion of the Suleymaniye
Complex toward 1560 provides a terminus post quem.
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The depiction of Istanbul's major mosques is the most
attractive aspect of Dresden-389 while its geographic and
navigational function as a map is not so obvious at first sight
but has to be construed with the help of implied viewing
directions. As such, though, Dresden-389 well reflects the
efforts of its maker who, relying on nautical charts, personal
observations, and perhaps also on some existing
representations, had to face the challenge of representing
Istanbul in a map to be included in a navigation manual.
Notwithstanding the oversimplified representation of the
coastlines so essential to navigation, the maker of this map
succeeded in communicating correctly and clearly one thing
crucial to navigation near the city: the course of the
Bosphorus running northeast. Dresden-389 indicates this precise
direction with its compass rose in which the northeast wind
Foryaz points the same way as the depicted course of the
Bosphorus. As we shall see, this particular information
concerning the Bosphorus will be retained in the Istanbul map
and its variants that will feature in later manuscripts and
will constitute their sole navigationally useful aspect.
Compared with Dresden-389 but also with all the other
Istanbul maps, K6prUl-172 (fig. 54) is perhaps the only map in
the entire Bahriye-group that displays a particular attention
to the coastline quite similar to a modern map (fig. 93) and
whose origin in a nautical chart is evident. Composed of arc
segments and-exaggerating bays and capes, its coastlines
unmistakably reflect the conventions of nautical cartography.
Quite possibly, Kbprulu-172 was enlarged from a nautical
chart. In fact, having almost the same west orientation as some
Marmara Sea maps (figs. 92d-f), it looks like a close-up on the
Istanbul area. But more than that, this map bears a striking
resemblance to the respective detail of the Aegean Sea chart of
Menemenli Mehmed Reis (fig. 74a).
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Its straightforward representation of a geographic area
centered on the confluence of the Marmara Sea, the Bosphorus,
and the Golden Horn, as well as its compass rose providing
correct orientation suggest that K6prulU-172 was conceived with
navigation in mind. The depictions of buildings drawn mostly on
the Istanbul Peninsula are clearly of secondary importance yet
give to this map some topographical character and also permit
an estimate of when it was made.164 But especially the
direction from which they are seen presents a significant
difference from Dresden-389 and anticipates a viewing
direction.
Mostly showing mosques, the topographical details in
KoprulU-172 not only vary in style and skill but were also made
with different pens and inks. They seem to have been drawn at
different times and at least by three different hands. The
captions they bear also betray different hands, and in some
cases, appear to have been added later on. 165 With all its
additions, K6prulu-172 is a good example of successive
modifications made to an Istanbul map at the level of
topographic and toponymic content. Yet when looked at closely,
the majority of the depicted buildings are drawn with the same
fine pen and ink as that used for the compass rose and the
coastline, as well as the fortification walls that closely
follow it, including the Fortress of Yedikule, and the entire
walled town of Galata. Therefore, they must be contemporary
with the map. This original set of topographical drawings and
the later additions may be distinguished and grouped as in the
164 This map is drawn on fol. 171r of MS 172 of the KbprUlU Library,
Istanbul. The manuscript belongs to the group of books donated to this
library by Elhajj Hafiz Ahmed Pasha, son of KbprUlUz&de Numan Pasha. His
seal stamp indicates the date of donation as AHl 1170/AD 1756-7. The paper
used for this manuscript is not watermarked. In a relatively recent
catalogue of the library, this manuscript has been estimated to date from
the seventeenth century but without any explanation, see R. Se§en, C.
izgi and C. Akpinar, Catalogue of Manuscripts in the KprulU Library
(Istanbul: IRCICA, 1986), vol. 2, 494-5.
165 For a transliteration of the captions, see Appendix 4.
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legend of fig. 54a, which also indicates the completion dates
of depicted buildings for a chronological reference.
On the Istanbul Peninsula, the original set comprises, the
Hagia Sophia, five large mosques plus a smaller one, and two
Byzantine commemorative columns which are situated quite
correctly and furthermore in respect to the principal streets
of the city. To the same group of topographical details belong
also some important sites such as the walled precinct of the
Topkapi Palace, the Hippodrome, and the meadows known as
Yenibahge. On the Galata side, besides the walled town itself,
the shipyards, the site and small pavilions of the Tersane
Garden, several small mosques, and in the UskUdar area two
mosques, the Mihrimah and Rum Mehmed Pasha Mosques, and
Kizkulesi are the details that belong to this original set. The
hand that drew these topographical details seems to have also
applied the pale green wash as a baseline for the buildings, in
the fashion of town vignettes, but also used it to trace the
streets and to enhance the rivers and open sites. Several of
these original details bear captions that correctly identify
them except one: the unmistakable detail of the Hippodrome
properly situated between the Column of Constantine and the
Hagia Sophia is taken for "Sarhy-i 'Atik" (the Old Palace).
This mistake and the fact that not all the details of the
original set are identified indicates that the captions were
probably added by a different person than the one who drew the
details. It should also be noted that the handwriting of these
captions is not the same as that of the captions of the Column
of Constantine and the Column of Arcadius. 166
166 The columns captions might have been written by the person who drew
them or by an owner of the volume who wanted to underline the presence of
these important landmarks in the map. The Column of Constantine drawn
between the Hippodrome and the Bayezid Mosque is concealed by the
minarets of a mosque added later. Its caption reads "Ali Paga gargusunda
olan dikilitag" (the erect stone [monument] at the Ali Pasha Market). The
Column of Arcadius bears the caption "'Avrat Pazarinda olan dikilitag"
(the erect stone [monument] at the Women's Market).
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The topographical details added later may be attributed to
at least two different hands. Clearly by the same hand are the
depiction of the Sultan Ahmet Mosque,1 67 carefully drawn with
its six minarets and identified with a caption, and an
unidentified hilltop mosque on the Asian side.168 Other
additions are two relatively primitive depictions of mosques,
both on the Istanbul Peninsula. These two details, perhaps by
two different hands, seem to correct the locations of two
existing details with respect to their views from the sea. The
mosque facing the Golden Horn, drawn somewhat more surely, is
identified as "Sultan Mehmed [Mosque]"; the other one facing
the Marmara Sea possibly stands for the Haseki Mosque built
near the women's market. Its incongruous caption "'Avrat
Pazarinda olan dikilitag" refers to the Column of Arcadius
column at the nearby Avrat Pazari (Women's Market) and exactly
repeats what is written below the original depiction of the
Column of Arcadius drawn not very correctly further east. 169
The group of topographical details that I consider to be
contemporary with the map itself present a good selection of
recognizably depicted buildings and sites and, hence, may be
relied on as dating evidence. The Hippodrome170 shown as a
167 The depiction of Sultan Ahmet is not drawn where it should have been.
In between the Hippodrome and the Sileymaniye, it obscures the drawing of
the Column of Constantine but this might have been a deliberate choice
since, drawn at its correct place, this detail would have at least partly
obscured the details of Hippodrome and the Hagia Sophia.
168 This unidentified mosque probably stands for the Ayazma Mosque built
in 1760 by sultan Mustafa III, if one may judge by its single minaret,
and not the Atik Valide mosque built in 1583. It is possible that the
additions of this mosque and Sultanahmet were made by a library user
after the manuscript was donated to the K5prUlU Library in 1756-7.
169 This caption might be by a different hand than the hand which wrote
the caption "Sultan Mehmed" under the other mosque drawing. Although
incongruous with the mosque drawing itself, the caption indirectly
relates to it and would not make sense without that detail. Hence, it was
possibly written by the person who drew the mosque but, for some reason,
not the column mentioned in the caption.
170 The location of this rectangular open site near Hagia Sophia and to
the east of a column, which is now concealed under the added drawing of
Sultan Ahmed but whose presence is signalled by a note saying that it is
i.e. Column of Constantine), as well as the Bayezid mosque leave no doubt
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rectangular place flanked on both longer sides by vizirial
residences suggests that K6prulU-172 was prepared before the
construction of the Sultan Ahmet Mosque, that is 1609-17. Given
the fact that the original group of topographical details
comprise not only royal mosques, the absence of some late-
sixteenth-century mosques of medium size located on prominent
sites near or at the shore, such as the two mosques of the
grandvizier Sokollu Mehmed Pasha at Kadirga, Istanbul (1571)
and Azapkapi, Galata (1577), the mosque of *emsi Ahmed Pasha at
UskUdar (1580) and that of the admiral Kiliq Ali Pasha at
Tophane, Galata (1587), may be interpreted in favor of a date
for this map prior to their constructions. 171 If the wanting
Mihrimah Mosque at the Edirne Gate is also taken into account,
its completion year 1565 may be considered a terminus ante quem
for the making of K6prulU-172. On the other hand, a terminus
post quem quite close to 1565 seems to be provided by a detail,
a small mosque depicted below SUleymaniye on a promontory
facing the Golden Horn. Although not identified by a caption,
it most probably stands for the RUstem Pasha Mosque completed
in 1561. Hence, K6prUlu-172 appears to be more or less
contemporary with Dresden-389. But it displays very significant
differences in respect to viewing directions.
In conformity with its closer links to nautical
cartography, K6prulu-172 puts more emphasis on the correct
representation of coastlines, and does not seek to present a
unified, topographical view of Istanbul and its surroundings.
The buildings depicted in this map are all oriented toward the
sea but face different directions from which they are really
visible. As such, they appear to have been recorded as
that it represents the Hippodrome despite the note designating it as the
"The Old Palace"(Ser&y-x 'atik).
171 The detail of Kadirga Limani, the former port of Kontoskalion,
depicted as not yet filled, also offers a terminus ante guem from the
later part of the sixteenth century. Its filling by the grand vizier
Sokollu Mehmed Pasha, who served 1565-1579, is reported by the German
traveller Reinhold Lubenau, in Reisen, 1:140.
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individual landmarks, that is in the manner seamen were
accustomed to do. Even though not all buildings seem to have
been drawn after direct observation, 172 their depictions
largely correspond to what would be visible from the suggested
viewing directions. 173 Consequently, all the major mosques on
the Istanbul Peninsula are depicted as seen from the Golden
Horn side and not from the Marmara Sea. Yet when a building
could be seen from different viewing directions, as in the case
of the Hagia Sophia and Kizkulesi, it seems that the viewing
direction compatible with the direction of approach from the
Marmara Sea has been chosen.
Despite their different cartographic designs, K6prUlU-172
and Dresden-389 have something in common, especially when
compared to other Istanbul maps in Bahriye manuscripts: the
viewing directions for Istanbul varies from the viewing
direction for the map themselves. Consequently, the viewer
holding the respective Bahriye manuscript has to turn it in
order to look at the depiction of Istanbul. The alignment of
map orientation and the viewing direction for Istanbul appears
to have been crucial in the search for an appropriate
cartographic design since it unchangingly characterizes all
later Istanbul maps. The earliest known map whose layout
enables such an alignment is Bologna-3613.
172 Note, e.g., the depictions of the Bayezid and Sultan Selim Mosques
shown facing the Golden Horn with their entrance facades instead of their
side facades, and the entrance court of SUleym'aniye shown on the east
side instead of west.
173 Remarkably realistic are the drawings of the Hagia Sophia, the
Mihrimah Mosque at UskUdar, and the walled town of Galata, all depicted
as they would be seen from the particular viewpoints suggested in this
map. The Hagia Sophia, not only shown with its southeast facade flanked
by two minarets conforming to a southeast viewpoint it faces in this map
but also situated very correctly in respect to the wall of the Topkapi
Palace, cf. the palace's layout in figs. 2a and 2b.
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2.1.3. Bologna-3613: An Early Map Representing the
Red Islands and Istanbul Together
Drawn on the last page of a short-version copy finished in
1570,174 Bologna-3613 only traces the outlines of landmasses
and has no topographical details, no placenames or legends
(fig. 55). Of its compass rose only the circle is drawn but the
windrays are missing. Yet Bologna-3613 is clearly a south-
oriented map that allows to look at the Golden Horn front of
the Istanbul Peninsula without any shift of viewing direction.
As it is laid out, Galata appears in the lower right and the
Asian side, separated from it by a vertically running
Bosphorus, in the lower left section of the page. The Istanbul
Peninsula is shown in the upper right section, simplified into
a compact, triangular form, and its Golden Horn coast is
aligned horizontally. Five of the Red Islands encircled by the
compass rose occupy the upper center of the map.
Because Bologna-3613 has no topographical details, what
its particular orientation accentuates remains implicit. It
becomes evident, though, in later maps that adopted its
cartographic layout and map orientation and which gradually
became filled starting with buildings shaping Istanbul's
northern aspect on the Golden Horn. That the cartographic
design of Dresden-389 was not accidental but was conceived to
permit the map's viewer to look directly at that particular
view of the Ottoman capital is best evidenced, though somewhat
retrospectively, by two maps of the Marmara Sea, Oxford-543 and
Ayasofya-3161, in which Istanbul appears as a topographic
detail.
174The map is on fol.162r. At the top of the same page are the last three
lines of the Bahriye text and the colophon. The statement concerning
completion of copying reads: "Sene tokuz yUz yetmig yedi eva'il-i 4evval-
i muharrem fi yevm'Ul-agir fi el-vakt'Uz-zuhhur" and corresponds to a
Friday noon, March 10th or 17th, 1570. For full text of colophon, see
Appendix 5.
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2.1.4.Oxford-543 and Ayasofya-3161: Two Marmara
Maps with Istanbul as a Topographical Detail
Oxford-543 and Ayasofya-3161, which respectively date from
1587 and ca. 1600, show the entire Marmara Sea in a scale and
layout very similar to other Marmara Sea maps occurring in
Bahriye manuscripts and both have a west orientation (figs. 92e
and 92f). Yet they also depict Istanbul and its immediate
surroundings as a small but conspicuous topographical detail by
slightly exaggerating the corresponding area. In Oxford-543
(fig. 92e), 175 this view is constructed with standard
architectural forms typical of town vignettes and island book
details: Towers with pointed roofs and interconnected by
fortified walls fill out the Istanbul Peninsula. To represent
Galata the standard elements of towers form a row, and a few of
them grouped together stand for OskUdar.
In Ayasofya-3161 (fig. 92f), 176 which might have been
based on Oxford-543, the topographical detail showing Istanbul
is very similar but slightly more characteristic as it includes
also mosques some of which are recognizable despite their tiny
size. 177 The remarkable aspect of both details, however, is
that the Istanbul Peninsula is bent in such a way so that its
Golden Horn side faces the viewer and thus is seen from the
175 The map is on fol.142v. The copy date is given as "fi evahir-i gehr-i
Muharrem - AH 996 = AD 1587, end of December" in H. Ethd, Catalogue of
the Persian. Turkish. Hindfistini and Pushtui Manuscripts in the Bodleian
Library (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1930), cat. no.(41) 2079, col.1179.
176 It is remarkable that, although showing the entire Marmara Sea, this
map is entitled: "Egg&l-i istanbul" (The shape of Istanbul). MS Ayasofya-
3161 may be dated to around 1600. A possible terminus post quem is 1583,
the date of completion of the Atik Valide mosque at Oskudar. Although
appearing here in a miniscule size, this mosque can be identified on the
basis of its two minarets and its location clearly higher than the sea
level. The manuscript has on the flyleaf at its beginning a date (f! |V =
17) noted under a given title "Kitab-i Tafsil-i Cezayir"(Book Explaining
the Islands, i.e. "island book"!). This date may be interpreted as AH
1017/ AD 1608-9.
177 Three cupolas flanked by minarets and facing the Golden Horn can be
distinguished within Istanbul and must be "summarizing" the major mosques
in the city. But the mosque at the end of the Golden Horn clearly depicts
EyUb Mosque, and the two mosques in UskUdar stand for Mihrimah Mosque on
the shore and Atik Valide Mosque behind it on a hill.
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same direction as the rest of the map. In Ayasofya-3161, this
deliberate effort is sustained by a compass rose which does not
harmonize with the west-orientation of the Marmara Sea nor with
the axis of the Bosphorus but with the detail of Istanbul. It
clearly serves to indicate that the city is looked at from the
north.
Oxford-543 and Ayasofya-3161 considerably postdate
Bologna-3613. Yet it is not impossible that these two maps were
based on an earlier map more or less contemporary with Bologna-
3613 and which constituted in a sense a cartographic link
between it and the general map of the Marmara Sea. However,
Oxford-543 and Ayasofya-3161 may not have had an antecedent at
all. Then the emphasis on the Golden Horn view should be
considered an influence of the south-oriented map composition
as we find it realized around 1570 in Bologna-3613 and which
was subsequently retained in several other Istanbul maps
included in Bahriye manuscripts throughout the later part of
the sixteenth century. But in any case, the deliberate
distortion of geographic outlines in Oxford-543 and Ayasofya-
3161, for the sake of aligning Istanbul's Golden Horn view with
the map orientation, demonstrates that it was crucial to
represent Istanbul giving priority to its view on the Golden
Horn, and thus explains south-oriented design the Bologna-3613.
2.1.5. Bologna-3613: The Conception of a Basic
Cartographic Design for the Istanbul Map
Besides its particular map orientation, Bologna-3613 (fig.
55) is significant because, unlike Dresden-389 and K6prUlu-172,
it includes the Red Islands in its composition, something
rendering it a more suitable illustration to accompany the
chapter dealing with the Red Islands. Nevertheless its vertical
format reveals that Bologna-3613 was conceived from the
beginning primarily as a representation of Istanbul.
Bologna-3613's layout that fits Istanbul and the Red
Islands into a vertical, single-page format involves a
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cartographic distortion that compromises a correct depiction of
the islands. As can be seen in fig. 95, the Red Islands are
located to the south-east of Istanbul at a distance that would
rather require a horizontal map format. In Bologna-3613, to fit
the islands in the chosen vertical format, their distance to
the city was reduced and the SE-NW axis along which the four
biggest islands line up was shifted to run SSW-NNE. To maintain
its geographical relation with the islands, the opposite Asian
coastline was also shortened and shifted.
As a consequence of these distortions, the map cannot
illustrate the sailing direction from the islands toward the
entrance to the Bosphorus, that is NNW, as noted in the text.
This problem would have been easily solved if the map were laid
out on two pages instead of one. But apparently, neither this
solution nor another cartographic composition was considered
after 1570, a situation suggesting that by then Istanbul alone
had become the main subject of illustration. 17 8 More
importantly, Bologna-3613's design giving priority to the
city's Golden Horn front with its geographic layout and map
orientation seems to have fulfilled what was expected from an
illustration of Istanbul since all subsequent maps we know of
share this basic cartographic design even though they outline
landmasses somewhat differently.
2.1.6. Later Istanbul Maps as Variants of
Bologna-3613
The Istanbul maps occurring in Bahriye manuscripts from
the late-sixteenth century until the end of the seventeenth
century cover the same geographic area as Bologna-3613, that is
the Istanbul Peninsula, its immediate surroundings and the Red
Islands, in the same vertical format and south-orientation.
The coastlines in these maps are traced differently but they
178 Apparently, the wind roses of these maps, although often encircling
the islands do not relate to them but to the Bosphorus. Depending on the
way the Bosphorus is depicted in each map, the north direction of the
wind roses slightly varies so that Bosphorus's axis runs SW-NE.
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relate to Bologna-3613's coastlines in particular features, and
hence suggest that all these maps from the 1570s to 1600 were
closely related in a cartographic effort seeking to improve the
design of the Istanbul map realized in Bologna-3613. In that
sense, they may be considered all variants of Bologna-3613, or
rather variants of the "Istanbul map" to feature in Bahriye
manuscripts. Together with the seventeenth-century maps that
can be traced back to these late-sixteenth-century maps, the
variants constitute a large family.
Within this large group of variants, some maps clearly
have tighter genealogical links and form subgroups that are
distinguished by very similar coastlines and topographical
details, and sometimes also by their legends. A careful
examination of these distinctive features often allows one to
trace the genealogical sequence of variants in a subgroup. Some
genealogical links may be discerned also between subgroups of
variants, suggesting that when maps were redrawn more than one
map might have served as models. However, as we probably do not
have all the maps once made, neither the maps having served as
prototypes nor the precise genealogy of variants can be fully
determined. Without claiming to be definitive, the stemma in
fig. 74 demonstrates the genealogical links that exist between
the extant variants and between the subgroups they form.179
This stemma also reflects the structure that will be followed
in the discussion of the variants.
Divided into subgroups, these variant maps produced over a
long period can be more easily compared in terms of the
elaboration of Istanbul's representation as a topographical
view and the emphases on particular buildings, sites and
viewing directions.
While in the earliest variants all the effort seems to
have been put into elaborating coastlines, topographical
179 Examining these maps as genealogically related variant groups also
allows an adjustment of the estimated dates of certain undated
manuscripts that resulted from their isolated examination.
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details showing buildings increase toward the early seventeenth
century. While one family of variants allows us to follow a
gradual elaboration of such topographical content, a much
smaller family presents two fully developed topographical maps.
Rich topographical content complemented by detailed toponymy
characterizes another family of variants that emerges around
the mid-seventeenth century, and for the first time, in copies
of the long version. Finally, two late variants that relate to
this latter subgroup offer the most elaborate topographical
view of Istanbul. They abandon the single-page format of all
previous variants to extend the depiction of the same
geographical area but especially that of the Istanbul
Peninsula, on two pages.
2.2. Determining the Sequence of Individual
Variants and their Dates: The Use of Topographical
and Toponymical Details as Internal Evidence and
the Use of Watermarks
This evolution of Istanbul's cartographic representation
roughly spreads over a period of 150 years, and substantial
change corresponds in average to time slices of twenty to
thirty years. Therefore, in chronologically situating the
variants from manuscripts without colophons a very precise
dating seemed unnecessary. While the overall genealogical
sequence in which the maps from dated manuscripts serve as
chronological markers already suggests an approximate
chronology for undated variants, internal evidence such as
topographical and toponymical details and watermarks have also
been considered to verify and if possible to narrow the periods
suggested for individual maps. The examination and evaluation
of such evidence is integrated into the discussion of each
variant map that follows. However, I should like to point out
here some of the major problems as well as possibilities that
have been encountered in using such dating evidence in the
context of Bahriye maps.
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In general, the diversity of attitudes in copying and
drawing Bahriye maps does not allow a uniform interpretation of
topographic and toponymic details as dating evidence.
Furthermore, the additions of such details made by subsequent
users of manuscripts also complicate our task, especially when
they cannot be definitively distinguished from what was put in
a map originally.
With regard to topographical details, the different skills
and backgrounds of the individuals involved in the drawing of
these maps translates into different degrees of precision in
depicting buildings which might provide a chronological
reference. First of all, important buildings, mostly mosques,
are represented selectively and what is there is not always
depicted in an architecturally characteristic form and, hence,
may not always be clearly identified. Secondly, it is also
possible that in a map an important building is missing from a
map simply because it was a close copy of an earlier variant
unknown to us, and the copyist did not update the topographical
content of the model. For these reasons, an important building
missing in a certain map might not always provide a terminus
ante quem. However, there are also maps which have meticulously
depicted, identifiable buildings and for which missing
buildings may offer termini, especially if in consistency with
other reliable clue.
On the other hand, a terminus post quem for a map is more
easily deduced from the presence of any clearly identifiable
building.1 80 In general the minarets, being the most visible
features of mosques, are carefully depicted in the majority of
variants and their different numbers permit the distinction of
the sultans' mosques from the rest, while the most visible of
all, the SUleymaniye Mosque is quite consistently drawn with
180 Similar problems in using depicted buildings as dating evidence
concern topographical maps in general. For their discussion in relation
to plans of Paris, see Rende Plouin, "Les Plans de Paris A travers les
ages," L'Information d'Histoire et de l'Art 4, no.3 (May-June 1959): 67.
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its characteristic four minarets. In the particular case of the
Hagia Sophia to which minarets were added at different
times, 181 the different numbers of depicted minarets may offer
a chronological reference if the map in question displays a
general precision in the depiction of architectural features.
Such precision should also be considered with caution
since a certain map may just be repeating the topographical
details of an earlier one.182 Nevertheless there are also
instances that the topographical content of one map or more
belonging to the same group of variants were updated by their
copyists by adding new buildings. Hence, the reliability of
topographical details varies from map to map and requires
careful evaluation.
In some cases, in resolving problems presented by
topographical details the legends or place-names accompanying
them provide help, yet such evidence, too, has to be carefully
sorted. One of the problems connected with inscriptions on
these variants such as place-names, legends, and occasionally
some explanatory notes concerns determining their
contemporaneity with the map drawing itself. Ideally one would
look for legends that were written by the person who also
originally made the drawings to which they belong. But this is
quite rare in these variants. In general, the earlier variants
have very little writing on them, and some do not bear any
written information at all. The persons who did the map
drawings apparently did not annotate them or at best inscribed
only the wind names and the names of the islands. Other kinds
of notes identifying the major land masses, urban settlements
and some capes seem to have been added by a second hand,
181 The precise chronology of these minarets cannot be fully settled but
it is only after 1574 that Hagia Sophia had four minarets. See GUlru
Necipoglu, "The Life of an Imperial Monument: Hagia Sophia After
Byzantium," in Hagia Sophia From the Age of Justinian to the Present,ed.
by R. Mark and A. Qakmak (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992),
208-9.
182 As in the case of Nuruosmaniye-2997 dated 1629 and undated Yenicami-
790.
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perhaps a user of the volume. But in any case, these place-
names do not really offer a chronological reference, nor do
some landmark buildings such as Kizkulesi and Yedikule Fortress
that date from a much earlier period. But occasional mistakes
in the transcription of these place-names might suggest a
copying sequence for close variants, or the repetition of the
same erroneous place-name might relate variants to one another.
In later variants, a rich toponymy offers dating evidence since
among featured place-names there are many that clearly relate
to depictions of sites, neighborhoods, city gates and buildings
relevant for the period considered.
A careful sorting of all significant details of
topographical and/or toponymical nature allows, however, in
most cases to narrow the approximate time of an undated variant
and its respective manuscript.
A more concrete way of dating these maps, and the
manuscripts containing them, would be by using paper
watermarks. But the precision of such dating depends on very
accurate reproduction of watermarks and at the same time on the
availability of comprehensive catalogues in which an identical
watermark from the paper of a dated document might be found.
The particular difficulty connected with Bahriye manuscripts is
that often their texts and maps were copied piecemeal or
seemingly on paper leftover from different batches as indicated
by the large number of different watermarks occurring in a
single volume. 183 Because of the difficulty of fulfilling the
precision requirements,184 watermark evidence has been used in
183 This is particularly the case of earlier manuscripts copied in the
sixteenth century yet also applies to some seventeenth-century
manuscripts.
184 Photographic reproduction facilities for watermarks were not available
for most of the manuscripts examined here. The other problem is the
insufficiency of published watermark catalogues for European paper used
in the Ottoman empire. From the two specific catalogues, V. Nikolaev,
Watermarks of the Ottoman Empire. vol. 1 (Sophia, 1954) and Asparukh
Velkov and Stephane Andreev, Filigranes dans les documents ottomans 1:
Trois croissants (Sophia, 1983) (hereafter cited as Trois croissants),
only the second reproduces the catalogued watermarks photographically the
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this study only in a limited way, not for a precise dating but
to control time periods of about twenty to fifty years, mainly
suggested by the genealogical links between variant maps as
well as by internal evidence.185
2.3. The Evolution of the Istanbul Map
2.3.1. Topkapi-337 (1574) and Deniz-990: Two Early
Derivatives of Bologna-3613
In the absence of sufficient topographic detail, the
comparison of coastlines is the only means for tracing the
genealogical links between individual maps making sense of what
they represent.
Although Topkapi-337 and Deniz-990 (figs. 56 and 57) do
not display the same coastlines, each map incorporates some of
the characteristic elements of Bologna-3613 and might have been
derived from it without any intermediary. Topkapi-337 (fig. 56)
is contained in a short-version manuscript copied in 1574, only
a few years after the manuscript containing Bologna-3613. 186
Deniz-990 (fig. 57), from an undated copy of the same version,
must also be rather close in date since its cartography is
clearly an interpretation of Bologna-3613. 187 Remarkably, both
variants rely very much on Bologna's depiction of the Istanbul
other giving them as eye-copies of the author, which was in fact the case
of watermark catalogues in general until about the 1970s.
185 The watermarks of Bahrive manuscripts examined were reproduced as eye-
copies and compared to catalogued ones of similar design and dimensions
whenever possible. certain designs that were used over a long period with
minor modifications obviously provided less dating aid than some others
that were used for a limited period or those whose appearance or
disappearance date is pretty much known.
186 Topkapi-337 appears on fol. 167v of MS B.337 of the Topkapi Sarayi
KUtuphanesi (Topkapi Palace Library), Istanbul, a copy of the short-
version Bahriye completed in AH 982/AD 1574. For full text of colophon,
see Appendix 6.
187 Deniz-990 is on fol. 271v [originally 269] of MS 990 [formerly
no.3538] of Deniz Muzesi (Naval Museum), Istanbul, which is an undated
copy of the short version. It has not been possible to examine this
manuscript thoroughly for it is on permanent exhibit. This map bears as
writing only a title: "This is the figure showing the Red Island[s]"
(Kizil ata i§bu §ekildir). See also Appendix 7.
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Peninsula but modify the coastlines of Galata and the Asian
side. What each variant proposes, seems nevertheless to be
somehow based on Bologna's depiction of the Asian and Galata
coasts.
When we compare the depictions of the Istanbul Peninsula
in these variants to what is depicted in Bologna-3613 (fig. 55)
we notice that the makers of Deniz-990 and Topkapi-337 traced
it with a quite similar coastline and in a triangular shape but
interpreted a salient feature of their model differently.
Although now barely visible, Bologna-3613 shows a piece of land
with a peculiarly bulging shape that projects into the Marmara
sea at the right edge of the map. Deniz-990 and Topkapi-337
reproduce a similar land projection at the same spot, however
interpret it differently.
In Topkapi-337, which also reproduces the crenulate line
seemingly representing the landwalls of Istanbul in Bologna,
this land projection is understood as a cape much further west
of the city's limit. The legend noted next to it identifies it
as "Aya Stefanos Burni", the area corresponding to present day
Yegilkby.
Deniz-990 assigns a larger surface to the city, and the
same land projection is included within the walls of Istanbul
that encircle it to depict the Yedikule Fortress. This fortress
visible from the Marmara Sea, is in reality near but not at the
coast which projects in reality more smoothly than shown. The
particular depiction showing the Yedikule Fortress right on the
Marmara shore and in an exaggerated, crown-like shape seems
consistent with depicting landmarks in the nautical tradition.
The same detail is depicted in a very similar shape also in
Topkapi, and appears without significant change in all the
variants descending from these two maps.
In depicting the coastline of Galata, the two maps seem to
rely less on Bologna, and each of them proposes different
modifications. Deniz-990 somewhat compacts the landmass that
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this coastline encloses. In this way it renders better the
projection of the Seraglio Point toward the Bosphorus and at
the same time the northward bend in the upper part of the
Golden Horn. The large, semi-circular inlet on the northern
bank of the Golden Horn in Bologna-3613, which corresponds to
the mouth of the Kasim Paga River, is also present in Deniz-990
together with the watercourse. As to the Bosphorus, similarly
to Bologna-3613, it is depicted as a relatively narrow strait
and in a vertical position, however its abrupt change of course
is a new detail.
The coastline of Galata in Topkapi-337 does not modify the
Golden Horn much in form though it appears somewhat smaller and
the inlet at Kasim Paga cannot be distinguished. Yet across
from the Seraglio Point, the coastline strongly curves
northward and opens the Golden Horn toward the Bosphorus and
thus reflects better the actual situation than in Bologna.
The departure of both variants from Bologna-3613 is mostly
manifest in their depictions of the Asian coast. It looks as if
the makers of the two maps wanted to show more detail in that
coastline which is extremely compacted and approximate in
Bologna-3613. Although the Asian coastline varies significantly
in Deniz-990 and Topkapi-337 , both maps seem to reproduce one
coastal feature of Bologna-3613, a promontory that points
straight up toward the biggest island. To figure out which
actual land projection this detail in Bologna depicts is not
obvious because the representation of the Asian coastline is
very summary. On the other hand, its identification with Cape
Kalamig, as in Topkapi-337, does not make sense geographically.
A comparison with a modern map (fig. 93), however, brings some
clarification if the following possibilities are taken into
consideration: first that the maker of Bologna might have
preserved a certain correspondence between the islands and the
coast across them when he compacted the geographical area to
fit the islands in the vertical map format, and secondly that
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ne exaggerated coastal features that were important landmarks.
With these premises in mind, the south-oriented coastal
projection in Bologna-3613 may be identified as Point Dragos, a
much less pronounced promontory but similarly pointing toward
BUyukada, the easternmost of the four biggest islands. A look
at the respective area of Menemenli Mehmed Reis's chart (fig.
74a), or of the Marmara Sea maps from Bahriye manuscripts
(figs. 92c and 92d) in which we can see at the same spot a
similarly exaggerated promontory reveals that this detail of
Bologna originated in nautical cartography, and that it really
depicts Point Dragos can be confirmed with the help of portolan
texts. 188 The other land projection that points west must be
Cape Kalamig, the site of a lighthouse, 18 9 north of which the
actual coastline forms a deep, circular bay (Bay of Kalamig)
and then another cape (Cape Moda) (fig. 93). Both capes and the
bay between are clearly represented in Menemenli' s chart
(fig. 74a) similar to the actual coastline, but Bologna-3613
(fig. 55) seems to show only Cape Kalamig as a west-pointing
projection with a bay to its north but without Cape Moda, and
furthermore too close to the Bosphorus, something which renders
the detail ambiguous.
Deniz-990 and Topkapi-337 propose two entirely different
corrections. In Deniz-990 (fig. 57), the Asian coastline is
strikingly similar to the coastline as traced in Menemenli's
chart or in the Marmara Sea map (figs. 74a and 92d) and must
have been enlarged from a similar source. 190 In Topkapi-337,
Point Dragos also appears as a prominent, south-pointing
188 This cartographic emphasis of Point Dragos must have had to do with
the good visibility of Point Dragos which is in fact a rather high and
rocky promontory, and remarkably, it is the only coastal location
recorded between OskUdar (Scutari) and the Gulf of izmit (Golfo de
Comidie) in portolans, in the section covering the Asian coast of the
Marmara Sea. See under Rachia (= Kap Drako) in Kretschmer, Italienische
Portolane, 650.
189 See below n. 196.
190 It also shows the lighthouse as a topographical detail on the land
projection corresponding to Cape Kalamig.
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promontory but in a more easterly position in relation to the
islands while Cape Kalamig seems to be the two-pointed land
projection further north. Yet the coastline between Point
Dragos and Cape Kalamig appears even more contracted in
Topkapi-337 than in Bologna-3613. Toward the Bosphorus,
however, the section of the Asian coast is drawn in a scale
that matches better the rest of the map. In that section
Topkapi-337 shows coastal features that were not articulated in
Bologna-3613 such as the promontory projecting toward Kizkulesi
with the bay at UskUdar to its north, and the bay at Kadik6y to
its south, the latter separated from the Bay of Kalamig by the
projection of Cape Moda.
In both maps, the Red Islands are emphasized with color as
customary in nautical cartography: in Deniz-990 they are picked
out in red and in Topkapi-337 in three different colors. Their
representation seems to have been largely based on Bologna-3613
for their group configuration and the place they occupy in the
composition of Deniz-990 or Topkapi-337 does not differ
significantly. 191 Yet unlike in Bologna-3613, in both variants
the two medium islands, "Heybeli" and "Burgazli" are drawn
slightly bigger than Biyukada, the biggest island of the group
in reality,192 possibly as an emphasis because the chapter
describes the area between the two islands as the main
anchorage of this small archipelago. But the modifications made
to the outlines of some islands do not really present an
improvement, and the compass rose reveals that the islands are
not the focus in either map.1 93
191 In Topkapi-337, the easternmost island of the group in Bologna seems
to have been left out.
192 It is referred to as "Kizil Ada" (the Red Island) in Bahriye maps, as
in Topkapi-337.
193 The bay of the small, crescent-shaped island in Bologna-3613, which
corresponds to modern Kagik Adasi, correctly faces west. In Topkapi-337
the bay faces the opposite direction, and the island itself is moreover
drawn bigger while the northernmost island, i.e. Kinali Ada identified in
this map as "Kug Adasi", has become smaller. The reversal of the two
islands' names is perhaps a consequence of their mistaken sizes. This
particular representation of the Red Islands, as well as the
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The compass rose that is incomplete but clearly centered
on the islands in Bologna-3613 is shifted somewhat more toward
Istanbul in these two variants, and being sufficiently
elaborate, 194 its relation to the map content may be discussed.
A compass rose in Bahriye's other maps, besides providing a
general orientation, indicates the sailing directions in
relation to the area focused on. Consequently, one would expect
that the compass rose of these maps relates to the Red Islands,
more specifically that it indicates the sailing direction from
them toward Istanbul. But the compass rose of neither variant
can fulfill that function because, as a result of the
cartographic distortions the maps' design involves, the islands
are not in their proper geographic position. The indication of
north which is slightly different in Deniz-990 and Topkapi-337
reveals that the compass rose only relates to the immediate
area of Istanbul south of the Bosphorus and serves to indicate
the NE-direction in which this important strait runs. This is
perhaps a compromise and gives some navigational substance to
the map nevertheless also confirms that the islands are not the
principal subject of illustration.
In both variants, the drawing of the coastlines, and the
coloration of the islands reflect a familiarity with nautical
chart conventions. 195 The few topographical details that occur
in them also conform to the same cartographic tradition.
Similar in their elementary character, these details consist in
standardized building depictions that are oriented to the sea.
Notably, in both variants Istanbul and Galata are defined by
their fortification walls.
misidentification of the two, is repeated on all the maps descending from
Topkapi-337 and constitutes a sort of genealogical trademark of this
subgroup of variants, i.e. Vienna-192, London-4131, University-123,
Nuruosmaniye-2990 and Kuwait-75 (figs. 59-63).
194 In both maps the wind roses have eight rays and an arrow point
indicates north. In Topkapi-337, the names of winds are also noted.
195 In Topkapi-337, also note the the dot signs indicating shallow water
along the coast of "Aya Stefanos burni" (Cape Aya Stefanos).
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In Deniz-990, the topographic drawings are made carefully
with a fine pen. They show on the islands individual fortified
towers, off the tip of Cape Kalamig the lighthouse and on the
cape itself some structures belonging to the royal garden,
Fener Bahgesi (the Lighthouse Garden). 196 North of the next
cape a few similarly depicted buildings might be interpreted
differently, on the basis of their architectural forms as the
buildings of another royal garden referred to as the UskUdar
Garden, 197 or on the basis of their location as symbolizing the
town of Kadik6y. Further north, offshore, is shown the
Kizkulesi and the town of tskUdar. The relatively elaborate
depiction that looks like a large building on the opposite
shore, is more difficult to interpret and might be representing
the canon foundry at Tophane.198 On the northern bank of the
Golden Horn, to the west of Galata, the vaults of the naval
shipyards occupy a good length of coast and are followed by a
small group of buildings, possibly the coastal pavilions of
196A firman of SUleyman I, dated 1562, orders the construction of a
lighthouse on the Asian side at a location known as the "Kelemig Burni",
see Munir Aktepe, "istanbul Fenerbahgesi hakkinda bazi bilgiler, " Tarih
Dergisi no.32 (March 1979): 355-6. Aktepe concludes that the place-name
"Fenerbahgesi" or "Fenerbahge" began to be used some time after the
construction of this lighthouse in 1562. The history of the royal
pavilions on that site is not very clear although there are indications
that the site gained in importance during the second half of the
sixteenth century, since among works of Sinan, a renovation of Fenerbahge
palace is mentioned, see R. M. Merig, Mimar Sinan, Hayati ve Eserleri
(Ankara: TTK, 1965), 40, 118. M. Erdo~an noted a first reference to
"Bagge-i Fener" in a document dated 1583, see "Osmanli devrinde istanbul
bahgeleri," Vakiflar Dergisi 4 (1958): 174; (hereafter cited as
"Bahgeler").
197 It is the central element in this depiction which has a pointed roof
that recalls a similar structure depicted in two late-sixteenth century
representations in the details showing the UskUdar Garden (figs. 97a and
98a). For a brief discussion of these views, see below n. 376.
198 It compares to the depictions of the cannon foundry in the HUnername
and gehingehname maps of Istanbul, especially to the latter where also
differently shaped roofs are indicated (figs. 31g and 34c). The original
foundry seems to have comprised several buildings which all three
depictions show as if one. The wall that enclosed the buildings is
distinguishable in the Hunername and gehingehname maps but seemingly, it
is depicted in elevation in Deniz-990 and, thus, appears to be the facade
of a single building. On the cannon foundry, see below n.394.
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another royal garden, the Tersane Bahgesi (Shipyards Garden) or
the settlement of Hask6y next to it. Obliquely across from that
detail is a single building possibly relating to the town Eyp,
for which there was no space left. The walled areas of Istanbul
and Galata were perhaps meant to receive some drawings of
buildings but seemingly remained empty. The totally
uncharacteristic buildings that fill Istanbul are drawn in an
unfit scale and must have been added at a later date, perhaps
by the same person who drew two ships in the upper right area
of the map.
The topographic details of Topkapi-337 are less skillfully
drawn than those in Deniz-990.199 Yet the person who drew them
made an effort to depict Istanbul with more detail than only
with fortification walls. The mosque drawings, even though
highly standardized, certainly do not constitute a
topographical view. Drawn as elevations seen from north, they
clearly relate to the view on the Golden Horn. All of the six
major mosques of the city, consistent with the date of MS
Topkapi-337, i.e. 1574, are there, and moreover the four most
visible mosques occupy the foreground.200 Notably, the third
drawing from the left that corresponds to SUleymaniye by its
situation, was initially drawn with only two minarets but then
corrected to have four.
2.3.1.1. Millet-1 and Vienna-192: Close Copies of
Deniz-990 and Topkapi-337:
Deniz-990 and Topkapi-337 each have at least one very
close descendant among the extant variants. Millet-1 (fig. 58)
presents the same coastlines as Deniz-990 but shifts the map
199Although their drawing quality does not suggest it, the topographical
drawings may have been the work of someone else than the person who drew
the map, since the line indicating Istanbul's landwalls, taken from
Bologna-3613, was ignored when the buildings on the Istanbul Peninsula
were drawn: the fortification walls on the Golden Horn side continue
further west than that line and one of the mosques is drawn right on it.
200 Hagia Sophia, Bayezid, Suleymaniye, Sultan Selim in the front row,
*ehzade and Fatih Mosques in the back, with the Column of Arcadius in
between but closer to the Marmara Sea coast.
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frame slightly west leaving out Point Dragos and showing a
somewhat larger area to the west of Istanbul including the
confluence of the two rivers that flow into the Golden Horn.
Although carefully drawn and partly gilded, Millet-1 remained
seemingly incomplete, and consequently, has even fewer
topographic details than Deniz-990. 201 Nevertheless it is
important not only as evidence of variants that stemmed from
Deniz-990, but more precisely, in providing a link between that
map and a family of variants from around the mid-seventeenth
century. 202
The Istanbul maps directly related to Topkapi-337 are more
numerous, and among them Vienna-192 (fig. 59) most closely
repeats the same coastlines and topographical details. It
offers nothing new, 2 03 but four other maps, London-4131,
University-123, Nuruosmaniye-2990, and Kuwait-75 form a family
of variants that appear interrelated, and in which a certain
evolution of topographical content can be followed.
2.3.1.2. London-4131, University-123,
Nuruosmaniye-2990, Kuwait-75: Variants of
Topkapi-337
This group is formed by four variants, two of which are
dated. The variants with unknown dates are London-4131 and
201 Gilding is used to fill out the islands, the cones of the
fortification towers of Istanbul's walls and the longish island
separating the two rivers flowing into the Golden Horn. It was also used
to enhance the coastlines. The map is entitled: "The Red Islands situated
near IstanDui- (istanDui Kurninae vax1r'izi1 aaalar). see Appenaix B.
202 Variants Bologna-3609 and Paris-956.
203 Since Vienna-192 relates only to Topkapi-337 it is difficult to
situate it chronologically. Its date might be very close to that of
Topkapi-337 but also considerably later. I have not examined myself the
manuscript containing this map on its fol. 169v, 6sterreichische
Nationalbibliothek (5NB), Vienna, MS, H.O. 192. A date estimate for this
manuscript is not available in the catalogue entry in Gustav FlUgel, Die
arabischen, persischen und tUrkischen Handschriften der Kaiserlich-
K6niglichen Hofbibliothek zu Wien (1865; Darmstadt: W. Weihert KG, 1977),
vol. 2, 428 (cat.no.1275). Kahle, who did not know about MS Topkapi-337,
considered MS Vienna-192 later than both MS Bologna-3613 (1569) and MS
Dresden-389 (1554), see Kahle, "Einleitung," XXVIII. For the ownership
notes in this manuscript, mentioned by Kahle, see above n. 125. For the
legends of Vienna-192, see Appendix 9.
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University-123 (figs. 60 and 61). They appear, however, to be
earlier than Nuruosmaniye-2990 and Kuwait-75, which date from
1645 and 1688-9 respectively (figs. 62 and 63). All four maps
display the same coastlines, very closely repeating the
coastlines of Topkapi-337, however without exaggerating the
details of Point Dragos and Point Aya Stefanos as much. They
also show Istanbul's fortification in the same layout as in
Topkapi-337, in addition to depicting the city's landwalls,
only indicated by a simple line in their model.
In other topographic details, however, these four variants
are clearly independent from Topkapi-337. They depict
Istanbul's buildings differently and also present new
topographical details on the Asian side as well as in and
around Galata.
London-4131 (fig. 60), contained in an undated copy
of the short version, 204 is a neatly drawn and colored map
without being stylized. Its topographic details also reflect
the same qualities. They are rather sparse on the Asian side.
In that area, the depiction of the lighthouse and some adjacent
buildings are correctly situated on the land projection
representing Cape Kalamig although the legend "Kalamig Burni"
refers to the same mistaken land projection as in Topkapi-337.
Some houses, depicted further north, opposite to Kizkulesi,
must represent the town of Uskdar.
Compared to Topkapi-337, London-4131 shows
considerably more buildings on the Istanbul Peninsula without
however uniformly filling the entire city. The buildings form a
notably tighter cluster along the Golden Horn. At the tip of
the peninsula, the Topkapi Palace complex, separated from the
204 This map is on fol. 195r of MS Or.4131 of the British Library (BL),
London, which is held to be dating from the seventeenth century. A
terminus ante quem is provided by an ownership note dated AH 1098/AD
1686-7; see Soucek, "Islamic Charting,".290; also Norah M. Titley,
Miniatures from Turkish Manuscripts: A Catalogue and Subject Index of
Paintings in the British Library and British Museum (London: British
Library, 1981), 64-6. I have not examined the manuscript myself. For the
legends of London-4131, see Appendix 10.
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rest of the city by its own wall, is depicted as a group of
small buildings whose cupolas are enhanced with blue color. The
palace is followed by three, blue-domed mosques and residential
buildings, distinguished by their red, saddle roofs. 205 Further
back, however, no houses are shown but only five more mosques
that are all depicted similarly, with a single dome and
minaret, and which are also evenly distributed in the available
area. In contrast to them, the three mosques in the foreground
shown intermingled with houses form a sort of front on the
Golden Horn whether intended or not. They also appear more
characteristic in their depictions. The first one on the left,
with four minarets, is especially a quite realistic side
elevation of the SUleymaniye seen from the northeast. The other
two (or three?) mosques with double minarets must stand for
other royal mosques visible in the same range as Sileymaniye,
possibly Fatih and Sultan Selim Mosques, but their depictions
do not allow any precise identification.
The topographic details of the Istanbul Peninsula in
London-4131 constitute a representation of the city that
relates to two different perceptions: one pertaining to the
visible front of the city on the Golden Horn and the other
pertaining to the rest of its urban area imagined as extending
behind this front and punctuated by mosques. This two-fold
perception underlies Istanbul's depiction also in later and
topographically much more elaborate variants but it is most
apparent in London-4131.
The importance of the Golden Horn as an urban space that
connects Istanbul with Galata is another subject that is
emphasized in London-4131, and which is suggested by the tiny
drawings of row boats (peremes) along that body of water. 206 On
2 05Also on several other Bahriye maps, blue is used to indicate the lead
roof covering and, hence, distinguishes monumental buildings from
ordinary ones whose roofs were covered with tiles and correspondingly
painted red.
206 Peremes were the principal means of transportation in Istanbul in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Pereme transport was regulated, and
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the coast opposite Istanbul, Galata and its suburbs are
depicted as densely built settlements. Galata's suburbs and the
two extra-muros mosques are new details. The mosque drawings
are differentiated by their roof forms yet cannot be identified
with certainty because in the early seventeenth century several
medium-sized mosques occupied coastal sites outside Galata,
especially on the Bosphorus side. Hence the mosque in the east,
close to the place-name "Begiktag", might be identified as the
mosque of Sinan Pasha completed in 1555, qualifying the group
of red-roofed buildings between it and Galata as a
representation of Be§iktag, Findikli and Tophane districts
together. Yet it might also stand for one of the later mosques
closer to Galata, either the Molla gelebi Mosque at Findikli
(ca. 1565) or the Kilig Ali Pasha Mosque at Tophane (1581).207
The extra-muros mosque to the west of Galata, shown as having a
hipped roof, brings to mind the mosque built in the early 1530s
by the grandvizier Kasim Pasha, who significantly developed
this district later named after him.208 His mosque was the most
important suburban mosque on that side of Galata until the
mosque of Sokollu Mehmed Pasha was built in 1580s at Azapkapi,
right outside the walls. If the depiction of the mosque with a
hipped roof is not arbitrary, the completion of the Sokollu
Mosque in 1580 might be considered a terminus ante quem.
A date before 1580 might be too early for London-4131, but
it could make sense as the date of another variant, which this
map imitated without updating its topographical content. This
might also be an explanation for the absence of the Sultanahmet
these boats ran between certain landing points. Twelve of the twenty-two
boat lines recorded at the end of the sixteenth century connected
locations across and along the Golden Horn. See C. Orhonlu, "Istanbul'da
kayikgilik," esp. Table I.
207 In Nuruosmaniye-2990, the mosque drawn at the same spot is identified
as the Mosque of Mehmed Aga, see below n. 218.
208 The original building, an early work of Sinan, burnt down in 1721. For
a discussion of its architecture, see A. Kuran, Sinan, the Grand Old
Master of Ottoman Architecture (Institute of Turkish Studies: Washington
DC and Istanbul: Ada Press, 1987), 42 and 247; (hereafter cited as
Sinan).
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Mosque, built in the early years of the seventeenth century.
Yet for this map and, as we shall see, for other variants of
the group, the absence of important buildings cannot offer
chronological limits since the topographical details are
somewhat random, as indicate, for example, in the case of
London-4131, the absence of the shipyards at Kasimpaga, west of
Galata, or that of Hagia Sophia between the depictions of the
Topkapi Palace and the SUleymaniye.
University-123 (fig. 61), the other undated variant of
this group, 209 which also very closely reproduces the
coastlines of Topkapi-337, gives the impression a richer
topographic detail than London-4131. But this is mainly due to
a larger number of houses depicted on the Istanbul Peninsula,
and only a few details are worth mentioning.
The buildings of the Topkapi Palace are depicted somewhat
differently from those in London-4131. More notable is that
this detail also includes the cypress trees which characterized
the palace site.
The depictions of mosques are as standard as those in
London-4131. In Istanbul, two of the larger mosques depicted
have four minarets. The mosque west of the Topkapi Palace
209 The Istanbul map is on fol.470r of MS T. 123 of Istanbul Universitesi
KutUphanesi (iUK). It was bound, probably around the turn of the
twentieth century, together with a copy of Katip gelebi's Levami' al-nur
fi zulumdt-i Atlas Minur (ca. 1654), a commented translation of G.
Mercator's Atlas Minor, which forms the first part of the present volume.
The latter manuscript is datable to the early eighteenth century. A
watermark on its last page, "grapes surmounted by crown" is very similar
to no.364 (from 1721) in Nikolaev, Watermarks of the Ottoman Empire. The
Bahriye manuscript could date either from the late sixteenth or early
seventeenth century. The frequent watermark "Anchor in a circle
surmounted with a six-armed star" bears the characteristics of the early
phase but is not conclusive. Bahriye manuscript is re-paginated to follow
the last page of the Atlas Minnr, i.e. it starts with fol. 300 and ends
with fol. 470. Bound at its beginning are miscellaneous Bahriye maps and
text. The short-version text begins on fol.309v. A note on fol.470v gives
the number of folios of the original volume as 170. Its maps were all
copied by impressing with a pointed tool, and then these blind outlines
were inked over. In the case of the Istanbul map, a small piece of paper
separated along the impressed line at the left edge of the folio. For the
legends of University-123, see Appendix 11.
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probably represents the Hagia Sophia, and the other one further
west the Suleymaniye. Their drawings are not very
characteristic except that the SUleymaniye is depicted on a
cliff or hilltop as actually located.
Similarly, the depictions of the two extra-muros mosques
on the Galata side are very approximate, and one could only
conjecture which mosques they represent. For example, the
mosque east of Galata was originally drawn with two minarets
and a saddle roof instead of a cupola, a configuration that
would not correspond to any mosque built on that shore as far
as we know. The other mosque west of Galata and shown as having
a cupola and a single minaret may be identified as the Sokollu
Mosque at Azapkapi, rather than the Kasim Pasha Mosque,
particularly because it is drawn adjacent to the walls of
Galata and east of the river (a small detail partly obscured by
the shipyards starting right on its western bank and by the
Kasim Pasha Bay drawn over it sometime later).
Inside Galata, among the houses, two buildings stand out:
in the middle a domed building with a thick and adjacent tower,
and further west, next to the walls, a tall building, also with
a domical roof. The first one, even though its drawing is not
very accurate, may be identified with the Arap Cami, the
biggest mosque on the Galata side that was converted from the
principal church of the Genoese after the conquest. Its
appearance as a topographic detail in this variant might be
connected with repair work undertaken between 1595 and 1603.210
The other prominent building with a tower-like shape must
represent the Galata Tower itself, apparently drawn in
conformity with the viewing direction and, consequently, almost
indistinguishable.
210 The Church of St. Paul of the Dominicans dates from the thirteenth or
fourteenth century, has an oblong plan and its belfry is located on its
east side. It was converted into a mosque in 1475/8 and belonged to the
foundations of Mehmed II. The late-sixteenth-century repair works were
done under the reign of Mehmed III, see S. Eyice, "Arap Cami, " in IstA,
1:294-5. Also see Bildlexikon, 79.
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Either because the Galata Tower passed unnoticed or was
considered a depiction that does not suit its visibility from
the sea, a later hand added another Galata Tower that surmounts
the walls of Galata as in Topkapi-337 or London-4131. The four
cypress trees (one later effaced) west of this drawing and seen
from the same direction also seem to be by this hand.211
However, two more corrections of different character may or may
not be done at the same time with these additions: the effacing
of one of the two minarets which the eastern extra-muros mosque
initially had, and the drawing of a deep inlet in the coastline
of the Golden Horn between the shipyards and Galata to indicate
the mouth of the Kasim Pasha River, originally not there as in
London-4131.
The most significant difference of University-123 from
both Topkapi-337 and London-4131 is that all its topographical
details are drawn according to a single viewpoint, the northern
viewpoint used to depict Istanbul. It is a departure from the
typical way of drawing topographical details in nautical
cartography, which Bahriye maps follow in the first place, and
may have been influenced by contemporary European topographical
maps and drawings or by the cartographic illustrations of
printed island books.212 Nevertheless, several place-names
appearing upside down in this map reveal that coasts were meant
to be looked at from the sea and, hence, the Istanbul map was
also turned around like any map used for navigation.
A unique viewpoint for the depiction of topographical
details also characterizes the two other variants in the group,
211 These trees probably symbolize the cemetery located northwest of
Galata that was densely planted with cypresses.
212 The map of Venice in MS University-123 (fig. 86c) is an adaptation of
the Venice map contained in the island book of Benedetto Bordone
(fig. 89). The manuscript also has some detail maps bound at its
beginning that have small town vignettes accompanied by European place-
names and drawn not facing the sea but, as in island books, the presumed
user of the book. These detail maps seem to have served as a model for MS
University-123's detail maps. See above n. 138 and fig. 91.
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Nuruosmaniye-2990 and Kuwait-75 (1688-9).213 Both maps seem to
be relating more directly to University-123 than to London-
4131, but in different ways.
Nuruosmaniye-2990 (fig. 62), which dates from 1645,214
resembles London-4131 in its drawing style and coloration. But
except for the depiction of the lighthouse on Cape Kalamig, its
topographical details are more similar to those of University-
123. Details such as the Topkapi Palace, the Hagia Sophia, the
town of Galata and the two extra-muros mosques are depicted
almost the same as in University-123.
Nuruosmaniye-2990 also presents new or improved
topographical details. However, it is not consistently more
precise in depicting buildings and in general remains quite
casual. For example, it has a better depiction of SUleymaniye
that distinguishes its courtyard and in relation to it, the
correct position of minarets that have triple or double
balconies. The same attention applies only to the minarets of
Hagia Sophia, which are not depicted with double balconies as
in University-123 but correctly with single balconies. However,
213 The Istanbul map is published in color (redrawn for reproduction
purposes?) as the frontispiece in LLoyd A. Brown, The Story of Maps
(Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1950). The manuscript, which was at the
time of this publication in the private collection of Philip Hofer,
Boston, USA, was later acquired by the Dar al-Athar, Kuwait. The
manuscript, now preserved as LNS. 75 in that museum, and its date are
mentioned in Esin Atil, Islamic Art and Patronage: Treasures from Kuwait
(New York: Rizzoli, 1990), cat. no. 78.
214 The Istanbul map is on fol.160r of MS 2990 of Nuruosmaniye
KUtUphanesi, Istanbul. The manuscript has a colophon on fol. 159v that
gives the copyist's name as "Ahmed bin Mustafa, sakin-i (resident of)
Begiktig" and the date as AH 1055/AD 1645; for full text of colophon see
Appendix 12. The copyist might have been a professional for the
handwriting of the text (in talik style) is rather elegant. The map's
title and annotations also have the same handwriting. An owner carefully
noted his name on the side of the colophon as "S&hibi Mehmed Pagali
odalalasi Ahmed Aga". The volume was donated by sultan Mahmud I, the
original founder of the Nuruosmaniye Library. His seal and a short
foundation statement were on fol.2v and now are concealed under the sheet
pasted on that side of fol. 2. The shelf number "2990" is visible on fol.
lv. Also on the same page are the seal and foundation statement of sultan
Osman III, who completed the construction of the library after Mahmud I's
death in 1754 and appropriated its patronage.
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the depictions of other mosques appear as standard as in
London-4131 and University-123, and the Sultanahmet Mosque
(completed in 1619) remains wanting.
On the Galata side, the Galata Tower is missing, either
because it was overlooked - if based on University-123 - or
forgotten. But the bay at Kasimpaga is there, drawn exactly as
the correction in University-123, together with the residential
district and the shipyards properly located and distinguished.
In addition, a new detail, the town of EyUp and its mosque are
squeezed in the place left between the western extremity of the
Golden Horn and the edge of map.
The presence of these new details of Kasimpaga and Eyup in
Nuruosmaniye-2990 also correspond to an increased interest in
depicting the Golden Horn as an urban area, an interest that is
also reflected in the names of several city gates noted only in
that area of the map.215 The names of the gates, however, might
have been added to this map by an owner of the volume for, as
all the other place-names in black ink, they clearly differ
from the original inscriptions on the map. 216 .The same person
might also have drawn next to the southernmost promontory on
the Asian coast (i.e. Point Dragos) a lighthouse and a "garden"
projecting to the sea, which he identified as the "Fenar
Ba gesi", apparently because he did not recognize the light
house and the garden pavilions already represented on the
proper Cape Kalamig, as in London-4131. 217
215 These gates are, from east to west, Yenikapu, B&b-i Fenar, B&b-i
Balat, Bab-i Ayvansaray. These gates were also locations of boat landings
for peremes, hence their names also give more substance to the
representation of the boat traffic on the Golden Horn.
216 The original place-names were written in red ink, like the title which
appears in a box in the upper right corner, and identify the islands, the
Kizkulesi, and the residential districts of Begiktag and Kadikdy. Their
handwriting unmistakably matches the handwriting of the Bahriye text and
of annotations found on other maps of the manuscript. For a complete
transcription of the inscriptions on Nuruosmaniye-2990, see Appendix 12.
The handwriting of place-names in black ink have a resemblance with that
of the ownership note appearing next to the colophon on fol. 159v.
217 The place-name "Kadik6yi", written next to the proper detail of Cape
Kalami§ in red ink by the maker of the map, might also have obscured the
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Among the added place-names there is also one that
identifies a topographic detail existing in all the variants of
this group, that is the eastern extra-muros mosque on the
Galata side. It is here annotated "Tobh&ne, Cami'-i Mehmed Aga"
(Tophane, the Mosque of Mehmed Aga). This identification is
compatible with a mosque more or less contemporary with
Nuruosmaniye-2990, which was, however, unquestionably less
significant than the other mosques in that area. 218 Hence, this
particular identification may not reveal which mosque was
identity of the lighthouse and the garden pavilion depicted there. The
maker of Nuruosmaniye-2990, if he relied on London-4131, was possibly
misled himself by the already erroneous identification "Kalamig Burni"
given to the southernmost land projection on London-4131. He did not copy
tnat place-name ror some reason Dut ratner snirtea tne place-name
"Kadik5yi", which occurs a little further north in London-4131, next to
the detail of Cape Kalamig, which had been left unidentified in the
model.
218 No mosque attributable to any Mehmed Aga exists today in the Tophane
or Findikli districts but the identification given on this map is a
plausible reference to a mosque built not long before the copy date of MS
Nuruosmaniye-2990 and which is listed in the nineteenth-century source
Hadika, 2:69, as "Cami'-i Rast Mehmed Aga kurb-i Tophane". Its builder,
who died in 1630, was Sipahizade Mehmed Aga, a renowned man of his time.
The mosque is qualified in Hadika as fevkani (raised, with an upper
floor) and had some dependencies, which were built after Mehmed Aga's
death by his sister. Also Eremya KbmurcUyan mentions the Mehmed Aga
Mosque at Salipazari, near Tophane, noting that gave its name to the
neighborhood around it, in istanbul Tarihi: XVII.Asirda istanbul (ca.
1680), trans. and ed. by H.D. Andreasyan, rev. by K. Pamukciyan
(Istanbul: Eren Yayinlari, 1988), 39; (hereafter cited as istanbul
Tarihi). Also the eighteenth-century author Sarkis Sarraf-Hovhannesyan
locates this mosque at Salipazari, which had by then become the drill-
ground of the artillerymen, in Payitaht tstanbul'un Tarihgesi (1800),
trans. by E. Hanger (Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi Yurt Yay., 1996), 43;
(herafter cited as Payitaht). Mehmed Aga Mosque is also mentioned by
Evliya Qelebi in Seyahatname, 188, among the mosques of the Tophane
district and as distinct from the Mosque of Molla gelebi (Molla gelebi
being the surname of Vusfuli Mehmed Efendi, the kadi of Istanbul) built
ca. 1560. Evliya noted both mosques, one after the other, as being in the
Findikli area and "at the waterfront" (leb-i deryada). Moreover, he
specified that the first was a "low mosque" (tahtani cami') [i.e. either
not raised on a substructure or not a tall building], while the second
had a high dome (kubbe-i '&lili). He also remarks that the steep stairs
leading to the Cihangir Mosque on the cliff started right behind the
Mehmed Aga Mosque. This remark locates the mosque just to the east of
modern warehouses at Salipazari. The mosque is already missing in a
Bostancibagi register from ca. 1814, see R. E. Kogu, "BostanciLbagi
Defterleri," istanbul EnstitusU Mecmuasi 4 (1958):67-8.
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always represented on the same spot in each variant. Yet it is
interesting in suggesting that users of manuscripts, and
conceivably the copyists or makers of maps too, associated
unidentified topographical details with what was more important
or recent in their own time, or perhaps presented some personal
interest.
The latest variant of the group, Kuwait-75 dates from
1688-9 (fig. 63).219 It is a variant that stands out in the
group with its idiosyncratic drawing style. Its depiction of
topographical details is somewhat stiff compared to other
variants but also curiously ornate, as is particularly evident
in the different renderings of mosque cupolas and windows. Its
style cannot be associated with any particular drawing
tradition, and appears to be a mixture of different
influences. 220 . Yet with regard to topographical details,
Kuwait-75 closely replicates University-123.
On the Istanbul Peninsula , the depictions of the Topkapi
Palace, the Hagia Sophia and SUleymaniye are strikingly similar
to the respective details of University-123, moreover all the
other mosques correspond in number and location. The only new
detail is a spiral tower on the Marmara side of the Topkapi
Palace, which because of its location, recalls the lighthouse
near Ahirkapi . 221
219 My discussion of this variant is based on a reproduction published, as
the frontispiece, in Lloyd A. Brown, The Story of Maps (Boston: Little,
Brown and Co., 1950). At the time of that publication, the manuscript was
in the private collection of Philip Hofer, Boston, and was subsequently
acquired for Dar al-Athar, Kuwait. The manuscript, preserved as LNS. 75
in that museum, is briefly commented on in E. Atil, Islamic Art and
Patronage: Treasures from Kuwait (New York: Rizzoli, 1990), under cat.
no. 78. The date of the manuscript is given, ibid., as 1688-9.
220 While enhancing the coastlines and islands as well as the base lines
of details depicted in elevation with a color wash is typical of nautical
cartography, the cross-hatching of saddle-roofs and dotting applied to
certain sites suggests an inspiration perhaps taken from engraved prints.
The use of shading is also particular to this variant but it was not
unusual in town vignettes of nautical charts especially from sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries.
221 The only lighthouse on the Marmara coast of Istanbul is the one at
Ahirkapi, which historical sources mention as having been first built
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On the Galata side, the relation between the topographical
details of the two variants is more intricate because not all
the corrections and additions done to University-123 are
incorporated into Kuwait-75. The two extra-muros mosques, for
example, are very similar, and notably, the eastern one has two
minarets as in University-123 prior to the correction. The
coastline in the Kasim Paga area also corresponds to the
uncorrected state of University-123. The depiction of the
shipyards, too, although slightly more elaborate, is very
similar. 222 On the other hand, two identified buildings,
"div&nhane" (assembly hall) at the western end of the
shipyards, 223 and the "mevlevihane" (mevlevi convent) north of
Galata, 224 are new details. But neither building was a recent
construction when Kuwait-75 was drawn, and the depictions
appear to be more fanciful than representational. In fact, the
depiction of the Mevlevi convent here seems to complement an
during the short reign of Osman III (1754-7), see Necdet Sakao~lu, "III.
Osman" in istA, 6:157. This date, however, is much later than the date of
MS Kuwait-75.
222 The fact that the corrected coastline was already present in
Nuruosmaniye-2990 dated 1645, somewhat complicates its explanation. Two
possibilities come to mind: first, that the correction was not made
before 1688-9 when Kuwait-75 imitated University-123, and the maker of
Nuruosmaniye-2990 had relied either on another variant in which that
detail occurred or introduced it himself; secondly, the correction was
already made but it was ignored as it partly conflicted with the detail
of the shipyards that is drawn as in University-123.
223 For a complete transcription of writings in Kuwait-75, see Appendix
13. "Divanh&ne" corresponded to the official seat of the admiral of the
fleet (Kapudanpaga) at the naval shipyards. With respect to its location
here in the western section of the shipyards, it rather represents the
"new" divanhane. The "old" divanhane, clearly depicted in variants of
another subgroup, was located further east, in the section of the
shipyards that dated back to the fifteenth century. The two buildings are
hardly distinguished in modern sources, and their construction dates are
not certain. For a discussion of their mention in some historical
sources, see further below n. 277.
224 This convent of the Mevlevi dervishes is located not far from the
Galata Tower. It was founded by iskender Pasha in 1491 during the reign
of Bayezid II (1481-1512), see Can Kerametli, Galata Mevlevihanesi
(Istanbul: TTOK, 1977), 17; also see Ekrem Igin, "Mevlevilik" in IstA, 5:
424.
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inscription that already noted in University-123, at the same
spot, the presence of a "mevlevihane".
The depiction of the town of Galata itself, too, is
derived from University-123. It is only modified to have a
rectangular layout, apparently for stylistic reasons. The
Galata Tower, shown among other intra-muros buildings is
somewhat more easily recognizable than in University-123 due to
its situation, but the two other tower-like buildings to its
west are fanciful additions.
On the Asian side, two clusters of buildings and a group
of cypress trees give the impression that Kuwait-75 presents
more topographical detail in that part of the map than the
other variants belonging to this subgroup. The buildings facing
Kizkulesi stand for the town of UskUdar and, in fact, are a
large-scale version of a detail that exists in all the other
variants. The other group of buildings do not have a precedent
and possibly represent the town of Kadik6y. 225 All these
details on the Asian side, as well as that of "mevlevihane", do
not really serve as topographic depictions but rather seem to
fill the empty areas of the map. Their exaggerated sizes, too,
appear to serve the same purpose rather than conveying any kind
of emphasis. Hence, they may be considered elements matching
the overall decorative character of this late variant.
If we leave aside Kuwait-75, the other variants form a
consistent group that displays the characteristics of Bahriye
maps in general, with recognizable features derived from
nautical cartography. In conformity with that tradition, these
variants do not present a particularly elaborate topographical
content. Yet despite their limitations as topographical maps,
225 The legend (or perhaps two legends superimposed?) next to these
buildings cannot be deciphered. This depiction might also stand for the
UskUdar Garden and its buildings. On the other hand, the cypresses most
probably represent the Karacaahmet cemetery situated between the towns of
UskUdar and Kadikdy and densely planted with these trees. Why these two
details are drawn with respect to an independent viewing direction is
difficult to explain, especially since the detail of UskUdar on the same
coast conforms to the general viewing direction.
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London-4131, University-123 and Nuruosmaniye-2990 succeed in
depicting the northern view of Istanbul as seen on the Golden
Horn and do not fail to distinguish and emphasize its principal
elements, the Topkapi Palace, the Hagia Sophia and the
SUleymaniye. They also display a particular attention to the
Golden Horn, which is evident in a gradual addition of
topographical details in that area. This focus on the Golden
Horn might also explain the striking absence of the Sultanahmet
Mosque (1619) in these maps of the early to mid-seventeenth
century, a very visible building but not from the Golden Horn.
2.3.2. Nuruosmaniye-2997 and Yenicami-790: The
Topographical Elaboration of the Istanbul Map
In comparison to the subgroup of variants discussed above,
Istanbul and its three towns, Galata, Uskdar and Eyup, are
depicted in a detailed way in another variant subgroup from the
early seventeenth century. Two Istanbul maps, Nuruosmaniye-2997
contained in a manuscript dated 1629,226 and Yenicami-790 in an
undated manuscript (figs. 64 and 65).227 The two maps cannot be
far apart in date, for they appear to be the work of the same
person or of the same workshop.228 Their coastlines and
226 This Istanbul map is on fol. 203v of MS 2997 of Nuruosmaniye
KUtUphanesi (NOK), Istanbul. On the same page as the map are also the
last three lines of the chapter concerning the Red Islands followed by
the colophon giving the completion date of copying as "sene bin otuz
sekiz, evasit-i gehr-i Zilhicce, fi yevm-i Dugenbe" (the year of AH 1038,
between the 11th and 20th of the month of zilhicce, on Monday), which
corresponds to [AD] August 6th, 1629. The copyist also gives his name as
Mustafa son of Mehmed el-Cundi. For a transcription of the colophon and
the legends of this map, see Appendix 14; and
227 This variant is on fol. 201v of MS Yenicami-790 of SUleymaniye
Kutuphanesi, Istanbul. Until the 1910s, it was in the library attached to
Yeni Valide Mosque (the Yeni Cami) at Emino5nui and founded by Ahmed III in
1724-5. The map-page bears the two last lines of the Red Islands chapter
but no colophon. In Soucek and Goodrich, "List of MSS," 290, under no.15,
a copy date for this manuscript is given as AH 959/AD 1551, which may be
traced back to the card catalogue of the SUleymaniye Library. However, I
have not found any date noted in this manuscript. For the legends of
Yenicami-790, see Appendix 15.
228 The close similarity of these Istanbul maps well reflects the relation
between the manuscripts housing them. Both manuscripts are copies of the
short-version Bahriye. Their present bindings differ but this is probably
due to a rebinding of MS Nuruosmaniye-2997 when it was designated to
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topographical details are nearly identical. They are only
colored somewhat differently. 229
With their elaborate and finished look, Nuruosmaniye-2997
and Yenicami-790 appear quite distanced from Bologna-3613, and
no particular feature in these two maps betrays a direct link
with that early map. Yet an overall similarity to Bologna-3613
(fig. 55) is noticeable in their layout and coastlines,
particularly in the depiction of the islands and the Asian
coastline facing them,230 in the relative narrowness of the
Bosphorus and the Golden Horn that meet at a right angle, and
in the coastline of Galata, whose only accentuated feature is
the bay at Kasimpaga. The Istanbul Peninsula, although drawn
larger and with its tip projecting toward the Bosphorus, also
has the simple, triangular form as in Bologna-3613.
enter the Nuruosmaniye Library collection in 1750s. MS Yenicami-790 seems
to have preserved its original binding. The pages of Nuruosmaniye-2997
were apparently trimmed during this rebinding as one can easily notice at
the right hand edge of the Istanbul map. The volumes now measure N: 287 x
199 mm ana Yc: 298 x 200 mm, Dut must originally nave naa very similar
dimensions. The number of pages (N: 204, YC: 201) and the number of maps
(N:.128, YC: 124) are also close, and the text pages have the same number
of lines (17 lines). For both volumes, paper of Venetian origin, with tre
lune-watermark (three horizontally lined-up crescents) was used. However,
the countermarks consisting of pairs of letters vary slightly. MS
Nuruosmaniye-2997 also has some folios with other watermarks such as
"single-armed anchor in a circle surmounted by a clover" and "crown
surmounted by a star and a crescent". The comparison of the tre lune
watermarks of the undated MS Yenicami-790 with samples in Velkov and
Andreev, Filigranes dans les documents ottomans, was not quite
conclusive: some watermarks from this catalog match the dimensions of
crescents and their positions with respect to chain lines but not their
contours. These samples and the similar Yenicami-watermarks are the
following: no. 15 (1628)/fol. 43, no.17 (1629)/fol. 113, no. 370
(1694)/fol.201.
229 The most remarkable difference in coloration is that, on Yenicami-790,
the body of water is entirely painted with a bluish pigment, which has
faded (?) irregularly; on Nuruosmaniye-2997 the same pigment seems to
have been used to paint a band all along the coastlines, and on both maps
also to indicate the lead-covered roofs, mainly cupolas. Otherwise, the
same pigments were used in both maps only with minor differences. Gilding
is used in both maps for finials on cupolas and minarets, for roof
cornices and minaret balconies; in Nuruosmaniye-2997 also the compass
circle of the wind rose is gilded.
230 The promontory corresponding to Cape Kalamig is the only element that
is shaped as in Bologna-3613 even though its geographic position and
pointing direction are different, and perhaps corrected.
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It is possible that the cartographic layout presented in
Nuruosmaniye-2997 and Yenicami-790 relates to Bologna-3613
through an unknown intermediary, perhaps a variant from the
late sixteenth century, in which the mentioned modifications of
coastlines were already introduced. The sure and at the same
time stylized drawing of coastlines in Nuruosmaniye-2997 and
Yenicami-790 also suggests that they were copied from another
map. 2 31
The topographic contents of the two maps are drawn so
similarly that the few differences that can be found must be
incidental rather than due to a different hand. For the same
reason, it is difficult to determine on the basis of these
differences which map is the earlier one. In both variants,
Istanbul, Galata and Uskudar are filled with red-roofed houses,
which are drawn slightly smaller in Nuruosmaniye-2997, and
amidst them appear several mosques and other prominent
buildings that are distinguished by their lead-covered cupolas
or roofs neatly painted in blue. In Istanbul, only two mosques,
the Suleymaniye and the Hagia Sophia, are differentiated from
the rest, and more clearly so in Yenicami-790. Especially in
Yenicami-790, the SUleymaniye appears as the most imposing
mosque of the city and is shown in a remarkably precise side
elevation with its four minarets correctly situated and
distinguished by triple and double balconies. The Haghia Sopia,
shown between the Topkapi Palace and the SUleymaniye Mosque,
stands out as the second biggest mosque. Even though not very
characteristic in either map, its depiction remarkably has
three minarets, a configuration that characterized the building
until 1574-5.232 A small and unexpected detail between these
231 In both maps the coastlines, except those of the islands, are traced
as two parallel lines and the space in-between was then filled in red.
These smoothly undulating coastlines appear to be a stylized version of
typical nautical chart coastlines.
232 The minaret drawn in the middle brings to mind the wooden minaret to
the right of the western semidome known to have existed until the two
identical minarets, designed by Sinan were built to flank the northwest
facade in 1574-75. It is mentioned in an imperial firman dated AH
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two mosques is also present in both maps, and shows the
Egyptian obelisk. 233 Another small detail, the Shore Kiosk is
also shown in both maps on the narrow strip of land below the
Topkapi Palace. In Yenicami-790, the kiosk's roof is
architecturally more complete (fig. 65a). 234
Apart from these negligible differences of drawing,
Nuruosmaniye-2997 has four buildings that are wanting in
Yenicami-790.
Two of these buildings are shown on the Asian side,
opposite Kiz Kulesi (fig. 64a). Although not identified, the
mosque cannot be confused with any other and represents the
mosque of gemsi Ahmed Pasha completed in 1580.235 The long
building with a red roof next to the mosque might be the
residence of gemsi Ahmed Pasha, known as the "gemsi Ahmed Paga
Serayi". 236 The third additional detail in Nuruosmaniye-2997 is
Zilhicce 980/ AD April 1573 and concerning an assessment of necessary
repairs. A slightly later firman, dating from June of the same year,
indicates the location of this minaret as "nim kubbe Uzerinde" (upon the
semidome), see Ahmed Refik, Onuncu asr-i hicri'de istanbul hayati (1495-
1591) (1935; Istanbul: Enderun Kitabevi, 1988), 21, 23; for an English
paraphrase of the two documents see Necipoglu, "The Life of an Imperial
Monument: Hagia Sophia After Byzantium," 206-7. The investigation of W.
Emerson and R. L. van Nice revealed that the south turret on the
northwest facade of Hagia Sophia (i.e. to the right hand side of the
western semidome when looking at it from the north) served as base to
this minaret, see Emerson and Van Nice, "Hagia Sophia and the First
Minaret Erected After the Conquest of Constantinople": 36-7 and fig. 1;
for a discussion of Lorichs's panorama (1559) and of the "Freshfield
Sketch" (1573-4) as visual documents for that minaret, see ibid., 37-9.
233 The porphry obelisk at the Hippodrome is a small but precisely drawn
detail which is remarkably colored as the minarets of mosques in both
maps.
234 Its depiction in Nuruosmaniye-2997 is very rudimentary, but in
Yenicami-790 the kiosk's cupola and projecting eaves as well as its
gilded finial and two chimneys are shown (fig. 65a). This particular roof
form of the kiosk corresponds to its final stage when it was completely
rebuilt in 1591-3 (fig. 99). See Necipo~lu, Topkapi Palace, 232.
235 The work of Sinan, the mosque incorporated on its waterfront the tomb
of §emsi Ahmed Pasha (died 1580) and formed with a madrasa a small
complex (fig. 101). After having occupied the posts of beylerbeyi
(governor general) of Anatolia and then of Rumelia, gemsi Ahmed Pasha
became a vizier as well as musahib (gentleman-in waiting) of Selim II and
then of Murad III.
236 The residence of gemsi Ahmed Pasha is identified that way in later
variants Paris-956 (fig. 66d) and followers; see fig. b. Pasha's
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the EyUp Sultan Mosque that was built in the fifteenth century.
It is shown outside of the northwest corner of Istanbul where
the town of Eyup is represented as a group of houses, but was
possibly complete before the map's edge was trimmed off. The
fourth building depicted in the upper east section of the
walled town of Galata is also a mosque but cannot be identified
with certainty. 2 37
Yet the absence of these details from Yenicami-790 does
not mean the map was dated earlier than Nuruosmaniye-2997. The
graphic similarity of the two maps does not permit to consider
1580, the date of the gemsi Ahmed Pasha Mosque, missing in
Yenicami-790, as a terminus ante quem as it would separate the
two maps by fifty years. Furthermore, this missing detail,
considered together with the missing Eyup Sultan Mosque,
appears incidental. However, the absence of an important and
then recent monument such as the Sultan Ahmet Mosque both in
Nuruosmaniye-2997 and Yenicami-790 is intriguing. Even though
this absence might have been incidental too, it is tempting to
consider it together with the depiction of Hagia Sophia in its
three-minaret phase and think that Nuruosmaniye-2997 and
residence must have preceded the small mosque complex that was completed
the year of his death. ismail H. Konyali noted, without mentioning his
sources, that gemsi Ahmed Pasha had made it a gift to Selim II, in
Konyali, Abideleri ve kitabeleriyle UskUdar Tarihi (Istanbul: Turkiye
Yegilay Cemiyeti, 1976), 1:292; (hereafter cited as UskUdar Tarihi). The
building must have been worthy of the sultan even for its site alone that
afforded an exceptional view. It was rebuilt for Ahmed III by his
grandvizier Nevgehirli ibrahim Pasha, possibly in 1709-10 when he
constructed a new water system in Uskudar, and appears on an eighteenth-
century water supply map. It was rebuilt a second time in 1816 and seems
to have disappeared before 1865, see H. F. Yilmaz, "@eref&b&d Kasri," in
istA, 7:163.
237 There were very few mosque inside Galata, especially in its
northeastern section. If we interpret the long, saddle-roofed building
shown in both maps below the Galata Tower as a depiction of the palazzo
comunale di Pera (the former Genose town hall) the only mosque in the
area to its east and in the vicinity of the tower was the Bereketzade
Mosque, built by Hadji Ali bin Hasan, a warden of the Galata Tower during
the reign of Mehmed II. The mosque was torn down in 1948. See
Ayvansarayi, Hadika, 2, 35; T. 6z, istanbul Camileri, 2, 13. For its
location and that of the palazzo comunale, see the map of Galata in
Bildlexikon, 321.
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Yenicami-790 largely relied on an earlier variant that predated
not only the completion of the Sultan Ahmet Mosque in 1617 but
also that of the identical minarets of the Hagia Sophia in
1574-5.238 This conjecture also appears plausible since both
maps display a particular attention to view-commanding
buildings and sites, especially of royal character and depict
them as conspicuous topographical details.
In these two maps, not only the major urban settlements
Istanbul, Galata and Uskudar are depicted as facing different
directions, but also some sites within them are similarly
differentiated. Particularly noticeable are the Topkapi Palace
and the Yedikule Fortress, whose buildings are oriented
differently than the rest of the buildings on the Istanbul
Peninsula.
The orientation of the Yedikule Fortress toward the
Marmara Sea is not surprising since the fortress is best
visible from that sea. On the other hand, the orientation of
the Topkapi Palace is not so obvious because of its site at the
tip of the Istanbul Peninsula, it can be seen from many
different directions. Here, however, its depicted buildings are
clearly oriented west. This depiction highlights the
residential wing of the palace, the Harem, which indeed is
oriented as shown and enjoys a particularly deep and rich vista
along the Golden Horn, also encompassing Istanbul's own
monumental cityscape. Hence, the depiction of the palace here
not only emphasizes its Harem wing but also the view it
affords, more precisely the view that distinguishes it the
most.
The depiction of the Topkapi Palace suggests that the
orientation of buildings in this cartographic representation
not only depends from which direction they are visible but also
relates to the view available from their sites. Hence, it
238 The addition of the gemsi Ahmed Pasha Mosque to Nuruosmaniye-2997
might then be interpreted as a partial updating.
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allows us to consider other topographical details whose
orientations are not so conspicuously differentiated in a
reciprocal relation of "visibility and view".
The walled town of Galata, for instance, enjoys the view
of Istanbul and vice versa, while its suburb on the Bosphorus
faces the town of Uskudar on the Asian side. 239 The latter town
and the coast stretching south toward Cape Kalamig are in their
turn characterized by a view encompassing the Istanbul
Peninsula, the Golden Horn and Galata.
The emphasis on viewing and being visible seems to
underlie the drawings of some topographical details that are
particularly prominent in these two maps. The depictions of the
Mihrimah Complex and the Uskudar Garden on the Asian side and
the Tersane Garden on the Galata side are not only elaborately
drawn but are also characterized by a conspicuous frontality
(figs. 64a and 65b). As such they command the view of the
respective coasts but also appear as fully exploiting the view
their respective sites afford.
The Mihrimah Complex (fig. 64a), depicted amidst the town
of UskUdar, comprises the mosque and the madrasa to its left,
as well as two similarly long buildings on the coast. 240
239 Note also that the hills behind Galata and its suburb of Tophane
underlie the different orientations of these two settlements.
240 These buildings must be the two carvanserail, very clearly described
by Evliya Qelebi as "two fortress-like buildings on the waterfront and on
the two sides of the mosque that are entirely covered with lead [i.e.
their roofs]" (cami'in iki tarafinda, leb-i deryada, gfiyA birer kal'adir,
ser&p& kurgum ile mestirdur), in Seyahatname, 203. "Two waterfront
carawanserais" are also mentioned by the seventeenth-century historian
ibrahim Pegevi, Pegevi Tarihi, ed. by M. Uraz (Istanbul: Negriyat Yurdu,
1968), 228. Today these buildings do not exist, and the original
configuration of the complex remains conjectural. Lists of Sinan's
buildings from the late sixteenth century only mention an imaret other
than the mosque and the medrese. The waqfiyya prepared in 957 (1550),
however, seems to distinguish to accomodation facilities; it mentions "a
guesthouse (misafirhane), stables, a storeroom (kiler), a storehouse
(anbar) and a khan (han)," quoted in Konyali, UskUdar Tarihi, 2:230-1.
Evliya, ibid., mentions separately the imaret, serving as a soupkitchen
for the caravanserai, and the medrese. For the hypothetical places of
complex units that have not survived, see Kuran, Sinan, 58-9; and Dogan
Kuban, "Mihrimah Sultan Kulliyesi, " IstA, 5:456-7.
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Characterized by their blue, lead roofs, the buildings of
Mihrimah Complex not only constitute the center of the town but
also its coastal front visible from the Bosphorus and the
opposite shore. 241
Further south, the coast facing the Topkapi Palace is
similarly dominated by the gardens and the royal residence that
were simply referred to as the Uskudar Garden (UskUdar
Bafgesi). The residential building, shown here on a background
formed by cypress trees, comprise a prominent pavilion in the
middle and several other domed units that seem to be unified in
a long-stretched facade parallel to the waterfront to benefit
from the view. This depiction of the palace buildings appears
somewhat summary yet reflects the same overall configuration
that is suggested also in some Ottoman and European
representations. 242
The Fener Garden located on Cape Kalamig is also present
on Nuruosmaniye-2990 and Yenicami-790 as a topographical
detail. 243 Even though it does not appear distinct from the
241 The legend noted in red ink, in Nuruosmaniye-2997, below the mosque
erroneously identifying it as "eski valide [mosque]" is a later addition
as the doors drawn on the two caravanserails, the second smaller tower of
the Kizkulesi and its legend.
242 For late-sixteenth-century depictions, see the Sehingehname map of
Istanbul (fig. 34b), the panoramic view preserved in Vienna (fig. 97) and
the map of Bosphorus in an anonymous costume book (fig. 98), also see n.
376. Various documents indicate that the UskUdar Garden gained importance
during the reign of SUleyman I in the 1550s, and some residential
buildings were built there by architect Sinan, see Necipoqlu, Topkapi
Palace, 165. In the spring of 1573, the Frenchman Philippe du Fresne-
Canaye observed that Selim II went to this palace daily, see Le voyage du
levant de Philippe du Fresne-Canaye (1573), ed. by M. H. Hauser (Paris:
E. Leroux, 1897), 90. Murad III's frequent stays there are mentioned in
Necipo~lu, op. cit. Buildings in this garden were restored, rebuilt and
added at different times until the end of the eighteenth century, see W.
Muller-Wiener, "Das Kavak Sarayi-Ein verlorenes Baudenkmal Istanbuls, "
Istanbuler Mitteilungen 38 (1988): 363-76; (hereafter cited as "Kavak
Sarayi"). For a discussion of Nuruosmaniye-2990/Yenicami-790 depiction in
comparison to depictions in other Istanbul map variants and European and
Ottoman depictions, see below p. 280-1.
243 The lighthouse itself is remarkably similar to its depiction in
London-4131. In fact, notwithstanding their different Istanbul maps, MS
London-4131 and Nuruosmaniye-2997 might have been prepared by the same
person or in the same workshop for there is an obvious similarity between
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Uskdar Garden, the site is identified as "Fenerlik" (site of
the lighthouse), and both the lighthouse at the tip of the cape
and a longitudinal building facing Istanbul, which must have
corresponded to the main pavilion, are clearly depicted
(fig. 64a). 244
The Tersane Garden, another prominent garden with a royal
residential complex, is depicted to the west of the shipyards
at Kasimpaga after which it was named (fig. 65b). 245 The site
of the Tersane garden is a promontory between the Kasimpaga Bay
and Hask6y and af forded a good view of EyUp as. well as of the
their other maps. Especially an ornamental allover pattern of tiny tulips
covering the land surface of some islands in maps of both manuscripts is
quite unusual and clearly indicates a kinship between these manuscripts.
It can be seen, e.g. in maps on fols. 56r and 140v (published by Soucek
in "Islamic Charting" as figs. 14.14 and 14.15) of MS London-4131 and in
maps on fols. 51v and 107v of MS Nuruosmaniye 2997.
244 The depiction of this pavilion somewhat varies in Nuruosmaniye-2997
and Yenicami-790. Although in both details the building is shown in an
oblong shape, the elevation is fenestrated in the first and arcaded in
the second. The Fener Garden is counted among works of Sinan in the late-
sixteenth-century lists of his buildings. It is known that an important
pavilion raised on a platform occupied a central location on the cape but
the overall arrangement of the site and its buildings remain uncertain.
For some hypotheses and a reconstruction of the central pavilion after
some historical documents and excavation findings, see S. H. Eldem,
Kdgkler ve kasirlar - A Survey of Turkish Kiosks and Pavilions, 2 vols.
(Istanbul: M.E.B. Basimevi, 1974), 67-87; (hereafter cited as Turkish
Kiosks).
245 As with the OskUdar Garden and its royal pavilions, the beginnings of
the residential buildings in the Tersane Garden are not well known.
Evliya Qelebi traces back the gardens to the Byzantine period and
attributes the first Ottoman buildings and the planting of cypress trees
in a grid pattern to Mehmed the Conqueror, to the second half of the
fifteenth century. Naima notes the construction of a "lofty pavilion"
(kasr-i 'all) in 1613-4 by Ahmed I, and Evliya mentions the construction
of a waterfront pavilion by ibrahim I, see Haluk Y. Sehsuvaroglu, "Aynali
Kavak Sarayx yahud Tersane Sarayi," in istA/Kogu, 3:1610-5. A waterfront
kiosk with a hipped roof, a garden wall and cypress trees are depicted in
the Istanbul map in Men&zil, to the west of the shipyards (fig. 8c); they
are also visible in the HUnername map and the map of the Kirkqegme water
supply system in Tarih-i Sultan Suleyman (fig. 33). This depiction also
corresponds to what is represented on the Vienna panorama (fig. 32). When
the neighboring shipyards were extended westward in 1590, a part of the
garden was given up, see W. Muller-Wiener, "Zur Geschichte des Tersane-i
Amire in Istanbul," in Turkische Miszellen: Robert AnheQer
Festschrift/Armagani/Mdlangesed. byJ.-L. Bacqud-Grammont et al.
(Istanbul: Editions Divit Press 1987), 256; (hereafter cited as "Ters&ne-
i imire").
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lower Golden Horn and the Seraglio Point. The detail here
primarily faces EyUp and depicts the waterfront buildings that
were interconnected by a wall following the coastline: a domed,
central pavilion with wide eaves, a smaller pavilion also
covered with a dome, and three others with pointed roofs. 246
The detail does not fail to include the cypress trees that
particularly characterized this garden and its view.
With the addition of the UskUdar and Tersane Gardens, the
topographic content of the Istanbul map becomes considerably
more elaborate. More importantly, in Nuruosmaniye-2997 and
Yenicami-790, the two royal gardens and the pavilions they
comprise emerge as prominent elements of Istanbul's surrounding
landscape, particularly as compositions of built and natural
forms. Their depictions pay equal attention to the rendering of
cupolas, conical roofs, chimneys, and finials as well as
cypress trees that are shown either as alternating with or as
providing a background to these architectural elements.
With Nuruosmaniye-2997 and Yenicami-790, the Istanbul map
included in Bahriye manuscripts attains a genuine topographical
character. The well-balanced distribution of topographical
depictions in the mapped area and their meticulous drawing
betrays a more formal and professional attitude. Remarkably,
this attitude involves conventions deriving from the miniature
painting as well as from the nautical cartography. 247 The most
246 The residential facilities in this garden formed another, smaller
summer palace. Historical sources suggest that the main residential
buildings were away from the waterfront. Yet it seems that from the
beginning on, a waterfront pavilion occupied the eastward point of the
promontory, which offered the best view, and was rebuilt several times.
In later pictorial sources, from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
a principal waterfront pavilion appears to occupy the same spot. For an
approximate reconstruction of its architecture in the eighteenth century
and a discussion of historical sources, see Eldem, Turkish Kiosks, 1:250-
84.
247 The stylized coastline, the hills and particularly the extension of
the map drawing beyond the frame are features that might be associated
with the miniature painting, while the wind rose and the islands picked
out in red clearly originate in nautical cartography. It is more
difficult to associate the drawings of buildings with one of these
traditions exclusively, yet the ornate character of some buildings,
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significant aspect of this topographic composition, that is the
differentiation of viewing directions as a representational
device, seems also to originate in this fusion of pictorial
traditions. As a result, the viewpoints that were significant
in the perception of Istanbul and its environs, especially the
reciprocity of viewing between different parts of the city,
becomes evident, much more so than in earlier maps of the
Bahriye-group we have already examined.
2.3.3. Paris-956, Bologna-3609, Koprulu-171,
Topkapi-1633 and Baltimore-656: The Appearance of
the Istanbul Map in the Long-Version Manuscripts
This subgroup formed by five variants comprises all the
known Istanbul maps included in copies of the long-version
Bahriye plus Bologna-3609, which is part of a volume that
consists only of the maps of the long version (figs. 66-70).248
The manuscripts are all very meticulously and elegantly
produced volumes except MS Topkapi-1633. They were all prepared
at unknown dates, except for MS Paris-956 and MS Bologna-3609
that contain some evidence indicating a date around the mid-
seventeenth century, a date that is also consistent with the
cartographic evidence provided by the Istanbul maps contained
in them. The derivation links between these maps suggest that
the earliest variants of the group are Paris-956 and Bologna-
3609.
The variants in this subgroup are characterized by a rich
topographic content with many new details, most of which are
identified with legends. 249 They are most carefully depicted
especially of SUleymaniye in Yenicami-790, is more reminiscent of a
miniature painter's approach.
248 In addition to maps, MS Bologna-3609 has a preface and a table of
contents, i.e. localities covered by the maps. This manuscript has been
published in a black-and-white facsimile edition and with an introductory
essay by Hans Joachim Kissling, see Der See-Atlas des Sejjid Nah, 1.Teil:
Einleitung und Karten (Munich: R. Trofenik, 1966) Kissling also planned a
second part in which he wanted to examine the annotations on the maps but
it remained unrealized.
249 This group of variants offers an interesting source for Istanbul's
toponomy, as one can observe how certain place-names got transformed in
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and identified in Paris-956 (fig. 66) and offer reliable
evidence to date this variant. The variants KbprulU-171,
Topkapi-1663 and Baltimore-658 stem from Paris-956 as revealed
by their topographic and toponymic contents. The relation of
Bologna-3609 to Paris-956, however, is less obvious despite an
overall similarity. This map lacks some of the new topographic
details appearing in Paris-956 while having some others in
common with it. Yet Bologna-3609 does not have a
chronologically consistent topographic content. For that reason
I shall start with Paris-956, which has a carefully and
consistently depicted topographical content, and then compare
it with Bologna-3609 and the other variants.
Paris-956 appears to be the earliest instance of an
Istanbul map occurring in a long-version Bahriye. The
manuscript containing this variant resembles in many respects
MS Topkapi H.642 and MS Ayasofya 2612.250 As in them, the same
three maps concerning the Marmara Sea come after the formal
ending of the text.251 The Istanbul map immediately follows
them and ocupies the last page of the volume.252.
spelling or pronunciation or replaced by others. For a transliteration of
place-names on these variants, see Appendices 16-19.
250 MS supp. turc 956 of Bibliotheque Nationale (BN), Paris, consists of
434 folios, while MS Topkapi H.642 has 424 and MS Ayasofya has 429
folios. Without a detailed comparison, it is not possible to know whether
the higher number of pages in MS Paris-956 is due to an expansion of the
text or the number of maps. Moreover, some page numbers were jumped over.
There are also repeated numbers. The map drawings of MS Paris-956 are
very similar to those of Topkapi and Ayasofya manuscripts including the
elaborate maps of Venice (fols. 216v-217r) and of Cairo (fol. 363r),
which are close variants of the respective maps in manuscripts Topkapi
(fols. 212v-213r and 355r) and Ayasofya (fols. 214v-215r, and 358r).251 In MS Paris-956, the colophon with which the text ends is on fol.432r,
and the lower half of that page is decorated with a beautiful drawing of
a sailship resembling a galeon (?), which is also copied in MS Kbprulu-
171 at the same spot. The three maps of the Marmara Sea follow on fols.
432v, 433r, and 433v.
252 As it is bound today, the Istanbul map is on fol.434v (modern
pagination) and upside down. The original page number 428, written with
red ink is now barely legible but can still be seen at the lower right
corner of fol. 434v. This page must have been reversed by mistake (the
recto side is blank!) and turned upside down during a recent rebinding.
(The volume has a modern binding and no more that one described as
"reliure turque, en cuir jaune recouverte d'dtoffe" in E. Blochet,
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Up until now, MS Paris-956 has been held to date from the
second half of the sixteenth century. 253 However, the watermark
evidence 254 and a concordant ownership note255 suggest a later
date, around the mid-seventeenth century but not later than
1651. Such a date is also consistent with several topographic
details on this Istanbul map. The ownership note is also
significant in that it reveals that this handsome volume was
Catalogue des manuscrits turcs de la Bibliotheque Nationale [1933],
2:108.)
253 See Blochet, op. cit., 108. This date estimate has been maintained in
various publications, see e.g. Annie Berthier and Dominique Halbout du
Tanney, "Liste des manuscrits A peintures du fonds turcs de la
Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris," Turcica 13 (1981): 238 [on p. 219,
probably by error: "du XVIIIe siecle"!]; A. Berthier, Vers l'Orient
(Paris: B. N., 1983), 26, cat.no.50; idem, [catalogue entry] in Soliman
Le Magnifique (Paris: Association Frangais d'Action Artistique, 1990),
83; and more recently in D. Halbout du Tanney, Istanbul vu par Matrakci,
88. Only in M.-R. Sdguy, Trdsors d'Orient (Paris: B.N., 1973), 105, cat.
no. 270, no date is mentioned.
254 The frequent watermark "three intersecting crescents", also to be
found on the folio bearing the Istanbul map, occurs in slightly different
forms where the degree of overlapping varies. The only published example
of this watermark known to me is no.119 in the catalogue prepared by
Velkov and Andreev, Filigranes dans les documents ottomans, and dates
from 1646 (A similar design, but much smaller in size and accompanied by
the name of a paper maker, "B. Perret" underneath it, is featured in
Briquet's catalogue as no. 5374 and a variation of it with a cross on
top, as no. 5375, dating respectively from 1569 and 1571). The other
frequent watermark in MS Paris-956 is the "crowned head in a circle",
which also has a few variants. One of these is very similar to Heawood
no. 2607 (from 1646). This particular watermark design also originates in
the second half of the sixteenth century but continued to be used in the
seventeenth century, too. The catalogue dates mentioned correspond to the
publication dates of printed material or to dates of manuscript documents
for which a certain paper was used. Therefore, the actual production date
of the paper in question may go somewhat further back, according to V.
Nikolaev not more than five years, see watermarks of the Medieval Ottoman
Documents in Bulgarian Libraries I (Sofia, 1954), 2.
255 The ownership note, which has not been mentioned anywhere so far, is
on fol. 435v. This note appears upside down at the lower left corner of
the page, which must have been bound upside down like as the preceding
page bearing the Istanbul map. It is written with red ink, with black
diacritical signs, and reads: "S&hibi ve maliki Hac 'Abdi Kapodan fi 22
gehr'us-Safer'Ul-muzaffer sene ihad vu sittin vu el[f] [the letter "f" is
blurred] (The owner and possessor [of this book is] captain Hadji Abdi at
the date 22 Safer 1061 [= AD 14 February 1651]). Another ownership note
(without (?) a date) is written on fol. 1r: "[...?] fi mUlk-i Mahmid bin
Hasan el-Nigi". This note is apparently by the same hand that wrote, with
the same red ink the incongruous title: "Portul&n-i Kebir[-i] l'ali [sic]
kapid&n".
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the property of a sea captain. Moreover, the date on which this
captain came to own the manuscript is very close to its likely
production date and, hence, suggests that the copy might have
been prepared for him. On the other hand, dirt and water stains
noticeable throughout the book, as well as various annotations
related to navigation added here and there, on the maps and on
text page margins, indicate that the manuscript was likely used
as a manual on board.256 The manuscript's practical use might
have ended in the early eighteenth century when it became the
property of Count of Pontchartrain.257
The Istanbul map in MS Paris-956 (fig. 66) is a
predominantly topographical map and has smoothened coastlines
yet several features point to its origins in nautical charts,
such as the use of red dots to indicate sandy shallows, 2 58 and
the writing of legends in an unbroken sequence along the
coastline. 259 It also fits into the cartographic evolution of
the Istanbul map in Bahriye manuscripts since its layout and
256 E.g., the marginal note on fol. 426v reads: "Mezbur adaciga seferdir.
Ve bo~azda kulag 26 adeddir, gaflet olunmaya." (voyage to the aforesaid
island. And [the depth of] the strait is 26 fathoms, do not mistake).
257 See Berthier, Vers l'Orient, 26. Berthier also quotes the French
orientalist Antoine Galland's remark on this manuscript in his diary
entry for 19 March 1711. Galland, who was in Istanbul during 1672-3 and
collected oriental manuscripts himself, had heard about the manuscript
from two persons. He briefly reported that it contained more than 200
maps and that it was dedicated to Sultan SUleyman. See Antoine Galland,
Journal parisien d'Antoine Galland (1708-1715), ed. by H. Omont (Paris,
1919), 97. Louis de Ph6lypeaux, Comte de Pontchartrain (1643-1727) was
chancelier de France between 1699 and 1714. Since the manuscript is
classified as "supp. turc 956", i.e. "suppl6ment" to the section of
Turkish manuscripts, it must have entered Bibliotheque Nationale around
the turn of the twentieth century (?).
258 On Paris-956, red dots are marked along the Marmara coast to the east
of Fenerbahge, to the west of Yedikule, between Kizkulesi and the
mainland and at the upper end of the Golden Horn.
259 On nautical charts, the seaside of the coastline was always left bare
in order not to obscure any coastal feature, and the place-names were
written on the landside where no topographic details were depicted. This
convention was not always applied in Bahriye-maps, and the place-names
were varyingly noted on either side of the coastline. Here the convention
is reversed since the landside of the coastline is filled with
topographical details and the legends concerning coastal locations or
buildings are consistently written on the seaside. Remarkably, they make
a full, counterclockwise tour around Istanbul's walls.
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representation of urban topography incorporates elements from
other variants.
Conceived in the same vertical format and oriented south
as well as depicting the Istanbul Peninsula in a compact,
triangular shape with a crown-like Yedikule Fortress, Paris-956
relates to all the variants. But its most obvious link is with
Millet-1 (fig. 58), which is suggested by the outline of the
Istanbul Peninsula and more particularly by a similar inclusion
of a larger area outside the landwalls. But the coastlines of
Galata and the Asian side, the course of the Bosphorus and the
position of the Red Islands are modified in Paris-956 and
improved.
Despite its compact appearance, the Golden Horn's northern
coastline is well articulated especially in the area of the
shipyards (fig. 66a). The continuation of the same coastline
towards the Bosphorus and the opposite coast of the Asian side
also reflect the actual coastline better than in other
variants, even though the Kalamig Bay seems to be obscured by
the depiction of the Fener Garden (fig. 66b), and the Marmara
coast facing the islands is too inclined eastward. Yet the
cartographic representation of the islands is better than we
have seen in other variants, for the axis along which they line
up is adjusted and almost matches SE-NW. 260
Despite the fact that in Paris-956 the urban areas are
also filled with standard houses and mosques, several details
stand out. The majority of these topographic details relate to
legends which seem to be contemporary with the drawing of the
map itself . 2 61 Remarkably, most of these details are on the
coastline or on the periphery of the urban areas and show
260 Also here the islands are shown closer to the city than they are in
reality. The Island of Burgaz, due to its central importance, is depicted
also here as the biggest island. Its burg&z (castle) and the moles of its
harbor are also shown. These moles, present also on all variants of
Paris-956, were previously depicted only in Deniz-990 and Millet-1, and
hence reveal another direct link to that strain of variants.
261 The handwriting of legends on the Istanbul map as well as on other
maps of the mnanuscript is very similar to that of the text.
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buildings or settlements from the late sixteenth century to the
mid-seventeenth century, and many of them and their legends
occur for the first time in this map. 262
Outside the landwalls of Istanbul, other than Eyiub which
is fully represented for the first time, two settlements are
shown. They are identified with the buildings around which they
developed: the settlement on the Marmara shore bears the legend
"tabakh&ne" (tannery),263 and the other settlement further
north "mevlevihane" (Mevlevi convent). 264 On the Galata side,
at the two extremities of the urban expansion are depicted
"Orta kby" and "Has k6y", two other districts in full
development. On the Asian side, "Kadi k6y" is depicted for the
first time as a settlement of some importance and with its
unique mosque rather than by only a place-name as it was the
case in earlier variants.
The royal gardens, too, feature among the clearly
distinguished details of Paris-956; their depictions stand out,
more than anything else, with their dense plantations of
cypress trees. Among the royal gardens featured, "iskender Paga
baggesi" and "Dolma ba~ge" appear for the first time.
The iskender Paga Garden is indicated only by a legend on
the Marmara coast, to the west of the Tabakhane settlement. The
Dolma b&-ge (literally "the filled garden"), however, appears
as a topographical detail on the Bosphorus coast of Galata. 265
262 For a complete transcription of legends on Paris-956, see Appendix 16.
263 The tannery itself dates from the end of the fifteenth century but the
nearby site became a flourishing neighborhood by the mid-seventeenth
century according to the contemporary author Evliya gelebi. See
Seyahatname, 166.
264 The convent of the Mevlevis, more precisely the Yenikapi Mevlevihanesi
(in reference to the "Yeni Kapi", i.e. the new gate of the landwalls) was
founded in 1597. A settlement developed around the convent in the
seventeenth century. See E. Igin and B. Tanman, "Yenikapi Mevlevihanesi"
in istA, 7:476, 481. Also see Seyahatname, 166.
265 Dolmabajge was created around 1613-1619 through the filling of a bay
situated between Findikli and Begiktag and thus extending towards the sea
the flat grounds of the valley behind, which were already being used by
the sultans for recreational purposes. See QTDTS, 1:471. The precise date
of filling must be 1614 since the Italian traveller Pietro della Valle,
who was then in town, reports on the on-going work, in a letter dated 25
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It is depicted as an area densely filled with trees and has a
fenestrated wall on the seaside and a hipped-roofed building at
the northern end of that wall.266 The Ters&ne Garden on the
Golden Horn appears with a somewhat smaller waterfront
(fig. 66a). Of its two visible buildings, one is a pavilion
right at the water and clearly occupies the most projecting
spot of the garden's coastline.267 Other areas on the Galata
side characterized by cypress trees are not royal gardens but
must have been noted as similar elements of landscape. 268
On the Asian coast, the Fener and UskUdar Gardens, too,
are presented primarily as dense groves (fig. 66b). This
depiction seems to relate to the aspects that these gardens
acquired in the seventeenth century with their fully grown
trees. In the depiction of the Fener Garden no building is
visible except the lighthouse and the enclosure wall. 2 69 .In the
depiction of the OskUdar Garden the cypress trees seem to hide
october 1614, see, Viaggi, 1:46. The seventeenth-century author Eremya
gelebi K5murcUyan specifies that the bay was filled during the grand
vizirate of Nasuh Pasha (1611-17), see Istanbul Tarihi, 39. The presence
of this garden as a detail in Paris-956 is significant for it provides a
later terminus post quem than the Yenikapi Gate on the Golden Horn opened
in 1582, or the Yenikapi mevlevi convent built in 1597, see n. 275 and
264 respectively. The fully grown trees in Dolmabag9e would suggest that
the depiction was made at least twenty to thirty years after they were
planted.
266 The windows that are indicated here simply by dots are somewhat more
clearly shown in other variants of this group such as Bologna-3609 and
Baltimore-658 (figs. 67 and 70). The building depicted at the northern
end of the wall probably represents the vali (waterfront residence) of
Cagaloglu (or Cigalaz&de) Sinan Yusuf Pasha (died end of 1605), which had
passed after his death to the sultan and was subsequently expanded to
become the Begiktag Palace under Ahmed I (1603-17), see TUlay Artan,
"Begiktag Sarayi," in istA,. 2:171-2.
267 They might be standing for the principal waterfront pavilion and the
"lofty pavilion" respectively, see above n. 245.
268 The area to the west of the Galata Tower must correspond to Muslim
cemeteries that marked the landscape with their dense plantation of
cypress trees. The area to the south of Dolmaba~ge might be the
"teferrucg&h" (excursion site) noted by Eremya K5mUrcUyan as extending
from a small settlement on the coast up to Ayaspaga on the hillside, see
K6murcUyan, istanbul Tarihi, 39.
269 A dense plantation of trees in this garden is recorded in sketches of
Cornelius Loos (1710), see Eldem, Turkish Kiosks, 2:74-5.
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all but two buildings, a domed pavilion right at the waterfront
and another slightly behind, with a hipped roof.270
Besides trees, the site of the garden seems to be
characterized by its site elevated above the sea level. The
detail of Paris-956 shows the UtskUdar Garden as occupying the
southernmost of the hilltops that begin after the gemsi Ahmed
Pasha Complex and continue until a land projection, north of a
location designated "Kavak".271.The larger of the two visible
pavilions stands on the last hilltop here and clearly commands
the view of the UskUdar Garden, while a long retaining wall,
behind which another pavilion is shown, forms the rest of the
garden's front overlooking the sea. 272 This depiction might be
highlighting the Revan Kiosk, a pavilion built by Murad IV,
which was a recent and probably the most important addition to
the royal buildings in that garden when Paris-956 was
prepared. 273 Although the precise location of the Revan Kiosk
270 The late-seventeenth-century description by Eremya K6mUrcUyan seems to
emphasize the curtain-like character of the trees in this garden.
K6muircUyan notes that "the trees of this garden, planted in a circular
pattern, recall a 'tulle' [net, curtain] hanged around the kiosk"(bu
bahgede, dairevi gekilde dikilmig a~aglar, kogku-n etrafina gerilmig bir
"tulU" andirirlar), Istanbul Tarihi, 49. The meant kiosk seems to be the
kiosk built by Murad IV, which K6mUrcUyan previously notes in his
account, but the passage is not unambiguous, see below n. 274.
271 This land projection is named "Kavak Burnu" (Point Kavak) on city maps
of the nineteenth century. See e.g. the Istanbul map by F. Kauffer (ca.
1786, rev. by J.D. Barbid du Bocage, 1819). The origin of the place-name
"Kavak" cannot be established, but in this map the legend seems not yet
to refer to the point but to a small settlement or group of buildings
south of it. UskUdar Garden or rather the royal residential complex it
comprised seems to have been referred to also as Kavak Sarayi in the
eighteenth and perhaps even in the late seventeenth century, see Erdogan,
"Bahgeler": 171 and also Eremya's remark, quoted below in n. 271. On the
meanings associated with the word "kavak" and disagreeing opinions on the
identity of the UskUdar and Kavak Palaces, see A. SUheyl Unver, "Uskudar
Kavak Sarayi hakkinda vesikalari siralama ve bir deneme," Yucel (July and
August 1937), 177-8; (hereafter cited as "9skUdar Kavak Sarayi); and
Konyali UskUdar Tarihi, 2:214 and 468-9.
272 This depiction differs from what we have seen in Nuruosmaniye-2997 and
Yenicami-790 in important ways. I shall discuss the varying depictions of
the Uskudar Garden in Istanbul map variants in relation to the one
another and to other visual sources at the end of this chapter.
273 This kiosk was built by Murad IV following his military campaign of
1635 to Erivan (Revan), as a commemoration, and constitutes a kind of
counterpart to the Revan Kiosk built around the same time in the third
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remains somewhat conjectural, it seems to have been located on
the retaining wall and overlooked the sea. 274
The legends that are noted all along the coastlines in
Paris-956 clearly reflect a convention originating in nautical
cartography, but appearing in such large number, they
constitute a particular feature of this variant. More
importantly and notwithstanding their conventional character,
they emphasize that the depicted area is first and foremost
perceived from the sea, as a landscape that is defined from its
coastline inward.
The legends that surround the Istanbul Peninsula recount
the gates of the fortification walls which then marked the
border between the sea and the city in a very concrete way. The
sequence of these legends also corresponded to locations of
boat landings and neighborhoods.275 Relating to the walls that
court of the Topkapi Palace. Remarkably, the Revan Kiosk in the Topkapi
Palace has a unique, gilded loggia on its southeast face that is from
where it afforded, at that time, an unobstructed view of the Asian coast
and possibly its counterpart in the Uskudar Garden. A kiosk in the
Uskudar Garden and resembling in its architecture to the Revan Kiosk in
Toplapi Palace is discussed in MUller-Wiener, "Kavak Sarayi": 369-71.
274 From two, late-eighteenth-century accounts that make verbatim the same
remark on the skudar Garden, we learn that the Revan Kiosk was somewhat
apart and further south from the other kiosks of the garden, yet it was
clearly situated on the retaining wall and facing the sea, see Sarraf-
Hovhannesyan, Payitaht, 68; and P.o. incicyan, 18.Asirda istanbul (1804),
tran. H. D. Andreasyan (Istanbul: istanbul EnstitusU Yay., 1976), 136.
Both authors also note that the kiosk was desolated (harab) when they saw
it and was eventually torn down, and terminate by saying that "Hunkar
iskelesi (royal boat landing), Kavak Saray1 ve iskelesi (Kavak Palace and
its landing) are at this location", hence they somewhat associate them
with the southern section of the garden's coast. Eremya K6murcUyan, who
described the garden a century earlier, is more ambiguous (or perhaps in
translated version?) about the location of Revan Kiosk, and might be even
suggesting that Murad IV rather built two new kiosks. He says that Murad
IV "built other than the boat landing [called] 'Hunk&r iskelesi' on the
side of Kavak, here in addition, another kiosk" (Kavak tarafindaki Hunk&r
iskelesinden bagka, buraya ilaveten bir k~gk daha yaptirmigtir), istanbul
Tarihi, 49.
275 See Appendix 16. The legends "Samatya", "Lanka", and "Ayvansaray" do
not include the suffix "kapu" (gate) but each also corresponded to a
gate. Among the gates on the Golden Horn is also mentioned "Yeni kapu"
(the new gate), a gate dating from the late sixteenth century. It was
opened by architect Sinan, on the request of the inhabitants of the
nearby area in 1582. An imperial decree approving this request is
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enclosed Istanbul, the legends continue on the landside and
identify other gates thus completing a full tour of Istanbul
from the outside.
On the Galata side, the legends mark districts on the
Bosphorus and citygates on the Golden Horn, simultaneously
referring to their boat landings, yet a good number of them
concern the Kasimpaga shipyards, depicted in a particularly
detailed way in this variant (fig. 66a). The individual
buildings, distinguished and identified on Galata's coast, with
the exception of "Kurgunlu Mahzen", 276 are all in the area of
the shipyards, something which indicates that either the
mapmaker or his client was affiliated with the navy. The
buildings identifieded in the shipyards are "mahzen"
(storehouse), "divan hane" (the assembly hall), "kUreklik" (the
storehouse for oars), and "eski divan hane" (the old assembly
hall) .277
recorded in Ahmed Refik, TUrk Mimarlari, 130 (doc. no. 41). Alfons M.
Schneider suggested that this gate, which was also called "Yeni Cibali
Kapi" or "Yeni Aya Kapi", in reference to the neighboring gates to its
east and to distinguish it from the two other "Yeni kapi"s opened
elsewhere in the walls, was opened to facilitate the access from the
shore to the recently built bath of the queen mother, "Mauern und Tore am
Goldenen Horn zu Konstantinopel," Nachrichten der Akademie der
Wissenschaften in Gbttingen, phil.-hist. Klasse (1950): 73.
276 Kurgunlu Mahzen is depicted in Paris-956 with an emphasis on its
particular location, that is where Galata's coastline jutts southward
before bending west. Also noticeable is that is depicted with the thick
tower on its eastern side as in Dresden-389, K6prUlU-172, Nuruosmaniye-
2997 and Yenicami-790 (figs. 53, 54, 64, and 65).
277 The seventeenth-century and earlier topography of the shipyards is not
well known. Its depiction in Paris-956 is particularly significant in
showing the old assembly hall the location of which has remained somewhat
obscure until today. Modern sources either do not mention this building
at all, e.g. Uzungargili, Bahriye Tegkil&ti, 396-9; Semavi Eyice,
"istanbul-Tarihi Eserler" in iA, 5/2:1214; Muller-Wiener, "Tersane-i
Amire," 256, or do not distinguish its site from that of the "divanhane",
i.e. the new assembly hall and official residence of the fleet admiral,
which is depicted here on the west side of the bay. See A. H. Emir,
quoted in OTDTS 3: 464, or A. H. Alpagut, Marmara'da TUrkler (Istanbul,
1941), 107. Only in a recent study, the two divanhanes are clearly
distinguished, see idris Bostan, Osmanli bahriye tegkilati: XVII.
YUzyilda ters&ne-i imire (Ankara: TTK, 1992), 10-1. Basing himself on
archival documents, Bostan specifies that the old divanhane housed the
office of the tersane kethudasi (the deputy of the kapudanpaga at the
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In the area behind the shipyards there are also several
identified details that give evidence of the topographical
precision of Paris-956. On the hill, at the northern limit of
the residential area, is shown the sixteenth-century mosque of
a former admiral, the PiyAle Pasha Mosque (1573) with its
characteristic roof of multiple cupolas. To southwest of this
mosque is the tiny detail of a "namazgah" (open prayer ground),
and below it is a hipped-roofed building next to which is noted
"karlik" (storage for snow).278 Further north of the Piyale
Pasha Mosque, on the eastern river that flows into the Golden
Horn, is a small settlement and a prominent, longish building.
shipyards) and the new divanhane that of the kapud&npaga (the fleet
admiral). Bostan also mentions several refurnishings and renovations of
the old divanhane in the seventeenth century, ibid., n. 69, 74. It is not
known when the old divanhane was first built. Bostan suggests that it was
built by Mehmed I, ibid. But it might also date either from the reign of
Bayezid II (1481-1512), or from 1515-6, when the shipyards were expanded
under Selim I. More is known about the new divanhane. According to the
eighteenth-century author Hafiz Huseyin Ayvansar&yi, it was built around
1540s when the post of the "Kaptan-i Derya" (i.e. kapudanpaga). It was
constructed on a site different from that of the old divanhane: "Fi 'l-asl
divanhane aher mahalde olarak, mescid-i rpezburun_ (i.e. Divanhane Mescidi)
etrafi haliydi. (...) Sultan Sileyman Han Gazi zamaninda hala tersane-i
'amire olan mahal tertib' olunub, kapnidin paga olanlara d'ahi bir divan
mahalli lazim oldu~undan, bu cami'-i gerif in U9 Var&fi ihata ile bir
saray-1 'ali ve bir divanhane-i kebir bin& buyurmuglardir," Hadika, 2:13.
From 1721 until the late nineteenth century, this building was rebuilt
several times but always on the same spot. The old divanhane must have
also existed for a while but perhaps not later than the mid-eighteenth
century since Ayvansarayi felt necessary to specify it was located
elsewhere than the new divanhane. The only seventeenth-century source
that mentions the separate locations of the two divanhanes, in addition
to all the other buildings depicted in Paris-956 in the same spatial
order, is Eremya K~mUrcuyan, istanbul Tarihi, 34.
278 The depicted "namnazgah" (open prayer ground) must be the one at
okmeydani, the former archery ground, and the hipped-roofed building
possibly represents the lodge of the archers. Evliya notes a major
renovation of the lodge during the reign of Murad IV (1623-40); he also
mentions a nearby excursion spot called "Hasan karligi," Seyahatn&me,
179. The snow accumulated and stored in large, covered pits was sold in
the summer. Seemingly leased to individuals, such storages brought
revenue to the state treasury. Evliya mentions three such "karlik", ibid.
219. Yet they were some private "karlik" as well, see Salomon Schweigger,
Zum Hofe des tUrkischen Sultans (1608), ed. H. Stein (Leipzig: VEB F. A.
Brockhaus Verlag, 1986), 128. A "karlik harmani" (snow dump or heap?) in
an area approximately corresponding to the spot pointed out in Paris-956
is mentioned in an imperial decree dated 1582, see Ahmed Refik, Hicri
Onuncu Asirda Istanbul, 53 (document no. 16).
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Remarkably, the legend "Kagid h&ne" (paper mill) is noted next
to that building and not next to the settlement.279
On the Asian side, there are relatively fewer legends both
along the coast and inland, yet they too provide precise
topographic information. Among the legend pertaining to the
coast, a legend north of OiskUdar provides an important dating
evidence by identifying a longish, waterfront building as "Kaya
Sult&n Sar&yi", the palace of Kaya Sultan (fig. 66d). This
palace was one of the two summer residences of the Ottoman
princess ismehan Kaya between 1644-1659.280 Two other long
279 The area and the village got its name from a paper mill that is
supposed to have stayed in function until the early sixteenth century,
see IstA., 4:380. Evliya mentions the paper mill in connection with the
village. He dates its building to the Byzantine period (kefere
zamanindan) and describes it as "constructed with large, masonry cupolas
and having a place for water wheels whose water used to pass beneath the
mosque of Daye Hatun" (azim kargir kubbeler ile mebni kagidh&nesi var, su
dollablari [sic] yeri var kim Daye Hatun c&mi'i altindan suyi 'ubur
idermig). He qualifies the building as "desolate" (hardb) but not
difficult to repair and be transformed into a powder mill, Seyahatname,
207. Evliya describes in the vicinity of the village also three important
buildings: the actual "baruthane" (powder mill) with water wheels on the
river and a lead-covered roof, the "Kcaidhane tekkesi", a very elaborate
convent for dervishes, and the palace of Emirguneo~li, a favorite
courtier of Murad IV, ibid., 207-8. For these mentions and a detailed
discussion of the historical accounts on Kagidhane from the 16th to 19th
century, see Munir Aktepe, "Kagidhane'ye dair bazi bilgiler," in Ord.
Prof. ismail Hakki Uzungargill'ya Arma~an (2nd ed. Ankara: TTK, 1988),
335-63, esp. 339-41; (hereafter cited as "Ka-idhane").
280 This tiny detail which might be the only depiction of Kaya Sultan's
skudar palace is significant in providing a terminus post quem for
Paris-956 around the mid-seventeenth century. Ismehan Kaya was the
daughter of Murad IV. She got married in 1644, at a very young age, to
Melek Ahmed Pasha and died in 1659. It may be assumed that her summer
palace near Oskudar was built sometime between these dates, or at least
was at her disposal then. Her various residences are mentioned by her
contemporary Evliya Qelebi, who was a relative of Melek Ahmed Pasha, in
Seyahatname. Kaya's principal residence was in Topgular, a district
between the landwalls of Istanbul and EyUb, and her other summer palace
was at EyUb on the Golden Horn shore. For the mentions of all three
palaces by Evliya, see Robert Dankoff, The Intimate Life of an Ottoman
Statesman Melek Ahmed Pasha (1588-1662) (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1991),
54, 155; for the UskUdar palace 91, the Topgular palace 224, and the Eyub
palace 231. Also Eremya K5mUrcUyan notes the UskUdar palace, istanbul
Tarihi, 47. This building and its gardens, referred to as Kaya Sultan's
Gardens, were still extant in the mid-eighteenth century according to
incicyan, 18. Asirda istanbul, 133.
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buildings, which are situated exactly the same way as in the
detail of Mihrimah Complex in Nuruosmaniye-2997 and Yenicami-
790 (figs. 43a and 44), are identified as "hanlar" (khans) and,
hence, confirm that the two caravanserails belonging to the
complex were indeed on the waterfront. Similarly confirmed here
is another detail of Nuruosmaniye-2997, namely the mosque and
the palace of gemsi Ahmed Pasha that are depicted in a similar
coastal location, at the southern limit of the town. Although
the legend only refers to "gemsi Paga Sar&yi", the detail
clearly shows, side by side, the mosque and the palace, a
building with a hipped roof.281
While no other building is identified or distinguished
within the town of Oskdar, on the road leading south from
there is a small settlement identified as "miskinler" (the
lepers), referring to the isolated village of the lepers (fig.
66b) .282 Further south, the road runs between what appears to
be cultivated fields, and where it turns east, it passes over a
bridge identified as the "Bust&nci bagi K6prsi". 283 These
precise details, even though not very numerous, provide
valuable topographical information on the areas lying beyond
the coastal towns of UskUdar and Kadik6y, while some details
and notes added later suggest that an owner of the manuscript,
possibly the captain who owned it around 1651, was also
familiar with that area. 28 4
281 The location of the palace with respect to the mosque is the same as
in Nuruosmaniye-2997 although the architectural form of the palace
somewhat differs in these two maps.
282 The village to shelter the lepers was founded in 1514 on the grounds
of the Karacahmet cemetery. See M. Sertoglu, Osmanli Tarih Lugati (rev.
2nd ed.; Istanbul: Enderun Kitabevi, 1986), 227 and S. Eyice, "tstanbul-
Tarihi Eserler," 1214.
283 According to Ayvansar&yi, the bridge was first built in 1523-4, see S.
Eyice, "Bostanciba§i K5prisU, " istA, 2:309. The nearby area must have
been indeed cultivated since Eyice notes that the land on two sides of
the river was the property of gamagircibagi Kuloglu Mustafa Bey and was
endowed upon his mosque built in 1602, see "Bostanci," ibid., 302.
284 A note added, on the seaside, next to the sketch of a mole at the
mouth of the river clearly differs from the other legends in Paris-956.
it points out a harbor for small boats, see Appendix 16. Also the same
hand must have drawn the hills and a village on Point Dragos, originally
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On the Istanbul Peninsula, as in Uskidar and Galata, the
urban area filled with houses and mosques does not contain
legends. Nevertheless, the monumental buildings that are
visible elements of the cityscape on the Golden Horn have
somewhat characteristic depictions. From east to west the
Topkapi Palace as domed pavilions amidst cypress trees, the
Hagia Sophia with its four minarets, slightly behind it the
Sultan Ahmet Mosque,,285 the Sileymaniye and the Old Palace
right behind it, and finally Tekfur Palace, a rectangular
building adjacent to the landwalls are recognizable
(fig. 66e).286 However, among the legends that surround the
walls of the city, there is one that refers to a pavilion on
the coast. The legend, simply reading "k6gk" (kiosk), appears
between "Saray burni" (Seraglio Point) and "BaEgqe kapusi"
identified as "M&l tebe", and written the note explaining where hares can
be found in certain weather. Possibly the same hand also sketched a
settlement near the left edge of the map, to north of the road, and
identified it as "Viran k5y". This added detail, like the rest of the
additions, was copied in KOprUlu-171 but the name of the village in that
variant has a slightly modified spelling that might be read either "6ren
k6y" or "Orun koy". "dren k6y" has the same signification as "Viran kay"
and means "ruined or deserted village". This detail seems to concern a
village that was abandoned after 1639 when its water descending from
Kayigda§ was conducted to an area nearer to the bridge, today known as
igerenk6y. The abandoned village, named "Tekkeba§ " founded in 1353, is
mentioned in Ayge Hur, "Erenkby," istA, 3:178. The place-name, spelled
exactly as in K6prUli-171, occurs in a map showing the water supply
system built by Nevgehirli ibrahim Pasha and drawn in the eighteenth
century (TUrk ve islam Eserleri MUzesi, Istanbul, No. 3336). On that map,
this place-name is noted next to Kayigdag and near Alemdaqi and Sultan
giftligi, see K&zim Qegen, UskUdar sulari (Istanbul, 1991), map no. 1.
gegen's proposed transcription is "Orenkdy (Erenkby?, [sicl)," ibid., 78.
285 From the six minarets of the Sultan Ahmet Mosque, only five (?) can be
distinguished. The depiction also seems to comprise the mosque's entrance
courtyard and some other domed structures.
286 Tekfur Palace, commonly associated with Constantine the Great by
European travellers yet of uncertain date, did not have any prestigious
use under the Ottomans. Its depiction here is clearly related to its
visibility. It was always represented in European profile views that
extended until the landwalls, such as those by Lorichs (1559), Loos
(1710). Its visibility from the Golden Horn (in alto assai, che del mare
e dal porto si scuopre) was also noted by Pietro della Valle, Viaggi,
1:34. Conversely, Eremya K5mUrcUyan remarked that it is a building
overlooking the sea [the Golden Horn] (denize nazir), in istanbul Tarihi,
21.
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(Garden gate). Although the identifying word is in singular and
seems to refer to the Shore Kiosk, a close look reveals that
the corresponding detail rather depicts two buildings: behind
the Shore Kiosk that has a triple arcade and a tiny cupola
there is another building distinguished by its color.287
Although partly obscured by the Shore Kiosk, its wide-eaved
roof and domed lantern are clearly visible. It unmistakably
depicts the Basketmakers' Kiosk, which was built in 1643 to
replace a more modest pavilion on the enclosure wall of the
palace (figs. 100 and 109b), 288 and hence provides a terminus
post quem that is, as the detail of Kaya Sultan's Palace, much
later than all the other details pertaining to the seventeenth
century such as the Sultan Ahmet Mosque (1619) and the
Dolmabahge (1614-19).
Considering that the maker of Paris-956 made an effort to
represent most of the recent constructions of his time,
particularly those located at the shore, the absence of Yeni
Valide Mosque (Yeni Cami) from this map is very unlikely to be
incidental. Completed in 1660 by an influential queen mother,
the Yeni Valide Mosque was the most important monument built in
the second half of the seventeenth century. Moreover, it
occupied a prominent site at the foot of the Topkapi Palace and
at the entrance to the Golden Horn. Therefore, its completion
date 1660 might be safely accepted as a terminus ante quem for
Paris-956. The ownership note from 1651 also taken into
287 Their overlapping depictions apparently prevented the copyists of
Paris-956 from recognizing them as two buildings, see figs. details
K6prulU-171, Topkapi-1633 . This reading must have been also encouraged
by the identifying legend in singular.
288 According to Gulru Necipoglu, the initial structure, which was
referred to either as the "Tower Kiosk" or the "Sepet Kiosk", was built
on one of the fortification towers of the enclosure wall around 1591.
This kiosk was then "enlarged and rebuilt from its foundation" in 1643,
see Necipoglu, Topkapi Palace, 240-1. This second structure, which has
survived until today, is raised on a substructure that incorporates the
palace wall and its fortification tower and has a long-stretched plan
parallel to the shore. It consists of an open and a closed space both
housed under the same hipped roof which is surmounted by a central
cupola.
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account, this variant Istanbul map must have been drawn not
more than a few years before the manuscript containing it
became the property of Captain Hadji Abdi.
While Paris-956 is a map whose topographic content rather
precisely reflects the moment it was drawn, it is very
difficult to say the same about Bologna-3609 (fig. 67).289
Judging by its topographic content, Bologna-3609 might date
from the early seventeenth century, but the preface to the
volume containing it suggests that it was most probably not
drawn before 1648.
MS Bologna-3609 comprises the maps of the long-version
Bahriye, to which are added nine maps dealing with the Black
Sea coast and the Istanbul map. Its short preface presents all
these maps as the work of Seyyid Nuh, 290 "a gentleman who, in
the early years of Sultan Mehmed['s reign], depicted (tasfir
sic eyleyUb) the lands that he travelled and composed this book
and named it Deniz Kit&bi (the Sea Book) ."291
289 The Istanbul map is on fol.10v of MS 3609 of the Biblioteca
Universitaria Bologna (BUB), which consists of 211 maps. In Kissling's
facsimile edition Der See-Atlas des Seijid Nh, 1. Teil: Einleitung und
Karten, see above n.248, the maps appear in a modified sequence. The
Istanbul map is to be found in that edition under no. 19.
290 Franz Babinger, who first reported on this manuscript, considered it
to be by the hand of Seyyid Nuh, whose identity, however, he could not
clarify. See F. Babinger, "Seyyid Nfih and His Turkish Sailing Book,"
Imago Mundi 12 (1955): 180-2 . Kissling observed that this work cannot be
an original work by Seyyid Nuh since it is largely based on the maps of
Bahriye, ibid., XIV-XV. For this view, argued in a much more assertive
manner, see Svat Soucek, review of Der See-Atlas des Sejjid Nnh. 1. Teil:
Einleitung und Karten, ed. by H. J. Kissling, Archivum Ottomanicum 1
(1969):327-31. Soucek suggested that Seyyid Nuh was a fictitious person
invented by the copyist of MS Bologna-3609.
291 The preface also claims that the book "is being used by all the sea
captains" and that its author put it together "to find the ports of the
Black Sea and the Mediterranean because the greater part of these seas is
important." It is impossible to make an exact translation of the preface
for its Turkish is defective, and any paraphrase remains largely an
interpretation. For Babinger's paraphrase in English, see op. cit., 181,
and Kissling's paraphrase in German, see op. cit., XI. The following,
full transliteration is mine: Igbu kitab sultdn Mehemmedit evd'il-i
padedliginda [sic] Seyyid Ndh nam efendi gezaUgi vildyetleri tasfir [sic]
iyleyUp bu kitdbi telif [sic] iyleyUp Deniz Kitibi ism komuglarlir.
HaIliyd fi 'l-cUmle re'isdn mdbeynifide isti'mdl olunur zird ekser Bahr-i
Esved ve Bahr-i Ebydi mUhim olmanla limnnlarin bulmangUn vazi'
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However, as pointed out by Hans J. Kissling, the poorly
phrased preface does not clearly convey whether Seyyid Nuh
travelled during the indicated period or prepared the maps, nor
which Sultan Mehmed was meant.292 Kissling agreed with a Latin
translation of the preface, inserted in the manuscript and
stating that "the maps were drawn at the beginning of Sultan
Mehmed IV's reign" (1648-87), and accepted that Seyyid Nuh's
compilation most probably dates from around 1650.293 He also
considered some annotations added to maps as further evidence
in support of this date. 294 But this evidence is not quite
conclusive and offers at best a terminus ante quem for the
making of MS Bologna-3609. Hence, it remains somewhat
unresolved when during the second half of the seventeenth
century the maps were drawn and whether MS Bologna-3609 was
Seyyid Nufh's autograph or not, besides, of course, the real
identity of Seyyid Nu-h. 295 What is certain, however, is that
iylemiglerdir ve cemi' bulddnki ener ma'mir ve eger hardb, resmi iqUnde
resm olunmugdir ve ismi bu cedveldnda gerh olunmugdir.
292 Kissling, op. cit., XII. Babinger, e.g., considered that Seyyid Nah
rather travelled in the early years of Sultan Mehmed, see his paraphrase
in op. cit., 181. The two possibilities are Mehmed III (1595-1603) or
Mehmed IV (1648-87).
293 Kissling, op. cit., XII. Kissling held possible that the translation
is by "the person who acquired the volume," op.cit., X. The person meant
is Count Marsili, see below n. 296. If this translation is indeed by the
hand of Count Marsili the question would be pretty much settled, but for
some reason Kissling did not elaborate on that point nor say if he had
compared the handwriting of the translation with Marsili's own. Also
needed to be verified are the watermarks of the paper used for the
volume. Babinger, op.cit., 181 n. 2, mentioned two watermarks dating from
the second half of the seventeenth century.
294 The annotations designate some Aegean Islands that were controlled by
the Ottomans until 1687 as being under Venetian control. Since these
annotations were added by a different hand, according to Kissling "by a
third hand", he extrapolates that the maps must have been made before the
islands change hands, op. cit., XII-XIII.
295 Both Babinger and Kissling suggested that Nuh most probably was a
convert and had a first hand knowledge of the seas, see Franz Babinger,
"Seyyid Nfih and His Turkish Sailing Book," Imago Mundi 12 (1955): 181;
and Kissling, See-Atlas, XIII. The reference to Seyyid Nih in the third
person led Kissling to think that the manuscript might not be an
autograph, ibid., XII. Soucek, on the other hand, considers Seyyid Nuh a
fictitious name invented by the copyist of the long-version Bahriye maps
(the reference to Seyyid Nih in the third person is part of that
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the volume was acquired by the Italian Count Marsili most
likely during one of his stays in Istanbul in 1679-80 or 1691-
2,296 and that the larger number of maps were not an original
work of the so-called author Seyyid Nuih.
All the maps pertaining to the Mediterranean Sea in MS
Bologna-3609 are unmistakably based on the maps of the long-
version Bahriye - if not directly copied from them - to which
are also added some maps dealing with the Black Sea as well as
the Istanbul map, whose evolution in various manuscript copies
we have followed until the mid-seventeenth century. Some of the
long-version maps are combined into one, 29 7 but such reworking
and even replacement of maps is not at all unusual in
manuscript copies of Bahriye copies, and even the addition of
the Black Sea maps might not have been a first.298
The most remarkable aspect of maps in MS Bologna-3609 is
that they prominently display the characteristic coastline of
nautical charts. Composed of regular arcs with sharp joints,
fiction), "who left out the text (...) but compensated for the resulting
anonymity of the atlas by adding this symbolic and poetical touch," 330.
In my opinion, the pseudonym goes with the plagiarism which might have
originated in a professional copyist, as assumed by Soucek, but might
have been devised as well by a layman who had Bahrive's maps copied and
then himself wrote the preface.
296 Before entering the Biblioteca Universitaria Bologna, the manuscript
was in the possession of Count Luigi Ferdinando Marsili 1678-1730
together with two short-version Bahriye manuscripts, MS 3613 and MS 3612.
Marsili was twice in Istanbul on diplomatic mission. For Marsili's
familiarity and relations with ottoman courtiers and intellectuals,
traced from his own diaries and notes, see H. Wurm, Osmanische
Historiker, 137-49.
297 On that point, see Kissling, op.cit., XIV and also Soucek, op. cit.,
329.
298 The entire coastline of the Black Sea is shown in five maps that
appear at the end of a short-version copy, SUleymaniye KutUphanesi, MS,
Husrev Paga 272 . The manuscript, dated 1570, has a very old (original?)
leather binding later covered with fabric. The additional Black Sea maps
have an independent pagination and are all drawn on paper marked with a
"crown with nine points surmounted by a star with six points and then a
crescent". The crown watermark in this configuration seems to have
appeared in the late sixteenth century. Nikolaev lists several examples
with varying dates ranging from 1611 to 1659 with a concentration in the
1650s, see Watermarks of the Ottoman empire, I: nos. 159, 167, 171, 183,
189, 191, 203, 207, 208, 210, 216, and 220.
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the coastlines are very boldly drawn in all the maps, including
the Istanbul map (fig. 67), and betray a sure hand trained in
tracing nautical charts. The drawing and coloring of
topographical details also conform to the style of nautical
cartography more than to any other tradition and give further
evidence that the maps constituting MS Bologna were prepared by
a professional chartmaker.299 Yet all these features,
especially the drawing of the coasts, also reveal a certain
stylization, perhaps most evidently so in the Istanbul map.
The outlines and configuration of the landmasses and
islands, and the depiction of urban settlements in the Istanbul
map almost exactly match Paris-956. There are also some
topographical details that are strikingly similar to details in
Paris-956, such as the crown-like Yedikule Fortress, the ditch
at the northwest corner of Istanbul's landwalls connecting to
the Golden Horn, the Tersane Garden, Ka~ithane and Dolmabagge
details on the Galata side, and Fener Garden, Bostancibagi
Bridge and nearby fields on the Asian side. There are also a
few details that are slightly more elaborate and different from
the corresponding details of Paris-956. For example, the
depiction of the 0skUdar Garden not only shows the two
pavilions above the cliff as in Paris-956 but also other
buildings next to and behind them, including the cypress trees.
The depiction of Kizkulesi reveals a second and smaller tower.
But several other buildings that are depicted in Paris-956 are
missing in Bologna-3609, such as the Sultan Ahmet Mosque, Kaya
299 Seemingly disregarding all the obvious features pointing at a
professional in producing nautical charts, scholars tried to associate
the manuscript with miniature artists. Babinger thought that the
topographical views of harbours betray and oriental origin, op. cit. 181,
and Soucek considered the maps the work of an "illustrator of illuminated
manuscripts" because of their exquisite coloring and gilding, op.cit.,
330. Another manuscript, consisting of 188 maps but no text, TSMK, MS,
B. 338, is evidently produced by the person who prepared MS Bologna-3609,
cf. the two maps, reproduced under cat. no. 39 in Portolani e Carte
Nautiche, 120-1, and the maps no. 79 and no. 80 in Kissling's facsimile
edition of Bologna-3609. Among the maps of the Topkapi manuscript there
is, however, no map of Istanbul.
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Sultan's Palace, the buildings forming the settlement around
Tabakhane, the mosque and palace of gemsi Ahmed Pasha as well
as the buildings of the Topkapi Palace, and the entire Old
Palace. Since these missing details 'are not consistently from
the early seventeenth and the sixteenth centuries their absence
appears to be somewhat arbitrary rather than indicative of an
earlier date for the making of Bologna-3609. This lack together
with inaccurate depictions of other details give the impression
that Bologna-3609 was not as carefully drawn as it appears to
be.300 Among its topographical details only Dolmabafge is a
safe evidence and provides a terminus post quem, that is 1614-
19.
With regard to their toponymical contents, the two
variants offer fewer points of comparison since Bologna-3609
bears considerably fewer legends than Paris-956. 301 Besides
wind names and the names of the Red Islands, the original
legends identify only the principal urban areas. Coastal
locations are named consistently only along the Bosphorus coast
of Galata and are the same as in Paris-956. Among them, one
place-name suggests, as does another and later terminus post
guem for this map, the year 1639.302 The few other legends that
appear along the Golden Horn were added by another hand that
also corrected the names of the two westernmost Red Islands,
"Yassica" and "Yumruca".303 This mistake is common to all the
300 E. g. the Hagia Sophia depicted with two minarets, the Yali Kiosk
covered by a dome and appearing as part of Topkapi Palace's wall, the
schematized shipyards. The most suggestive detail, however, is the road
leading southward from skudar, which is confused with the river near
Bostancibagx Bridge and passes under it.
301 For the complete transliteration of legends in Bologna-3609, see
Appendix 20. Bologna-3609 and Topkapi-1633 are the only variants in which
the names of winds are noted on the wind rose.
302 These legends are, from north to south, Orta koy, Begiktag, Tolma
bagge, Findikli, Mehmed Aga, Toph&ne. The place-name "Mehmed Aga" derives
from the mosque built by Rast Mehmed Aga and hence provides a terminus
post quem. For the same legend appearing in Nuruosmaniye-2990 and this
mosque, see above n. 218.
303 In fact, these very small islands are for the first time identified in
this subgroup, but the islands themselves are mistakenly depicted in
reversed positions in all of the variants forming the subgroup. The names
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variants including Paris-956 and, hence, provides a significant
link between that map and others including Bologna-3609, as do
the peculiar depictions of the Fener Garden that hides the
Kalamig Bay, the road between Oskidar and the Bostancibagi
Bridge flanked by fields, and the Dolmabacg-e.
The common details of Bologna-3609 and Paris-956 provide
sufficient evidence that both maps are related either directly
to one another or through an intermediary. Given its consistent
accuracy, Paris-956 is not likely to have been based on
Bologna-3609, although the reverse cannot be excluded. It
seems, however, more likely that both maps had a common model
dating from the early seventeenth century, from which each map
retained certain details while modifying others. 304
The topographic details of Paris-956 and its general
cartographic layout .are carefully repeated in the other three
variants of the subgroup. Among them, K6prUlU-171 (fig. 68)
appears to be the variant closest to Paris-956, possibly also
in date. 305 It reproduces so closely the topographic details of
of the Red Islands do not vary from one variant to the other either
except that "Yumrica" in Bologna-3609 replaces "Sivrice" used in others,
but meaning more or less the same.
304 I consider a date rather in the early seventeenth- and not in the late
sixteenth century because of the detail of Dolmabagqe (created in 1614),
which is depicted in a very similar way in both maps and, hence, links
them to a common source if not directly to one another.
305 The Istanbul map is on fol. 428r of KdprUlu KutUphanesi, Istanbul, MS
171. As MS K6prUlU-172, MS K6prUlU-171 was endowed upon the library by
Elhadj Hafiz Ahmed Pasha. His various seal stamps are to be seen on the
flyleaf preceding fol.1, and one of them bears the date [AH] 1170 = AD
1756-7. In the paper used for this undated volume, several papermarks can
be discerned. A rather elaborate design of "grapes surmounted by framed
initials(?) and crown", and a simpler version occur only in the flypages,
six at the beginning and six the end that might be connected with a
rebinding of the manuscript. Somewhat resembling watermarks, of French
paper, with dates varying between 1600-1736 are presented in E. Heawood,
Watermarks Mainly of the 17th and 18th Centuries (Hilversum: The Paper
Publication Society, 1950), plates 313-4, nos.2365-71 and 2370-1.
Nikolaev gives three examples varying between 1721-90, Watermarks of the
Ottoman Empire, nos. 364, 450, 718. The Bahriye pages variably contain
"Three hats" with a countermark (?) C|C, "Three hats(?) in a double-line
circle" and another consisting of the initials "GMZ" surmounted by a
potent cross and a fourth letter "C" below the "M". In the catalogues I
have consulted, I have not found an exact match for the "Three hats" that
look somewhat deformed. According to Heawood, "Three hats", a typical
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Paris-956 in terms of drawing style and coloring that at first
sight the two maps appear to be the work of the same person.
Unlike the situation of Yenicami-790 and Nuruosmaniye-2997, it
can be demonstrated that K6prUlU-171 was copied from Paris-956
by someone else who meticulously reproduced all of its original
and added topographical details, legends and notes in a uniform
handwriting. 306 It is, however, remarkable that the place-names
are often spelled somewhat differently, even though they
carefully follow the sequence in which they are presented in
Paris-956.307
Padouan watermark, continued to be used also during the seventeenth
century, see op. cit, 24. He lists four examples ranging from 1653 to
1694, ibid., nos. 2596-2599. Neither the designs nor the countermarks of
these examples, however, match the "Three hat" watermark of MS Kbprulii-
171. The Nostitz Papers-Watermarks Found in the German Imperial Archives
of the 17th and 18th Centuries (Hilversum: The Paper Publications
Society, 1956) provides six other examples, nos. 757-760 (1648-1650) and
nos.764-765 (1660 and n.d.), which do not match our example either. These
examples suggest, however, that the second half of the seventeenth
century is a likely period for the production of MS Kbprulu-171. The
"GMZ" watermark, though without the lower "C", occurs in several examples
of the "Tre lune" watermark as a countermark, see Velkov and Andreev,
nos. 463 (1711), 470 (1712), 472 (1712) and in Nikolaev, nos. 303 (1704),
327 (1714), 334 (1716).
306 For a complete transliteration of the legends in KbprUlU-171, see
Appendix 17.
307 The only small deviation from the sequence of place-names in Paris-956
concerns the shipyards section of the map, see Appendix 16 and 17. The
words differently spelled on K5prUlU-171 (followed by their Paris-956
versions in parantheses) are: Balad (Bal&t), Ayyib Ansari (Ayvansari or
AyvAnsaray), T6b kapfis. (T6p kapisi), T6b hane (T6p hane), Mal tebe (Mal
tepe), Oren [or Orun] k6y (Viran kdy). The differences are insignificant
except in two place-names: 6ren kLy, which I have discussed above in n.
284, and Ayyub Ansari. Especially interesting are the two spellings
"Ayydb Angdri" and "Ayvansari" (which might be also read as
"Ayvdnsaray"), the first being the original place-name and the second a
sort of deformation of the first, yet having a meaning of its own and
hence obscuring the original one. The modified spellings on K6prUlu-171
suggest a certain concern with correcting, and do not necessarily
indicate that this map was older than Paris-956. The variant place-names
"Ayvdnsaray" and "Ayyiibangdri" refer to the last citygate on the Golden
Horn, and on both maps the place-name "Hazret-i Ayyib", spelled exactly
the same way, follows it and refers to the district of Eyup. The
contemporaneity of the use of variant spellings "Ayv&nsardy" and
"Ayyiibangdri" provides interesting evidence in support of Paul Wittek's
thesis on the etymology of "Ayvansaray" as deriving from Ayyub Ansar, in
particular "Ayvan-" from "Ayyuban-"; see his article "Ayvansaray. Un
sanctuaire privd de son hdros," Annuaire de l'institut de philologie et
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Another variant, Topkapi-1633 (fig. 69) also carefully
repeats the coastlines of Paris-956 and presents the same set
of place-names. 308 Yet the topographical content is peculiarly
schematized in this variant mainly by the grouping of buildings
of the same type in horizontal rows. The mosques, for example,
form rows in which cupolas and minarets alternate, and, with
few exceptions, are not distinguishable as individual
buildings. Similar rows are also formed by smaller buildings
with saddle roofs, flat roofs or cupolas. All these rows are
aligned in a parallel fashion among themselves and are
separated by double lines so that the whole of the urban fabric
appears regularized as if having a gridiron plan. Yet this was
probably not intended since these double lines also separate
d'histoire orientales et slaves 11 (1951) (Mdlanges Henri Grdgoire): 505-
26; for etymology, 525 and n. 3. These variant spellings also suggest
that the phonetic transformation was not only limited to that of b into
v, which Wittek noted, but involved an orthographic transformation of the
"-saray" portion of the place-name as well. A further significance of
these variant spellings in Paris-956 and K6prUlu-171 is that they clearly
relate to a citygate on the Golden Horn. Hence these maps together
provide a rare document of both visual and textual nature from the
seventeenth-century that clearly distinguishes the gate. For Wittek's
demonstration of the link between the name and the gate on the basis of
written sources, see ibid., 505-10.
308 The Istanbul map is on fol. 434r of Topkapi Sarayx MUzesi KUtUphanesi
(TKSM), Istanbul, MS, R. 1633. It was estimated to date from the
sixteenth century, see in F. E. Karatay, Topkapi Sarayi MUzesi
Kutuphanesi: Turkge yazmalar kataloqu, 1:444-5. In Soucek and Goodrich,
"List of MSSy" 291, it is considered to date either from the late
seventeenth- or early eighteenth century. The wind names and the place-
names are written by different hands. The sequence of place-names follows
rather correctly that of Paris-956. However, it is remarkable that
instead of "Ayvansari" this map uses the spelling "Ayylb Ansar1" as in
KdprUlu-171, something that would suggest that possibly that map served
as a model rather than Paris-956. There are also several words that are
misspelled, apparently due to misreading as if the their writer was not
mastering Turkish well, such as "Mehemmed Ani" instead of "Mehemmed Aga",
"Kayd Sultan" instead of "Kaya Sultan", "§emsi Baga sarari" instead of
"gemsi Paga sarayi", and "T6nanci bagi k6briisi" instead of "Bfist&nci bagi
k6prusi". Other particularities concerning the legend in Topkapi-1633 are
that "Odun Kapusi" occurs twice, the second time in the place of "Un
Kapani Kapusx", and that on the Galata side several gates between "'Azeb
Kapusi" and "Tob hane" are left out. The windnames, written with red ink,
perhaps by the mapmaker, replace the customary "Kible"(qiblah) with
"Cenab., "GUn to~usi" with "@ark", and "Bati" with "Garb", see Appendix
18.
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the domes from their substructures, and vertically, separate
individual buildings from one another without intersecting the
horizontal lines. It is more likely that the maker of Topkapi-
1633 so sought to schematize the urban fabric, especially
because he used this particular depiction for all the densely
built areas within Istanbul and Galata as well as for the
suburbs of EyUp and Uskdar and the small but densely populated
districts of Kasimpaga, Begiktag and Ortak6y. The sparsely
built settlements on the fringes are not subject to this
peculiar order of alignment.
This boldly schematized drawing transforms the
topographical content of Topkapi-1633 into an almost abstract
pattern, an effect that is also sustained by the use of bright
colors. Yet it is difficult to draw a border between this
schematizing attitude and misrepresentation. While the detail
of the Old Palace depicted as a hexagon may be considered a
neat simplification, that of Fener Garden where the cypress
grove is transformed into a cylindrical structure appears to
have been misunderstood. Other details showing areas densely
planted with cypress trees strengthen that impression for they
have become in Topkapi-1633 patches filled with hatching.
However, the depiction of the Oskidar Garden somewhat
complicates our evaluation. In this detail, the cross-hatching
is only performed on the trees and a baseline, the retaining
wall seems deliberately detached from the depiction of
hilltops. Above setence very unclear. It is difficult to
interpret such a transformation of a detail of Paris-956 as
resulting from a misunderstanding. Moreover, Galata's
fortification walls that are extended to the Bosphorus, and in
part to the Golden Horn, also appear arbitrary rather than
misunderstood. 309
309 Note the Galata Tower shown at its proper location but reduced to a
tiny conical roof between other buildings forming the uppermost row.
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All these modified details make one wonder if the
schematized drawing of topographical contents of Topkapi-1633
does not involve a casual and somewhat whimsical attitude. In
any case, the way it is, Topkapi-1633 remains a enigmatic
variant. It is clearly drawn by a skilled and quick hand yet
its style does not manifestly relate either to nautical
cartography or to miniature painting. However, it contains a
few elements that suggest a familiarity with both traditions.
It is noticeable, for instance, as in some other variants of
the Istanbul map, that the red and blue pigments are used to
distinguish tiled roofs from lead-covered roofs. On lead-
covered cupolas, the blue wash is applied partially to create a
shadow effect, and in some cases it is enhanced with a grey
wash, also used on the vertical surfaces of fortification
towers and minarets, which is an effect of three-dimensionality
also encountered in town vignettes. The use of a color-enhanced
baseline for certain topographical details must also derive
from town vignettes. 310 On the other hand, the particular
arrangement of the cypress trees in alternation with the
minarets is strongly suggestive of miniature painting, more
precisely of a compositional feature of architectural settings
in Ottoman miniatures of the sixteenth century (figs. 102a and
102b) .311
In its overall character, Topkapi-1633 turns the
representation of the city into a bold, colorful sketch that
blurs topographical details. Nevertheless this schematization,
especially in organizing the urban fabric as parallel rows of
310 Besides in the detail of the Oskudar Garden, an orange baseline
appears under a row of cypresses in the lower right corner of the map,
under the fragment of fortification walls further above the same, and
under a group of buildings facing south near the Bosphorus coast.
311 The cypress trees in Topkapi-1633 appear in the "row of mosques", on
the Istanbul Peninsula above the hexagonal spot corresponding to the old
Palace. The use of cypress trees as alternating elements in a composition
with cupolas, as an equivalent of minaret-like chimneys or together with
them, occurs in ottoman miniatures from the second half of the sixteenth
century.
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buildings facing a respective viewpoint, gives much more visual
emphasis to the viewing directions incorporated in the map.
In contrast to Topkapi-1633, Baltimore-658 displays
strikingly minute detailing (fig. 70). This map is drawn with
an extremely fine pen and is not colored. As a result all the
details can be clearly seen except at a few damaged spots. The
use of a fine pen seems intentional since the maker of the map
made full use of it to draw the city's buildings in the
smallest scale possible and with considerable attention to
their architectural forms.
Most of the topographic details of Paris-956 are
reproduced in Baltimore-656 but there are also novel details,
some of which belong to the early eighteenth century and hence
provide evidence of the period when it was drawn.
The topographical details that were already present in
Paris-956 are in general rendered clearer and more elaborate
through the minute drawing of Baltimore-658. In the detail of
the Topkapi Palace, for example, the various structures remain
approximate despite their clearly visible forms. But the west-
oriented, elongated facade of the harem wing is better
distinguishable, as is the Tower of Justice surmounting other
roofs (cf. figs. 66e and 70a). Below the harem facade, amidst
cypress trees, there is also an added detail, an independent
pavilion which must represent the Tiled Kiosk. In front of the
palace wall facing the Golden Horn, the Basketmakers' Kiosk is
not any more partly hidden behind the Shore Kiosk as it was in
Paris-956 but is clearly depicted as a separate building (fig.
70a) .312
The depictions of the great mosques located along the
northern side of the Istanbul Peninsula are also
architecturally more precise, and among them the gehzade
Mosque, shown to west of the Old Palace, and the Mihrimah
312 The unmodified legend "k6gik" in the singular form confirms the
genealogical relation between this map and Paris-956.
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Mosque near the landwalls, stand out as particularly accurate
depictions (figs. 70b and 70c). While part of the standard
mosque drawings in Paris-956, these two mosques are depicted
here with their distinctive architectural elements such as the
four half-domes in the case of gehzade and the large tympanum
in the case of Mihrimah (fig. 70c). 313 The depiction of Sultan
Ahmet Mosque is another remarkably accurate drawing,
particularly in revealing its site at the Hippodrome, another
accurate detail of Baltimore-658 (fig. 70b). The depiction of
this open space in bird's-eye view not only allowed to situate
the Sultan Ahmet Mosque properly but also the three
commemorative columns. Another open space, which borders at the
landwalls, is also a novel detail and shows Yenibahge, the
vacant part of the Bayrampaga (Lykus) Valley. Its depiction
includes a road that crosses it transversally as well as some
houses that encroach on it at its eastern end and some
agriculture (fig. 70c).
The roads in general receive a particular attention in
Baltimore-658, even though shown only outside the densely built
areas. In a sense, they complement what was left missing in
Paris-956. On the Asian side, for example, a branch, added to
the road connecting iskUdar to Bostancibagi Bridge, leads to
Kadik6y. The road network outside the landwalls of Istanbul,
however, is entirely new. It consists of a road that runs along
the walls starting possibly at the Ayyub Ansari Gate near the
Golden Horn shore. The principal accesses to this road from the
Edirne and Topkapi Gates are not visible, nor is an access from
"Yeni kapu" shown. One can however see a branch separating
there, which continues west passing through the settlement
313 A curious contrast, however, is presented by the mosque depicted as
having a pyramidal roof and two minarets on each side. Its situation
suggests that it stands, despite this uncharacteristic depiction, for the
Yeni Valide Mosque that was completed in 1660. Also slightly inaccurate,
or rather outdated, is the depiction of the Shore Kiosk, which is shown
with a roof lantern instead of its final architectural form realized in
1593.
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around the Mevlevi convent. Right after, the road bifurcates,
and south of "Silivri kapusi" a second road, also running
westward, intersects its two branches heading toward the
Marmara coast, one to the settlement around the "Tabakhane" and
the other to the "Iskender Paga bagesi". 314 This garden, of
which only the location was indicated by a legend in Paris-956
and related variants, is depicted here for the first time as a
topographical detail that shows it as surrounded by trees and
containing three buildings (fig. 70d).315
On the Galata side, the depiction of another garden, the
Dolmabahge, and the neighboring royal palace are slightly
clearer than the detail in Paris-956. 316 In the depiction of
Baltimore-658, the windows in the enclosure wall of the garden
314 The road network represented here is probably not complete. Stdphane
Yerasimos notes that the travellers coming from Europe had two options to
access the city once KUigk Qekmece (Ponte Piccolo) on the Marmara coast
was reached. The road that followed the coastline led to the Yedikule
Gate, the other running slightly further inland, led to the Edirne Gate,
see Les voyageurs dans l'empire ottoman (XIve-xvIe siecles) (Ankara:
Socistd Turque d'Histoire, 1991), 53. But here no road is shown to arrive
either at the Yedikule Gate or the Edirne Gate. Instead, roads relating
to Silivri Gate and Yeni Kapu (or the Mevlevihane Gate), where also west-
leading roads started, are shown. The elaboration of the network in
relation to these two roads perhaps simply has to do with extramuros
settlements shown as topographical details.
315 The original builder of this seaside garden was iskender gelebi who
served as defterdar (finance minister) during the earlier part of
SUleyman I's reign (the legend identifying him as "iskender Pa§a" seems
to confuse him with another statesman), and after his death the garden
had become royal property. Evliya suggests that under SUleyman I some
constructions were made there by the architect Sinan, Seyahatname, 206.
Arslan Terzioglu notes that there was also a palace school in that
garden, see Die Hofspituler und andere Gesundheitseinrichtungen der
osmanischen Palastbauten (Munich: Rudolf Trofenik, 1979), 199. For
archival documents from the end of the seventeenth century and later
concerning this garden, see Erdo~an, "Bahgeler, " 156-8. Erdojan mentions
documents from AH 1110 and 1111 (AD 1698-1700) which concern the
rebuilding of a powder mill in the iskender gelebi Garden, ibid. 157. Yet
at least some of the royal residences must have still existed in AH 1116/
AD 1704 since an official inventory from this date lists their
furnishings, ibid., 158. On the other hand, Sarraf-Hovhannesyan states
that the powdermill destroyed by fire in AH 1110 was elsewhere (near
Yenibahge) and that the iskender gelebi Garden was chosen thereafter as
the site of the new powder mill, see Payitaht, 31. For its site plan (ca.
1950), see Eldem, Turkish Kiosks, 1:215.
316 See above n. 266.
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can be better seen, and in addition there is a door where this
wall recedes to enclose the coastal palace from behind
(fig. 70e).
The depiction of the naval shipyards at Kasimpaga
similarly benefits from the minute drawing of topographical
elements, of which the most conspicuous is the enclosure wall
(fig. 70f). 317 Although the buildings shown and identified by
name remain the same as in Paris-956 and other variants,
Baltimore-658 features a new building in the western section of
the shipyards. The mosque that is situated where the last row
of ship construction vaults begin may easily be identified as
the mosque built by Qorlulu Ali Pasha in 1707, and hence
provides a terminus post quem for Baltimore-658. But the detail
that situates this map incontestably in the eighteenth century
concerns the Kagidhane area that occupies the lower right
corner of this map.
While in Paris-956 and the other variants of this
subgroup, only a few houses, a bridge and a larger building are
depicted on the Kagidhane River,318 in Baltimore-656 the same
area appears entirely transformed (fig. 70f). This new detail
unmistakably shows the Saadabad, projected and realized between
1721 and 1723 on the initiative of Nevgehirli ibrahim Pasha,
the grand vizier of Ahmed 1II. 319 Saadabad, the most sumptuous
of the royal construction projects of that period, involved the
landscaping of a large area along the river with new
plantations, bridges, water basins and cascades, in addition to
the construction of a royal palace on the river itself where
its bed was straightened and cased in marble, as can be seen in
317 The site was walled around in 1547 on the order of Sokollu Mehmed
Pasha, who was then the admiral of the fleet. See MUller-Wiener,
"Tersane-i Amire," 256.
318 The Ka§ithane River, ancient Barbyzes, is the eastern waterway. The
Ali Bey River, the ancient Kydaris, joins it from the west. Both rivers
are shown each with a bridge on Paris-956 and its variants, although on
Paris-956 there seems to be depicted a second bridge to the north of the
conspicuous one.
319 See Aktepe, "Ka§idhane, " 343-57.
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fig. 103. This part of the river, which received the poetic
name Cedvel-i sim, is clearly represented at the lower limit of
Baltimore-658 (fig. 70, top in fig. 70f!), 320 and where the
river starts winding again, the new mosque as well as the
palace grounds defined by trees planted in straight rows are
depicted. The rectangular plots of land that line up at some
distance along the two banks of the river seem to correspond to
the allotments made to the notables for the purpose of further
embellishing the site with pavilions, vineyards and
orchards. 321
This elaborate representation of Saadabad permits us to
push the period during which Baltimore-658 must have been drawn
to after 1723, that is the date of the completion of the
principal constructions.322 In 1730, during the popular
upheaval called the Patrona rebellion, Saadabad became one of
the principle targets. Yet 1730 may not necessarily be a
terminus ante quem, for, unlike the kiosks and gardens of
notables completely destroyed and looted by the rebels, the
royal buildings apparently survived with some damage and were
repaired under Mahmud I after 1740.323 In fact, the elaborate
320 This name means "the silver ruler or margin line" as well as "the
silver canal".
321 The contemporaneous accounts by the chroniclers Ragid Mehmed, KUquk
gelebiz&de tsmail Asim and Subhi particularly emphasize these allotments
which numbered about hundred seventy and specify that being located on
the hillsides on both sides of the river, the built gardens and kiosks
presented a very beautiful view, see Aktepe, "Ka§idhane," 349, 352-3. It
seems that these garden allotments were a very important part of the
project as they transformed the visible limits of the Ka~idhane
landscape.
322 Another detail that accords with 1723 as a terminus post quem is the
depiction of the EyUp Mosque whose minarets are shown as having double
balconies, a state corresponding to the rebuilding of the minarets in
1723-4, noted by the historian Kulgflk gelebizade Asim Efendi. See Mustafa
Cezar, "Osmanli devrinde istanbul yapilarinda tahribat yapan yanginlar ve
tabii afetler." TUrk Sanat Tarihi Aragtirma ve incelemeleri 1 (1963):
173; (hereafter cited as "Yanginlar"). Also see A. Kuran, "EyUp
Kulliyesi," in EyUp: DUn/ BugUn,ed. by T. Artan (Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi
Yurt Yay., 1994), 131.
323 See S. H. Eldem, Sa'dabad (Istanbul: Milli E~itim Basimevi, 1977), 23.
Eldem demonstrated, on the basis of a survey (kegif) dated 1740 and the
accurate sketches and measured site plan made by Baron Philip Franz
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detail of Ka|idhane in Baltimore-658 might rather relate to the
rehabilitation of Saadabad by Mahmud I, who also seems to have
commissioned the Bahriye manuscript containing this map. 324
By depicting the Kizkulesi with a second but much smaller
tower, Baltimore-658 modifies another detail of Paris-956 (cf.
figs. 66b and 70g). 325 Otherwise, the topographical details on
the Asian side are much less specific and suggest that the
maker of Baltimore-658 did not update systematically what he
had found represented in his model. For example, the mosque
that stands out as the most prominent building in OskUdar may
be identified as the Mihrimah Mosque only on the basis of its
situation and the two caravanserails in front of it, but not on
the basis of its architectural features (fig. 70g). 326 Three
other mosques that were patronized by queen mothers, the Atik
Valide Mosque (1583), the Orta Valide Mosque (1640) and the
Yeni Valide Mosque (1710),,327 could have been at least
distinguished by their double minarets but they remain
Gudenus (ca. 1740), that the palace complex had well survived. Both
groups of documents are reproduced and discussed in Eldem, op. cit. Also
see Aktepe, "Kagidhane," 357-9.
324 See above n. 132.
325 On Bologna-3609 the respective detail somewhat resembles the depiction
here but the smaller tower on the east and not on the west side of the
Kizkulesi. Although it cannot be ascertained, the small tower might have
corresponded to an early-eighteenth-century addition or rather to its
rebuilding. Bildlexikon, 334, mentions a fire in 1721 that destroyed the
wooden upper structure, which was being used as a lighthouse, and
Konyali, UskUdar Tarihi, 2:282, wrote, without mentioning his source,
that Nevgehirli ibrahim Pasha had constructed on one of the corners a
lighthouse tower in wood, which burnt in 1720 but got rebuilt in stone
immediately after. Sarraf-Hovhannesyan also notes the use of the tower as
a lighthouse on the order of Nevgehirli ibrahim Pasha in AH 1133/AD1720-1
but does not give further detail, see Payitaht, 68. Other than on
Bologna-3609 (fig. 67), the Kizkulesi is also shown as having two towers
in Topkapi-337, Vienna-192 and Nuruosmaniye-2997 (figs. 56, 59 and 64).
On the latter map the second tower was clearly added by a different hand
and with red ink.
326 The drawing is quite detailed and shows the central dome elevated on a
high drum. The small cupolas, of which only two on the north side are
visible, seem to rest on corner towers.
327 The Atik Valide Mosque was already represented on other Istanbul maps
of the Bahriye-group such as Ayasofya-3161, Bologna-3609, as well as the
gehingehname map, see figs. 92f, 67, and 34b respectively.
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undifferentiated among the standard depictions of mosques.328
The depictions of the small coastal mosque of Semsi Ahmed Pasha
and the palace known after him, as well as the depictions of
the OiskUdar and Fener Gardens present without any significant
change the same topographical information as in Paris-956. 329
However, we find in this variant a stronger emphasis on the
views that the Asian coast afforded, or rather a clear
differentiation between the views available from the town of
Oskudar and the area to its south. In Baltimore-656, not only
the OskUdar Garden but the entire area starting south of
Kizkulesi until Cape Kalamig is depicted as facing west, in
other words as viewing the Istanbul Peninsula.
2.3.4. London-718 and Berlin-57 : The Istanbul Map
in Double-Folio Size
The evolution of the Istanbul map as a topographical view
culminates in London-718 and Berlin-57 (figs. 71 and 72).
London-718 is contained in a volume composed only of the maps
328 However, the depiction that is uncharacteristic for the Mihrimah
Mosque recalls certain features of the Yeni Valide Mosque, especially
with the conspicuous drum of its dome. The mosque, which was built by
Ahmed III for his mother Gulnug Emetullah Sultan in 1708-10, was the most
recent mosque building in UskUdar at the time Baltimore-658 was possibly
drawn. It comprises a small group of dependencies and forms the second
important mosque complex at UskUdar's center.
329 Yet this depiction is somewhat outdated for the original late-
sixteenth-century palace was already replaced in 1710 by a new building
(with a T-shaped plan) which was built for Ahmed III under the patronage
of the grandvizier Nevgehirli ibrahim Pasha according to the historian
R&gid, quoted in Konyali, UskUdar Tarihi, 2:258. It is represented in
that new configuration in the water supply map (TUrk ve islam Eserleri
MUzesi, Istanbul, MS, 3336) that shows the water works realized around
the same time in Uskudar by the same grandvizier. See A. Erdogan,
"UskUdar su yolu haritasi, " TUrk Tarih Arkeologya ve Etnografya Dergisi,
no. 4 (1940): 139-43. The new palace was semi-officially given the poetic
name "§eref&bad", repeatedly mentioned in a panegyrical poem by Nedim,
and also in "S&hil-n&me", a description in verse of various locations on
the two banks of the Bosphorus, see below p. 295 and n. 407. However, the
building was seemingly continued to be referred to as "gemsi Paga
Sarayi", see Konyali, UskUdar Tarihi, 2:257, and Hadika, 2:191: "gemsi
Paga ismiyle mUsemma olan kasr". This latter reference must postdate the
original composition date of Hadika, i.e. 1779, for it occurs in the
section dealing with the Adliye Mosque built in 1816. Also identified
this way, it is visible on Kauffer's map.
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of Bahriye. 330 Berlin-57 is part of a similar compilation of
maps except that a good number of the maps in that volume bear,
in small characters, the text of the corresponding chapter. 331
The text that appears on maps of MS Berlin-57 matches the
short-version text of Bahriye while the maps, in both
manuscripts, seem to be largely derived from the maps of the
330 The Istanbul map is on fols. 3v-4r of MS London-718. This volume
comprises 119 maps that were originally sewn together in varying numbers.
They are drawn on different types of paper displaying three different
watermarks datable to the second half of the seventeenth century. For
Soucek's detailed study of the volume, see Turkish Mapmaking, 108 ff. It
also features, under no. 75, in the exhibition catalogue, Empire of the
Sultans: Ottoman Art From the Collection of Nasser D. Khalili, ed. by
J.M. Rogers (London, 1996), 121 (Istanbul map is reproduced in color, on
124-5). This volume surfaced rather recently, in 1989 when it was brought
to the SUleymaniye Library by a bookdealer and a prospective Turkish
buyer, Halil Bezmen, for evaluation (I studied it from its b/w microfilm
made at that time in the library and available there under no. 3574).
Apparently bought by Bezmen, the volume was subsequently sold abroad -in
violation of the Turkish law forbidding the exportation of cultural
goods- to art collector Nasser D. Khalili of London. See Soucek and
Goodrich, "List of MSS," 291, 292 n. 31. It is presently preserved in
Khalili's private collection as MSS. 718.
331 Berlin-57 is the variant that was noticed before all the other
Istanbul maps in Bahriye manuscripts. It was discussed and reproduced by
E. Oberhummer in Konstantinopel (...) aufgenommen (..) durch Melchior
Lorichs-, 22-3 and pl. 22. This Istanbul map occupies one half of fol.
28, i.e. the quarters marked a and b, of MS Diez A fol 57. This
manuscript, which Soucek believed lost in the Second World War, is
preserved in the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin-Preussischer Kulturbesitz
(The library joined, since 1st January 1992, the collections divided
between east and west German libraries after the war). When MS Diez A fol
57 was acquired in Istanbul in 1789 by the Prussian consul Heinrich
Friedrich von Diez the map sheets were folded in the middle but not bound
together. Diez had the loose sheets bound together in the order he had
received them. The maps were until then in the Topkapi Palace and were
sold away by the harem women leaving for the Old Palace after Selim III's
enthronement. A detailed description of the maps and of the circumstances
of their acquisition, given in H. F. von Diez, DenkwUrdigkeiten aus Asien
(Berlin, 1811), vol. 1, are quoted in Kahle, "Einleitung," XXXI-II. For
the manuscript itself, I have relied, besides this description also on
Kahle's own observations, ibid. XXX-XXXII. Among other things, Kahle
noted that the map sheets were originally bound in groups of more or less
three. Dr. Hartmut-Ortwin Feistel of Staatsbibliothek's Orientabteilung
kindly informed me that the paper used for all sheets is uniform, without
watermarks but contains "chain-" and "laid lines," letter to the author
dated July 21st, 1994. A lengthy description of the manuscript and its
map content is to be found under no. 184 in Wilhelm Pertsch, Verzeichnis
der TUrkischen Handscriften der Kbniglichen Bibliothek zu Berlin (Berlin,
1889), 203-10.
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long version, but they also include, besides the Istanbul map,
other later additions such as the maps of the Marmara Sea and
the Black Sea. 3 32 Hence, the two manuscripts, but especially MS
Berlin-57, present a particular fusion of the two strains of
Bahriye manuscripts typically including various types of
modifications brought to them throughout the copying process.
Drawn across two pages in a horizontal format, Istanbul
appears in London-718 and Berlin-57 in a much larger size and
scale than in the variants we have seen so far. However,
despite this new map format and some cartographic modifications
connected with it, the coastal outlines and several topographic
and toponymic details indicate that London-718 and Berlin-57
are genealogically linked to the subgroup of Paris-956. More
importantly, these two maps share with all the other variants
the characteristic south orientation that invites us to look at
Istanbul from the north. The use of the double-folio format in
these maps seems mainly to have served to "decompact" the
Istanbul Peninsula from a simple triangle to its due shape and
size and at the same time to enlarge the drawing scale and thus
the topographic details.
Even though the place-names in London-718 and Berlin-57
were written by different hands,333 the two maps are clearly
332 It is Kahle who noticed that the chapter texts occurring on several
maps are from the short-version Bahriye while the maps are derived from
the maps of the long version. For this and for the entire group of maps
in MS Berlin-57 I rely on Kahle's observation and his detailed list of
them in which he also proposed a sequence. These were Kahle's final
observations on MS Berlin-57, which he communicated in a letter to Dr. L.
Hille, then the director of the library's oriental department, dated
December l1th, 1930. I became aware of this letter thanks to Dr. Feistel.333 On Berlin-57 there are clearly different handwritings. The easiest to
distinguish, however, are a few later additions, a note in four lines
naming Istanbul (not totally legible) place-names, written next to
existing ones along the southern cost of the Golden Horn and exactly
repeating them (in larger characters perhaps to facilitate reading for
someone who did not see so well). In the text of the chapter concerning
the Red Islands, the parts differing in the size of characters
nevertheless seem to be by the same hand who certainly wrote also the
place-name "Salacak" to left of Kizkulesi. Another place-name "Kavak"
matches the handwriting of the chapter title, both are in red ink. The
rest and the majority of the place-names are written with a different
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the work of one person, and internal evidence indicates that
they were prepared sometime between 1670 and the early
eighteenth century. 334 Their somewhat different size and
geographic coverage suggests that the mapmaker explored two
possibilities when he tried a new map format. While the map
scale is the same for both, London-718 is drawn on a smaller
sheet that corresponds to the average size of double-folio maps
in Bahriye manuscripts which is almost entirely used to depict
the Istanbul Peninsula. In its improved outline, Istanbul
nearly fills the right half of the sheet and its pointing tip,
prominently occupied by the Topkapi Palace, projects toward the
Asian coast shown near the sheet's left edge. The Red Islands,
in the same position and group configuration as in the subgroup
of Paris-956, are shown in the upper left corner. But London-
718 lacks a compass rose, the habitual place of which is
occupied by seven galleys depicted in an animated style,
rushing with full-blown sails and oar strokes in the direction
of the Dardanelles. Istanbul's three townships, OskUdar, EyUp
and Galata, are not in this picture. Perhaps all three were
pen. Their style is very similar to the chapter's text but there seem to
be small differences, yet it remains difficult to attribute them to a
different hand. The writings on London-718 are uniform and by a hand
different from any of the writings on Berlin-57. Yet some other maps of
MS Lonaon-71B also near airrerent nanawritings, at least Dy one otner
person. That handwriting as we find it in the map of Crete (Soucek,
Turkish Mapmaking, pl. 28) is quite similar to the handwriting of the
chapter in Berlin-57, i.e. the Istanbul map, while the notes on the
Venice map (ibid., pl. 24), are all uniform and seem to match with the
handwriting of the place-names in Berlin-57. In both manuscripts
topographical notes and explanations in general relate well to depicted
details and hence may be assumed to be contemporary with the making of
the maps.
334 Topographical details, two Istanbul maps considered together, permit
to delimit the probable period between 1660 and 1715. But two
topographical details from Berlin-57, which however seem to be
conflicting, could modify the later limit as 1707 or 1724-5, see below n.
392 and n. 342 respectively. Soucek, on the basis of his detailed study
of MS London-718 and circumstantial evidence related to Crete's passing
under Ottoman control, has proposed a date for that map that must be not
much later than 1669 when Candia, the island's capital fell to the
Ottomans. For Soucek's discussion of watermarks in paper used for MS
London-718, termini provided by topographical details in its Istanbul map
and evidence related to Crete, see Turkish Mapmaking, 108-10.
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meant to be represented separately but we find Galata alone on
the next page (fig. 71c). 335 It occupies a single folio and is
depicted, as in most of the Istanbul variants, as facing south,
that is the Golden Horn and Istanbul are on its opposite shore.
Galata's depiction is a topographical view rather than a map,
and in its triangular configuration, it strikingly resembles
the depiction of Galata in the Istanbul map of Men&zil
(fig. 8).
Berlin-57 is drawn on a considerably larger sheet to give
more substance to the depiction of the Asian side but also to
include Galata in the same picture, that is to show more of
Istanbul's surroundings, for the coastal outlines and the scale
in which the land masses are depicted in London-718 are not
modified. 336
The addition of Galata's coastline in the lower part of
Berlin-57 makes the shape of the Golden Horn as well as that of
the Bosphorus emerge. Consequently, the cartographic link of
both maps to the subgroup of Paris-956 becomes apparent.
Another link with this subgroup of variants is suggested by
legends which similarly surround Istanbul and run along
Galata's coast to mark the gates and their boat landings, and
the important buildings in the shipyards. 337 Besides this close
relation to Paris-956 and its subgroup representing the long-
version manuscripts, Berlin-57 also relates to the short
version in a very concrete way by bearing the text of the
chapter on the Red Islands. It occupies the habitual place of
335 Galata's depiction is on fol. 4b, its Golden Horn coast parallels the
left edge of the page, i.e.the center of the volume.
336 The dimensions of Berlin-57 (42.2 x 56.2 cm) approaches that of the
HUnername map (49.2 x 63.0 cm). The only other Bahriye manuscript in
which double-folio size maps have similarly large dimensions (42.1 x 55.4
cm) is MS Bologna 3609, which also contains maps but no text.
337 For a complete transcription of place-names in these two maps, see
Appendix 21 and 22 respectively.
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the compass rose while that element appears near the left edge
of map, on the Asian side. 338
With regard to their depiction of Istanbul, London-718 and
Berlin-57 seem to have been largely based on Paris-956. As a
topographic view, Istanbul remains the same uniform fabric of
houses punctuated by mosques despite the larger scale of
drawings of topographic elements. As a result of the larger
scale, though, the monumental mosques which line up near the
Golden Horn front as in Paris-956 appear as more elaborate
structures and are depicted with entrance courtyards and
several smaller cupolas. 339
The few details that are added to the topographic content
of Istanbul are all very visible structures such as the
aqueduct and the Byzantine columns. 340 Also remarkable,
especially in Berlin-57, is a mosque with a saddle roof and a
projecting apse, obviously one converted from a basilical
church. 34 1 The most important addition, however, is the Yeni
Valide Mosque, which is shown below the Hagia Sophia right
338 The design of the wind rose is no longer the simple circle divided by
simple lines of wind rays but resembles the elaborate designs that had
been used on nautical charts to elaborate the rhumb line centers since
the sixteenth century. This is a relatively sober design but in the Cairo
map of MS Berlin-57 (fig. 85c) the same design has its center filled with
a double rose motive, and in MS London-718 that same design appears
alone, in a huge size, as a frontispiece to illustrate the wind
directions. See Soucek, Turkish Mapmaking, pl. 18).
339 These depictions, however, are not quite accurate. The distinctive
number of minarets, e. g. is not consistently respected in London-718
where all the great mosques have double minarets and only the Hagia
Sophia four (?), one of which possibly coinciding with the central
folding line is not visible; in Berlin-57 the Suleymaniye has its
characteristic four minarets but others appear with varying number of
minarets which seems to depend whether they are drawn as a side elevation
or in bird's-eye view.
340 The Column of Arcadius is present in both maps and the Column of
Constantine is shown only in London-718. The disappearance of the first
in 1715 provides a terminus ante quem for both maps as has also been
noted (for London-718 only) by Soucek, Turkish Mapmaking, 110.
341 There were several such mosques in the southwest section of the city.
This one, however, because of its proximity to Yedikule, must correspond
to the imrahor Mosque, the former Studios Church converted at the
beginning of the sixteenth century, see Bildlexikon, 147-52.
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behind the walls. Its completion date 1660, provides a safe
terminus post quem for both maps.
Unlike the intra-muros area of Istanbul, the mapmaker
seems to have made more use of the larger map scale to show
several new details along the walls, perhaps because these
areas are in the foreground. One of them, the Tekfur Palace
adjacent to the landwalls, is in the same register as the
monumental mosques and its depiction in a bird's-eye view
reveals its architecture and situation well.342
The area that stands out as topographically more detailed
is the narrow strip of land between the coastline and the walls
on the Golden Horn. It is shown as densely built with
houses, 343 and among them, below the SUleymaniye, two buildings
stand out. The location, identified as "Bab-i dakik ma'a horos"
(Flour Gate with the rooster) in London-718 (fig. 71b) and as
342 This Byzantine palace of uncertain construction date is also
recognizable in the subgroup of Paris-956 as a tiny rectangular roof, but
it is in these two variants that it becomes a conspicuous detail, and its
legends display different versions of its popular name, "Sar&y-i TekUr.
[or Tekfur, or Tekvur]" in London-718 and "Saray-i Tekir" in Berlin-57.
But in Berlin-57 the legend also includes "kaqihane" (glazed tile
workshop). It is known that after a decision taken in 1718-9, the opening
of a tile workshop in this building's courtyard with the collaboration of
masters from Iznik took place in 1724-5, see Bildlexikon, 245 and S.
Eyice, "Tekfur Sarayi, " in istA, 7:234; for the royal decree, see A.
Refik, Onikinci asr-i hicri'de istanbul hayati (1688-1785) (1930;
Istanbul: Enderun, 1988), 65. It should be noted, however, that a
document from 1568-9, prepared by architect Sinan to indicate water
distribution to public fountains from the Kirkgegme and Kagith&ne
waterways, already mentions a "kagihane" in an area near Tekfur Palace,
though seemingly further north, i.e. between Eqri Gate and Balat Gate;
for this document see K. gegen, istanbul'da Osmanli devrindeki su
tesisleri (Istanbul: iTU, 1984), 102-12, esp. 104. The documented use of
the Tekfur Palace itself as "kagihane" in 1724-5 postdates the termini
ante quem provided by three other topographical details I consider
reliable. It would also conflict with a fourth terminus ante quem
suggested by the absence of an early-eighteenth-century mosque at the
shipyards where the buildings are very carefully depicted, see above
p. 259. At the present state of our knowledge about the varying uses of
Tekfur Sarayi that seemingly served as a royal menagerie or to house
small manufacture, alternatingly with periods of abandon, this evidence
cannot be further ascertained.
343 Residential areas and commercial activities, alongside boatlandings,
are vividly described by Eremya K6mUrcUyan, see istanbul Tarihi, 14-9.
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"Bab-i Kapan" (Gate of the public weighing machine) in Berlin-
57 (fig. 72b), would correspond to modern Unkapani. 344 Yet the
mosque drawn next to the imposing storehouse for wheat and
flour must be the mosque of RUstem Pasha, somewhat
mislocated. 345 Its proper location is further east, near "B&b-i
Zindan" (Prison Gate), whose name is noted to the left of a
peculiar detail, "bokluk" (dunghill). 346 The mosque seems,
however, to have been located in these two maps in visual
relation to SUleymaniye Mosque, with which it makes a
particularly remarkable sight on the Golden Horn.
On the outer edge of the city along the coast, there are
also other new details. After the Shore Kiosk and the
Basketmakers' Kiosk, already familiar details, the Marble Kiosk
is depicted at the tip of the peninsula, and in Berlin-57 we
also see toward the Marmara Sea the Pearl Kiosk whose hipped
roof peaks out behind the city walls (fig. 72a). 347 Further
344 Both place-names refer to Unkapani, the storehouse for flour and wheat
from where they were distributed after being weighed under official
supervision. The gate itself seems to have had a rooster figure on it, as
mentioned in Eremya KbmurcUyan, istanbul Tarihi, 16.
345 The mosque of RUstem Pasha is the single extra-muros mosque on the
Golden Horn of Istanbul that is of an important size. Its precise
construction date is not known but its waqfiyya was prepared in 1562.
346 This detail is drawn in London-718 right in front of the Ayazma Gate,
"B&b-i Ayazma", under which, according to Eremya K5mUrcuyan, flowed a
strong water current into the Golden Horn, and where a pier (possibly to
dump rubbish or rather droppings of pack animals) called "Bokluk
iskelesi" existed, in istanbul Tarihi, 16.
347 The Pearl Kiosk was completed in 1591 for Murad III, the -Marble Kiosk
that marked the tip of the peninsula was an earlier structure built by
Selim I in 1519 or 1520. On these two pavilions see Necipoglu, Topkapi
Palace, 220-31 and Eldem, Turkish Kiosks, 1:142-71 and 93-8. The Marble
Kiosk appears on several seventeenth-century European views, as here, a
single story kiosk. Yet late-eighteenth century views depict at the same
spot a very similar but two-story pavilion which seems to have replaced
the original structure earlier in the eighteenth century, as noted in
Necipo~lu, op. cit., 221, and discussed in Eldem, op. cit., 94-7. Eldem
cautiously suggests that this new structure might have been the Mahbubiye
Kiosk built in 1741 by Mahmud I, a building that disappeared in a fire
in. This hypothesis seems to be confirmed by Sarraf-Hovhannesyan, who
notes, describing the very spot, that Mahmud I built there in AH 1132/AD
1739-40 a rectangular building raised on columns, see Payitaht, 12.
Mahbubiye Kiosk's construction date is given as 1735 by Emel Esin on the
basis of contemporary accounts of several chroniclers, in "Le Mahbubiye,
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west on the Marmara coast, there is an off-shore fortification
tower that also stands out as a novel detail, 34 8 and in the
southernmost corner of the city, between the seawalls and the
Yedikule Fortress, an area walled off from the city and
containing mostly trees bears in London-718 the legend "Bucak
Bagi" (corner garden) (fig. 71b). Now fallen into oblivion,
Bucak Bagi was apparently one of the renowned intra-muros
orchards of the city in the seventeenth century.349
un palais ottoman 'alla franca'," Varia Turcica 3 (1986): 73-86. Hence,
1735 might be considered as a terminus ante quem for Berlin-57.
348 The tower corresponds to the so-called Belisarius Tower, see A.
Berger, "Langa Bostani": 468. In London-718 it bears a legend that Soucek
has read as "Kulle-i Hamza". Eremya K6mdrciyan and Sarraf-Hovhannesyan
note that the tower is called "papas kulesi"(tower of the priest), the
latter explains that when the sea [former harbor] was filled in 1760 and
the tower remained between houses built on the filled ground, Payitaht,
8-9. For this tower's situation before and after 1760, see Berger, op.
cit.:470 fig. 3 and 471 fig. 4. Remarkably, this tower stands out as a
topographical detail also in a view by Joseph Grelot's and is one of
several details that suggest a link between his views and Berlin-57.
349 Evliya mentions the "Bucak Ba~i" on two occasions: first when he
counts "the mirth increasing excursion grounds of Istanbul that are
accessible to the servants of the sultan and to the public" (hass u 'amm
igUn bi-tekelluf olan mesireg&h-i ferah-fezalar), Seyahatname, 206; and a
second time when he explains the guild of the gardeners that look after
"the gardens within the walled area of Istanbul" (d&hil-i his&r-i
isl&mbol), ibid., 264. He notes that these intramuros gardens are very
numerous but only thousand of them are "known to the sultans" (pddig&h
ma'lumu olmig), and while naming them he also specifies some of the
particular fruits grown there and finally informs us that harvested
fruits were sold by the gardeners to fruit vendors. From Evliya's latter
mention we may deduce that Bucak Ba§i was an orchard looked after by
gardeners who held a license to exploit and sold the fruits seemingly on
their own behalf since Evliya does not mention fruit sent to the palace.
Whatever the extent of administrative control over their exploitation,
these gardens must have constituted a separate category from the orchards
and vegetable gardens on the Topkapi Palace grounds looked after by a
special class of servants (bostanci) and harvested primarily for the
royal consumption and only the surplus being sold directly to the public,
see Necipo~lu, Topkapi Palace, 203. Their accessibility to public, which
Evliya underlines also points to an intermediary status. Now fallen into
oblivion, Bucak Bagi was indicated on some nineteenth-century city plans
of Istanbul such as those prepared by F. Kauffer (1786; rev. by J.D.
Barbid du Bocage 1819), by B. R. Davies (1840) and by C. Stolpe (1866) as
well as on some Ottoman maps from the same period. There is an entry
"Bucakbaqi Bostanlari" by Hakki GbktUrk in istA/Kogu, 6:3095 and
Ayvansarayi notes a masjid which suggests that a small community had
developed there, Hadika, 1:62.
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In fact, the presence of Bucak Bagi is consistent with the
particular attention given to the depiction of gardens in these
two maps. In London-718 we find the preliminaries: the
depiction of the Topkapi Place as a conspicuously green site
occupies a central place in the map and the royal gardens and
pavilions that constitute the major topographic details of the
Asian coast appear as its counterparts. In Berlin-57 this
content is further developed to present the gardens as
important elements of Istanbul's landscape. They constitute a
very important part of the additional topographic content in
Berlin-57 outside Istanbul's landwalls yet more so on the Asian
coast.
To the west of Istanbul, three walled gardens are
depicted, and green areas intermingled with buildings continue
all the way toward the Golden Horn (fig. 72b). 35 0 The walled
gardens situated across from the Yedikule Fortress are depicted
as adjacent to one another and contain more elaborate buildings
than Bucak Ba§i. They might be standing for similar, semi-
public gardens or extra-muros royal gardens that are known to
have existed at some distance from the landwalls. However,
their identity remains conjectural.351
350The depiction of the extra-muros area, to the immediate west of the
landwalls, is remarkably matched by Eremya K6murcUyan's description of
the same area. His account of the city gates along the landwalls begins
at the southernmost gate, E~ri Kapi, and proceeds toward the Marmara
coast. Besides gates, the gardens and mansions within gardens constitute
a significant part of his description. See istanbul tarihi, 20-7.
351 As we shall see below with the royal gardens on the Asian side, some
of which are identified, locations are somewhat imprecise because the
scale of topographical drawings is larger than that of the map. This
might be the case of these three gardens as well. Their location on the
map relates them to the Yedikule Gate (Bab-i Yedi Kulle), and they also
appear not far from the Tabakhane settlement and "Zeytin burni" (Point
Olive) on the Marmara coast. Two royal gardens, the Halkali Garden and
the Siyavug Pasha Garden, both walled around and comprising various
buildings, were located further west of that area. For a reconstructed
plan of the Halkali Garden, see Eldem, Turkish Kiosks, 1:214. Among the
names of gardens that Erdo~an encountered in archival documents there is
also a "Mehmed Pasha Garden at Yedikule" see "Bahgeler," 154. Eremya
KbmUrcuyan on the other hand, notes outside walls "in the vicinity of the
Yedikule Gate, near the Silivri Gate" a private (?) garden called
SUleyman Sahrasi that afforded a particularly beautiful, panoramic view,"
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The Asian coast that afforded both the view of Istanbul
with the Topkapi Palace in the foreground and of the
surrounding bodies of water was primarily distinguished as a
site for royal gardens. Already emphasized in earlier variants,
this character of the Asian coast is further developed in
London-718 and Berlin-57 (figs. 71a and 72a). Despite their
apparent similarity, however, the two maps somewhat vary in
depicting, locating and identifying the gardens and the
buildings in this area. It looks as if the depictions were
somewhat hastily drawn in London-718, and some adjustments were
made when Berlin-57 was prepared. Nevertheless, Berlin-57, too,
presents some ambiguities as to locations of gardens and
buildings, as well as to their distances from one another.
These ambiguities seem to originate in a difference between the
scale of topographical drawings and that of the coastline.
While they do not really diminish the significance of these
depictions, they somewhat complicate their documentary use.352
Given their weight in the overall composition, especially in
Berlin-57, and their elaborateness, the topographical details
on the Asian side deserve to be examined closely. A comparison
of the respective areas in London-718 and Berlin-57 with one
another and with corresponding depictions in other variants of
the Istanbul map as well as with other visual sources
Istanbul Tarihi, 27. The same garden is also mentioned by Evliya,
Seyahatname, 206, among excursion grounds accessible to "hass u amm" see
above n. 349, as "outside Silivri Gate" (Silivri Kapusindan tagra).
352 The depictions of the Asian coast in these two maps and in other
variants of the Istanbul map add to a very limited corpus of visual
material that we have about the UskUdar Garden and the Asian coast facing
the Istanbul Peninsula, an area whose topography got almost entirely
transformed and largely lost in the twentieth century. The respective
area of Berlin-57 (and more recently of London-718) has already served as
illustration to several researchers, especially for the LskUdar Garden,
but has not been discussed nor compared with other sources. The other
variants unknown, Berlin-57's topographical representation has also
remained without its proper context. See Unver, "5skudar Kavak Sarayi, "
219; more recently Eldem, Turkish Kiosks, 1:144; Necipoglu, Topkapi
Palace, Pl. 22a and b, MUller-Wiener "Kavak Sarayi, " 373 and pl. 56/2;
D. Kuban, Istanbul, An Urban History (Istanbul, 1996), 277, fig. 153
(used the respective area from London-718).
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considerably clarifies the logic and identity of the
topographic details presented.
In both maps, two details that have geographically correct
locations with regard to the depicted coastline mark the area
elaborated in topographical terms: the Fener Garden in the
south, near the upper left corner of map, and the Mosque of
gemsi Pasha in the north, near the lower left corner. The
depiction of Fener Garden, unlike the respective detail in
Paris-956 and related variants, is shown on its proper site
Cape Kalamig and does not obscure the Bay of Kalami§ nor Cape
Moda. 35 3 .
The Fener Garden in Berlin-57 is somewhat more exaggerated
in its size but is also more elaborate than in London-718.
Besides the lighthouse and a nearby pavilion (?) at the tip of
Point Kalamig, it also shows a larger pavilion amidst trees and
a gate, facing north, in the garden's enclosure wall. 354
The Mosque of gemsi Ahmed Pasha that marks the Asian coast
in the other direction, where it curves in toward the port and
town center of iiskudar, has also a more elaborate and notably
accurate depiction in Berlin-57 than in London-718 (cf. figs.
71a and 72a). Besides Semsi Ahmed Pasha's tomb, which is
adjacent to the northeast facade of the mosque, the detail in
Berlin-57 also shows the fenestrated wall and the madrasa wing
to the south which enclose the mosque's courtyard as in the
actual layout (cf. fig. 101).355 A long building that is '
depicted next to the south of this small mosque complex appears
to be the so-called gemsi Pasha Palace already depicted in a
similar situation in earlier variants. 35 6
353 Point Moda, "Moda Burni", that defines Kalamig Bay from its north side
is named for the first time in Berlin-57.
354 For the central pavilion, see above n. 244.
355 The northeastern section of the enclosure wall, now rebuilt, defined
the limit of the tomb garden and was also fenestrated originally if we
may rely on this depiction.
356 As we have seen, in Nuruosmaniye-2997 (figs. 64 and 64a) this building
appears together with the mosque at the same spot, and its shape, though
not its orientation, is very similar to the depiction in Berlin-57. In
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The lower left corner of Berlin-57 contains some of the
details not depicted in London-718. The mosque to the east of
the gemsi Ahmed Pasha Complex must be the mosque of Rum Mehmed
Pasha built in 1471-2.357 Below it also appears the Mihrimah
Complex with some remarkable details. As if offering a closer
look than the respective detail of Paris-956 (fig. 66d), the
maker of Berlin-57 showed, in front of the mosque, the same
long buildings and the two waterfront caravanserais belonging
to the complex. The northern one that bears on its side facade
the legend "cami' yanindaki hanlar" (the caravanserais near the
mosque) is backed by a another structure with three cupolas.
The legend written on its side wall identifies it as the
"'imaret" and thus reveals the position of this important
auxiliary building which was destroyed by a fire in 1722, and
thus provides a terminus ante quem.358
In the area between gemsi Ahmed Pasha's mosque and the
Fener Garden, the topographical details of Berlin-57 and
London-718 vary in more important ways (cf. figs. 71a and 72a).
The settlement of Kadik6y, which is identified in London-718
("Karye-i Kazi") appears not at its proper place north of Cape
Moda but in the Bay of Kalamig (fig. 71a). On Cape Moda stands
a solitary pavilion amidst cypress trees, which also continue
in a line up the coast northward to a waterfront garden. Walled
around and containing a small group of pavilions, this detail
is presented by its legend as "Ba&§geh&-yi padg&hdir, Kazi k6yi"
Paris-956 (fig. 66b and 66d) and the related variants it is an identified
detail.
357 See Bildlexikon, 456-7. One of the earliest of ottoman mosques in
UskUdar, the mosque was part of a small complex. The auxiliary buildings
have today disappeared, the madrasa was already defective in the
seventeenth century, see ibid. That no auxiliary building is depicted in
Berlin-57 might be related to their declining state. A particularity of
the mosque's depiction, however, is that it shows an element that no
longer exists, a projecting eave that precedes the entrance portico.358 Cezar, "Yanginlar": 359. The precise location of the Mihrimah imaret,
i.e. tabhane which may have comprised guest rooms and a soupkitchen, has
remained somewhat conjectural, see Kuran, Sinan, 58; Kuban, "Mihrimah
Sultan KUlliyesi," 457. Another notable detail concerns the entrance
porch of the mosque itself.
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(the gardens of the sultan, [at] Kadik6y). After a boat landing
identified as "Salacak", which is either mislocated or
misidentified, 359 a larger group of pavilions intermingled with
trees occupies another projecting spot of the coast that
corresponds to Point Kavak. The legend "ba-geha-yi pidgahdir,
mahru-se-i Oskudar" here refers to the royal gardens at UskUdar.
In the corresponding section of Berlin-57 (fig. 72a), the
topographical details are more numerous. Kadik6y, unidentified
but depicted as a similar settlement, is correctly located
north of Cape Moda, identified for the first time with a
legend, "Moda Burni." North of Kadik6y and separated from it
only by some trees, stands a large building covered with
multiple cupolas that is fronted by a tight row of trees toward
the sea while a wall seemingly delimits its site inland. The
depiction of the UskUdar Garden in Berlin-57 seems to begin
with this building since the legend "skUdar Ba~gesi" is noted
next to it. To the north, the garden seems to comprise a group
of diversely shaped pavilions that are very similar to the
pavilions of the UskUdar Garden depicted in London-718 and are
also situated in a similar location.
Although the extent of the UskUdar Garden in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries is not well known, it is nearly
certain that its main buildings were situated near the small
promontory terminating with Point Kavak (figs. 71 and 82).360
Above Point Kavak, this site is elevated on a cliff that faces
southwest toward the Marmara Sea and southeast toward large
359 Salacak boat landing was located further north, near Kizkulesi, see
below n. 384.
360 In the late eighteenth century, the last surviving buildings were
situated in that area and in its last phase the site was referred to as
the Kavak Palace (Kavak Sarayi) rather than as the UskUdar Garden. The
only attempt at serious reconstruction of its site plan was undertaken by
MUller-Wiener, primarily on the basis of a precious set of architectural
sketches by Jean-Baptiste Lepere, a French engineer who observed and
recorded some of the pavilions as they were during his stay in Istanbul
in 1796-8. Lepere's sketches allowed the author to propose a convincing
site plan for the area above Point Kavak but less so for the lower area
near the Harem boat landing and the principal residential building. See
"Kavak Sarayi": 363-74, site plan on 372.
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meadows that used to spread along a small stream. 3 6 1 Northeast,
the terrain descended evenly toward a valley and an inlet that
apparently served as a little port to the Uskdar Garden (figs.
105 and 106). The boat landing in stone and identified as
"Kavak" in Berlin-57 marks this area and corresponds to the
landing that has rather come to be known as the Harem boat
landing. 362
The garden depicted south of Point Kavak in London-718 is
clearly a separate garden as its legend indicates. Even though
its location may suggest a link, whether it depicted the Haydar
Pasha Garden, another royal garden mentioned in historical
sources, cannot be determined.363 In Berlin-57, the Oskudar
Garden appears to begin in that area, with the large, multiple-
domed building, yet a closer look suggests that this building
might have been depicted not at its proper location. In fact,
its less elaborate version, depicted with a pair of cupolas and
chimneys, appears in London-718 among the pavilions of the
Uskudar Garden. It is possible that in Berlin-57 it was
dislocated, because its exaggerated depiction did not fit where
it belonged, as seems to be the case with other topographical
details further north. Its depiction behind other buildings in
London-718, might be an indication that it stood further back
in the garden, perhaps closer to the garden's eastern limits
and to its enclosure wall there, a position of which the wall
depicted behind its version in Berlin-57 and the tight row of
trees in front might give evidence.
The other buildings of the Oskidar Garden shown at almost
the same location in both maps and with similarly variegated
roofs might be more easily related to the pavilions that were
361 The meadows were the prime grazing grounds for the horses of the royal
stable, but also served as camping grounds for the Ottoman army departing
for an eastern campaign. The area is still called today after a royal
garden known as the Haydar Pasha Garden.
362 See below n. 373.
363 The garden's building is attributed to a vizier of Bayezid II. It is
mentioned by Evliya but also in archival documents among the royal
gardens. Its precise location remains yet unknown.
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at the waterfront edge of the garden even though their
depictions do not make this very clear.
Several pavilions seem to have occupied the area north of
Point Kavak where the terrain descends considerably closer to
sea level. A late-eighteenth-century view of this spot and the
pavilions there, from a close distance on the sea, is captured
in a realistic sketch by Jean-Baptiste Lepere (fig. 107).364
This view shows them as lining up along the coast behind and
partly projecting from a retaining wall that is absent from
Berlin-57 but is depicted in London-718. Some pavilions in that
position seem to have already existed in the late sixteenth
century for they are also recognizable in the gehingehnAme map
of Istanbul (fig. 34b).365 Yet this area of the garden seems to
have been significantly marked by kiosks in the seventeenth
century, perhaps also because the other buildings further
behind were hidden by trees. 366 Some other European views
364 Jean-Baptiste Lepere's view and other sketches, all examined in
MUller-Wiener, "Kavak Sarayl", seem to be by far the most reliable
representations of these buildings. Another sea view, attributed to Jean-
Baptiste Hilair, also made from not very far, resembles to Lepere's sea
view but appears a less precise record because of its romanticizing
approach (fig. 108). in MUller-Wiener's reconstruction of the garden's
site plan, these pavilions occupy the entire north west edge of the
promontory up to the most elevated spot above Point Kavak. But, I think,
this is due to the mistaken scale Muller-Wiener adopted from some
eighteenth-century city maps. For their references see idem, "Kavak
Sarayi," 373 n. 48.
365 The depiction of the UskUdar Garden in the Sehinsehname map appears to
be facing the Marmara Sea but this due to the exaggerated depiction of
the coastline, more precisely of its projecting areas and bays in
between, in a style unmistakably borrowed from the nautical cartography.
The depiction in this map is remarkable because of its emphasis on the
buildings rather than the garden itself, and accordingly, its legend
reads "iskUdar Serayi" (the UskUdar Palace).
366 The two kiosks named after Selim II and Murad III and mentioned among
Sinan's works might have been also on the waterfront. See below n. 379.
Constructions in this garden seemingly continued under Ahmed I and Murad
IV. The waterfront pavilions were also possibly modified or rebuilt as
was the custom with such structures, the best known and prominent example
being the Shore Kiosk. The most important pavilion built by the mid-
seventeenth century was certainly the new Revan Kiosk of Murad IV. An
official inventory of furnishings of buildings in the OskUdar Garden from
1704-5 which lists various independent structures, besides what seems to
be units of larger building(s), is summarized in Erdojan, "Bahgeler":
171.
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chronologically closer to London-718 and Berlin-57 show the
pavilions in a larger topographical context. Among these,
Joseph Grelot's depiction from the early 1670s relates in a
particular way to Berlin-57 (fig. 109).367
Looking at the site in a less oblique angle than in
Berlin-57, Grelot's view depicts the buildings of the UskUdar
Palace, "Serrail de Scutari", as a number of loosely grouped
pavilions that have variegated roofs very similar to those
depicted in Berlin-57.368 Even though the retaining wall is not
clearly visible in front of these pavilions, it climbs
southward along the cliff until a pavilion standing alone at
the highest point of the garden above Point Kavak. This
pavilion is likely to be the Revan Kiosk built by Murad IV
around 1640 and which I have considered to be represented in
Paris-956 (fig. 66b). 369
Two other views, one by Cornelius de Bruyn (fig. 112) and
the other by Robert Dalton (fig. 113), more or less share
Grelot's viewpoint and depict the buildings of the "OskUdar
Palace" at a similar location yet with slightly different
emphases. 370 In their depictions the pavilions appear as a
367 Best known are two views, one of them is in the mode of Dutch profile
views of Istanbul (fig. 86), the other is more a map-view (fig. 87), yet
both have a panoramic character. Both views must have been prepared
between 22 October 1670 and 9 March 1672, when Joseph Grelot stayed in
Istanbul, after which he worked for two years for the French traveller
and merchant Jean Chardin in Iran and subsequently accompanied the
Venetian nobleman Ambrogio Bembo in Iraq and Syria, and recorded
pictorially the places they visited. His sketches concerning the Ottoman
capital he published after his return to Europe in 1680 on his own behalf
together with an account, Relation nouvelle d'un voyage A Constantinople
(Paris, 1680), see S. Yerasimos, istA, 3:423-4.
363 Especially a pavilion with an imposing roof lantern (or belvedere?)
and another with a hipped roof appear side by side. Also noticeable are
two other buildings, one domed and the other with a hipped roof, that
form a pair as in Berlin-57.
369 See above n. 274.
370 Cornelius de Bruyn was in Istanbul between 1678 and 1680. Although his
two general views are largely based on those by Grelot he must have also
incorporated his own observations especially in the view from which the
detail of UskUdar Garden is taken. This panoramic profile view extends
much further west Grelot's view, and de Bruyn must have compiled it from
sketches he made mainly from the sea level, posssibly from the northern
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tighter and perhaps more numerous group. The retaining wall
fronting them is also visible to varying degrees because of the
trees growing on the narrow coastal strip. In de Bruyn's view,
which gives a better sense of the relief of the terrain, the
position of the pavilion at the highest spot of the cliff
becomes clearer. 37 1 Even though these European depictions of
the Uskudar Garden are not very accurate records either, they
complement and significantly clarify the depictions in Bahriye
variants. 372
banks of the Golden Horn. Therefore, it is fair to presume that his
improvement of the UskUdar Garden area was also based on his own
observation from the sea. The view drawn by Richard Dalton (1715?-1791)
featured first in his work Musaeum Graecum et Aegypticum (London, 1752)
and later in and enlarged edition, Antiquities and views in Greece and
Egypt (London, 1791). The.caption presents it as "taken from Mr. Lisles
house above Galata" though he, too, must have enhanced the skudar Garden
area by a sketch made from close.
371 The different degree of detail in these three European depictions of
the tskUdar Garden must have depended on how well each artist could
observe and sketch the site and the buildings from a closer distance
since the viewpoint in Galata did not permit a detailed sight. This is
revealed by a very skillfully drawn sketch (ca. 1740) by Gudenus from a
similar viewpoint above Galata that recorded what is really visible from
that distance and nothing more, for its reproduction, see Eldem, Istanbul
Anilari - Reminiscences of Istanbul, (Istanbul: ALETA§, 1979), 290; for a
photographic view taken from the Galata Tower, see ibid., 39. Although
the makers of the three European views must have substantially relied on
in-situ observation from a principal viewpoint corresponding to what is
suggested by their drawings, they could not have captured the entire
landscape, visible in their drawings, in an authentically unique sight.
They possibly sketched an overall view from a particular viewpoint and
incorporated in it the partial views of areas not clearly visible from
that principal viewpoint. On the construction of unified views
("totalizing image"), especially conceived as bird's-eye views but also
as panoramic profile views, see Lucia Nuti, "Mapping Places: Chorography
and vision in the Renaissance," in Mapings, ed. by D. Coscrove (London:
Reaktion Books, 1999), 90-108, esp. 98ff.
372 It is crucial to use pictorial sources, be they Ottoman or European,
as well as those of archival character, in critical and complementary
manner. Also early city plans from the late eighteenth to nineteenth
century cannot be taken at their face value as they seemingly mingled
carefully surveyed with approximate and often borrowed details from
earlier plans. In the case of research on the long disappeared UskUdar
Garden a reconstruction of the site and buildings seem to depend most
particularly on putting in topographic and historical context the visual
sources with the help of archival information as well as of other written
sources and descriptions which, too, cannot be scrutinized enough since
over a period of three hundred years not only the buildings and
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Yet, the sea aspect of the UskUdar Garden that emerges
from these views, and which I have related to the pavilions
depicted in Berlin-57 and London-718, does not easily lend
itself to a comparison with its depiction in Nuruosmaniye-
2997/Yenicami-790 (cf. figs. 64, 64a and 65) nor with two other
depictions of a building presented as the "UskUdar Palace" in
the Oskudar water supply map and in Grelot's other view (figs.
110a and 111).
What is represented in Nuruosmaniye-2997/Yenicami-790 and
in the water supply map appears to be a single building, with a
long fenestrated facade parallel to the coastline, rather than
individual pavilions lining up along and behind a retaining
wall. Nevertheless, the facade seems to incorporate pavilion-
like units, of wich the central one is somewhat dominating.
These depictions also suggest that the site of this building
was not much elevated from the sea level. While the water
supply map's detail does not provide much topographical
context, that of Nuruosmaniye-2997/Yenicami-790,
notwithstanding its simplification, shows the building partly
behind some hills, as if in a valley and where the coast curves
in, a location that would correspond to the lower area north of
Point Kavak, the area presently called Harem (figs. 93 and 104)
and where a major boat landing existed. 3 73 In spite of not
plantation of the garden changed but also the topography and toponomy of
the coastal surroundings, including the names of boat landings. The most
recent and thorough study on the buildings of the Uskudar Garden,
referred to as Kavak Sarayi in its later period, together with a critical
assessment of visual sources and consideration of archival documents is
to be found in Muller-Wiener, "Kavak Sarayi": 366ff. This study also
brings to light a very valuable set of architectural sketches by J.-B.
Lepere made in the garden in 1797-8. Mainly based on Lepere's sketches
and earliest city plans MUller-Wiener presents a tentative site plan,
ibid., 372, which however does not situate all considered buildings
convincingly, especially the "Harem" building (marked with "a" in the
legend).
373 That landing apparently corresponds to the boat landing marked "Kavak"
in Berlin-57. The landing that existed there until the mid-twentieth
century was rather called the "Harem" landing presumably in reference to
its being the principal access to the harem buildings in this garden. It
is identified that way in- Turkish city maps from the nineteenth- and the
early twentieth century, e.g. in Konstantin Kaminar's map (1813), see C.
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revealing much about the building's precise location, both maps
seem to depict it as visible from the sea. The three gates
depicted in the water supply map suggest that there might have
been an open space between that building's facade and the
coastline (fig. 111). The back facade of the building depicted
in the water supply map appears to be represented in Grelot's
map that looks at the garden's site from the land side (fig.
110a). 374 It shows a long building situated in an elevated
location, not far from it the garden's enclosure wall, and in
between a wooded area containing some other pavilions. 375 Yet
no link to Grelot's view showing the site from the sea can be
found here, something that may indicate that the depicted
building stood further back than the pavilions Grelot showed in
the sea view. Yet Grelot's depiction provides some clues for
identifying the function of this long building. The chimneys
and the latticed gallery seen all along the back facade reveal
probably the principal residential building in the OskUdar
Garden. 376 The general configuration of the building suggests a
Kayra, Istanbul: Mekdnlar ve Zamanlar (n.p., Ak Yay., 1990), insert map 5
as well as in C. Stolpe's map (1863), ibid, insert map 7. The name also
survives in the name of a street leading to that spot. In the mentioned
maps, another landing situated south of Point Kavak is named Kavak
landing. Yet in Kauffer's city map (1786; rev. 1819) it is the landing
north of Point Kavak that is identified as the Kavak landing and perhaps
records an older appellation. In Davies's map (1840) the names of the two
landings are reversed.
374 Remarkable are not only the matching numbers of chimneys and the
positions of different roof forms of pavilions at two ends but also those
of subsidiary buildings and a mosque to the south. Could it be that the
maker of the water supply map somehow relied on Grelot's depiction?
375 Grelot might not have depicted this building in the sea view either
not to load his depiction with too much detail or simply because it was
no longer very visible because of the trees. Yet the back view might not
have been topographically very accurate. It is obvious that Grelot's view
looking at Istanbul from an eastern viewpoint is largely constructed and
that the viewpoint assumed by him is much too close and high and simply
not a real one. Even a much further inland hill, Bulgurlu, offered a
lower angle for viewing from above as can be seen in some later views by
R. Dalton (ca. 1750) and William Henry Bartlett (ca. 1835).
376 Describing the buildings of this garden in 1640, the French traveller
Du Loir particularly noted this architectural element, in relation to the
apartments of the women, that "La communication de l'un A l'autre
appartement pour les femmes se fait par des galleries fermdes de
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more durable construction, possibly in masonry, which is also
suggested by the depiction of the long building with multiple
domes and chimneys in Berlin-57. This aspect offers a certain
connection between the two buildings despite their somewhat
different architectural configurations. The depiction of a wall
behind them in both views also seems to sustain that
connection. 377
After this comparison of visual sources, the layout of the
royal garden of Uskudar still remains hypothetical. However, it
becomes clearer that there are different buildings in what we
find depicted as its views from the sea in the variants of the
Istanbul map: in the late sixteenth to the mid-seventeenth
century a depiction of the principal residential building, the
so-called harem with a long-stretched plan; from the middle of
the seventeenth century onward the depiction of the pavilions
near and on the retaining wall, most likely because the
principal building's view from the sea was largely hindered by
trees planted between it and the waterfront. 378 The buildings
of the UskUdar Garden represented in London-718 and Berlin-57
are largely these waterfront pavilions. Their depiction as an
"imagined" aerial view rather than as a view from the sea,
however, reflects a pictorial attitude that is particular to
these two maps and which I shall discuss at the end.
ialousie", Relation du Voyage, 71. Could it have been this building which
Eremya K6mUrcUyan mentioned as being surrounded [in a curtain-like (?)
fashion] by trees? The details in two other representations from the late
sixteenth century, a profile view and a topographic plan (figs. 97a and
98a), also feature a long fagade, the precise configuration of which
cannot be understood, but it is clearly surmounted by a centrally
situated structure with a conspicuous pointed roof. Furthermore these
depictions situate the "building" in a geographical position, somewhat
facing northwest and in a bay rather than at the tip of the land
projection, comparable to what I have assumed on the basis of
Nuruosmaniye-2997/Yenicami-790 and water supply depictions.
377 As I suggested earlier, the position of the domed building in Berlin-
57 is not a contradiction as it was most probably determined by pictorial
concerns than its actual location.
378 These pavilions might have been not exactly in front of the
residential building but slightly shifted southward toward the higher
part of the garden.
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For the area lying between the Oskudar Garden and gemsi
Ahmed Pasha's mosque only Berlin-57 provides topographical
details. Two boat landings, "Kavak" south of the UskUdar
Garden and "Salacak" further north near Kizkulesi, provide
correct geographical reference points. But they also reveal
that this coastal stretch was drastically compacted, or rather
foreshortened, as can be seen when compared to a modern map
(fig. 93). Consequently, the buildings and gardens depicted in
that area, most probably a selection, appear closer to one
another than they were in reality.
The Asian coast between the southern outskirts of Uskudar
and the iiskudar Garden was occupied into the eighteenth century
by gardens with residences that were at the disposal of the
royal family members, and some of them may be traced back to
influential grandviziers of the second half of the sixteenth
century. 379 In a European view from the late sixteenth century
that looks at this area from the west, at least three imposing
residences are depicted on hilltop sites (fig. 97), one of
379 In works listing Sinan's buildings such as Tuhfet'ul-Mi'marin (TM) and
Tezkiret'iul-Ebniye (TE), the residences of Siyavug Pasha (in TM, TE),
Ni§anci Mehmed Pasha (in TM), Mehmed Pasha (in TE), RUstem Pasha (in TE)
in Uskudar are mentioned, see R. M. Merig, Mimar Sinan (Ankara: TTK,
1965), 41 and 119. Pierre Gilles (ca. 1545) the destruction of a jetty
that linked Kizkulesi to the shore and thus creating a small port (see
below n. 384 "Tag Liman") by Turks who used its stones to build private
residences at Damalis Promontory, i.e.the area we are considering here.
See Pierre Gilles, De Bosphoro Thracio (Lyon, 1561), 245. In the
Sehingahname map (fig. 34b), it is precisely this area that appears
occupied by residences. The earliest of these residences might be that of
Rustem Pasha, grandvizier (1544-53 and 1553-61) to Suleyman the
Magnificent and husband of his daughter Mihrimah Sultan, the officially
acknowledged patron of the mosque complex at UskUdar's town center. In
1553, Hans Dernschwamm presents RUstem as the patron of this mosque and
notes that RUstem had built for himself a large residence surrounded by a
garden, in Hans Dernschwam's Tagebuch einer Reise nach Konstantinopel.ed.
by F. Babinger (Munich and Leipzig, 1923), 57.(Also see below n. 383) The
Frenchman Philippe du Fresne-Canaye, who was in Istanbul in 1573
describes in some detail another sumptuous residence, that of Sokollu
Mehmed Pasha in Uskudar which he visited, as well as that of Piyale
Pasha, see below n. 386. Both men were married to daughters of then
reigning sultan Selim II.
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which seems to be featured also in a topographical map of the
Bosphorus from 1588 (figs. 98 and 98a).380
From the buildings and gardens depicted in this area of
Berlin-57 only one bears a legend that refers to "Ayazma
Ba'gesi" (the Ayazma Garden). It appears aligned with the Kavak
boat landing and situated at some distance from the coast. The
depiction comprises a principal building situated perpendicular
to the sea and an enclosed garden with a large water basin. 381
The other site aligned with the boat landing of "Salacak" and
the Kizkulesi is left unidentified. Yet, it is clearly a
hilltop site surrounded by a wall amidst which stands a single,
very large building with a view-affording second floor.
Among the prominent gardens in this area, the Ayazma
Garden is perhaps the only one whose location and name has been
preserved. While its original boundaries are not anylonger
clear, its site today is marked by the Ayazma Mosque built
there around the' mid-eighteenth century by Mustafa III (fig.
114).382 In all likelihood, the Ayazma Garden corresponded to
Ristem Pasha's UskUdar residence and garden. 383 Seventeenth-
3 8 0This map is on fol. 2r of MS, Bodl. Or. 430. of the Bodleian Library,
Oxford. On the manuscript itself, which belongs to a particular genre
generally known as costume books, and its dating, see Susan Skilliter's
introductory note in Life in Istanbul 1588: Scenes from a Traveller's
Picture Book,ed. by S. Skilliter (Oxford: Bodleian Library, 1977). This
publication, however, does not reproduce the map, whose legends allowed
Skilliter to narrow down the date of the album to 1588.
381 The depiction of the principal buildings is particularly detailed. Its
longer, arcaded facade overlooks both the basin and the enclosed garden
while a bay window on its shorter facade and a belvedere surmounting its
roof afford the view of the sea and the city beyond. Other, smaller
buildings adjacent to the enclosure wall on the east may be some
outbuildings but perhaps also a nearby neighborhood.
382 A garden with this name is mentioned in some seventeenth-century
archival documents but also by Eremya Komurcuyan. The construction
accounts book of the Ayazma Mosque (AH 1171-73/AD 1758-60), Topkapi
Palace Museum Archive, no. 1137, defines the site as "Medine-i UskUdar'da
Hadik&-yi Ayazma demekle ma'ruf mahal" (the location in the town of
UskUdar that is renowned as the Ayazma Garden), see Sadi Bayram and Adnan
TUzel, "istanbul-skUdar Ayazma Camii ve Ayazma Camii in§aat defteri, "
Vakiflar Dergisi 22 (1991): 225.
383 The connection with RUstem Pasha is revealed by a reference to this
garden as "Ayazma g6hretli Ristem Pasha BaCgesi" (the Ristem Pasha Garden
renown as Ayazma) that occurs in archival records from 1717-30 (salary
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and eighteenth-century descriptions of the area suggest that
the garden descended to the coast and had a boat landing named
after it. Its waterfront was slightly north of Kizkulesi and
not far from the gemsi Pasha Palace. 384
The geographical location of the Ayazma Garden, as it
emerges from these descriptions, better matches the
unidentified hilltop site which also seems to have a coastal
garden connected to it by a gate in its retainment wall. 385
Hence, the site identified as "Ayazma Bajgesi" becomes
anonymous. Not much more can be revealed at this point about
the two sites depicted in Berlin-57, nevertheless it is almost
certain that they correspond to two of the hilltop residences
books concerning the staff of royal gardens), mentioned in Erdo~an,
"Bahgeler": 172. Erdogan, ibid., also notes that in earlier salary books
(he gives as example a record from AH 1036/AD 1626-7) there is only
reference to "Ba§ge-i Rustem Paga"(Garden of Rustem Pasha). It seems that
Rtustem Pasna's name got graaually aetacnea rrom tne garden's name auring
the seventeenth century since a document dated 1699, ibid., and also
Eremya KbmUrcuyan only mentioned the Ayazma Garden, istanbul Tarihi, 49.
In the late eighteenth century, Sarraf-Hovhannesyan, Payitaht, 67 and
incicyan (after Sarraf-Hovhannesyan?), 18.Asirda istanbul, 134, note that
Mustafa III had a mosque [i.e. the Ayazma Mosque] built above a retaining
wall near the Ayazma boat landing.
384 The precise location of the Ayazma Garden on the coast emerges from
the sequence of coastal locations given by Eremya K6mUrcUyan and Sarraf-
Hovhannesyan (also by incicyan). The two accounts roughly separated by a
century situate its waterfront between the "queen mother's palace" in the
north by Ayge Sultan's Garden in the south after which came the
boatlanding of Salacak. From the main pier in front of Mihrimah Mosque
(depiction in Berlin-57) toward the UskUdar Garden they mention the
following locations: Balaban boat landing, Semsi Pasha Mosque and Palace,
Saritag boat landing and Queen mother's palace, the Ayazma Garden and its
boat landing, Tag Limani [Stone Port] vis-&-vis Kizkulesi and Ay§e
Sultan's Garden, boat landing of Salacakdy and at the shore Fatma
Sultan's Garden, the Uskudar Garden. The accounts fully match except in
the later account Ayge and Fatma Sultan's Gardens are referred to as
"former" and "Salacak6y" (Salaca Village) as "Salacak" followed by
ihsaniye, a new settlement created by Osman III in 1755. See istanbul
Tarihi, 49 and Payitaht, 68, 76
385 The waterfront pavilion that this garden comprises might have a
counterpart in Grelot's sea view. Also in that view, a pavilion is shown
next to a garden wall in the area just behind the Kizkulesi, yet in a
slightly different situation (fig. 109a). On the other hand, Grelot's
view from the land side (fig. 110) clearly depicts two walled gardens on
two different hilltops between the UskUdar Garden and UskUdar itself
(bottom right corner), which may be easily compared to the discussed
details of Berlin-57.
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originally built as residences of influential grand viziers and
that were depicted in the late-sixteenth-century panoramic view
(fig. 97).386
The second area where Berlin-57 shows substantial
topographic detail is the Galata side. Depicted as an aerial
view in continuity with the Asian side, it constitutes a kind
of foreground for the view of Istanbul (figs 72 and 72b).
Compared with the Asian side, this area of the map contains
only a few novel elements and is like a close-up version of the
topographical details introduced in the subgroup of Paris-956.
Nevertheless the larger scale of drawing permitted the maker of
Berlin-57 to elaborate the shipyards considerably, and
seemingly at the expense of the Tersane Garden.387
In the walled area of the shipyards, besides the vaults
used for constructing the ships, we can clearly see the other
important buildings, most of which were tiny but identified
details in Paris-956 (fig. 66a). They are, from west to east,
"ker&ste mahzeni" and "buyUk mahzen", two storehouses each with
386 Even though Berlin-57 is somewhat unreliable with regard to locations,
the site identified as "Ayazma Ba§gesi", because of its proximity to the
UskUdar Garden, might be compared to the hilltop residence closest to the
UskUdar Garden in the Vienna view where also a residential wing
perpendicular to the coast is distinguishable. Perhaps a clue about the
identity of this site is the large basin depicted in its garden in
Berlin-57 as it brings to mind a feature of Sokollu Mehmed Pasha's
residence in UskUdar, a "vivier" (large water basin for fish) that was
noted by Philippe du Fresne-Canaye who had visited it in 1573, 89-90. The
residence of Piyale Pasha which du Fresne-Canaye also mentions in
relation to fireworks made from its site on the occasion of his
daughter's wedding and that he watched from the French embassy above
Galata, ibid., 120, might be the residence depicted in the middle in the
Vienna view. The site of Piyale's residence remains conjectural yet it
might have been the sumptuous garden, known as "Tunusba§i" (Tunis
Garden), that Ayvansarayi noted as established by Piy&le Pasha in Uskudar
(UskUdar'da Tunus Ba~i dimekle bagge-i mUzeyyen bunlarin binasidir),
Hadika, 2:27. Its name is today preserved in a street name, in the modern
Dogancilar area, at a location matching the concerned site in the
panoramic view and which would have been easily seen from the French
Embassy above Galata, from where du Fresne-Canaye watched the fireworks.
387 The site of the Tersane Garden corresponds to the projecting area of
the Golden Horn's northern coastline in the bottom right corner of the
map, an area that the mapmaker used to give the shipyards in a full
layout.
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a large courtyard and used for wood and munitions of war
respectively, 38 8 "divanhane", the office of the admiral of the
fleet with an adjacent mosque, "kbpri", the bridge over the
Kasim Paga River seemingly incorporating a small masjid, 3 89
"barud mahzeni(?)", the storehouse for gun powder which is a
domed building within its own enclosure, 390 followed by
"kUreklik", another courtyard building to store oars of the
galleys, and "eski divanhane", the office of the deputy of the
admiral, seemingly having its own masjid. The most prominent
detail, however, is the famous prison of the shipyards, the so-
called bagno, which is depicted for the first time in this
variant. It is shown in the foreground as a large, hipped-
roofed building surrounded by a high a wall. Its legend adds
further emphasis to its depiction with an affirmative
statement: "Ters&ne zindanidir" (This is the prison of the
shipyards.) 391 Among the shipyard buildings, all carefully
depicted and located, the absence of the Qorlulu Ali Paga's
mosque built in 1707 is remarkable. 392
To the east of the shipyards, the depiction of the town of
Galata itself does not display any particularity except a few
buildings that stand out, such as the mosque of Sokollu Mehmed
388 On these storehouses, see Alpagut, Marmara'da TUrkler, 124-6.
389 Right at the edge of the sheet now worn out, the bridge and its
relation to the enclosure wall cannot be understood well. Yet it is
possible that the bridge incorporated at the same time a gate, the "river
gate" of the shipyards. For a small masjid built above that gate, see
Alpagut, op. cit., 111-2.
390 The legend is barely legible.
391 It comprised the living quarters of the war prisoners that served as
oarsmen on Ottoman galleys at war time and as workers in the shipyards,
but also of criminals condemned to galleys. See MUller-Wiener, "Tersane-i
Amire": 257, and for references to European accounts describing this
prison, see ibid., n. 16.
392 This mosque was shown as a new detail in Baltimore-656, see above,
p. 259 and fig. 70f. Given the meticulous depiction of the shipyards in
Berlin-57, it is unlikely that this mosque was forgotten. Furthermore,
its site between the prison and the two storehouses is an empty area
where its depiction could have been easily fitted. Hence, its absence
appears a reliable evidence and its construction date 1707 might be
considered as a terminus ante quem for Berlin-57, which would also be the
earliest of all that I have been able to identify.
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Pasha, depicted near the shipyards on the Golden Horn and which
is also a novel detail, the Kurgunlu Mahzen facing the Seraglio
Point with its imposing tower, and the extra-muros mosque of
Kilig Ali Pasha facing UskUdar. However, the very last detail
on Galata's coastline is significant. The canon foundry,
identified as "toph&ne karhunesi", appears for the first time
as a clearly depicted and identified detail in a variant. 3 93
Its depiction in Berlin-57 that consists of two very similar
buildings with hipped roofs and large roof lanterns not only
reveals the sixteenth to eighteenth century state of the
foundry but also constitutes, in a remarkable way, a
symmetrical element to the shipyards. 394
Drawn in a larger scale, the map of Istanbul as presented
in London-718/Berlin-57 offers the viewer a closer look at many
buildings and sites of the city and its immediate surroundings.
A substantial use of aerial view as a mode of depiction also
contributes to this closer look yet in a quite particular way
that deserves attention. In the depiction of Istanbul itself,
this mode is used more or less in the conventional way, that
is, depicting individual buildings or sites to explain their
configuration in the horizontal plane. Hence it allows the map
viewer to better grasp the layout of certain topographical
details such as the Yedikule Fortress, the two tiers of the
landwalls and the Tekfur Sarayi and its courtyard. It is also
used to highlight the most important of the city's numerous
mosques. Unlike the many mosques depicted as standard
elevations, the great mosques, from the Hagia Sophia to Sultan
393 For the only other depiction, though unidentified, in Deniz-990 (fig.
57), see above n. 198.
394 They must correspond to the original buildings dated to the reign of
SUleyman the Magnificent (1520-66) that are known to have burnt down in
1719 and which Evliya describes in length, see Seyahatname 185-7. A
resembling depiction of the tophane buildings appears in a late-
fifteenth-century variant of Buondelmonti's map, see Manners, "Image of a
City": 76. The present Tophane building dates from the eighteenth
century. See A. Aran and A. Yetigkin Kubilay, "Tophane-i Amire" in istA,
7:278-80.
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Selim, stand out with their elaborate architecture mainly
revealed by an aerial view. As they form a row along the Golden
Horn side, their emphasis also coincides with an emphasis on
this front of the city 'that is at the origin of the design of
Istanbul map in Bahriye manuscripts. In Berlin-57, however,
both the aerial view and its use to emphasize foreground
elements has a particular pictorial character.
All buildings and sites in the areas that are especially
elaborated in this map, such as the Asian side and the extra-
muros area west of Istanbul as well as the Galata coast, are
all depicted as part of a continuous aerial view with a rather
high angle. Toward Istanbul, the angle gradually lowers and a
gradation seems to occur in the depictions of monumental
mosques that are variably seen from above and from the side, as
if to achieve a transition to the rest of Istanbul's buildings
which are depicted predominantly in elevation. 3 95 As a result,
the peripheral areas become visually unified around Istanbul
and, while their surrounding character is enhanced, the eye of
the viewer is led toward the Istanbul Peninsula.
This use of an aerial view in Berlin-57 is different from
its somewhat isolated use in traditional compositions, such as
in miniature painting. It also presents a significant departure
from the customary way of depicting buildings as sea-level
profile views in Istanbul map variants in continuity with
nautical observations, cartography and coastal descriptions.
The buildings depicted this way in Berlin-57 are not buildings
or building groups viewed individually but form a unified view
that is essentially imagined and constructed in a conscious
effort. In this respect, Berlin-57 displays a kinship with
395 While Yeni Valide, Fatih and Sultan Selim are aerial depictions
similar to the depictions of great mosques in London-718, SUleymaniye and
gehzade are in elevation but have their full number of minarets, and
Hagia Sofya, Sultanahmet, Bayezid are real side elevations with only half
the number of minarets. In all these depictions, however, the open space
surrounding each mosque is depicted enclosed by a wall seen obliquely
from above. shown from above,
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European bird's-eye-views maps of cities. 396 Nevertheless, it
is a hybrid view. In a certain sense, Istanbul remains a city
essentially viewed from all around and mainly from the sea, as
emphasized by the sequence of place-names surrounding it, but
it is also seen as part of a larger landscape. It is this
duality that Berlin-57 seems to reflect by maintaining
Istanbul's integrity in the form of a mapped outline and by
blending this depiction with its surroundings in a global,
topographic view for which the viewpoint of Istanbul's
monumental, northern front remains determinant. 397
3. Concluding Remarks
The map of Istanbul as presented in London-718 and Berlin-
57 constitutes the final stage of a cartographic image whose
evolution we have followed across a series of variants. Besides
the place-names, the depiction of Istanbul is clearly the
element that links the more elaborate and complex designs of
these late examples to earlier variants. As we have seen, it
largely remained the same topographic view that started with a
sketchy rendering of the cityscape visible from the Golden Horn
396 The bird's-eye view maps produced from the fifteenth century onward in
Italy have been designated "perspective plans" by Lucia Nuti to underline
the two essential components, of these views: the measured, geometrically
accurate plan and the three-dimensional illusionism that renders them
"lifelike". See "Perspective Plan": 117. It is very tempting to compare
Berlin-57 to Grelot's two representations of Istanbul. It looks as if
Berlin-57 transformed into one image these two views, in one of which
Grelot captured the shape of the Istanbul Peninsula and its surroundings
in a "perspective plan" (fig. 110), and in the other its northern aspect
in profile view (fig. 109). Whether there was a real link between Berlin-
57 and Grelot's two views cannot be resolved, yet the similarities
concerning the depiction of some topographical details that I have noted
throughout are very suggestive. It is not impossible that the maker of
Berlin-57 personally knew Grelot and also accompanied him when the latter
made his in-situ sketches. It is perhaps him that Grelot represented as
the tiny figure that seems to be looking both at the distant view and a
sketch book (?) in the foreground of Istanbul's profile view (fig. 109c).
397 More or less contemporary with Berlin-57, the variants University-123
and Nuruosmaniye-2990 (figs. 61 and 62) also display a unified view by
depicting all the topographical elements as viewed from the north. Yet
being much less elaborate as topographical views than Berlin-57, they do
not convey a similar global view.
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and gradually included the entire area mapped. The improved
coastal outline of the Istanbul Peninsula in the new, larger
format of Berlin-57 obviously allows a better representation of
its monumental Golden Horn front. However, what is more
important about the composition of Berlin-57 is that it is not
dominated by the representation of the northern cityscape of
Istanbul. Rather, in Berlin-57, that monumental face of the
city is put in a larger geographic context, in other words, it
is integrated into the landscape that surrounds it.
The topographic view that evolved into what we find in
Berlin-57, mainly emphasizes three things: the Istanbul proper,
an evenly built city defined by its fortification walls and
marked by its numerous mosques, the suburbs, naval shipyards,
and gardens that surround it, and the bodies of water.
Remarkably, all these elements seem revolving around the
Topkapi Palace, the seat of the Ottoman power. 398 However,
Topkapi Palace's depiction at the center of the composition is
not only an emphasis on the seat of Ottoman sovereignty and its
visibility on the most distinguished site of the city but also
a presentation of this site as the quintessence of the Ottoman
capital: with its site surrounded on three sides by the sea and
its landscape combining architecture and gardens, the Topkapi
Palace condenses Istanbul's particular geography at the same
time the symbolic and aesthetic concepts that shaped it.
The Istanbul map that is realized as a bold and colorful
topographic view, spread on a double-folio format, also has its
very particular context among other maps of Bahriye. It finally
compares with the Venice map that occupied a place of honor in
the long-version and, at some point, also in the short-version
398 The quasi absence of gardens from Istanbul itself should not be
interpreted either as an indication of their real absence or
insignificance for the seventeenth-century accounts of Evliya and Eremya
KbmurcUyan and the European views reveal the contrary. It has, in my
opinion, to do with the tightly finished, in a way conventionalized,
depiction of the city that the maker overtook from earlier variants while
the area west of the walls and the Asian side offered lots of room for
elaboration, of course they were also essentially green areas.
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manuscripts as the unique, double-folio size map. In MS London-
718 and MS Berlin-57, however, the map of Istanbul does not
challenge this special status of Venice alone; in these
manuscripts, we also find the map of Cairo transformed into a
double-folio composition (figs. 85b and 25c).
The volumes of maps containing Berlin-57 and London-718
were prepared in a period when Ottoman naval power and presence
in the Mediterranean was in decline. Yet the last and long
struggle over Crete, which had ended with Ottoman victory over
Venice and its allies, was not so far back. MS London-718 and
MS Berlin-57 might be interpreted as a last affirmation of
Ottoman presence and claims in the Mediterranean. They seem to
have fulfilled a largely compensatory role, or a symbolic
function, comparable to that of the numerous island books in
the Venetian context.399 In condensing the view of the
Mediterranean offered in Piri's work to its most concrete
component, i.e. its maps, MS London-718 and MS Berlin-57 in a
way epitomize several other Bahriye manuscripts prepared in the
second half of the seventeenth-century. It is, therefore, not
surprising that the representation of Istanbul reached its
apogee in this purely visual version of Bahriye. At this final
stage, the map of Istanbul corresponds to a last instance of
Ottoman self-representation within a global view of the
Mediterranean. Notably backed by an "expanded" representation
of Cairo, the empire's most precious possession, Istanbul
stands in a last comparison with Venice (figs. 86f and 86g),
which, too, was trying to cope with a similar decline.
The image of Istanbul depicted in Berlin-57, which weaves
the city, its suburbs and its natural setting into a colorful,
garden-like landscape, also captures the city's seventeenth-
century perception by its inhabitants, as we find it expressed
in the accounts of Evliya Qelebi and Eremya K6murcUyan. Besides
their very similar emphases on gardens, I have noted above in
399 See above n. 109.
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relation to Berlin-57, both accounts relate to the seventeenth-
century Bahriye-maps in being structured as excursions mainly
following the coastline of Istanbul and its surroundings.
Evliya's account, as far as the Istanbul proper is
concerned, does not suggest an itinerary.400 Outside Istanbul,
however, the geographical sequence of suburban towns and
districts on the Golden Horn and the two banks of the Bosphorus
determine the structure of Evliya's description. 401 Evliya ends
his topographic description by briefly recounting all the royal
gardens and renowned excursion places (mesiregah and
teferrUcgah), as if to put a final stress on the gardens and
excursion sites, which he systematically pointed out, and to
suggest that Istanbul and its surroundings were mainly
perceived as forming a vast garden landscape. 402 Morever
Evliya's remarks on views, vantage points, and the visibility
of buildings and sites in the landscape, frequent throughout
his account, reveal how the city's perception was shaped by
viewing practised as part of daily life as well as on
promenades.
Notably, Evliya characterizes not only gardens and
excursion sites but also intra-muros mosque complexes by their
beautiful trees, flowers, fountains, sounds and perfumes. In
his description of "mosques as gardens", his narrative easily
shifts from the interior of a mosque to its courtyard, tomb
garden and to distant views seen from its site, spatially
weaving them together. Evliya compares each of these units of
the built environment to "BaEJ-i irem" to qualify them as
400 It has a rather ennumerative structure that allowed him to discuss
every topographical component of the city, mainly mosques and various
types of public buildings, in a nearly exhaustive manner, something which
he seemingly did over many years.
401 He begins the extra-muros tour near the Marmara Sea coast with the
area outside Yedikule and descends toward the Golden Horn, toward EyUb.
From there he continues to Galata and subsequently, first describes the
west bank of the Bosphorus up to the Black Sea and then, moving
southward, its eastern bank down to Uskudar and Kadik6y, Seyahatname,
166ff.
402 Ibid. 205ff.
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enchanting gardens and thus offers, in a way, a public and
experiential version of the theme "Istanbul as a beautiful
garden in the likeness of Paradise".
The perception of the city from the sea is even more
clearly conveyed by Eremya K6mrcuyan' s account conceived as an
imaginary boat tour, a "seyran" (sightseeing excursion) along
the coastline of Istanbul and its surroundings. 4 03 Eremya's
account follows a strictly coastal itinerary, and to simulate a
real sightseeing, the author always keeps track of which
direction he moves and of what he views. 404 Beginning at the
Yedikule, he first tours the Istanbul Peninsula, as if
following the legends noted along that coast in Bahriye maps,
and continues along the Galata coast. His description of the
two banks of the Bosphorus is like a concise version of
Evliya's description, and similarly rich in references to
beautiful sites, gardens and their views.
Although their audiences were somewhat different, both
accounts are in essence a geographic recapitulation of the city
and reveal that Istanbul's perception had become a global
perception in the seventeenth century, a perception composed of
multiple views primarily experienced from the sea.
The pictorial representation of Istanbul, especially in
the form we find in Bahriye variants, seem to have formed, in a
403 Eremya K5murcUyan, a member of the city ' s Armenian community, wrote
this account at the request of his friend Vardapet, the head priest of a
monastery in Bitlis (Eastern Anatolia). Since I have read it in Turkish
translation I cannot fully appreciate his account. Yet many Turkish terms
that Eremya K5mUrcUyan used in his text and of which a good number are
terms related to excursion practises and places (e.g. seyran, seyirci,
yar&n-i saf&, mesire, teferruc, yegilistan, gemenzar, bostan) are
distinguished by bold script in the translation of Andreasyan and give
evidence of an urban culture largely shared by Istanbul's dwellers.
404 His recounts the city gates and their boat landings, the neighborhoods
and important buildings to which they give access, including the gardens
and sites appreciated for their panoramic views. He occasionally
disembarks to visit e.g., the Hagia Sophia and Istanbul's landwalls.
Notably to view and explain the monumental mosques of Istanbu, he
"climbs" to Okmeydani, behind the shipyards, affording a full view of
Istanbul's cityscape on the Golden Horn, and later visits on foot some
churches and an Armenian cemetery in the Galata area. Each time, however,
he continues the coastal tour from where he interrupted.
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certain sense, a natural counterpart, a parallel to these
textual representations. It, too, conveyed a perception formed
by discrete views of the landscape unified by the geographical
layout of coasts.
This kind of pictorial representation directly relates to
the particular experience of viewing the city from the
surrounding sea, which had seemingly become an established
practise in the seventeenth century. Linking a newly acquired
culture related to the sea, that of navigation, and the life in
a newly appropriated city surrounded and shaped by the sea, the
Bahriye maps seem to have offered a suitable medium to capture
the new experience.
The experience of viewing the city when moving about on
the sea, which divides it into parts yet also relates these
parts to one another, is essentially defined by the coastline.
In other words, the coastline offers a very clear and unifying
structure in the form of a visual line behind which the city,
its gardens and green areas rise as a continuous landscape. It
is, therefore, not surprising that the coastline provided a
structure for the city's pictorial representations, such as the
Bahriye maps, as well as for its textual representations, such
as its descriptions by Evliya Qelebi and Eremya Kdmurcuyan. Its
crucial place in perceiving Istanbul's landscape is also
suggested by poetic compositions of the eighteenth century,
entitled "sahil-name" (a writing of the coast). 405 Already
anticipated by the sehrengiz of Ahmed Cem&li from 1564,406
Fenni's early-eighteenth-century "Sahilname" devotes a couplet
to each coastal neighborhood on the two banks of the Bosphorus
405 The sahilnams did not form a completely new genre but were deriving
from the sehrengiz, popular urban panegyrics composed by ottoman poets in
the sixteenth century. On the genre of sehrengiz, in a larger Islamic
context, see "Shahrangiz," in E 2, 9:218-20, for the Ottomman examples,
see ibid. and particularly A.S. Levend, TUrk edebiyatinda gehrengizler ve
gehrengizlerde istanbul (Istanbul: istanbul EnstitUsU Yayinlari, 1958).
406 For Cemali's gehrengiz, see Qelebi, Divan gi'irinde istanbul, 31-5 and
also Levend, op.cit., 41-4, 106-12.
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and exactly follows their coastal sequence, beginning at Galata
and ending at the Red Islands. 407
Another kind of coastal description, apparently used for a
practical purpose starting from the late-eighteenth century
onward and preserved in records known as "Bostancibagi Defteri"
or "Bostancibagi Sicili", also adopted the same structure in
listing all the public and private properties along the coasts
of the city and its surroundings. 408 The coastal sequence
followed in these lists seems to relate even more directly to a
407 For Fenni's "Sahilname", see Divan gi'irinde istanbul, 99-105 or
Fevziye A. Tansel, "Divan gairlerimizden Fenni'nin Bogazigi klyLlarini
canlandiran mesnevisi," Belleten 40 (1976): 337-45. The poem's authorship
is somewhat unsettled for there are two poets who used the penname
"Fenni" and who died in the seventeenth century. The poem in question,
however, must have been written after 1709-10 since it mentions the
coastal palace gerefabad, between UskUdar and Salacak, that was built at
that date. On Fenni and this particular poem, also see iskender Pala,
"Sahilnameler" and "Fenni" in istA, 6:409 and 3: 291 respectively. A
later poem composed in the same format by izzet Efendi (died 1797-8) and
presented to Selim III was entitled "Kaside der vasf-i iskele-i istanbul
der sit&yig-i Sultan Selim-i Salis" (Qasidah on the Qualities of
Istanbul's Boat Landings and the Eulogy of Sultan Selim III). The "map-
like" character of the so-called sahilnames has been also pointed out
recently by Shirine Hamadeh, who qualified Fenni's work "the first
literary topographical map of the contemporary city's waterfront," in
"The City's Pleasures: Architectural Sensibility in Eighteenth-entury
Istabul" (Ph.D. dissertation, M I T, 1999), 169. Hamadeh's context of
discussion, however, does not relate to maps. on the other hand, she
seems to consider this poetic form characteristic of the eighteenth
century (and does not mention its precursor written by Cem&li) , see
ibid. 167-9.
408 There are seven known examples; earliest being datable to 1790 and
latest to 1815, they largely coincide with the reign of Selim III (1789-
1807). Presumably used by Bostancibagi, the chief of the royal gardeners
who was also acting as the official responsible of public order of the
urban area along the coasts in this period, these lists seem to have been
primarily conceived as an inventory. Yet they do not seem to have been
official records. It has been also conjectured that the Bostancibagi, who
customarily acted as the helmsman of the sultan on his boat trips, used
the list to inform the sultan about the coasts. See Kogu, "Bostancibagi
Defterleri, " 39-90 and Necdet Sakaoglu, "Bostancibagm Defterleri," in
IstA, 2: 30. This function remains yet to be researched. It is
significant, however, that all these lists start at the Shore Kiosk,
where the sultan customarily embarked, and end at Haydarpaga. They thus
exclude Istanbul's Marmara coast, which they should have included to be
complete, and hence appear to correspond to a certain itinerary rather
then to an inventory.
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source proper to navigation, the portolans used by seaman, as
well as to Bahriye manuscripts.409
There remains a lot to be discovered about Istanbul's
culture centered on the sea, as it evolved from the mid-
fifteenth- to the eighteenth century. The cartographic
documents I have discussed in this chapter,- and their parallels
in literature reveal, however, the importance of a sea-based
perception of the urban environment and its experience
sufficiently. It may be worth concluding by pointing out one
more perceptual parallel between maps and poetry. Cem&li's and
Nabi's verses, respectively from the late-sixteenth- and the
late-seventeenth centuries, clearly express an enchantment with
the sailing promenade and notably compare it to flying, the
ultimate experience a human desired to view a city or
landscape. 410 Yet as in the seventeenth-century maps, we find
the expression of a global view of the city's landscape in the
verses of Nabi. His poem not only elaborates the perception of
Istanbul's landscape conveyed by earlier panegyrics, but also
presents it as a "map-view", a view from above:
(...) what is that joy and delight
When you become a bird on the sea's surface
As you embark, as Solomon [did] his throne,
Both the air and the sea you will command.
409 The "bostancibagi" records are organized in the form of tables
composed of boxes, each housing one item. In the extant examples, each
page is divided into three boxes horizontally and five boxes vertically.
Notably, important locations or properties, in this case royal buildings,
are written with red ink as was the custom of highlighting important
port towns both in nautical charts and portolans. The table of contents,
added to the seventeenth-century manuscripts of Bahriye, were also
arranged as a grid of boxes into which the chapter titles (i.e names of
coastal areas) were incribed. It is therefore reasonable to presume that
the nautical conventions were mediated to bostancibagi records by Bahriye
manuscripts. For a facsimile of such a record from ca. 1815 [itjK, MS,
8830], see Cahit Kayra and Erol Oyepazarci, ikinci 1ahmut'un istanbul'u:
Bostancibagi Sicilleri (Istanbul, 1992), 93-156.
410 In his "*ehrengiz-i istanbul", Cem&li suggests that "human beings who
go partying on a sailboat do not fancy for flying" (iderse anda yelkenile
'alem/Dahl ugmak hevesin itmez &dem), in Divan *i'irinde Istanbul, 32.
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You will lean onto cushions
And look at the silver mirror.
On the air's shoulders, freed from care
You will promenade without needing your feet
Carried on the wings of the wind
Many a town you may visit
All assembled together,
Forty, fifty towns stand there.
They mirror one another,
Their coasts are embellished by the sea,
on which boats either stand still or rush
Like aquatic birds, their wings are sails.
The beauty [of this view] has no limits
There is no need to make its eulogy
We have not seen its like in any land
Such merriment exists perhaps in Paradise.411
4 1 1Nabl (1642-1712) was a much acknowledged poet of his time. The quoted
verses are an excerpt from a eulogy of Istanbul entitled "Der beyan-i
geref-i Istanbul" (The Explanation of Istanbul's Excellence), in
Hayrivye, a book of advise he composed in 1701 during his residence in
Aleppo for his newly born son EbUl-hayr Mehmed. See AbdUlkadir Karahan,
"Nabl," in iA, 9:5. For a French translation of this work, see Conseils
de Nabi Efendi a son fils Aboul Khair, ed. and trans. by M. Pavet de
Courteille (Paris, 1857), for a modern annotated edition in Turkish, see
N&bi, Hayrivye, ed. by iskender Pala (Istanbul: Bedir Yay., 1989) and
older edition see Hayriyye-i N&bi (Istanbul, 1307 [1889-90]). In each of
the three publications, which seem to have been based on different
manuscript copies of the work, the quoted couplets appear in a somewhat
different sequence, occasionally not very correct in terms of the flow of
ideas. The order in which they appear above, in my translation, seeks to
remedy this problem and hence follows in part the three editions and also
differs from them slightly.
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CONCLUSION: FROM VISION TO VIEW
The maps contained in three manuscript books, Mecmu'-i
Menazil (1537-8), HUnername (1584) and copies of Kit&b-i
Bahriye (ca. 1550-1700), are the only known Ottoman
representations of Istanbul. These maps neither stem from a
single cartographic tradition, nor constitute such a tradition
themselves, except for the group of variants in Kit&b-i
Bahriye. Variably relying on the conventions of Islamic
miniature painting, Mediterranean nautical cartography and
European picture-maps, each map is an individual attempt at
visualizing and depicting the city as a topographical view.
Despite their pictorial differences, the maps nevertheless form
a meaningful group, for, as book illustrations, they share not
only a format but also a cultural and symbolic context and, as
topographical representations, they reflect different stages of
Istanbul' s urban development. More importantly, their
cartographic emphases, expressed through map layout,
orientation, topographic content or viewpoints, convey an
evolution in how the city is perceived from the early sixteenth
century to the late seventeenth century. It thus seems
appropriate to conclude this dissertation by considering these
maps as a whole. To establish more clearly their differences
and similarities, I shall start by looking at the context of
each map in their respective books and continue by briefly
summarizing the perception conveyed by these maps.
1. The Cultural and Symbolic Context: Istanbul
Maps as Book Illustrations
The cultural context and an overall symbolic meaning of
the Ottoman maps of Istanbul produced in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries are defined by the books they are found
in. Prepared for, or at, the Ottoman court, two of these books
were not destined for wide circulation but rather for the
ruling elite, the sultan and his courtiers. Nasuh's campaign
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chronicle Mecmu'-i Menazil (1537-8) and Lokman's dynastic
history HUnername (1584-5) are prominent examples of Ottoman
historiography, which was essentially valued for its role of
maintaining the ruler's fame and reputation. Embedded in a
discourse of power and legitimization, the two books reflected
an imperial consciousness despite their different contents and
somewhat different scopes. Pri Reis's Kitib-i Bahriye (1520s),
conceived as a navigation manual to be used in the Ottoman
navy, differed from the other two books in its practical
purpose and content. However, prompted by the Ottoman naval
expansion in the Mediterranean and presenting the entire
coastline of this sea as a geography to be known and
controlled, this book, too, participated in the imperial
discourse.
Among the three books, Nasnh's Menazil is the one that
displays its imperial scope and eulogistic purpose most overtly
through its content and form. It also provides an exceptionally
elaborate and symbolic topographical context for the map of
Istanbul.
Written as a record and eulogy of a military campaign led
by SUleyman I, Men&zil seeks to glorify the sultan by praising
not only the successful military events he led but also the
territory he brought under control. The book achieves this
mainly by portraying the cities and the countryside on the
campaign itinerary in a very eulogistic pictorial style. The
map of Istanbul is the illustration that opens this series of
exclusively topographical and highly charming views. It
represents the imperial capital, home to the sultan, the most
glorious city of all in the book.
In this profoundly eulogistic context, and in conformity
with an elitist symbolism, Istanbul's image is cast in a map
that hierarchizes its parts, its landscape, its buildings. The
city's monuments, made to stand out by size, color and accurate
drawing, serve as the "royal ornaments" of the city, and in
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this function, they are notably supported by gardens and
orchards. In the final composition, the depicted city cannot
but be recognized as Istanbul yet it strikingly recalls a
contemporary royal caftan, opulent and somewhat stiff, whose
precise and colorful motives catch the eye.
While the map itself unveils Istanbul's own urban splendor
and beautiful view, the book's context provides the city with
an extensive prospect constituted by the city and landscape
views that map the territory covered by Suleyman's military
campaign. It, hence, defines Istanbul as the "imperial look-
out", a place from which the empire is ruled and, in a symbolic
sense, "viewed".
Part of a series of shahnames produced in the later part
of the sixteenth century, the HUnername shares the imperial
scope and eulogistic purpose of Menazil but does not
concentrate on territorial gains. Its focus is the Ottoman
dynasty itself, and the empire's territorial expansion is not
illustrated. The map of Istanbul, which is the only map in this
book, hence appears somewhat isolated from its imperial-
territorial context. It is a map that depicts the city with
much more attention to its actual features than the Men&zil
map, and clearly displays an interest in realistic
representation of geography rather than symbolic stylization.
As an illustration, the Istanbul map in the HUnername
accompanies the account of one of the most glorious episodes in
the Ottoman dynasty's history, the conquest of the ancient and
renowned capital of the Byzantine Empire. But at the same time,
the map presents Istanbul as an achievement of the Ottoman
sultans by depicting it with its late-sixteenth-century
topography, i.e. with all the urban development that took place
after the conquest.
In this book's context, the Istanbul map seems to be
deliberately isolated in geographical terms in order to focus
on the city as home to the dynasty. The three other topographic
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compositions found in the same volume support this
interpretation of the map, for they focus on the actual
imperial residence, the Topkapi Palace. Notably, the
composition showing the residence proper of the palace is
practically an enlargement from the Istanbul map, and hence
makes its focus particularly evident.
The imperial scope of the navigation manual Kit&b-i
Bahrive is seen by its coverage of the entire Mediterranean Sea
in a single volume, something that was hardly done in
traditional manuals that had inspired its author Piri Reis.
Bahriye greatly resembles Men&zil in representing a
geographical space by both text and a series of maps. Its
representation is even more direct for the book concentrates on
describing coastal topography for practical purposes and does
it by using text and maps in a strictly complementary fashion.
Originally, Piri Reis's navigation manual did not contain
a map of Istanbul. The complete tour of the Mediterranean
coastline suggested in Bahriye begins further south, from the
naval base Gelibolu (Gallipoli) at the Dardanelles and ends at
the same place. Nevertheless, the global view that results from
this tour is, in symbolic terms, a view afforded by the Ottoman
capital. The Istanbul map was added about half a century later,
apparently when manuscript copies made from this navigation
manual began to circulate. Although the addition's
circumstances cannot be fully explained and the book context is
somewhat complicated by the existence of two different original
versions, the Istanbul map unmistakably relates to Bahriye's
geographical scope and its imperial meaning.
The Istanbul map was first added to practical copies of
the short-version Bahriye that were used by the seamen. Yet
remarkably, the period between 1550 and 1570, from which the
earliest known examples date, coincides with renewed Ottoman
interest and naval action in the Mediterranean. The appearance
of the Istanbul map in the more formal copies made from the
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long-version Bahriye, on the other hand, relates to another
period of naval enterprise, the siege of Crete that lasted from
the 1640s to 1660s. Besides political conjuncture, the Istanbul
map's own design and its early evolution suggest that symbolic
concerns played an important role in its cartographic
conception.
The three earliest examples, all of them different in
their designs, can be traced back or related to nautical
charts. Their rudimentary designs suggest that they were
casually drawn by the seamen themselves, who somehow felt the
need to add an Istanbul map to the navigation manual they were
using. Yet, already in this very early stage, the map does not
seem to have served a fully technical purpose, since it
accompanies a chapter dealing not with Istanbul but with nearby
islands. Two of these early maps do not show the islands at
all, and both the design that was eventually retained and its
gradual elaboration in early variants reveal that the islands
were not the main subject of illustration.
The map design, which appeared around 1570 and then
developed in variants, compromises the cartography of the
islands in order to fit them into a layout determined by the
depiction of Istanbul. On the other hand, the map orientation
chosen gives priority to the more impressive and symbolically
important view of Istanbul on the Golden Horn rather than to
its southern view seen from the Marmara Sea when approaching
from the direction of the islands. Directing the viewer's gaze
toward the south, i.e. ahead of Istanbul, this map's
orientation also presents the Mediterranean as a destination
lying beyond Istanbul. Hence, the global picture of the
Mediterranean, composed of a sequence of coastal maps in the
book, becomes a view afforded by the imperial capital, the
place from which naval campaigns were actually launched.
Due to the informal circumstances of its making and
copying, the Istanbul map only gradually became more
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topographical, until the seventeenth century. Its addition to
the Bahriye manuscripts, copied from the more elaborate long
version, seems to have taken place around the mid-seventeenth
century. Notably, this late stage of the map's evolution
spanning the second half of the seventeenth century corresponds
to a period when Ottoman imperial dreams concerning the
Mediterranean began to fade. The Istanbul map, the splendid,
double-folio composition that it had become in the late
seventeenth century, closes a period during which the Istanbul
map seems to have fulfilled a primarily compensatory role.
The symbolic meaning of this Istanbul map is nevertheless
special in having a wider socio-cultural base in comparison to
the Istanbul maps in Men&zil and HUnername. The urban image it
conveys is the product of a long cartographic evolution to
which individuals of seemingly different backgrounds
contributed over the years, and therefore reflects the
perceptions of a more socially heterogenous group.
On the other hand, the tradition of picturing Istanbul in
Bahriye manuscripts, books related to navigation, also has its
own cultural significance for it suggests that coming to terms
with the city was somehow linked with the experience of the
sea. Indeed, experience in nautical matters was somewhat linked
with the conquest of Istanbul. The Ottomans' nautical skills
developed along with the growing naval enterprise, which itself
was inspired by Istanbul's imperial past and also fostered by
its geographical command of the seas. Timewise, this
development was accompanied by the appropriation of Istanbul,
an urban setting defined by the sea and requiring a familiarity
and intimate relation with it.
The fact that all the known Ottoman images of Istanbul
were conceived as maps must have been no coincidence, for this
form of topographical depiction conveys territorial claims and
consciousness much more efficiently than others, such as the
profile view, bird's-eye view or perspective. Furthermore,
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conceived as a map, Istanbul's representation in books of
imperial scope seems to have accomplished two things in a
single image: a comprehensive portrayal of the Ottoman capital
and its inscription into a wider geography, imaginable as
extending in all directions beyond the frame or the edges of
the map. In two books, the territorial implications of the
Istanbul map are supported by the broader geography that
appears as Istanbul's prospect, and hence, symbolically
qualifies it as an "imperial look-out".
2. Mapping Topography, Visualizing the City:
Istanbul's Urban Development and Its Perception
As cartographic images, the maps of Istanbul primarily
rely on a representation of the geographical setting and
topography in depicting the city. However, each of these maps
constructs an image that differs in its depiction of geographic
and topographic features and its emphases. Yet unfailingly,
each one captures an important phase in Istanbul's urban
history and also succeeds in showing how it was perceived in
the first place. In-the Bahriye series, we also have a kind of
"diachronic" representation, for the cartographic evolution of
the maps reflects an expansion of both the city and of its
perception.
The Istanbul map in Menazil is the most tightly composed
and synthetic image of all the maps studied. It successfully
combines the conventions of the traditional miniature painting
with an as yet unpractised pictorial format, the picture-map,
although a simultaneous use of different modes (plan,
elevation, oblique view) within the same composition were
common to both pre-modern pictorial traditions. On another
level, the Men&zil map also synthesizes the symbolic
ornamentalism of the Persian miniatures and the accuracy of
topographic recording based on in-situ observation. The layout,
the tracing of geographical contours and the selection and
distribution of topographical details in the Menazil map make
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up a well calculated composition in which accuracy of depiction
is reserved for Istanbul's buildings. This map, however,
emphasizes a pictorial symbolism for it shows Istanbul
primarily as an ideal city.
Prepared in the late 1530s, the Menuzil map records
Istanbul's topography following an early but important period
of urban development. The urbanization efforts during the
reigns of Mehmed II and Bayezid II, i.e. between 1453 and 1512,
concentrated on the rebuilding, repopulating and islamicizing
of a city that had suffered a long decline in its final period
as the Byzantine capital. The redevelopment of the city was
organized around mosque complexes, which provided the city with
urban centers suitable for Muslim civic life. While many
medium- and smaller-size complexes were built to encourage
residential settlement across the intra-muros area, two
monumental mosque complexes, the Fatih and Bayezid Complexes,
symbolically situated on the northern branch of the Byzantine
thoroughfare Mese, transformed the important Byzantine sites
into new urban centers. The two royal palaces, respectively
sited at the tip and near the center of the peninsula, were the
two other monumental components of the new Ottoman capital and
hence, like the large mosque complexes, contributed to its new
imperial identity and image. Despite these major urban
interventions, the walled city of Istanbul still included large
stretches awaiting development in the early sixteenth century.
The Men&zil map clearly focuses on the intra-muros
Istanbul that was the subject of intensive urbanization efforts
since the conquest. The peninsula occupied by the walled city
nearly fills one half of the map. The way in which the actual
shape of the peninsula is modified in the map allows, on the
one hand, to record all the monumental buildings concentrated
in the city's eastern section and to depict them in large scale
and meticulous detail and, on the other, to give the city a
uniformly built appearance by not showing the sparsely
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urbanized areas closer to the landwalls. The deliberate
distortion of geography hence allows the expression of an urban
ideal, the desired but not fully achieved urbanization of the
new Ottoman capital. The pictorial emphasis on the individual
buildings, which is a particularity of this map, corresponds
not only to their importance in Istanbul's redevelopment but
also to their ornamental role. The same role is also played by
the gardens and orchards that were part of building programs
and which are represented in the map by blossoming fruit trees
conspicuously filling the spaces between the buildings.
Without emphasizing any of the buildings nor any vantage
point for viewing them, except pointing out symbolical
symmetries between the principal monuments (Hagia Sophia-Fatih
Mosque), the map conveys that the city is perceived from
within. Composed as it is, the map aligns the viewer's outlook
with Istanbul's west-east axis and thus proposes a sequential
view of its major monuments as if one were moving along the
principal thoroughfare. Outside Istanbul, however, it proposes
perceptual hierarchies, if not views, among the towns of
Galata, EyUp and Uskudar by depicting them as discrete urban
settlements and arranging them in a pictorial balance, among
themselves as well as in relation to Istanbul. In brief, the
Istanbul map in Menuzil, represents the topography of Istanbul
as it was in the 1530s but forms it to fit a vision, an ideal
yet to be realized.
The Istanbul map in Hunername, prepared in the 1580s,
represents the city half a century later, after a period of
substantial urban growth including the construction of numerous
monumental buildings. It shows the walled area of Istanbul,
tightly filled with buildings, except for the Bayrampaga
Valley. Although the density of Istanbul's intra-muros urban
fabric is somewhat exaggerated in this depiction, the city had
indeed become much more populous, and new suburban settlements,
as shown on the map shows, were growing beyond the landwalls.
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More importantly, however, in the second half of the century,
Istanbul's urban life and growth had definitively gravitated
toward the Golden Horn, where the commercial port and the naval
shipyards had been rapidly developing. Consequently, the
northern bank of the Golden Horn between Eyup and Galata,
especially the slopes across from Istanbul, also began to be
settled as did the suburbs of Kasimpaga and Tophane next to
Galata and the colony of European embassies on the heights
behind it. In addition, the second half of the sixteenth
century also witnessed the symbolical appropriation of this new
urban space centered on the Golden Horn. Starting with the
construction of the monumental SUleymaniye Complex in the 1550s
on a site directly overlooking the Golden Horn and the port,
the monumental development around the Golden Horn continued
with the construction of several medium-size mosque complexes
on the coast or at nearby sites until the end of the century.
The HUnernime map, in the first place, seeks to give a
sense of the urban growth in and outside Istanbul and
especially of its geographic deployment rather than its
components. Notably, it does not accentuate individual
buildings, not even the monumental mosques and palaces, but
blends them into a continuous urban fabric. Its portrayal of
the Ottoman capital is clearly guided by a preoccupation with
"realistic" depiction of urban topography rather than with
symbolic issues. In this regard, this map, prepared in the
palace workshop, fits in well with the general trend of realism
that had come to characterize the Ottoman miniature painting
produced in the palace workshop, especially its treatment of
architecture and landscape in figural compositions. Although
rarely depicted on their own in the illustrated books produced
in the second half of the sixteenth century, topographical
themes were typically rendered in a relatively plain style.
There was in particular much attention to actual features for
which the artists seem to have variably relied on observation
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and on maps and European topographic views. Yet the Istanbul
map, perhaps the fruit of an ad hoc collaboration with
chartmakers, reflects the challenges they faced by embarking on
an entirely topographical and also complex subject. It is a
kind of experimental "bricolage" with the conventions of
miniature painting and nautical cartography.
The concern with realistic depiction is clearly reflected
by coastlines that imitate rather than stylize the actual
contours of the landmasses and which are derived from nautical
cartography. The depiction of the city's buildings forming
rows, as if in a profile view, and rising behind the coastline
might also be connected with nautical charts, more precisely
with the depiction of the topographical elements as landmarks
observed from the sea. Yet, the topographic content of the
HUnerna-me map is clearly more elaborate than topographical
details and even town vignettes occurring on charts. It
reflects the efforts of the miniature artist(s) to construct a
"realistic" topographic view. The depiction of buildings in
small size and their blending into a continuous fabric also
seem to create topographic coherence. There is even some
attempt to express hills, valleys and steep slopes. But more
importantly, the depiction of topography is derived, even
though casually, from actual views. The buildings of Istanbul,
drawn either to face the south or the north, form two separate
zones as they are seen from the Marmara Sea and from the Golden
Horn or its northern banks. Other settlements outside Istanbul
are also consistently oriented toward the coast on which they
are situated.
Depicted as it is in the Hunername map, Istanbul is viewed
from outside, from a series of vantage points outside its
walls, predominantly along the coasts. In the Golden Horn area,
Istanbul's external view integrates the extra-muros settlements
stretching from EyUp up to Galata, including the Tersane Garden
and the shipyards. Accomodating the largest number of different
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vantage points, the Golden Horn emerges as the place from which
the city itself and its growth is viewed as an extensive urban
landscape, an emphasis that perfectly reflects a recent urban
development and the viewing experiences connected with it. Also
included in this urban landscape are all of Istanbul's
important monuments, as they are indeed best seen from the
north. Nevertheless, the HUnername map does .not single out this
aspect of the city that had become definitively shaped as a
symbolic cityscape by the end of the sixteenth century. It
rather contextualizes, and perhaps also counterbalances it, for
its map orientation favors Istanbul's view from the Marmara
Sea.
Yet the crux of this map lies in its cartographic
expression of a symbolic tension between the new viewing place
of the Golden Horn and the inner city space along the main
thoroughfare punctuated by important earlier monuments and
still the site of ceremonial processions. It depicts the two
principal sites on this street, i.e. the Fatih and Bayezid
Complexes, as seen from their proper inner city sites, but
nevertheless integrates them into the cityscape visible from
the Golden Horn.
In keeping with the restrained depiction style and color
scheme of the Hnernume map as well as its deliberate emphasis
on urban growth, the green areas and gardens in and around the
city do not appear accentuated. Yet the trees depicted
throughout the walled area of Istanbul and the bodies of water
remarkably enhanced by the silver color convey that elements of
the natural landscape were important components of the city's
image.
The Kirkgegme Water supply map, contained in the slightly
earlier shahname Tarih-i Sultan SUleyman, may be considered a
complement to Istanbul's image in the Hunername map, more
precisely an elaboration of Istanbul's "garden-like" character,
commenting on the abundance of water. Notwithstanding its
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straightforward emphasis on the architectural forms of the
aqueducts and the network they form, the map shows the area
they occupy as being much nearer the city than they in fact
are. The green meadows, crisscrossed by aqueducts, appears as a
vast, extra-muros garden to Istanbul, to which the upper Golden
Horn and the Kagidhane area, a much appreciated natural park
stretching along the two streams, also belong. Hence, the map
is not a simple topographical record of the complex water
supply system, the most important charitable achievement of
Suleyman I rendering the city a better place to live, but also
reveals its symbolic function, that is its enhancement of
Istanbul's "garden-like" character.
The Istanbul maps occurring in Kitsb-i Bahriye manuscripts
produced between 1550 and 1700 relate to a much longer period
in Istanbul's urban.history. As a series, these maps both
anticipate and complete an urban image that was captured by the
HUnername map in a midway phase.
The second half of the sixteenth century, during which the
cartographic design of the Istanbul map took shape, corresponds
to the architectural elaboration of Istanbul's Golden Horn
front starting with the construction of the SUleymaniye Complex
(1550-7). The Istanbul maps from this period display very
little topographical content and mainly consist in coastal
outlines. However, as I have already noted, the cartographic
search, during which the overall composition of the Istanbul
map took shape, coincides with the aftermath of the SUleymaniye
Complex and clearly takes into consideration the shaping of
Istanbul's cityscape by this major construction.
The navigational context demands a southern or
southeastern vantage point for Istanbul, i.e. a vantage point
matching the direction of approach from the Marmara Sea, which
we find suggested by the map orientations of the earliest
Istanbul maps. In these maps, the major mosques of the city are
not oriented to face the map's viewer but are depicted as
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landmarks, from varying vantage points depending on their
visibility from the sea.
An early map that appeared around 1570 proposed a
cartographic composition that does away with the orientation
demanded by the navigational context. Its cartographic
composition, which aligned the general vantage point for the
entire mapped area with a northern vantage point, unmistakably
favors Istanbul's cityscape on the Golden Horn. The topographic
view anticipated by this design emerged rather slowly. In some
late-sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-century variants of this
map, Istanbul's northern cityscape appears as a rudimentary
profile view, i.e. a "composite" landmark, in which the
SUleymaniye Mosque, notwithstanding its simplistic depiction,
is the most distinguishable and dominant element. But the
adoption of this particular composition for all subsequent
Istanbul maps sufficiently indicates that the increasing
topographic and symbolic importance of Istanbul's Golden Horn
view was the main factor in the cartographic design.
The elaborate topographical content of the seventeenth-
century variants properly reflects Istanbul's urban growth
within and outside its walls. Although there is also an
indiscriminate use of standard topographical elements, such as
houses and small mosques that make up the residential
settlements, important topographical details continue to be
depicted in elevation and in reference to sea-based vantage
points. This distinction is particularly evident in the
Istanbul Peninsula. The cityscape on the Golden Horn continues
to be a relatively characteristic profile view, and its major
components, the great mosques, become more recognizable.
However, the rest of the city, extending behind that monumental
front but remaining invisible from the same vantage point, is
completely filled with repetitive houses and small mosques.
Most of the variants from this period depict all the buildings
on the Istanbul Peninsula oriented the same way as the city's
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Golden Horn front, and hence unify and conventionalize
Istanbul's view.
Yet the most significant aspect of the variants in this
later stage is that they depict not only the residential areas
extending beyond Istanbul but also the green areas that were
developed into prominent waterfront gardens by the sultans
mainly in the late sixteenth and the early seventeenth
centuries. While the walled city of Istanbul itself is
visualized as a densely built urban area, its tip is
conspicuously marked by the Topkapi Palace precinct depicted as
a green park and notably oriented toward the deep prospect
formed by the space along the Golden Horn. Other royal gardens,
such as the Tersane, Dolmaba~ge, Uskudar and Fener Gardens,
each exploit a different view of the urban area across a body
of water while they significantly shape their respective
coastal sites as green parks as do the towns and districts
growing nearby. Also noteworthy is the fact that some variants
from the seventeenth century depict informal green areas either
because of their visual impact on the landscape, as was the
case of cemeteries densely planted with cypress trees, or
because of their importance as places of public excursion such
as the Kagidhane area.
The evolving topographical content of Bahriye maps shows
Istanbul's development with a particular emphasis on its urban
landscape, of which buildings, gardens and the natural setting
were equally important components. The way the different parts
of this garden-like landscape are brought together in a map
image as discrete views facing the sea suggests that the
perception of Istanbul significantly depended on the nature of
its geographical setting. Divided as it is by branches of the
sea, this setting was not only connected by the reciprocal
visibility of its parts but also invited viewing by the sheer
variety of vantage points it offered.
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Largely influenced by the sea-based modes of observation,
the cartographic tradition that brought about the Istanbul maps
in Bahriye seems to have provided the basics of visualizing and
depicting Istanbul's topography. Although they were somewhat
casually drawn by seamen and not by cartographers, the early
variants of the Istanbul map rely on the conventions of
nautical charts as suggested by the tracing of the coastlines,
the signs indicating rocks and shallows and the use of colors.
Most typical of the nautical tradition, however, is the
conception of buildings as landmarks and their systematic
depiction in elevation, i.e. as tiny profile views observed
from the sea.
As their meticulous drawings as well as stylized
coastlines and topographical details indicate, the seventeenth-
century variants were more often the work of professional
copyists, whose skills in general betray a background in
chartmaking and occasionally also in miniature painting.
Notwithstanding their elaboration into picture-maps, the later
maps continue to display cartographic signs pertaining to sea
charts and also a new feature, a sequential naming of coastal
locations, as in nautical charts or in navigation manuals. This
feature suggests that the nautical tradition continued to play
an important role in the conception and in viewing the city
from its coasts onward.
The professional milieu in which the seventeenth-century
variants were produced was also a culturally hybrid one where
European topographic prints were apparently circulating and
being consulted. In addition, the in-situ topographical
recording of Istanbul by European artists had become a
commonplace since the sixteenth century. The picture-maps of
Istanbul in Bahriye manuscripts remained the only Ottoman
depictions of the city, and except in the very last example,
they did not become unified bird's-eye views but continued to
incorporate discrete views in a map image. Notwithstanding the
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force of tradition, an explanation for the persistence of this
form of pictorial representation may simply lie in its
appropriateness for capturing a city, an urban landscape
characteristically divided by the sea into many parts and hence
viewed and experienced from a multitude of vantage points on
the water and on opposite shores. A picture-map allowed, like
no other form of representation, to layout this landscape
geographically and yet to visualize it from a number of
independent vantage points.
The maps in Mecmu'-i Men&zil, Hunername and the various
copies of Kit&b-i Bahriye reflect different moments in the
urban development of Istanbul. The continuity that can be found
between them on that level is rather limited. They constitute a
series of snapshots taken at different times, and their
discontinuity is made stronger by the fact that the way the
city is perceived is also different. However, if we temporarily
dismiss the differences of topographical content, and if we
concentrate on the viewing directions in themselves, then a
clearer development can be found. First, there is a gradual
shift from an internal viewing of the city and its monuments to
an external viewing from the sea. Secondly, there is the
transformation from an idealized layout of buildings on a
carpet of greenery, to a more empirical picture of buildings,
water and land.
Another continuity that prevails through this
transformation, is the concept of the city as a garden.
Istanbul's idealization as an urban setting that integrates
buildings and orchards in the Menuzil map has reached a
culmination in the seventeenth-century Bahriye maps. After a
development of two centuries, the city, filled with buildings
and extending beyond its walls, occupies a large urban area.
With its suburban towns and districts, and punctuated by
monumental mosques, trees and gardens, it forms a landscape
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centered on bodies of water, viewed and experienced as if a
vast garden.
The vision pictorially conveyed in the Menazil map has its
counterpart in panegyrical texts, more precisely in the
recurrent comparison of Istanbul, and also of its individual
sites and buildings, to the legendary Garden of Iram. The
perception and experience of the actual urban landscape, as a
garden conveyed in Bahriye maps, on the other hand, is
accompanied by contemporary descriptions of the city that are
conceived as excursions. These accounts remarkably adopt a
coastal itinerary to weave the visited and viewed sites, towns
and parks alike, into the extensive topography of Istanbul's
landscape.
The importance of conceiving Istanbul as a garden setting
and the role it played in shaping architectural and
environmental attitudes, however, becomes only evident when we
reconsider the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century monumental
buildings. The context provided by the maps and texts allows us
to interpret mosques and palaces in Istanbul, with their siting
and view-oriented features, as "kiosks" that punctuate and
embellish a natural landscape while exploiting at the same time
the views offered by it. Furthermore, these buildings can also
be seen as realizations of "ideal gardens" within themselves,
or rather as architectural representations of an imaginary and
ideal garden. As may be observed in mosques as well as in royal
kiosks or pavilions, the architectural interior is typically
defined as a garden by the floral compositions on wall
revetments and carpets. At the same time such buildings are
visually connected through windows or arcades with the real
garden outside. Often, the immediate garden surrounding them
also affords distant views and thus integrates the urban
landscape as a further enriching element to its proper setting.
Perceived in spatial continuity with an actual garden, the
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larger urban landscape, in turn, becomes aestheticized as a
vast garden.
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(Transliteration)
Bu fasil Kizil Adalari beyin ider
1) Mezkur Kizil adalann asil benim limam Birg6zlu adadur. Eger mezkur Kizil adaya varur
2) olsalar, mezkur adayi sol tarafa alurlar, iki adanun arasina girirler, demur korlar. Palaman
3) Birg6zlnun d6kundulerine karubinseray 6nune baglarlar, demuri gulflka korlar.
4) Yulduza karayile eyu limandur. Furyaz-yildiz berk olucak togru bogaz igune d6ner, demur
5) palamar berk gerek. Amma ginlerde bir gun, zikr olan Birguzlu adanun yukaru
6) depe uzerindeki birgoza vardur [sic] ve ol birgozun yamndan puslia ile her yerleri
7) nigAnladuk, bir vakitle gerek ola diyu. Mesela Birg6zlidan Istfinbfll bogazi, yagni
8) Salacak canibi, yildiz-karayil uzerinedur. Birg6zludan BuyukgekmenUn burm gunbatisi
9) ve karayil Uzerinedur. Birg6zldan Marmara adasi gunbatisi ustunedur. Birg6z-
10) lidan Bozburun 16dus Uzerinedur. Bunlarufn herbirin Birg6zlu adadan pusfllaya
11) aldum ki, Marmaradan beru gelurken, gicelerde gerek olursa
12) bu tarik Uzerine 'amel ideler, hata olunmaya vesselAm.
13) Temmetii'l-kitib bi 'avnallah el-melik el-vahhab.
14) 'Amel-i kntib'ul-fakir Muhammed Re'is, dumenci[-i] kapu~dan-
15) paga, yesserallahu mayega.
16) Her ki diler rahmeti hak kazana/ Fatiha okuya bunu yazana/ Tarih fi gehr-i Rebi'ul-
Ahir, sene 961
*j * *
*
*
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(English Translation)
This Chapter explains the Red Islands
1) The principal haven of the Red Islands is the Birgozlu
Island. 1 If they were to arrive at the said Red Island,
2)taking the said island to their left, they would enter
between the two islands, [and] drop anchor and 3)make fast
their mooring ropes at the mole of Birgozlu, in front of the
caravanserai, and drop the anchor toward suluk [=sirocco, i.e.
SE]. 2 4)It is a good haven from yildiz [and] from karavil [N
and NW-winds]. If fury&z-yildiz [NNE-wind] gets strong it turns
straight into the strait [between the two islands],[therefore]
the anchor 5)and the mooring rope need to be firm. Now, some
day in the past, we climbed up to the 6)hilltop fortress of the
said island of Birgozlu, and from near it, with the help of the
compass, 7)we took the bearings of all the places, thinking it
might be useful some time. For example, from Birgozlu the
strait of Istanbul [i.e. Bosphorus], that is 8)the bearing of
Salacak, is yildiz-karayil [NNW]; from Birgozlu the bearing of
the cape of Buyukgekme is giinbatisi 9)and karayil [WNW]; from
Birgozlu the bearing of the Marmara Island is gunbatisi [W];
from Birgozlu 10)I took from the Birgozlu Island so that, if
needed, when coming from the Marmara Sea at night 12)they
should act this way and not make a mistake, so that's that.!
13)The end of the book with the help of God the sovereign Lord,
the All-Bountiful. 14)The work of the poor scribe Captain
Muhammed, the helmsman of the Kapudan- 15)pasha. God
facilitates whatever He wants! 16)Whoever wishes to obtain
God's mercy may recite the Fatiha for [the soul of ] the one who
has written this, at the date of Rebi'ul-&hir of the year
961 [March, 1554].
1 "Birgozlu ada" literally means "the island with a fortified tower".
2 The compass bearings are given with the names of winds, as it was
customary in the Mediterranean seaman's language.
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APPENDIX 2
(Descriptions of Port Towns From the Kitsb-i Bahriye)
Patmos (Patnos Papas) (MS Ayasofya-2612, fol. 99r)
(...) bu adanun gun doeusuna kargu hUid&yi/ bir limani vardur,
mezkur iki gataldur. Ve ol/ limanun Uzerinde, zikr olan
manastirlik hem-n bir kal'a mis&lindeddr.
(...facing east, this island has a natural harbor which consists
in two bays. Over[looking] that harbor, the mentioned monastery
complex almost resembles a castle.)
Modon (Moton) (MS Ayasofya-2612, fol. 151v-152r):
Mezkfir kal'a kibleye kargu bir algak burunun Uzerinde vaki'
olmigdur. Eyle olsa/ Uq etrafi deryddur ve bir tarafi
karayadur. 01 karaya olan tarafinun iki kat/ hendegi vardur,
bin& ile sarb olmig kal'a hususiyile k&fir zem&nindan,/ gimdi
dahi sarbdur, zira ol kal'adan gayri, merhu-m ve ma~fur Sultan/
Bayezid Han feth itdUkdensonra, tuflu 'arzi kirkar argun, mezkur
burunun haddine/denize kargu bir kal'a bin& itdirmigdUr, ol
bogazdan y&d gemi gegemez hergiz./ Ve mezku-r kal'anun da 6ninde
gUndoeusina mukabele, bin& ile yapulmig/ bir hufb limani var,
Veli, mezkur limana bargalar girmez, sigdir, amma gadirga/
girr. Bargalar gelicek ol limanin 5nunde yaturlar, balamari
limanin kayalarina/ baglarlar, demUri gUndoeusina sekiz kulaq
suda korlar. Ve gemi yatdugi/ yir alti kulagdur.
(The mentioned castle is situated on a low-lying promontory
that faces south. As it is, its three sides are the sea and one
side is [faces] the land. That side toward land has a two-tier
moat. The castle made inaccessible with construction is
especially from the time of the infidels, it is even now
inaccessible since, apart from that castle, after having
conquered it, the late Sultan Bayezid had at the tip of the
mentioned promontory and facing the sea a[nother] castle built
that is forty cubit long and wide. No foreign ship can ever
pass through that strait. And in front of the mentioned [old]
castle, facing east, there is an excellent, constructed harbor,
Oh Sovereign, bargias cannot enter that harbor for it is
shallow, but [a] galley can. When bargias arrive, they lie in
front of the harbor, make fast their mooring ropes at the rocks
of the harbor [i.e. of its breakwater], and drop anchor toward
east, in eight fathoms of water. The place where the ship lies
is six fathoms [deep]).
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Corfu (K6rf6z) (MS Ayasofya-2612, fol. 166r):
Ve asil kal'asi yilduza kargu viki' olmigdur, ma'nide ( sic)/
bir adaya benzer. Ve ol kal'nin etr&fi iki mildur ve 6nunde
olan varogi/ on sekiz bin hunedUr (...) ve ba'dehu mezkur
kal'anun yilduz tarafinda/bin& ile yapulmi§ bir limani var.
Mezkur limana gadirgalari girur, yatur. Iri/ bargalar ol
limandan ta§ra denizde on sekiz kulag suda yaturlar./ Kal'a ol
yatan geminun kible tarafina gelur, varogi gun batisi tarafina
gelUr.
(and [Corfu's] principal castle is situated facing north, in a
sense, it is an island, and the circumference of that castle is
two miles, and its suburb in front consists of eighteen
thousand houses. (...) and then, on the northern side of the
mentioned castle there is its harbor which is constructed.
Their galleys enter and lie in that harbor. The large bargias
lie outside of that harbor, in eighteen fathoms of water. The
castle falls to the south of the anchored ship and the suburb
to its west.)
Genoa (Ceneviz) (MS Ayasofya-2612, fol. 284r-v):
Mezkur gehir deniz kenarinda kibleye kargu bayin bir bUyUk
gahirdur. 01 gehrUn Ustu ta~dur ve anun 6nunde bina ile
yapulmig bir lim&ni var. Mezkur lim&na kible tarafindan
girulur, andan sonra gun dogusi tarafina d6nub, demUr korlar.
Veli, tar limundur. Her gemi ba§dan ve kigdan berk ba~lar.
KugUk gemi ta liminun igeri gUn dogusi tarafinun nih&yetinde
yaturlar, ve buyUk karakilar, ya'ni g&yet ulu k6keler, ol lim&n
aezinun gUn dogusi tarafinda olan k-lanun dibinde yaturlar.
Mesela mezku-r lim&n aezinun iki cinibinde iki yUce kulle
vardur, ol kulleler her gice fenar iderler. Gice ile, ticAret
iden gemiler asanli'la limina girsUn igUn. Veli, mezkuir limana
girerken gun dogusi tarafinda olan kulleye yakin yUrurler, amma
bUyuk karakalar dahi mezkur limina vardiklari vaktin, (fol.
284v) heman gUn do~usi tarafinda olan kulle-i gun doeusina
igeri dolagub, bagdan ve kigdan berk ba~layub, kara yel
tarafina demUr koyub, yaturlar. Ve gUn batisi tarafinda olan
yuce kullenin 6nUnde, Veli, mezkur lim&n agzindan tagra, gUn
batisi tarafinda, limin §eklinde, gUnbatisina kar§u bir bucak
vardur. Mezkur bucagun bnunde gemiler bin& iderler. Ulu
karakalar zikr olan yirde yapilur.
(this city is a big, evident city on the sea coast and faces
south. Above it is the mountain, and in front of it is a
constructed harbor. That harbor is entered from the south, and
then they turn east and drop anchor, oh Sovereign, it is a
tight harbor. Each ship gets moored firmly at prow and stern.
Small ships lie at anchor at the eastern extremity of the
harbor, and big carracks, i.e. very big cocks, lie at anchor at
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the mooring post (kolan, colonna) which is to the east of the
harbor's entrance. For example, on the two sides of this
harbor's entrance, there are two big towers, these towers are
lighted every night so that ships trading by night may enter
the harbor easily. Oh Sovereign, when they enter this harbor,
they advance closer to the eastern tower. But big carracks,
when they arrive at this harbor, (fol.284v) they just go around
the eastern tower and firmly moor at prow and stern, and lie
there. And in front of the western tower, oh Sovereign, outside
of the said harbor, there is a haven-like, deep bay(?) (bucak).
In front of this bay they build ships. Big carracks are made at
this place...
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APPENDIX 3
DRESDEN-389
(Upper left corner, with pencil): 170
Wind rose in the center (only one half is drawn), arrow points
on all the wind rays.
Names of winds (clockwise from top):
Forydz
GUntocjusi
Kegigleme
Kible
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APPENDIX 4
KOPRULU-172
(top left, with black ink) page number: 1 A i [181]
Wind rose, without a circle, is drawn with black ink in the
lower left; arrow point indicates north.
No wind names are indicated.
Place-names:
(on the Istanbul peninsula, from upper left downward, in
consecutive diagonal rows):
(at the corner of the land and sea walls): Yedikule
(below a mosque):
(to left
(below a
(outside
(to left
(to left
(below a
(to left
'Avrat b&zarinda olan dikili tag
gehr-i istdnbol
of a mosque): Sultin Mehmed
mosque): Sult&n Sellm
the land walls on the upper Golden Horn): Ayub
of a column):'Avrat pizarinda olan dikili tag
of a mosque) gehzdde
mosque) Sultan Mehmed;
of a mosque) Sultan Bdyezid, (to left of a mosque):
Sult&n SUleymdn
(below a column, obscured by a six-minaretted mosque drawn on
it): 'Ali paga gargisunda olan dikili tag
(below the mosque with six minarets) Sultdn Ahmed;
(on a square): seray-i 'atik
(below a mosque) Xy&sofya
(at the tip of the peninsula) serdy-i cedid.
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(on the Galata side, counterclockwise from far right):
K4idhdne
tershane
Kalsta
toph&ne
(on the Asian side, off shore):
Kiz kulesi
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APPENDIX 5
BOLOGNA-3613
(top center, with black ink): [page number] "162"
(top right corner): "4", (below) seal stamp [Count Marsili's?]
(across the upper part of page, in three lines, the end of the
portolan text continued from the previous page): inc. burni
Gun batisi ve kara yil uzerinedur. fin. Bu tarik uzere 'amel
oluna vessel&m ...
Colophon (in the fourth and fifth lines, with red ink):
(...) temmet bi'avnillahi el-Milik el-Vahhab sene-'i tokuz yuz
seksen iki fi el-evd'il-i gevvdl'Ul-mukerrem fi yevm'ul-[&gir?]
fi el-vakt'Ul-zuhr tem&m [...?] bi'avnillahi (Completed with the
help of God, the Sovereign Lord, the All-Bountiful in the year
of AH 977/AD March 13th, 1570, on a Monday, at noon time
completed [... ?] with the help of God).
Wind rose, center left, is only faintly visible.
No wind names are indicated.
No place-names are indicated.
(lower right): Library stamp of Biblioteca Universitaria with
hand written manuscript number "3613"
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APPENDIX 6
TOPKAPI-337
(across the top of the page, in three lines, with black ink)
inc. Gun batisi Ustinedir; fin. Bu tarik Uzere 'amel oluna
vesseldm.
Colophon (in two lines, with red ink):
(...) temmet bi 'avnillahi el-Milik el-Vahh~b sene-'i tokuz yUz
seksen iki fi el-eva'il-i zilk'ade fi yevm'Us-sebt fi el-
vakt'Uz-zu:a temdm gud bi'avnillahi te'&ls. [campleted with the
help of God the sovereign Lord and the All-Bountiful in the year nine
hundred, eighty two, during the first third of the month of Zilk'ade, on
a Saturday in the early morning, is canpleted with the help of God, whose
majesty be exalted = February 27th, 1574]
Wind rose in the center of page; arrow point shows north (i.e.
Yildiz), according to wind names indicated.
Names of winds (clockwise from top):
Kible, L6d~s, Bati, Kara yil, Yildiz, P6yriz, GUn togusi,
Kegigleme.
Place-names (Istanbul peninsula, counterclockwise from top):
Ay& stefanos burni
Yedi kul&
Istanb61
Ayyib Sul[tn]
(on the Galata shore, from right):
Kdsim Paga
Galata
Begik tag
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(on the Asian side, down the left side):
harman kaya [ sic ]
Kalamig burni
K&di k6yi
Uskiiddr
(off the shore)
Kiz kulisi
Names of islands (clockwise from top):
Kizil ada
Heybeli
Berg6zli
Kug adasi
Kinali
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APPENDIX 7
DENiZ-990
Title: (top center, with black ink): Kizil ata ig bu gekildir
(this is the shape of the Red island)
Wind rose in the center of page is entirely drawn with red ink;
the arrow point is toward north west.
No wind names are indicated.
No place-names are indicated.
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APPENDIX 8
MILLET-1
Title (across the top of frame, with black ink): ist&nb61
kurbinde v&ki' Kizil Adalar (the Red Islands near Istanbul)
Wind rose in the center of page, drawn with black ink and
consisting of wind rays only; the arrow points toward north
west.
No wind names are indicated.
No place-names are indicated.
(bottom center right): Seal stamp (unidentifiable)
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APPENDIX 9
VIENNA-192
Wind rose with two concentric double circles, is drawn with
black ink; no wind names indicated nor any arrow point.
(upper center): Library stamp of "Kaiserliche Koenigliche
Hofbibliothek"
Place-names:
(on the Istanbul Peninsula, from upper right, counterclockwise)
Ay&st&fand burni
Yedi kulle
islimbdl
(on the Galata side, from right to left)
Ayynb Sultdn
Kdsim Paga
Begiktag
(on the Asian side, from below):
Kiz kullesi
Kd k6y
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APPENDIX 10
LONDON-4131
(Upper left corner, with ink): \1 0
(below it, with pencil): "195"
Wind rose in the center, arrow point indicates NW (?), no wind
names indicated.
Place-names:
(on the Istanbul peninsula): None
(on the Galata side, from left):
Beg[?]keg tig
Mevlevi hdne
(on the Asian side, from top):
Kalamig burni
K1di k6y
Names of islands (from top left):
Kizil ada
Heybegli
Birgazli
Kinali
Kug adasi
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APPENDIX 11
UNIVERSITY-123
(upper left corner, with black ink, later pagination): EV-
[470r; originally 170r]
(lower left corner, with black ink): an added note?
Wind rose to slightly left of center; arrow point indicates N
(i.e. Yildiz, as mentioned in the instructions on fol. 469b, as
well as indicated by the opposite direction marked with "0",
i.e. Ostro [Italian for the south or the south wind]). No other
wind name is indicated.
Place-names:
(on the Istanbul peninsula, from top):
Yedi kulle
mahall-i Kostantiniye
(on the Galata side, from right):
mevlevi hine
Begik tag
(on the Asian side, from top):
Kalamig burni
Kidi k6yi
Kulle-i dahter (off the shore)
Names of islands (clockwise from top):
Kizil ada
Heybeli
Birgazli
Kinali
Kuq adasi
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APPENDIX 12
NURUOSMANIYE-2990
Title: (upper right, in a box, with red ink) Eggdl-i cez&'ir-i
kizil.
(upper center right, with pencil): 160
(top left corner, with ink ?): \l-
Wind rose slightly to left of center, arrow point indicates
north, no wind names indicated.
Place-names:
(on the Istanbul peninsula, along the Marmara shore, from top):
taraf-i Ddivid Paga
Yedi kulle
cdnib-i Yefii Sardy
(along the Golden Horn shore, from left):
Yefii Jkapu
B&b-i Fen&r
Bib-i Baldt
Bib-i Ayv&ns&ri or Ayvdnsaray
[Uaz]ret-i Eynb
(on the Galata side, along the Golden Horn shore, from right):
Tershine
Ki&gm Paga
Galita
Tobhine
C&mi'-i Meh[em]med Aca
Begik tag (with red ink)
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(on the Asian side, along the shore, from top):
Fenir Bdnqesi
0Ki kbyi (with red ink)
iUskuddr
Kiz kullesi (off the shore, with red ink)
Names of islands (from top, with red ink):
Kizil
Heybeli
Bircozli or Bergozli
Kinali
Kug adasi
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APPENDIX 13
KUWAIT-75
Title: (upper right, with red ink) Egg&l-i mezbr Kizil Adalar
bu resmeder (this is the picture of the aforesaid Red Islands)
Wind rose upper center, no arrow point, no wind names
indicated.
Place-names:
(on the Istanbul peninsula, along the Marmara shore, from top):
Yedi kulleler
Serdy-i Cedid
(on the Galata side, from right):
Divinhdne
Tersdne-i '&mire
Gal[dta?]
Mevlevi hine
Begik tag
(on the Asian side, from top):
Kalamig burni
KIdi k6yi
[Uskuddr?, illegible place-name, looks as if written on Kavak
or K&di k6y]
UskUdar
Kiz kullesi (off the shore)
Names of islands (from top):
KIizil ata
Heybeli
B6rgazli or Bareazli
Kinali
Kug atasi
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APPENDIX 14
NURUOSMANIYE-2997
(across the top, in a box, with black ink in three lines, the
end of the portolan text continued from the previous page):
inc. Gun batisi ve kara yil uzerinedur. fin. bu tarik uzere
'amel ideler vesselim.
Colophon (below the box, with black ink, in two lines):
Temmet bi'avnillahi el-Melik el-Vahhib ketebet'Ul-fakir Mustafa
bin Mehemmed el-Cundi. Tdrih sene bifi otuz sekiz ev&sit-i gehr-
i Zilhicce fi yevm-i dagenbih temcin... (Completed with the
writing of Mustafa son of Mehemmed el-CUndi. Completed in the
year of AH 1038, during evisit [i.e. between the 11th and 20th]
of the month of Zilhicce, on a Monday, August, 6th, 1629).
Wind rose, a yellow circle, wind rays in red, is slightly off
center toward left; the arrow point coincides with Yildiz, the
north wind, according to wind names indicated.
Names of winds (clockwise from top):
L6d6s, Bati, Kara yil, Yildiz, P6rydz, GUn tocisi, Kegigleme,
canib-i Kible.
Place-names:
(on the Istanbul peninsula, upper right downward):
canib-i R11mili
[K al]'a-yi 'azim [... ?i]sta-nb6-1.
(on the Galata side, lower right, downward):
c&nib-i Galata
cdnib-i R-Cmili
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(on the Asian side, lower left downward, off shore):
fendrlik
1harm-n kaya
Kiz kulesi
(inland):
semt-i Oiskuddr
c&nib-i Andt6li
eski vdlide
(between the islands):
cezire-'i kizil adalar
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APPENDIX 15
YENiCAMi -790
(across the top, within the margin, with black ink) inc. GUn
batisi ustUnedur. f in. bu tarik Uzere 'amel ideler vessel&m.
Wind rose, an orange circle with black wind rays, is slightly
off center toward left. The gilded arrow point coincides with
north east, i.e. Porydz, according to wind names noted on the
wind rose.
Names of winds (clockwise from top):
Bati, Kara yil, Yildiz, Porydz, GUn togisi, Kegigleme, Kible,
L~d~s.
Place-names:
(on the Istanbul peninsula, far right, downward):
canib-i Rimili, (in three lines) kal'a-yi 'azim Ul?...-sitdnb6l?
(on the Galata side, lower right, downward):
(at the edge of page) Iairet-i Ay[ydb]
(lower corner, from right to left):
c&nib-i R-mili (faded out or erased?)
canib-i Galata
c&nib-i Rimili
(on the Asian side, lower left, downward):
(of f shore) Fendrlinini [sic], harm&n kaya
(inland) semt-i OskUd&r, cdnib-i Andt6li
(between the islands, in two lines):
Bu cezireler Kizil adalardir (These islands are the Red
islands).
(bottom, center left): Evrk [...?] 200 [total of folios]
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APPENDIX 16
PARIS-956
(top left corner, with red ink, original page number): < Y A
[428]
(upper center right): Library stamp of Bibliotheque Nationale.
Wind rose in the center of page, arrow point toward north; no
wind names indicated.
Place-names:
(on the Istanbul peninsula, along the shore, counterclockwise
from top):
iskender Paga b&nqesi B&nge kapusi
tabik hine Cuhund kapusi
Yedi kulleler Zinddn kapusi
Ndrli kapu Odun kapusi
Samitya Ayazma kapusi
Ddvad Paga kapusi Un kapani kapusi
Lanka Cubb'ali kapusi
Yefii kapu Yefni kapu
Kum kapu Fener kapusi
gatladi kapu Bal&t kapusi
Ahir kapu Ayv&nsaray or Ayvinsari
Sardy burni Hairet-i Ayydb
k6gk
(along the landwalls of Istanbul, upward from the Golden Horn)
Egri 1kapusi
Edirne or Edrene kapusi
'op ]5apusi
Yefii 1kapu, (and to its right) mevlevihine
Silivri kapusi
Yedi kulle kapusi
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(on the Galata side along the
Hajs kby
Tersane bangesi
ters&neler
mahzen
divinh&ne
kureklik
eski div&nhine
Meyyit iskelesi
'Azeb kapusi
KUr[e]kgi kapusi
shore, from right)
Yan kapani
Kara kby kapusi
Kurgunli mahzen
Kireq k:apusi
Toptine
Findikli
Mehemmed Ana
Dolma b&4ge
Begik kaya
Orta kby
(on the Galata side, inland, downward):
karlik
nam&zgdh
Cdmi'-i Piydle Paga
K&4idhine
(on the Asian side, along the shore, clockwise from top):
Mal tebe [sic] Kavak
Bastinci bagi k6prusi Kiz kullesi
* Semsi Paga ser&yi
Fener b&inesi hinlar [sic]
Kadi k6yi Kaya Sult&n serayi
(on the Asian side, inland, from top):
**
[virin k6y?], (to its right): rR A [398]t
miskinler
UskUd&r b&4gesi
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Names of islands (from left):
Kizil ada
Heybeli
Kizil ada
Biirc&zli
Kinali
Sivrice
Yassica
(t)This is a page number following an older pagination.
(*) (added note): Tag li[min ?], L6dosda/ kuquk kayiklara
yatakdir (Stone port, an anchorage for small rowboats by Lodos
wind.)
(**) (added note): Kara tepe-i mezkarda L6dos[-da], ziy&de
tavg&n yatur, L6dos firtinasinda (on the mentioned Karatepe,
when Lodos wind blows, many hares are to be found, during Lodos
storm.)
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APPENDIX 17
KOPRULU-171
(top left corner, with red pencil): page number t V A [428]
(upper left): seal of Elhac Hafiz Ahmed Paga
(upper center right): seal of Elhac Hafiz Ahmed Pa§a
Wind rose in the center of page, arrow point toward north.
No wind names indicated.
Place names:
(on the Istanbul peninsula, along the shore, counterclockwise
from top):
Iskender Paga bdngesi Bd4ge ]apusi
tabskhdne Cuhid kapusi
Yedi kulleler Zinddn kapusi
Narli lkapu Odun kapusi
Samdtya Aydzma kapusi
D&vid Paga kapusi Un ]apani kapusi
Lanka Cibb'ali kapusi
Yefii lkapu Yefii kapu
Kum ]gapu Fener kapusi
gatladi 15apu Baldd ]apusi
Ahir kapu Ayyib Ansari
Sardy burni Hairet-i Ayya~b
k6§gk
(along the landwalls of Istanbul, upward from the Golden Horn):
Egri Beapususa
Edrene Znapusd
Tob X aapusy
Yefii Uapu, (and to its right) mevleviapne
Yedi ]ulle ]Yapuse
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(on the Galata side, along the shore, from right):
HIs k6y Yan kapdni
Tersane b&gqesi Karak~y kapusi
tersdneler Kurgunlu mahzen
kureklik Kireq kapusi
eski div&nhane Tobh&ne
mahzen Findikli
Meyyit iskelesi Mehemmed Aga
'Azeb kapusi Dolma b&gge
Kurekgi kapusi Begik kaya
Orta kby
(on the Galata side, inland, downward):
Karlik
nam&zgdh
Cami'- i Gazi Piydle Paga
Kdnidhdne
(on the Asian side, along the shore, clockwise from top):
M&l tebe Kavik
B6stinci b&gi kbprUsi Kiz kullesi
t gemsi Paga ser&yi
Fener b&4gesi hinlar
Kadi k6yi Kaya Sult&n serayi
(on the Asian side, inland, from top):
tt
6ren k6y [or] Orun kby
miskinler
iskUd&r b&iqesi
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Names of islands (from left):
Kizil ada
Heybeli
Kizil ada
Barcdzli
Kinali
Sivrice
Yas[s ]ica
(t) (nautical info.) tag limdn, L6d6sda kugUk kayiklara
yatakdir (stone port, anchorage for small boats when Lodos
blows.
(tt) (information on hares): Kara tepe-i mezkarda, L6dos
havdsinda, ziy&de tavg&n yatur, L6dos faritanasinda (on the
mentioned Karatepe, when Lodos blows, many hares are to be
found, during Lodos storm).
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APPENDIX 18
TOPKAPI-1633
Wind rose slightly off the center ( to upper left), (red) arrow
point toward north (i.e. Yildiz), according to wind names
indicated.
Names of winds:
(with red ink, starting with NE wind and clockwise): B6yrds,
gark, Kegigleme, Cennb, L6d6s, Garb, Karayil.
Place-names:
(on the Istanbul peninsula, along
from top):
iskender Baga bdngesi
deb[b]&h&ne
Yedi kulleler
Ndrli kapu
SamIntya
D&vu-d Baga kapusi
Lanka
Yefii kapu
Kum kapu
gatladi kapu
Ahir kapu
Serdy burni
kbgk
(along the landwalls of Istanbul,
Egri kapu
Edrene kapusi
Tob kapusi
Yefii kapu
Silivri kapu
Yedi kulle kapusi
the shore, counterclockwise
B&nge kapusi
Cuhfid kapusi
Zindin kapusi
Odun kapusi
Aydzma kapusi
Odun kapusi
Cuib[b]'ali kapusiL
Yefni kapu
Fener kapusi
Balid kapusi
Ayyiib Ansari
0.airet-i Ay[y]Gb
upward from the Golden Horn):
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(on the Galata side, along the shore, from right)
His kby 'Azeb kapusi
Tersene b&4gesi Tobhane
tersaneler Findikli
mahzen Mehemmed Ani [sic]
divanhine
kureklik Dolma bd4ge
eski divdnhane Begik kaya
Meyyit iskelesi Orta ky
(on the Asian shore, along the shore, clockwise from top):
T6n&nci [sic] bagi k6brUsi
Fener bdnqesi
Kadi k6y
Kavik
Kiz kulesi
gemsi Baga serdri [sic]
h&nlar
Kayd [sic] Sult&n serayi
Names of islands (from left):
Kizil ada
Heybeli
Kizil ada
Buirg&zli
Kinali
Sivrice
Yassica
( ) (nautical info.): tag lim&ni, L6d6sda kuguk kayiklara
lim&ndir (stone port, haven for small boats when Lodos blows).
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BALTIMORE-658
Title (upper right): Belde-i tayyibe-i Kostantiniyye
(the praised city of Kostantiniyye; "belde-i tayyibe" is the
Koranic phrase, XXXIV:14/15, adopted as chronogram for the date
of the Ottoman conquest, i.e. AH 857/AD1453).
Wind rose, slightly above center, is a 32-armed star with two
arrow points, the bigger and elaborate one, shaped as a fleur-
de-lys, indicates north and the smaller one indicates east.
No wind names are indicated.
Place-names:
(on the Istanbul peninsula,
from top):
iskender Paga baceqesi
tabsk hine
Yedi kuleler
Ndrli kapu
Samitya
Ddvad Paga
Lanka
Yefii kapu
Kum kapu
gatladi kapu
Ahir kapu
Saray burni
k6gk
along the shore, counterclockwise
B&nge kapusi
Balik bdzari
Zinddn kapusi
Odun kapusi
Aydzma
Un kapini
CUbb'ali
Yefii kapu
Fener
Baldt
Ayv&nsaray or Ayvdnsari
|Iairet-i Ayynb
(along the land walls of Istanbul, upward from the Goldenhorn)
Egri kapu
Edrene ]apusi
Tob kapusi
Yefii kapu, (and to its right) mevlevi hine
Silivri ]gapusi
Yedi Jkule ]kapusi
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(on the Galata side, along the shore, from right)
[Ha&]s k6y Yan kapdni
Tersdne bd[*ge]si Karak6y
tersdneler Kurgunli mahzen
mahzen Kireg kapusi
div&nhdne Tobhine
kdreklik Meh[em]med Aga
eski divanh&ne Findikli
Meyyit iskelesi Dolma bdeqe
'Azeb kapusi Begik tag
KUr[e]kqi kapusi Orta k6y
(on the Galata side, inland):
(behind the shipyards, across the cypress trees) [...?kiy&tlari]
(further down, along a small river) Piy&le Paga.
(on the Asian side, along the shore, clockwise from top):
B6stdnci bagi k6brUsi
Fener b4qesi
Kadi k6y
Kav~k
Kiz kulesi
gemsi Paga serdyl
h&nlar
Kaya Sult&n serayi
(on the Asian side, inland, downward):
Oskudir bangesi, (and to its left) namdzg&h
miskinler
Names of islands (from left):
Kizil ata Sivrice
Heybeli Yassica
Kizil ata
Bdrg&zli [or] B6rgdzli
Kindli
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BOLOGNA-3609
Small wind rose, slightly off center to upper left, is an
eight-armed star with a fleur-de-lys-shaped arrow, indicating
north, i.e. Yildiz.
Names of winds:
(starting with north wind and clockwise): Yildiz, P6yrdz, GUn
tonisi, Kegigleme, Kible, L6d6s, Bdti, Kara yil.
Place-names:
(on the Istanbul peninsula):
(to the west of the landwalls) gehr-i isldmb6l
(further below, near the Golden Horn) Hazret-i Ayyab Sultan
(at the tip of the peninsula) serdy barni
(on the Galata side, along the shore, from right):
ba-ge-i hassa Meh[em]med Ana
Kapadin paga serayi Findikli
Galata Tolma b4ge
Kurugunli [sic] mahzen Begik tag
Tophane Orta k6y
(on the Galata side, inland, bottom right):
K&idhne .
(on the Asian side, along the shore, downward):
Fener b&ngesi
Kiz kulesi
UskUd&r
(on the Asian side, inland):
OskUddr bdngesi
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Names of islands (from left):
Kizil ada
Heybeli ada
Bargdz [or] B6rgsz
Kinali ada
Yumrica [scratched out] / Yas[s]ica
Yas sica [scratched out] / Yumrica
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LONDON-718
No title and no wind rose.
(upper left corner) page no.: E [4]
Place-names:
(on the Istanbul peninsula,
from top):
K&rhdne-i tabikydn
Bucak b&4i
B&b-i Narli
Bib-i Samatya
Bab-i Dviid Paga
Kule-i [?]
B&b-i Cedid
Bdb-i Kum
B&b-i Qatladi
B&b-i Ahdir
Seray burni
Sult&n Selim kdgki
Tob kapusi
[Sepetgiler ?] k6gki
Sin&n Paga kbgki
along the shore, counterclockwise
Odaha-yi b6stinciysn
B&b-i bge-i p&digdh
Bdb-i Quhad
[... ?]
B&b-i Zinddn
B&b-i Odun
B&b-i Ay&zma
B&b-i Dakik ma' horos
B&b-i CUbbe 'Ali
Bib-i Ay&
B&b-i Cedid
Bib-i Petr6
B&b-i Fdnns
B&b-i B&lat
B&b-i Ayynb Ansari
(along the landwalls of Istanbul, from the Golden Horn upward)
Bib-i Egri
Seray-i Tekar [or] Tekvur (to the left of the landwall)
Bdb-i Edrene
B&b-i Tob
B&b-i Yefi
B&b-i Silivri
B&b-i Kulle-i heft
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(building names indicated within the landwalls, from left to
right):
(center left) ser&y 'dhdr[i?] (below it) Demir k[apu]
(upper right) Bab-i Yedikule
(lower right, written on three mosques, from top)
gehzade
Sult&n Mehmed
Sult&n Selim
(on the Asian side, along the shore, downward):
B&qe-i Finas
iskele-i S&lacak
(off shore) Kiz kullesi
(on the Asian shore, inland, downward):
Kirk kavdklar
Iarye-i KIzi
B&4qeh&-yi pidg&hdir
Mahrase-i UskUd&r
C&mi'-i Qemsi Paga
Names of islands (from left to right):
Kizil ata
Cezire-'i Barg6z
Cezire-'i HefibelU
Cezire-'i Yassi
Cezire-'i Sivri.
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Galata map on fol.4b of MS London-718
Place-names:
(along the shore, down the left side):
'Azeb iskelesi Bab-i Baluk bdi&ri
Bdb-i 'Azeb Bdb-i Ahengerin
C&mi'-i Mehmed Paga Kurgunli Mahzen 6fii
Bib-i Kalafat / Kdr[e]kgi To[p] kapusi
Yag Iap&ni B&b-i Kireq
B&b-i Yag
(inland):
(left center, on a building with a saddle roof): 'Arab Cami'
(right center, on the wall, next to a gate): Bib-i Julle
(far right): Oalata Kullesi
(lower center right, on the fortification wall and ditch):
KUqUk Kulle kapusi
(bottom left, in the ditch, next to a gate): B&b-i Tobhane
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BERLIN-57
(upper center left): inc. Bu fasil Kizil atalarifi etrififida
olan 'alimi beyin ider. Mezkir cezirelerifi benim limini olan
Barg6zl6 [sic] atadir. fin. Bunlarifi her birisi Biirgizli [sic]
atadan pusalaya aldim ki Marmaradan beri gelUrken gicelerde
gerek ola bu tarik Uzerine 'amel oluna vesselim.
Wind rose, a twelfe-armed star inscribed in a circle with an
arrow point in fleur-de-lys shape pointing north, is located
far left center.
No wind names are indicated.
Place-names:
(on the Istanbul peninsula,
from top):
ZeytFin burni
Yedikule tebbanlari
kirighine-i Yedikule
Yedikule
Bib-i Nirli
Bib-i Samitya
Bib-i Yefii
Bib-i Divad Paga
Bib-i Kum
Bib-i gatladi
Ahirkapu
Sinin Paga k6gki
Bib-i [Bdnge?]
along the shore, counterclockwise
Amin5ii
Bib-i Quhid
Bib-i Zindin
Bib-i Odun
Bokluk
Bib-i Aydzma
Bib-i Kapin
Bib-i Cebe [or Cibb]'Ali
Bib-i Ayi
Bib-i Yefii
B&b-i Petr6
Bib-i Fener
Bib-i Balid
Bib-i Ayvingiri
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(along the landwalls of Istanbul, from the Golden Horn upward)
B&b-i Egri
Seray-i Tekvur [or Tekir], (right below) kigihane
B&b-i Edrene
B&b-i Tob
B&b-i Yefii
Bdb-i Silivri
B&b-i Yedikule
(building names indicated within the landwalls, from left to
right):
(across the center, on a wall): [Ahar? hardly legible]
(center right): Cdmi'-i Aydsofiyye, (below it): V&lide Cami'
C&mi'-i Sultan Ahmed
Sult&n B&yezid, (below it): SUleymaniye
gehz&de
Sultdn Mehmed
Sult&n Selim.
(on the Galata side, along the shore, from right to left):
Divinhine Bdb-i Yag
'Azeb kapusi B&b-i Balik
Cami'-i Mehmed Paga Bab-i Kireg
B&b-i Kalafad Kurgunli mahzen
(on the Galata side, inland, from right to left):
Kerdste mahzeni (and below it) ters&ne zind&nidir
buyuk malhzen
k6pri
b&rad mahzeni? [hardly legible]
kUreklik
Galata [kulesi]
eski div&nhane
B&b-i Tob
Tobh&nede Cimi'i-'Ali Paga
Tobhine kdrhinesi
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(along the shore, from right to left):
divinhdne
'azeb kapasi
Cami'-i Meh[em]med Paga
B&b-i Kalaf ad
B&b-i Yan
Bdb-i Baluk (?)
Bdb-i Kireq
Kurgunli mahzen
(on the Asian side, along the shore, downward):
Fener bangesi
Kavck
Salacak
(off shore)
Kiz kulesi
@emsi Paga
(on the Asian side, inland, downward):
Kirk kaviklar
M6da burni
0skud&r b&4gesi
Aydzma b&cqesi
UskUd&r iskelesi
Uskud&r iskelesinde olan Mihrimdh Sult&n Cdmi'
cimi' yanindaki hanlar
'im&ret
Names of islands (from left to right):
Kizil ada
Bargoz [or] Bargaz adasi
[Heibeli? hardly legible] ada
Yassi ada
Sivri ada
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1 Bader
A Ayasofya harnami
B (ardakli hamami
C inili hamam,
D Gedikpa§a hamarm
E Mahmut papa hamami
F Tahtakale hamrams
z Burgen
A Yedikule
3 Handel
A Balkapan han
B Elci han
C Galata Bedestan und
R~istempaga han
D Kapah Carpi
E Kirkeiler han
F Simke§ han
G Tophane
4 Kirchen
A Hag. Demetrios Kananu
B Hag. Georgios Kyparissiu
C Hag. Johannes en Trullo
D Hag. Menas
E Saint Benoit
F San Nicol6
G Sainte Marie de C'ple
H Sulu Manastir
I Theotokos Muchliotissa
K Theotokos Pammakaristos
zu Moscheen umgewandelte
ehemalige Kitchen
a Acem aga
b Atik Mustafa paga Camii
c Arap Camii
(d Arslanhane)
e Ayasofva Camii
f Balaban aga msc.
g Bodrum Camii
h Esekapj msc.
i Eski Imaret Camii
k Fenari Isa Camii
I GuI Camii
m Imrahor Camii
n Kalenderhane Camii
o Kariye Camii
p Kilise Camnii
q Koca Mustafa paa Camui
r Kiiek Ayasofya Canii
s Sancaktar msc.
t Sinan paga msc.
u Seyh Murat Msc.
v Seyh Suleyman msc.
w Toklu dede msc.
x Zeyrek kilise Camhi
5 Medresen
A Gevher Sultan Medr.
B Riistem papa Medr.
C Semiz Ali papa Medr.
D Sultan Selim Medr.
6 Moscheen
A Agik paga Camii
B Atik Ali paga Camii
(Cemberlita§)
C Atik Ali pa§a Camii
(Zincirlikuyu)
D Atik Ibrahim papa Camii
E Azapkapi Camli
F.Balat Camii
G Bali papa Camii
H Beyazit Camli
I Burmalh msc.
J Davut papa Camii
K Defterdar Camii
L Dragman Camii
M Fatih Camii
N Fmdikh Camiu
o Firuz aga Camii
P Haci Evhad Camii
Q Hadim Ibrahim pa;a Camii
R Haseki Camii
S Ishak paga Camii
T Iskele Camii
U Iskenderpaga Camii
V Ivaz Efendi Camii
W Kjbe Ali papa Camii
X Mahmut pa;a Camil
Y Mehmet aga Camii
Z Mesih paga Camii
a Mihrimah Camii
b Murat paga Camii
c Ni§anci Mehmet paga Camii
d Piyale papa Camii
e Rustem paga Camii
f Rum Mehmet paga Camii
g Sinan paga Camii
h Sokollu Mehmet paga Camii
i Suleymaniye Camii
k Sultan Selim Camii
I Sahzade Camii
m Timurta§ msc.
n Topkapi Camii
o Yava§ga Sahn msc.
p Yavuz Er-Sinan msc:
7 Palaste
A Eski Saray
B Ibrahim papa Sarays
Fig. 1: Map of Istanbul showing the 15th- and 16th-century monuments. From
Bildlexikon, 3 2.
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Fig. 2a: Eastern part of the Istanbul Peninsula. From Bildlexikon, insert map.
398
Fig. 2b: Topkapi Palace precinct at the Seraglio Point. From Eldem and Akozan, Topkapi
Sarayi, pl.5.
399
Fig. 3: Contour map of the Istanbul Peninsula indicating the so-called seven hills. From
Janin, Constantinople Byzantine, insert map no. 4.
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Fig. 4: Map of Galata showing the reconstructed layout of its fortifications. From Janin, Constantinople Byzantine, insert map
no.9.
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Fig. 5a: (left) Variant of Buondelmonti's map of Constantinople in Liber insularum archipelagi, MS (ca. 1430),
Baden. From Turner, "Christopher Buondelmonti: Adventurer, Explorer and Cartogroapher", 211.
private collection,
Fig. 5b: (right) Variant of Buondelmonti's map of Constantinople in Liber insularum archipelagi, MS (ca. 1430), BNM, Lat.
X.215 (=3773). From Manners, "Constructing the Image of a City...", 82.
Fig. 5c: (left) Variant of Buondelmonti's map of Constantinople in Liber insularum archipelagi, MS (ca.Plans, Res. Ge FF. 9351. From postcard (BN). 1470), BN, Cartes et
Fig. 5d: (right) Variant of Buondelmonti's map of Constantinople in Liber insularum archipelagi, MS (ca. 1450), BN, n.a. 2383.From Gerola, Le vedute di Costantinopoli..." pl.7.
Fig. 6: View of Istanbul from the east, in H. Schedel's Liber Chronicarum (Nuremberg, 1493). From Bildlexikon, 31.
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Fig. 7: Map of Istanbul, printed and published by G. A. Vavassore (Venice, ca. 1530-40). From Oberhummer,
Konstantinopel ... aufgenommen ... durch Melchior Lorichs, 22.
AFig. 8: Map of Istanbul in Mecmu'-i Menazil by Nasulh tis-Silahi el-Matriki (944/1537-8), WUK, MS, T. 5964, fols. 3 1v-32r.
407
Fig. 8a: Istanbul Peninsula, detail from the map of Istanbul, Mecmu'-iMenazil.
Fig. 8b: Topkapi Palace, detail from the map of Istanbul, Mecmu'-iMenazil.
408
Fig. 8c: Tersane Garden and the shipyards to the west of Galata, detail from the map of
Istanbul, Mecmu'-iMenazil.
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Fig. 9: Map of Baghdad in Mecmu'-i Menazil, fols. 47v-48r. From Yurdaydin, Beyan-i Menazil-i Sefer-i Irakeyn.
Fig. 10: (left) Plan of Imam Ali's shrine at Najaf (Iraq), Mecmu'-i Menazil, fol. 64v. From Yurdaydin, Bevin-i Menazil-i Sefer-i
Irakeyn.
Fig. 11: (right) Map showing royal camp and two mausolea along the Tigris River (north of Baghdad), Mecmu'-i Menazil, fol.
72v. From Yurdaydin, BevAn-i Menazil-i Sefer-i Irakeyn.
#4
Fig. 12: (left) Map of Hamadan (Western Iran), Mecmu'-i Menazil, fol. 38v. From Yurdaydin, Beyan-i Menuzil-i Sefer-i Irakeyn.
Fig. 13: (right) Landscape near Antioch with bridge over the Orontes (Asi) River, Mecmu'-i Menazil, fol. 107v. From H. G.
Yurdaydin, Beyan-1 Menazil-i Sefer-i Irakeyn.
Fig. 14: Map of istonibelgrad (Szekesfehervir) (Hungary) in Tarih-i
TSMK, MS, H 1608. From sheet print (Ada Press).
Feth-i Siklos... (ca. 1545), attributed to Nasulh is-Silahi,
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Fig. 16: View of Genoa (Italy) in in H. Schedel's Liber Chronicarum (Nuremberg, 1493), woodcut attributed to Michael
Wolgemut. From Poleggi, Paesaggio e immagine di Genova, 63.
Fig. 17: View of Nice (France) in Tarih-i Feth-i Siklos..., fols. 27v-28r. From postcard (Dost Yaymlari).
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Fig. 18: View of Lepanto (Greece) in Tari~h-i Sulta~n Bavezid (ca. 1540), attributed to Nastili tis-Silahi, TSMK, MS, R 1272, fols.
21v-22r. From Atil, The Age of Sultan Stileyman..., 82.
Fig. 19: Nasuh Us-Silahi's drawing showing two castle models on wheels made of
cardboard for a royal festivity in 1530. In Tuhfet'u-l Guzat (939/1532). SK, MS, Esad
Efendi 2206, fols. 33v-34r. From Necipoglu-Kafadar, "Plans and Models...", fig. 22.
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Fig. 20: Plan of Kiev and surroundings (ca. 1495-1506), manuscript copy of the original held at TSMA, MS, E. 12090/1. From
HC, 2/1:211.
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Fig:. 21: Siege plan of Belgrade (early 16th century), TSMA, MS, E. 9440. From _HQ, 2/1:pl. 14.
Fig. 22: Italian map of the Venetian terraferma (end of 15th century), drawn on vellum. TSMK, MS, H. 1829. From Harvey,
Topographical Maps, 61.
Fig. 23: Plan of the Prophet's Mosque, Madina, on a pilgrimage scroll (951/1544-5),
TSMK, MS, H 1812. From Tanindi, "Islam Resminde Kutsal Kent ve Yore
Tasvirleri", fig. 14.
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Fig. 24: Plan of the Kaba precinct, Mecca, in Serh-i Seceret'Ul-imAn ve thyA el-hacc... (ca.
1540-5), TSMK, MS, A 3547, fol. 38v. From Tanindi, "Islam Resminde Kutsal Kent
ve Yore Tasvirleri", fig. 6.
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Fig. 25: Landscape in an anthology of Persian poems (801/1398, copied by Mansur
Bihbihani), TIEM, MS, 1950, fol. 128v. From Lentz and Lowry, Timur and the
Princely Vision, 57.
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Fig. 26: View of Baghdad in an anthology of Persian poems (873/1468-9, signed Dervish
Nasir Bukharai), BL, MS, Add. 16561, fol. 60r. From Arnold, Painting in Islam...,
pl. 2.
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Fig. 27: Map showing the principal districts of Istanbul in the early 16th century, with a table
listing the number of waqfs in each district for 1546 and 15%. From Inalcik,
"Istanbul" El2 . [On the map, the district VIII shows together the districts of Sultan
Selim and Ali Pasha, which are listed separately as no.8 and no.13 in the table].
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Fig. 28: Diagrammatic map showing the distribution of waqfs in Istanbul in the first half of
the 16th century (based on fig. 27, data for 1546; author's drawing).
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Fig. 29: Diagram showing the compaction of
Istanbul in Mecmu'-iMenazil (author's
the walled area of Istanbul in the map of
drawing).
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Fig. 30: Diagram showing the symmetrical arrangements in the map of Istanbul in Mecmu'-i MenAzil (author's drawing).
Fig. 31: Map of Istanbul in Hiinername, vol. 1 (992/1584-5), TSMK, MS, H. 1523, fols. 158v-159r.
kt.
1. Eyufb Mosque
2. Mihrimah Mosque
3. Kara Ahmet Pasha
Mosque
4. Yedikule Fortress
5. Bayrampaga (Lykus)
Valley
6. Langa Garden
7. Column of Arcadius
8. Fatih Complex
9. Sultan Selim
Mosque
10. ehzade Mosque
11 SUleymaniye
Mosque
12. Rustem Pasha
Mosque
13. Old Palace
14. Bayezid Complex
15. Atik Ali Pasha
Mosque
16. Kadirga Port
17. Cundi Meydani
(Spahi field)
18. Hippodrome
19. Hagia Sophia
20. Topkapi Palace
21. Marble Kiosk
22. Shore Kiosk
23 Tophane (cannon
foundry)
24. Kihg Ali Pasha
Mosque
25. Sokullu Mehmed
Pasha Mosque
26. Old Divanhane
27. New Divanhane
28. Shipyards
29. Tersane Garden
Fig. 3 1a: Location of topographical details, map of Istanbul in Hinername (author's drawing).
Fig. 3 1b: Major mosques, detail from the map of Istanbul in Hunername; from left to right:
Hagia Sophia, Atik Ali Pasha Mosque, Bayezid Complex (right below: the Old Palace),
Suleymaniye Mosque, Sultan Selim Mosque, Fatih Complex.
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Fig. 3 1c: Fatih Complex, detail from the map of Istanbul in Hunername.
433
Fig. 3 1d: Topkapi Palace, detail from the map of Istanbul in Hunername.
434
Fig 31 e: Bayrampaga Valley, detail from the map of Istanbul in Hunername. (Kara Ahmed
Pasha Mosque, above, and Mihrimah Mosque, below, are encircled).
435
Fig. 3 If: Tersane Garden, detail from the map of Istanbul in Hunername.
436
Fig. 3 1g: Tophane building (cannon foundry), detail from the map of Istanbul in
HunernAme.
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Fig. 32: Tersane Garden, detail from a panoramic view of the Galata side (ca. 1590),
attributed to H. Hendrofski, ONB, MS, Cod. 8626. From And, 16.YUzyilda Istanbul,70.
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Fig. 33: Map of the Kirkqegme water supply system in Tarih-i Sultan Stileyman Han (987/1579-80), CBL, MS, 413, fols. 22v-
23r. From Rogers, Islamic Art and Design 1500-1700, 80.
Fig. 34: Map of Istanbul in Sehinsehname (991/1581-82), UK, MS, F 1404, fol. 58r.
440
Fig. 34a: Tip of the Istanbul Peninsula, detail from the map of Istanbul in Sehingehname.
441
Fig. 34c: Tophane building (cannon foundry), detail from the map of Istanbul inSehingehname.
Fig. 34b: Oskudar Palace (facing the two islands), detail from the map of Istanbul in
Sehingehnime.
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Fig. 35: Area of the Istanbul map in Hilnernarne approximately corresponding to the area covered in the Istanbul map in
Sehinsehnfime (coastlines retraced to show the similarity with nautical chart coastlines, author's drawing).
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Fig. 36: Area of the Istanbul map in Sehingehname corresponding to the right half of the
Istanbul map in Hunernime (coastlines retraced to show the similarity with nautical
chart coastlines, author's drawing).
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Fig. 37: Third court and the outer gardens of the Topkapi Palace in Hunername, TSMK, MS, H 1523, fols. 231v-232r. From
Halbout du Tanney, Istanbul vu par Matrak9i,49.
Fig. 38: Partial view of Topkapi Palace's harem wing, with the new pavilion built by Murad
III (the Shore Kiosk in the lower left corner) in Sehingehname, fol. 118r.
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Fig. 39a: The siege of Halkulva'd (La Goulette) (Tunisia), from Sahname-i Selim Han (988/1581), TSMK, MS, A 3595, fols.
147b-148a.
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Fig. 39b: The siege of La Goulette (Tunisia), engraving (second half of 16th century), BN. From Bennassar and Bennassar, Les
Chretiens d'Allah, unnumbered pl.
Fig. 40: Istanbul area and part of the Marmara Sea, detail from the chart of Black Sea
(original size: 29.5 x 43.0 cm) in Ali Macar Reis Atlas (975/1567), TSMK, MS, H.
644, fols. 1 v-2r. From Portolani e Carte Nautiche, no.27.
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Fig. 41: Diagram indicating slopes represented by rows of buildings in the map of Istanbul map in Hunername (author's drawing).
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Fig. 42: Diagram indicating the multiple viewing directions and the separation line of the zones viewed from the south and from the
north in the map of Istanbul in Hunername (author's drawing).
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Fig. 43a: Hagia Sophia (left) and Sultan Ahmet Mosque (right), section from a panorama of Istanbul by Robert Barker, taken from
the Galata Tower (ca. 1813). From Eldem, Istanbul Amlan, 48.
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Fig. 43b: Bayezid Mosque, section from a panorama of Istanbul
Eldem, Istanbul Amlan, 51.
by Robert Barker, taken from the Galata Tower (ca. 1813). From
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Fig. 43c: Suileymaniye Mosque (left) and 5ehzade Mosque (right), section from a panorama of Istanbul by Robert Barker, taken
from the Galata Tower (ca. 1813). From Eldem, Istanbul Anilarn, 63.
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Fig. 43d: Fatih Mosque, section from a panorama of Istanbul by
Eldem, Istanbul Anilari, 71.
Robert Barker, taken from the Galata Tower (ca. 1813). From
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Fig. 43e: Kara Ahmed Pasha Mosque (left), Sultan Selim (middle) and Mihrimah Mosques (right), sections from a panorama of
Istanbul by Robert Barker, taken from the Galata Tower (ca. 1813). From Eldem, Istanbul Anilan, 73.
C15.
Konstantinopel
Fig. 44a: Diagram indicating the vantage points from which Melchior Lorichs most likely sketched Istanbul's cityscape on the
Golden Horn in 1559.(Point A corresponds to the Galata Tower). From Wulzinger, "Melchior Lorichs Ansicht...",
unnumbered pl.
Fig. 44b: Section of Melchior Lorichs's panorama of Istanbul, with Lorichs's self-portrait,
sketching in-situ accompanied by a local [possibly from another tower to west of the
Galata Tower - point B in fig. 44a; the monumental mosque visible in the cityscape is
the Sehzade]. From Oberhummer, Konstantinopel.. .aufgenommen.. .durch Melchior
Lorichs, pl. 11.
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Fig. 45: Site plan of the Fatih Complex. From Bildlexikon, 408.
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Fig. 46: Site plan of the Fatih Complex with old street pattern (19th century) (author's
drawing, based on a street plan of Istanbul published in Ayverdi, 19.Asirda Istanbul
Haritasi).
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Fig. 47a: Fatih Complex (far left) in the K6prilui water supply map (ca. 17th century), section, KK, MS, "suyolu haritasi 1 ".
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Fig. 47b: Bayezid Complex (far left) in the Koprulu water supply map (ca. 17th century), section, KK, MS, "suyolu haritasi 1".
Fig. 48a: Site plan of the Bayezid Complex showing the modem street pattern in the
surrounding urban area (early-twentieth-century streets, now modified, are indicated by
a dotted line). From Bildlexikon, 258.
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Fig. 48b: Partial site plan of the Bayezid Complex: Mosque (1); Soupkitchen (2);
Caravanserai (3); Sultan Bayezid's tomb (4); Koran school for children (5). From
Bildlexikon, 386.
464
Fig. 49a: View of the Bayezid Mosque from the square between the mosque and the Old
Palace precinct, looking east. From Bildlexikon, 387.
Fig. 49b: View of the Bayezid Mosque from the main street (Divanyolu) to south of the
complex, looking northwest. From Bildlexikon, 387.
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Fig. 50a: Site plan of the Bayezid Complex in Edirne: 1 Mosque (1); soupkitchen (2);
caravanserai (3); hospital and mental asylum (4); madrasa (5); bath (6). From
Kazancigil, Edirne Sultan 2.Bayezid Kulliyesi, unnumbered pl.
Fig. 50b: View of the demolished bath to southwest of the mosque as seen from the south.
From Kazancigil, Edirne Sultan 2.Bayezid Kulliyesi, unnumbered pl.
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Fig. 51: Hypothetical site plan of the Bayezid Complex in the seventeenth century (author's drawing based on fig. 48a).
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Fig. 52: The Bayezid Mosque precinct (marked with "B", to the right), detail from the map of Bayezid water supply system (ca.
1810-14). From Unver, Fatih'in odlu Bayezid'in su volu haritasi, insert map.
Fig. 53: "Dresden-389"; Istanbul map in Kitab-i Bahriye (short version, copied 961/1554 by
Mehmed Reis), SLB, MS, Dresd. Eb 389, fol. 170r.
469
Fig. 54: "K6prulii-172"; Istanbul map [ca. 1560-1570s], Kitab-i Bahriye (short version),
KK, MS, 172, fol. 181r.
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ORIGINAL DETAILS:
1. Mihrimah Mosque (1548)
2. Rum Mehmed Pasha Mosque (1471)
3. Kzkulesi (Ieander Tower) (12th c.)
4. Marble Kiosk (ca. 1512)
5 Topkapi Palace (late 15th c.)
6 Hagia Sophia (with two minarets 1510s or earlier)
7 Shore Kiosk (ca. 1510s)
8. Hippodrome (without Sultanahmet: earlier than 1617)
9. Column of Constantine ((emberlita§) (4th c., extant)
10. Bayezid Mosque (1506)
11 Sileymaniye Mosque (1557)
12. Riistem Pasha Mosque (1561)
13. Sehzade Mosque (1548)
14 Column of Arcadius (421, demolished in 1715)
15. Fatih Mosque (1470)
16. Sultan Selim Mosque (1522)
17. Yedikule Fortress (15th c.)
18. Bayrampaga (Lykus) Valley
19. Eyub Mosque (1460)
20. Tersane Garden (15th/16th c.)
21. Shipyards (this layout 1550s)
22. Arap Cami (converted 1478)
24. Tophane (cannon foundry) (15th/16th c.)
Fig. 54a: Topographical details in K6prulu- 172 (author's drawing).
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Fig. 55: "Bologna-3613"; Istanbul map in Kitab-i Bahriye (short version,
BUB, MS, 3613, fol. 162r.
copied 977/1570),
472
Fig. 56: "Topkapi-337"; Istanbul map, Kitab-i Bahriye (short version, copied 982/1574),
TSMK, MS, B 337, fol. 167v.
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Fig. 57: "Deniz-990"; Istanbul map [ca. 1580s?], Kitib-i Bahriye, DM, MS, 990 [formerly
3538], fol. 271v.
474
Fig. 58: "Millet-1"; Istanbul map [ca. 1590s?],
fol. 208v.
Kitab-1 Bahriye, MGK, MS, Cografya 1,
475
Fig. 59: "Vienna-192"; Istanbul map [ca. 1580s?], Kitab-i Bahriye (short version), ONB,MS, Cod. H.O. 192, fol. 169v.
476
Fig. 60: "London-4131 "; Istanbul map [ca. 1620s], Kitfib-i Bahriye (short version), BL,
MS, Or. 4131, fol. 195r.
477
kFig. 61: "University-123"; Istanbul map [ca. 1600], Kitab-i Bahriye (short version), IUK,
MS, T 123, fol. 470r [originally 170r].
478
Fig. 62: "Nuruosmaniye-2990"; Istanbul map, Kitab-i Bahriye (short version, copied
1055/1645 by Ahmed bin Mustafa), NOK, MS, 2990, fol. 160r.
479
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/ _ ..~ .. if Fig. 63: "Kuwait-75"; Istanbul map, Kitab-i Bahrive (short version, copied 1100/1688-9),
Fig. 63: "Kuwait-75"; Istanbul map, Kitab-i Bahriye (short version, copied 1100/1688-9),
DAI, LNS. 75, fol.unknown]. From Brown, The Story of Maps, frontispiece.
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Fig. 64: "Nuruosmaniye-2997"; Istanbul map, Kitab-1 Bahriye (short version, copied
1038/1629 by Mustafa bin Mehmed el-Cundi), NOK, MS, 2997, fol. 203v.
481
Fig. 64a: Mihrimah Complex, Semsi Ahmed Pasha's Mosque
Fener Gardens, detail from Nuruosmaniye-2997.
and Palace, Oskudar and
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Fig. 65: "Yenicami-790"; Istanbul map [ca. 1629], KitAb-i Bahriye (short version), SK,
MS, Yenicami 790, fol. 201v.
483
Fig. 65a: Topkapi Palace and Shore Kiosk, detail from Yenicami-790.
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Fig. 65b: Tersane Garden, detail from Yenicami-790.
485
Fig. 66: "Paris-956"; Istanbul map [ca. 1650], Kitab-i Bahriye (long version), BN, MS,
supp. turc 956, fol. 434v.
486
Fig. 66a: Shipyards, Tersane Garden and Piyale Pasha Mosque, detail from Paris-956.
487
Fig. 66c: Dolmabagge, detail from Paris-956.
Fig. 66b: Uskudar and Fener Gardens, detail from Paris-956
488
Fig. 66d: Palace of Kaya Sultan, Mihrimah Complex, Semsi Ahmed Pasha's Mosque and
Palace, detail from Paris-956.
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Fig. 66e: Topkapi Palace, Shore and Basketmakers' Kiosks, Hagia Sophia, Sultanahmet and
Bayezit Mosques, Old Palace and Suleymaniye Mosque, detail from Paris-956.
490
Fig. 67: "Bologna-3609"; Istanbul map (ca. mid-17th century), Kitab-i Bahriye (maps),
Bologna, BUB, MS, 3609, fol. lOv.
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Fig. 68: "Ktpriili-171"; Istanbul map [ca. 1660s],
MS, 171, fol. 428r.
Kitab-1 Bahriye (long version), KK,
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Fig. 69: "Topkapi-1633"; Istanbul map [ca. 1680s?], Kitab-i Bahriye (long version),
TSMK, MS, R 1633, fol. 434r.
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Fig. 70: "Baltimore-658"; Istanbul map [ca. 1730-40], Kitab-i Bahriye (long version),
WAG, MS, W. 658, fol. 370v.
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Fig. 70a: Detail of Topkapi Palace in Baltimore-658.
495
Fig. 70b: Hagia Sophia, Sultan Ahmet, Hippodrome, Old Palace, and Siuleymaniye, detail
from Baltimore-658.
496
Fig.70c: Sehzade and Mihrimah Mosques in Baltimore-658.
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Fig. 70d: Iskender Pasha Garden, detail from Baltimore-658.
Fig. 70e: Dolmabagge, detail from Baltimore-658.
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Fig. 70f: Shipyards and Kagidhane, detail from Baltimore-658.
499
Fig. 70g: Uskidar coast, detail from Baltimore-658.
Fig. 71: London-718; Istanbul map
Sultans, 124-5.
[ca. 1670-1720], Kitab-i Bahrive (maps), NKC, MS, 718, 3v-4r. From Empire of the
Fig. 71a: Asian coast and Seraglio Point, left half of London-718.
502
Fig. 71b: Western part of the Istanbul Peninsula, right half of London-718.
503
wFig. 71c: View of Galata, Kitab-i Bahriye, NKC, MS, 718, fol. 4v. From SK, microfilm no. 3574.
Fig. 72: Berlin-57; Istanbul map [ca. 1670-1720], Kitab-i Bahriye (maps), SBPK, MS, Diez A fol 57, fol. 28, quarters a,b.
Fig. 72a: Asian coast and Seraglio Point, left half of Berlin-57.
506
Fig. 72b: Western part of the Istanbul Peninsula and the Galata coast, right half of Berlin-57.
507
Fig. 73a: (left) Map of the island of Kos, in Liber Insularum Archipelagi by C. Buondelmonti, BAV, MS, Chigiano F.V.1 10, fol.
31v. From HC, 1:483.
Fig. 73b: (right) Map of the island of Kos (Lango), in Isolario by Bartolommeo dalli Sonetti, fols. 32v-33r.
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Fig. 73c: (left) Map of the island
From Bahriye/Kahle, 1:57.
of Kos (Istank6y) in Kitab-i Bahriye (short version) by Pir Reis, BUB, MS, 3613, fol. 32r.
Fig. 73d: (right) Map of the island of Kos (Istank6y), Kitab-i Bahriye, (long version)
112r. From Bahrive/1988, 2:496. by Pini Reis, SK, MS, Ayasofya 2612, fol.
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Fig. 74a: Marmara Sea, detail from the nautical chart of Menemenli Mehmed Reis (1590).
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Fig. 75a: Map of the island of Khios (Sio), in Isolario by B. dalli Sonetti (Venice, 1485), fols. 43v-44r.
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Fig 75b: Map of the island of Khios (Sakiz) (Greece), in Kitib-1 Bahriye (short version),
Pirn Reis, BUB, MS, 3613, fol. 19v. From Bahriye/Kahle, 1:33.
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Fig. 75c: Map of the island of Khios (Sakiz) (Greece), in Kitab-i B hriye (long 
version) by
Fig. 75c: Map of the island of Khios (Sakiz) (Greece), in Kiti~b-i Bahriye (long version) byPiri Reis, SK, MS, Ayasofya 2612, fol. 86r. From Bahriye/1988, 1:370.
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Fig. 76a: Vignette of Genoa in a nautical chart of the Mediterranean by [Batist]a Beccari,
1435, BP, MS, II, 21, 1613. From G. Patti Balbi, GenovaMedievale-Vistadai
contemporanei.
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Fig. 76b: Vignette of Genoa, detail from the map of the Ligurian coast in Kitib-1 Bahriye
(long version), TSMK, MS, H 642, fol. 284r. From Renda, "Representation of
Towns...", 283.
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Fig. 76c: Map showing Genoa and the Ligurian coast, Kitab-i Bahriye (short version), 10K,
MS, T 123, fol. 398v.
517
Fig. 77a: Vignette of Venice, chart of the Central Mediterranean in an atlas by Giovanni
Xenodocos da Corfu (1520, [Venice?]), MC, MS, port. 29. From Portolani e Carte
Nautiche, no.11.
518
IFig. 77b: Vignette of Venice, chart of the Mediterrenean in an atlas by Placido Caloiro et
Oliva (1646, [Messina?]), MC, MS, port. 10. From Portolani e Carte Nautiche, no.41.
Fig. 77c: Vignette of Venice, chart of the Mediterrenean by Matteo Prunes (1578, Majorca),
MC, MS, port. 10. From Portolani e Carte Nautiche, no.30.
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Fig. 77d: Gulf of Venice and the lagoon, detail from a chart of the central Mediterranean in
anonymous atlas (second half of the 16th century, [Istanbul ?]), IAM, MS 1621,
148/7. From Goodrich, "Atlas-i Humayun", 95.
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Fig. 77e: Gulf of Venice and the lagoon, detail from a chart of the Adriatic Sea in an
anonymous atlas (ca. 16th century), MC, MS, port. 39. From Portolani e Carte
Nautiche, no.28.
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Fig. 78: Town vignettes from a nautical chart of the Mediterranean, by J. Martinez (1591).
From Guillen y Tato, "An Unpublished Atlas of J. Martinez", 112.
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Fig. 79: Map of the Aegean island of Patmos (Greece), Kitfib-i Bahrive (long version), SK,
MS, Ayasofya 2612, fol. 99r. From Bahriye/1988, 1:424.
524
Fig. 80: Map of the island of Corfu (Kerkyra) and the Epirian coast (Greece), fol. 169r, MS
Ayasofya 2612. From Bahriye/1988,2:721.
525
Fig. 81: Map of the Peleponnesian coast near the fortified ports of Modon (Methoni) (above)
and Coron (Koroni) (Greece) (below), MS Ayasofya 2612, fol. 153r. From
Bahriye/1988, 2:658.
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Fig. 82: Map of the North African coast near Bougie (Bejaia) (Algeria), MS Ayasofya 2612,
fol. 321v. From Bahriye/1935, 642.
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Fig. 83: Map of the North African coast near Tripoli (Tarabulus al-Gharb) (Libya), MS
Ayasofya 2612, fol. 338r. From Bahriye/1935, 675.
528
Fig. 84: Map of the South Anatolian coast with the port and citadel of Alanya (Turkey),
fol. 382r, MS Ayasofya 2612. From postcard (Dost Yayinlari).
529
Fig. 85a: Map of Cairo, in Kitib-i Bahriye
fol.355r.
(long version) by Pir Reis, TSMK, MS, 642,
530
Fig. 85b: Map of Cairo, NKC, MS, 718, fols. 48v-49r. From SK, microfilm no. 3574.
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Fig. 85c: Map of Cairo, Kitab-i Bahriye (maps), SBPK, MS, Diez A fol 57, fol. 25, quarters a, b.
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Fig. 86a: Map of Venice and its lagoon in Kitab-i Bahriye (long version) by Pir Reis, TSMK, MS, 642, fol. 212v-213r.
Fig. 86b: Map of the Gulf of Venice, Kitab-i Bahriye (short version, copied 977/1570),
BUB, MS, 3613, fol. 72r. From Soucek, "Islamic Charting", 277.
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Fig. 86c: Map of Venice and its lagoon [ca. 1600], Kitab-i Bahriye (short version), 10K,
MS, T 123, fol. 287r.
535
Fig. 86d: Map of Venice
72r [additional].
and its lagoon, Kitab-i Bahrive (short version, copied 978/1570-1), SK, MS, Husrevpa§a 272, fols. 71v-
U,
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Fig 86: Mp o VeiceanditslagonKitb-1Bahive(short version), MGK, MS, Cog'rafya 1, fols. 80v-81r [additional].
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Fig. 86f: Map of Venice and its lagoon, Kitab-i Bahrive (maps), NKC, MS, 718, fols. 28v-29r. From SK, microfilm no. 3574.
Fig. 86g: Map of Venice and its lagoon (extant half), Kitab-i Bahriye (maps), SBPK, MS,
Diez A fol 57, fol. 36, quarter c.
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Fig. 87: Vignette of Cairo, detail of from a chart of the central 
Mediterranean in anonymous
atlas (ca. 1560s [Istanbul?]), WAG, MS 660, fols. 6v-7r.
540
Fig. 88: Map of the lagoon of Venice, with a plan of the city in a cartouche, published by Lodovico Furlanetto (Venice, 1780).
From Cassini, Piante e vedute prospettive di Venezia, 162.
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Fig. 89: Map of Venice and its lagoon (1528), in Libro ... de tutte l'isole... by B. Bordone (Venice, 1528), fols. 29v-30r.
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Fig. 91: Map of the Iberian coast from Gibraltar (top) to Bera [Garrucha] (bottom) with
vignettes of Malaga, Salobrefia, Almeria and Bera, Kitfib-i Bahriye (short version),
IUK, MS, T 123, fol. 304r [additional page at the beginning].
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aFig. 92a: Map of the Marmara Sea (east-oriented, entitled "E~g&1-i kizil ada bu resimdir"),
Fig. 92a: Map of the Marmara Sea (east-oriented, entitled "Eggal-i kizil ada bu resimdir"),
Kitab-1 Bahriye (short version), BN, MS, supp. turc 220, fol. 157r.
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Fig. 92b: Map of the Marmara Sea (east-oriented, entitled "Eggal-i kizil adalar bu resimdir"),
Kitib-i Bahriye (short version, copied 978/1570-1), SK, MS, Hisrevpaga 272, fol.
167r.
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Fig. 92c: Map of the Marmara Sea (east-oriented, entitled "Eggal-i Marmara engini bu
resimdir"), Kitab-i Bahriye (short version, SK, MS, Husrevpaga 272, fol. 4r[additional].
547
Fig. 92d: Map of the Sea of Marmara (west-oriented), Kitib-i Bahriye (short version), IUK,
MS, T 123, fol. [4] 312v.
548
Fig. 92e: Map of the Marmara Sea (west-oriented) with Istanbul as a topographical detail,
Kitab-i Bahriye (short version, copied 996/1587), BLO, MS, d'Orville 543, fol. 142v.
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Fig. 92f: Map of the Marmara Sea (west-oriented) with Istanbul as a topographical detail(entitled "Egal-i Istanbul"), Kitab-i Bahriye (short version, copied [10117/1608-9 byHaci Mehmed Reis), SK, MS, Ayasofya 3161 , fol. 201r.
550
Fig. 93: Map of the Istanbul area (author's drawing).
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Figr. 94: Anonymous nautical chart of the Mediterranean, (end of 16th century), MC, MS, port. 34. From Portolani e Carte
Nautiche, no.35 (original size: 515 x 990 mm).
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Fig. 94a: Vignette of Istanbul in the anon. chart, MC, MS, port. 34.
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Fig. 95: Diagram explaining the cartographic distortions underlying the design of the Istanbul map in Kitab-i Bahrive (author'sdrawing).
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Fig. 96: Possible stemma for the Istanbul maps in manuscript copies of the KitAb-i Bahriye
(* dates correspond to the completion dates of copying, given in the colophons of the
respective manuscripts; drawing by Marc Grignon).
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Fig. 97: Panoramic view of the Asian coast (ca. 1590), attributed to H. Hendrofski, ONB, MS, Cod. 8626. From F. Babinger,
"Drei Stadtansichten.. .", unnumbered pl. (size of the original: 12 x 51.5 cm).
Fig. 97a: Uskudar Garden at Point Kavak, with Kadik6y in the background, detail from
ONB, MS, Cod. 8626. From And, 16.Yuzyilda Istanbul, 81.
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Fig. 98: Map of the Bosphorus in an anonymous costume book (1588 [Istanbul?]), BLO, MS, Or. 430, fol. 2r. From Necipoglu,Topkapi Palace, 29.
Fig. 98a: UskUdar Garden, detail from, MS, Or. 430, fol. 2r.
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Fig. 99: Shore Kiosk, reconstructed elevation, section and plan (1592). From Eldem and
Akozan, Topkapi Sarayi, pl.10.
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Fig. 100: Basketmakers' Kiosk, reconstructed elevation and floor plan (1645), and plan of
the supporting pillars built on two sides of the fortification wall. From Eldem and
Akozan, Topkapi Sarayi, pl.11.
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Fig. 101: Semsi Ahmed Papa Complex
site plan. From Bildlexikon, 484.1
199.
(1580-1), (top) view from the south-east, (middle)
(Bottom) view from the sea. From Kuran, Sinan,
562
Fig. 102a (left): Miniature composition with cypress trees alternating with chimneys and with cupolas in Suleymanname by Arif,1558, TSMK, MS, H. 1517, fol. 412r. From Atil, Turkish Art, 147.
Fig. 102b (right): Miniature composition with cypress trees alternating with cupolas, ibid, fol. 17v. From Atil, Suleymanname, 93.
Fig. 103: Map of the Kaithane River and meadows with a reconstructed site plan of the Saadabad complex as in the 19th century
(the Golden Horn is at the left edge, the straightened river bed is to the right of the royal residence marked "A"). From Eldem,
Sa'dabad, 8-9.
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Fig. 104: Coastline between Uskudar and Kadikoy, detail from the map of Istanbul, "Plan de
Constantinople..." (ca. 1860s) by C. Stolpe [the site of the Uskuidar Garden is
occupied by the Selimiye Barracks built in 1795]. From Kayra, Istanbul: Zamanlar ve
Mekinlar, insert map no.7.
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Fig. 105: View of Point Kavak with the Selimiye Barracks from the west in an illustration of The Illustrated London News
(January 6, 1855). From IstA, 1:346.
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Fig. 106: View of Point Kavak from the north-west looking toward Kadikoy and the Marmara sea in the 1850s, in Scutari, theBosphorus and the Crimea (1857) by Lady Blackwood. From IstA, 4:566.
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Fig. 107: View of the waterfront pavilions of the (Jskaidar Garden at Point Kayak (1797-8), pencil drawing by
Muller-Wiener, "Das Kayak Saray1", pl. 52.
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Fig. 109: Panoramic view of the Asian coast and the Seraglio Point from Galata (ca. 1670) by J. Grelot. From idem, Relation
nouvelle d'un voyage a Constantinople (Paris, 1681), insert.
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Fig. 109a: View of the Uskidar Garden ("Serrail de Scutari") from the sea, detail from Grelot's panorama.
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Fig. 109b: Basketmakers' Kiosk and Shore Kiosk, detail from Grelot's panoramic view.
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Fig. 109c: Human figure looking toward Oskiidar from the heights above Galata and holding
an open book, detail from Grelot's panoramic view.
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Fig. 110: Perspective plan of Istanbul looking west, with the Uskudar Garden (right) and Fener Garden (left) in the foreground
(ca. 1670) by J. Grelot. From idem, Relation nouvelle d'un voyage A Constantinople (Paris, 1681), insert.
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Fig. 1 10a: Royal residence in the Uskudar Garden seen from the back, detail from Grelot's perspective plan.
Fig. 111: Royal residence ("Kavak Sarayi") in the Oskudar Garden seen from the sea, detail
from a map of the Uskudar water supply system [first half of the 18th century?],
TIEM, MS, 3336. From Konyali, UskudarTarihi, 2:217.
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Fig. 113: Asian coast from Kizkulesi (left) to Fener Garden (right), detail from a panoramic
view of the Asian coast and the Seraglio Point "taken from Mr. Lisles House above
Galata" by R. Dalton, ca. 1750. From idem, Antiquities and Views in Greece and
Egypt (1791).
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Fig. 114: View of Salacak from the south looking toward the Bosphorus, with the Ayazma Mosque on top of the slope (ca. 1835)
by W.H. Bartlett, in The Beauties of the Bosphorus by J. Pardoe (1838). From postcard (Keskin Color AS).
